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I NTROD UCTI ON

The present volume is the third to present Polish rural sociology to the
foreign reader. The tirst publication was a special English language edition
of "Roczniki Socjologii Wsi" ("The Annals of Rural Sociology. Special
Issue") (1968) containing a selection of articles from the first 7 volumes
of that "Annals". It has oriented the reader abroad on the directions
and state of scientific work in Poland in the field of rural sociology.
The second publication, ih the French language (Les Transformations de la
campagne polonaise, ed. R. Turski, 19701, provided an allsided view of
research and studies conducted in Poland in centres of the Polish Academy
of Sciences. Universities and institutions directly connected with social
practice. This volume constitutes current, the most complete presentation of the
trends in Polish rural sociology.

In comparison, the present volume, issued by The Institute of Philosoph,
and Sociology under the Polish Academy of Sciences, is directed to mainly
one problem. This is the question of economic growth, in particular, the
implications of industrialization for the social structure, the organization
of farms of various types, for changes in rural culture and way of life
and in the situation of large social groups, such as the rural youth
and women.

The choice of themes is not accidental. The process of industrialization
trampiring in Poland under the conditions of the given socio-economic
system is the main factor which moulds the shape of the society, including
rural society. The first part of that subject-matter, establishment of the types
and forms of industrialization and the manners of its influence on rural
life and the changes in the rural social structure it effects have been
dominant in the research and theoretical works of recent years. That stage
may be regarded as finished, or temporarily closed, unless the need arises
of basic conceptual changes. The research trend now leans more toward
cognition Of cultural changes: living conditions and expectations in that
respect, the way of life and the so-called quality of life. That direction of
interest is growing at present and may be expected to be dominant in the
coming years.

The volume is naturally limited in content. It hence does not fully
reflect contemporary rural sociology in Poland either in the choice of
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01111101S coirdderabl, fuller presentation will be, for example.
the set of impers to he delivered hy Polish participants at the l'ourth
World Congress of Rural Sociology (Torun. Poland. August k) - 1 3, 197(i). The
reader :lesiring to form an opinion on what Polish rural sociok)gists are
occupied with and the scientific level of their work should be referred to
those papers. Among works not included in this volume. which would essen-
tially supplement the subject-matter it contains, nuy he nwntioneo by way
of example: the study of L. Kolbus, on changes in small farms in the reg-
ion of the most "ragmented agriculture (South Poland). the Work of
J. Burs/ta and studies nude under the direction of A. Kwileeki of social
changes in villages of western regions regained after the war. Or the rese-
arch conducted by. the Institute of Philosophy and Sc,ciology on household
economy and the quality of life. research on the rural parish conducted by
the Lublin Centre or .nvestigations of the situation of rural aged.

In the coming volumes of the "Annak of Rural Sociology", prepared in the
I:nglish language. the reader will find an essential supplement of the articles
presented. Rut those presented in this volume enable to grasp the consequen-
ces of economic growth for rural life and the apprehensions connected with
them. The comprehension of economic growth is undoubtedly subject to con-
stant redefinition in connection with the difficulties it confronts and its
unexpected and often undesirable consequences. Many sociologists and eco-
nomists express anxiety in this respect and seek alternatives. The works of
Polish rural sociologists contained in this volume tend in the same direction
and constitute their contribution to the world discussion.

lioguAluic G(//cski
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I. INDUSTRIALIZATION AND CHANGES
IN THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE
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110(irS1 ANi CIA! k.SKI

.FYPES OF INDUSTRIALIZATION

Although social effects of industrialization are programmed subjects of
only a few sociological research centers in Poland I, probably all scientists
interested in present-day problems have been dealing with theme. However results
of this wide research activity are comulating into a system of positive know-
ledge on the subject, to a small extent only. It might be worth-while to
bring up some known difficulties.

First of all, all general reflections (both theoretical and in publicity, if such
a differentiation should be made in the former literature on the subject)
do not correspond with empiric research. Results of empiric research 'are very
seldom used as premises of reasoning in general considerations. They serve
more for exzmplification of theses deduced on different principles. Qn the
other hand, opinions and suppositions expressed in the course of theoretical
discussions are not accepted as starting points or 'hypotheses in empiric rese-
arch and no w..nder as they' are usually untranslatable into a language of
inquiries or analytic tables. So, if it happens that facts denying some intu-
itive assumptions (too carelessly formulated) are given, or that some ill
considered interpretations of empiric material is pointed out, such an event
has to be considered exeptional. So far, there is no system of closer inter-
dependences between two kinds of cognitive activity arid mutual inspiration is
what rather could he discussed.

In any of these fields, considered separately, there is no closer contact
between individual studies either. Theoretical considerations are most often
so different sequences of argumentations that most often they do not have
common tangential points, and it is hard to expect a wider views' complex
resulting .from polemics. A synthesis (or even simple comparison) of empiric
research results are extremely difficult being most often too fragmentary and
applying an entirely different conceptual equipment. So far neither on that
basis a larger system of hypotheses that would organize the research activities
has been created.

Such a situation, may be little exaggerated, occurs, of course not
only in studies on social effects of industrializatioa. The phenomena indicated
here are often used as crucial arguments, being subject of criticism and there

1 1



!HA% be man\ oppi.iiiinities and inobses is 111,.. iii 1C111 l"s .11 111 1011.1,11
And Na.t e\klinialk nillenc.11 !mum-

b, k to s\ nthesisi, Inme\ \oicos post tdotily such
"C""i" 1. 1114 sliLtessItit SH1LV 1110 di' 11111 111L11611l. \ 001.

1111111' OW ICA 111014.11h Ws. ..111TeN111111s, itt 1 OW 11 141 MIMI/ \ ill 11/C011;11W:
st\ 11111l.seS Ii L N111110111105 III LltIlLl .15 Illan Veneta! delIbel.lhoIls
dItts\ pomi i dial sucl, formulations, p,pical tor the period

begininnos of social iences and esticmcly saluable in those times, are
(oda\ because todas science is supposed to deli\ er stigresnve

iniumoil as well as empliic salality, it means that it is in natural
skremes -unly such statements should be formulated which !lase been or at

111011 he 1tittCil esperimentally The intuitive wa 01 practicing sociology
iii ly esen postulated hut it does not satisf!, anybod, ,iltbougb nobod
denies die role of intuition iii cogniti\e activity, !be point is howeser. that
it should inspire research instead of replacing

Despite of strong criticism of empiric studies that :Ir. based On toquii\
techniques as well as on statistical analysis. their increase m number iind
1.1osstli ,n importance should he c\pected. Nlethodology iiccompany mg these
tevliniques Is constantly dot:loping. theoretical patterns of researA procedu-
es tie h1:1111.! 1(trinulated and in many fields (first of all in social psyellolo-

es) the\ are ;dready giving practically applied results. Instead of wasted con-
demnations a possibly full information on present methodological require-
ricnts leg:m.11me empiric studies. should be secured.

Methodology development is obviously the basic condition to establish
a system of knowledge accumulation nil a factor influencing this system
actisely, Another factor are organizeil partly produced by the deve-
kipment ()I' empiric research itself. Multiplication of research projects
imposes the necessity ot their planning in limited scope at least calls for
organized contasts. eser if they did not live up to expectations. encourage,
the return ot ideas of comparative investigations3. still unsatisfactory. and
csentually forces collecting research results, if only in form of simplified
records. Documentation publishing of abstracts and terminological dictiona-
ries. one subject compendium surweys. sets of controveraal articles and
materials seem to be most essential in this respect.4

Hoth factors. conditioning and stimulating the process of formation of
knowledge accumulation system. still do not secure the creation of such
a system within the given subject. They stimulate the unification of concepts
and techniques of research, and help to define the problems. but they give
no guarantee that within the given subject. a group or concepts will arise.
making the moving from detailed results to more general hypotheses possible
and correcting (narrowing or enlarging) these hypotheses by investigation
undertaken especially for that purpose. Such a conceptualization arises on
a basis of grossing knowledge of the subject simultaneously with a demand
for new research instruments.

1 2
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It seems that such a demand has been recently developed in the research
on social effects of industrialization. A certoin level of knowledge on that
subject has been already. achieved. Many facts and processes could be indi-
cated. generally and without hesitations recognized as industrialization effects.
Bibliography of detailed studies in this field wOuld already include hundreds
of items. Attempts of a synthetic approach to the subject or perhaps sum-
maries appeared also in the world literature.6 However, we are not happy
repeat;ng genera! statements true in a way but too vague as well as
establishing new particulars which do not help in making these statements
more accurate, serving imly as illustrations. There are also few much more
interesting observations contradicting the above statements, that for example
not always and not everywhere erection of a big factory has to change the
surrounding villages into peasant-workers dormitories, sterilize the socio-cul-
tural rural life desintegrate the willage as a primary group etc.' Such
observations indicate that the social effects of industrialization are more
diversified than commonly supposed and sometimes even contradicting
usual expectations. This brings us to the fact that most statements
regarding industrialization effects have no temporary range of validity.
So. they are not hypotheses but suppositions that could be transformed into
hypotheses by introducing limiting variables. Maybe the general question on
social effects of industrialization (which some time ago released such a wide
research activity) is already too vague now. If one does not wish to
repeat discoveries which became banal, a more developed question should
be asked: which type and way of industrialization brings definite results in
definite rural communities (or better: "what results in what communities")?
This question being a consequence of a reached level of knowledge, imposes
the necessity of introducing new differeniiationsN, which should enable new
hypothesesnverified in the course of research.

LEADING MECHANISMS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION
EMPLOYMENT AND WORK PRODUCTIVITY

"Industrialization" is a term often usel in a wide meaning. It is often
used as an abbreviated meaning embracing various, though perhaps coupled
processes or phenomena being the very contents of modernity, so, that the
common name almost becomes its synonym. An explanation of different
contemporary phenomena by referring to industrialization understood that
way, can be hardly accepted since at least a partion of explanatory elements
is included into the explanatory factor. A most frequently used and as it
seems very limited definition of industrialization as a process taking place
in countries with almost no industry') or no industry at all seems difficult to
accept. With such reasoning it would be difficult to speak about industria-
lization in European countries whatsoever.

May be the term "industry" itself requires a. more precise definition.

1 3
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Rcentl y. lot exarnpk. a term *touristic industry" is being used. It seems
that the name "industry- was applied in this case, to a particular system of
group activities organization, extended recently not only on manufacturing
branches hut also on services. Although the meaning of the !erm is used
di fferentiy here than while discussing, migration from agriculture to industry,
or interdependency of these two fields of national economy.

In empiric studies on social effects of' industrialization industry is most
often understood as a branch of national economy which could be defined
more precisely referring to the official list of enterprises registered under
this entry. The term "industrialization" should be consistently understood as
placing these enterprises in the national economy (or in the economy of
a particular district or region). Those. who would be right to avoid the
vague term "placing", are usually indicating the measure applied to determine
the industrialization degree. In sociological research, a most often applied
measure is the number of persons empioyed in industry 10 (or a percentage
of persons employed in industry compared with the total number of persons
professionally active). This measure (and the connecttd with it understand-
ing of industrialization) seems to be sensible and useful as it shows what
considerable part of the society is taking part in industrial production or
which rirt is engaged directly in this particular system of work organization,
defining many fundamental characteristics of living conditions.

Indust..-ialization 15 an economic phenomenon, although not only, and so
economists have to consider also other indexes to measure its degree such as:
the share of industrial production in the wh&e national manufacture (respe-
ctiveiy that of a district or region), share of industry in the national income
or the value or production means engaged into the productive process, com-
pared with the total of production means in national economy. These
measures may be not of direct significance, for many sociological studies,
although they show the place of industr!.. in national economy or in the
general activity of We society. However, confronted with such a basic measure
like employment coefficient, they may picture different kinds or types of
industrialization implying (as it may be expected) different social effects.
And so. for example, the economists distinguish an industrialization based
on employment increase and an industrialization based on increased work
productivity. II These being not alternatives both the first and the second
may occur. However, even then values of both indexes appear in different
proportions. The comparison of their structure gives the possibility to single
out two extreme types of industrialization: I) achieved mainly by increase
of direct labour, and 2) industrialization being the result of capital expen-
ditures, meaning modernization and work rationalization.

There are many reasons for a region to be classified closer to one of the
extreme types. This being influenced by natural conditions, economic history
of a country or region as well as its economic policy (with an objective to
achieve full employment, for example) or a socio-economic system, where
modernization stimuli are we:11.er than the pressure of labour supply.

1 it



A tpe of industrialization is determined directl) by the industry structure
i.e. by size and quantit o industrial plants. In each industrial branch the
part of labour (required level of workers qualifications) as well as possibili-
ties of modernization are different. As during longer periods of time an
increase of labour productivity is a constant tendency, the types ment:oned
here may he also treated as historical stages of' industrialization in a given
country and it should he a-sumed that the stage of industrialization based,
first of' all, on employment increase will be followed by a second based
mainly on labour efficiency increase.

Social efkcts of the types.(or stages) mentioned are as onc may belie-
ve different. Demographic consequences will be different and in the first
place directions and scale of migration from rural areas. Having not found
work in industry, the migrants and migration is to a great extent deter-
mined by a necessity to leave agriculture will exert pressure upon other
development sectors and thus find (or create) new working places. The type
of industrialization determines also to a considerable extent at least, the
occupational structure of the population, thus designates the possibilities and
directions of' social mobility (this being not without impact on aspirations),
as well as the ways of' realization. By determinating an occupational structure,
an industrialization type determines as well the level and kind of technical
and general knowledge, .he level and kind of aspirations and in consequence
the material and cultural needs. It is obvious, that the type of industriali-
zation depends on the degree of economic development as well as on the
general development of the society in which it arises. It is hard to expect
the modern industry to be developed on a wider scale in a country with
a low level of education as well as material and cultural needs. Never-
theless, an interaction exists. It is not only the. type of industrialization
which is determined by the type of society in which it arises, also the
changes in this society are defined by the type of' ind!istrialization. So,
general statements regarding social effects of industrialization may be true or
false depending to what type of industrialization they refer. They may be
also misleading giving the same name to qualitatively different phenomena.

The structure of industry determines industrialization types not only accor-
ding to the size and kind of employment requirements and modernization
possibilities. The structure of national economy, is of equal importance in-
dustry in the first place, because of' the proportions between sectors pro-
ducing means of production and those producing means of consumption.

LEADING MECHANISMS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION --
PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION

The distinction between the tWo sectors of economy has been introduced
by Marx in his studies on mechanim and conditions of simple and enlarged
reproduction.I2 This distinction creates many practical problems it would
he difficult, e.g., to include armaments to t:ny of these sectors (it is usually

1 5
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included into the first). It is also haid to ckissify these products which can
well serve as means of consumption and or as means of production. Finally
one can, and one should r planning purposes, distinguish, more sectors,

ith definite proportions among one another, the latter being an in-
dispensable cot dition of economic balance and growth. However, these
mat:ers do not change the argumentation essentially. The basic conclu-
sion drawn from the reproduction models is most important: namely it is
a statement that the basc condition of reproduction is a balance of flows,
regardless where the accumulation is located.13 Theoreticaly, two extreme
solutions are possible: oi ,.! with accumulation located in the first sector
(production of the means of production) and a second when it would be
located in the second (production of means of consumption). That would
mean two ideal types of industrialization. In the first one ("productive")
the production of means of production would be the leading mechanism
whereas consumption would remain settled or growing to such extent to
make the process possible. In the second one, (consumption-oriented) the
constantly growing production of means of consumption would be-
come a principle and condition of development, while production of means
ot.,)roduction would increase only to an extent necessary to meet the demands
of the second sector. The chances of such extreme models to occur in pure
form are obviously small, as they would cause many economic complications.
Possibilities of production increase based on extended supplies of constant
capital, are limited on a certain level for each period of time; production
increase within the first sector requires a certain growth in employment
which would mean an increase in the second sector as well. The society is
also against keeping a constant level of consumptirn which is influen-
cing labour productivity. Ewentually, modernizatic wires a higher
level education and technical knowledr as well as an .....eased number of
specialists, all this demanding higher standards of consumption, An increased
output of consumer's goods requires a further growth of the first sector
including itself mLzhankms of growth. For different reasons also in view
of defensive capability the development of the first sector is not only
supported by managers but also by larger social groups, also in view
of defensive capability.

With all objectiors the distinguishing of the two ideal types seems rea-
sonable because the decisions on placing accumulation are basically free.
The basic manufacturer of the first sector are its own means of moderniza-
tion. It means that economy is capable of development also in an extremely
"rational" way, in a "production for production" system. As it is, the eco-
nomical .balance and development may be a result of various decisions and
therefore the latter are determined by interchanging social forces, by a clash
ot' valuation systems characteristic for individual social groups or even by
a collision of interests of these groups interests originated from one, gene-
rally accepted, valuation system. 16
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Deliberations on social forces determinating decisions on placing accumu-
lations leads us towards a wide socjological topic which could not be discus-
sed here. The important conclusion for our purposes is just the determination
of industralization types.

Mechanisms determining each of these types also referred to as "producers
market" and "consumers market" by the economists may also appear, to
some extent. A hypothesis that they are stages of economic development,
may be also accepted. Although historically the development of the second
sector used to he the premise and the base for the first, in underdeveloped
countries this order is now often changed and the first industrialization
period is mostly of "productive" character in the meaning given here. Even
with such an understanding of industrialization types distinguishing them and
describing the dissimilarity of their social effects seems useful. It is worth
knowing that in a country shifting from the first stage to the second, the
actually examined effects of industrialization belong already to the past, and
that such a country should expect phenomena that are not to be observed
yet . research.

The distinction between types of industrialization could serve as a good
starting ;oint in describing d:fferent societies. Recognized values are the
sphere where dissimilarity. occurs. The "productive" tyPe implies the exis-
tance of ideology, recognition of serving an idea as a superior value power
of the state, nation, class economic development 14 or at least sacrifices for
the benefit of future generations. In accepting this type of industrialization,
different and even in other matters contradicting ideologie's may cooperate.
If a "productive" industrialization type is being realized accompanied by an
increase of employment and in a country of agrarian overpopulation, then
it may be generally accepted (especially by rural areas) regardless of ideological
motivations imposed on it by centers of realizations. If this type is
realized in a society of strong consumption aspirations, then it must be based
on a power equipped with strong repressive means, able nzkrestrain
social conflicts. However, even regardless of strong control, an expansion
of aspirations and consumption patterns, will result in a development of
this industrialization type towards an industrialization subordinated to
consumption.

Consequences of an accepted or imposed type of industrialization are
relatively easily perceptible in the sphere of values as well as in the po-
litical sphere. It seems, however, that social effects are much deeper and they
reach into the social structure as well as patterns and ,ways of social
mobility, determining the directions of changes and through dissimilarity
of institutional solutions are strongly influencing the character of inter-perso-
nal relations and...patterns of socialization.

Naturally, a definite type of industrialization is always placed in a defi-
nite. society hut an interaction exists. The features of a given society, its
demographic structure, agrarian relations, educational level, etc. create
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conditions mod4ing the industrialization type or even forejudging its ver:,
c:,istence: on the other hand, in a certain system of economic develop-
ment the society is engaged in this development and transformated in this
process produces effects the part of which only may be desired.

An industrialization type based on employment or labour productivity
is qualified by features mentioned already before.

In order to determine the productive or consumption type or indu-
strialization, a dynamic analysis of consumption level increase in a certain
period or time, would be necessary. as well as a dynamic analysis of
produokm of means of produ,:tion pointing out especially the relation
of in% ,c7lts in heavy, industry to the investments in consumption
sectors.

The shown indices give a partial characteristics of extremely complex
structures. Comparison of indices only permits the determination of the
industrialization process in one country or region in comparison to other
countries or regions.

A combination of both typologies allows to distinguish initially four
types of industrialization:

I. based on increased employment in an industry with a productive
leading mechanism,

2. based on an increase of employment with a consumption leading
mechanism.

3. based on an increl -e of labouv efficiency in the economy oriented
versus first sector.

4. based on an increase of labour efficiency in the economy oriented
versus second sector.

Apparently the connections seem more harmonious in the second and
the third type. but as a matter or fact the remaining types (the first
and the fourth) are being realized (not completely of course). This is
explained so far by the developed consumers aspirations being
important stimulants of labour productivity increase. Developed consumption
models are also connected with a higher level of education and techno-professio-
nal knowledge which is an indispensable condition for the increase of labour
productivity. It is impossible for an increase based on "productive"
mechanism to ,be connected with a more significant labour productivity
increase (the third type) since its basic characteristics is to keep consumption
or even its limitation on a stable niveau. Indicating the importance of
factors influencing labour efficiency increase it might be worth to distin-
guish industrialization types according to some other characteristics.

DIRECTIVES AND INTERACTIVE ECONOMY SYSTEM

These characteristics are first of all rules of economy functioning, and
ways of combining consumption with productive activity in particular.
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Within the first type let's call it "directive" producers receive their
orders given by a planning center ariL.1 are then rated, punished or
rewarded according to the fulfillment of tasks. An appropriate economic
s,stern based on the same principle deals with the distribution of goods.

A consumer may, of course, choose this or another product (although
examples of compulsory purchases ire known) from the lot offered by
distribution. His behavior has no direct influence neither on .the producer's
nor on the distributor's activity. The planning center is an intermediary
factor taking the consumer's not always into reaction account, the more,
that as far zis basic demands are concerned, the consumer is not in
a position to refrain form purchases. Although the planning center is not
capable of changing the fundamental human needs, it can influence their
modification as well as create new needs or make their appearance difficult.

Naturally the planning center, is operating more or less smoothly and
rationally problems of compatibility of needs with productive and distribu-
tive activity, ensuring the right incentives for economic institutions as well as
criterions .of judging are very difficult and complex however there are
problems of an organizing or tLchnical character being beyond our topic,
unavoidable failures in the functioning of :he system bring undoubtedly
social repercussiobs. The main feature of ti,e system characterized here
and of zhe indusAalization type based on it, is the indirect character
of connections between production, distribution and consumption being
realized through interdependence between each ol' these spheres and the main
planning and coordinating center.

In the second extreme type let's eall it "interactive", the produ-
ctive activity and the consumers needs meet directly on the ground
of distribution, on the market. Consumers' behaviour is a direct source
of reward and punishment for producers. Meeting the needs is a condition
of the manufacturing pro ess and is indicating the producers chances of
survival. Obviously the producers are doing their best to create actively
the consumers needs by introducing new products on the market, advertising
commercials ec., it means by modification and creating neW consumption
models. It doesn't change the fact that the adaptation has to be mutual
and that the system is functioning thanks to direct action of production
and consumption. While in the previous type unavoidable failures in
operating and coordinating are a permanent source of social tension, in
the interactive type spontaneous processes ol' mutual adaptation bring
the danger of cyclical depressions as well as known paradoxes: overpro-
duction and waste on one hand unfulfilled human needs on the other
and a far fetched rationalization of economica,1 activity within enterprises.

The types described here do not exist any more. The first type,
common in socialist countries is being presently modified and a tendency
could be observed in all these countries to introduce some flexibility
into directive systems. Elements of interaction are being introduced to some
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extent. The second type does not occur in pure form either. The economy
monopolization changed the functioning of the system to a certain extend
only. Interventi of the state seems to be essential in a form of taxation
determining, also prices level, investments etc. Although the modifications
introduced bring both types closer to each other, the basic difference still
remains. This difference should not be reduced to cnaracteristics of the
socialist and capitalist systems, undoubtedly the system of private owner
ship of means of production creates many difficulties for a directive type
of economy whereas nationaliz:ttion of' means of production makes the
realization of such an idea not only easy but encourages it.

Nevertheless both types (especially the second one) may exist both in
the system of private or public ownership of means of production, and
the principle of planning so much emphasized in socialist countries,
may be realized not only through directives given to enterprises but also
via planned stimulation of the market and steering the interaction processes
in the required direction.

fhe idea that industrialization processes occuring in each of the types
defined here would cause different socio-economic effects seems fully
justified. A part of those effects hls been already indicated while speaking
of sources and directions of social antagonisms :'ocussing in the rust 1...pe
around planning-and-decision-making center but being simultaneously re-
frained by the fact that all the workers could be regarded z%s employee7i
of this center. In the second system conflicts occur more cle:rly between
social groaps or classes. The fact, that the second system is being realized
mainly in capitalist countries, transforms these coriflicts into elements of
the fundamental antagonism between production means owners and man-
power sellers.

The consequences reach also the :There of social structure, social
mobility patterns as well as the sphere of inter-human relations: while in
the first system the relation "superior subordinate" or "official
suppliant" is a predominating type of relation, the relation "seller
customer" is most coMmon in the second. It is evident, that in connection
with the evolution of both systems. both relation types mentioned here
co-exist presently in each of them. The growing role of organization in
the second type stimulates the expansion of the "superior subordinate"
type of relation, although the market type relation remains central for the
functioning of the system.

Socio-economic systems distinguished above and determinating the types
of industrialization taking place in their frames are closely connected with
the types described above. It could be observed that the directive system
is connected with "extensive" industrialization it. means with an industry
growth baSed on employment increase and with a' ie;!.ing role of the
first sector, whereas interactive system is connected rather with "intensive"
industrialization based on modernization of' technology arid growing labor
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productivity with the leading role of consumption. So. may be, we should
not speak about three mil:: of industrialization types but rather about two
theoretical extreme types coistructing i continuum of intermediate types
between them.

It so happened that the first type directive (increase of employment,
leading role of the first sectx) appeared in socialist countries, whereas the
second type (interactive, increase of labour .productivity, leadin2 role of
consumption) in capitalist ,:ountries. Comparison of these types does not
mean comparimi ::apitalistic and socialist types of industrialization. The
st.cond type (with many restrictioi,;; is typical for economically developed
countries only. and does not e.xist in capitalistic underdeveloped countries.
In those countrk!s the strategies of econon.ic development are a rule
connected strictly wiin tritional independence gained recently and therefore
with an organization of an administrative and political system. This fact
introduces into their economic strategy features attributed to the first type
resulting in implementing elements of socialism (nationalization of some
hranches of national economy; or of state capitalism to economy of these
countries. So. the occurence of any of these industrialization type seems to
he connected rather with the degree of economic development. The fact
that the first industrialization type occurred in socialist countries should
he explained not oniy hy socialist ideology dominating there (socialization
of means of product;,..n. socialist ideology, power in the hands of a .Worker's
Party) hut also by the fact that they were all underdeveloped countries.
This assumption would find its confirmation in contemporarily ol-served
tendencies. namely the e..:onomic system and industrialization in these
countries evolves towa the secoul type as in some respects (increase
of coordination role of big organizations) the economic system of
developed, capitalistic countries seems to evolve toware..; the first type.

The fact, that all socialist countries folow the first type of industria-
lization neither helps to define the differences between social effects of
"capitalistic and socialist" industrializatien nor determine the characteristics
of socialist and capitalitic industrialization. It would be t least difficult in
an synchronous approach because XIX century industrialization has been
described thoroughly and it is relatively easier to compare it with the
industrialization in socialist countries 5. The differences between social
effects of socialist and capitalistic industrialization are, of course, extremely
essential. Avoiding easy analogies or contrasts, a comparative study on
socialist and Capitalist countrie', of different economic levels should be worked
out in orcler to compare which results might be explained just by the
features of industrialization types described here, and which phenomena
should be explained by the character of the system, ideology or the fact
of socialization of the means of production. The distinction of industriali-
zation types (or stages) presented may serve the purpose. They just allow
to exclude the influence of these factors which are not cennected with
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the socialist system but more with conditions of the countries where com-
munist parties Won the power.

As one can see, the types distinguished here may serve a compara-
tive study of macrostructures. However, these features seem to be useful
also for research on social effects of industrialization made in one country.
If a research on industrialization is being undertAen in a country, the
type of it should be determined prior to the research. Obviously, these
investigations have to take into account the features of different regions,
districts and communities in a country but general features of industiia-
lization will remain essentially the .same.

FUNCTIONAL INTER RELATIONS BETWEEN AGRICULTU RE
AN D IN DUSTRY THE CHA NNELS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION

INFLUENCE ON RURAL LIFE

One of essential features which have to be taken into account in
investigating the social effects of industrialization on different social levels,
is a structure of industry according to functional connections of its
different branches with agriculture. When speaking about these connections,
first of all facts occuring on the labour market manpower flow from agriculture
to industry, should be considered. Most often the conclusions are based
on investigations of migration from rural to urban areas which is not
equal with the flow of manpower from agriculture to industry. Migration
is not only directed towards industry but also to different sectors of
national economy which is obviouslv connected with the type of indu-
strialization in a given country. It embraces not only farm population
(if a farm is to be understood as an unit producing agricultural goods to
be sold on the market) but also, or even first of all, the migrants from
families living on small acres producing nothing or nearly nothing for sale.
As a matter of fact, mat:, ower flow from agriculture 'to industry con-
stitutes a bigger or smaller anyhow but always considerable part of
migration from rural to urban areas and in more fundamental studies
these two problems are separated. There are many studies devoted to this
matter i.e. to the labor market. The relations between agriculture and
industry occuring on the goods market are also important though they
have no rich scientific literature.

Agriculture is not only delivering means of direct consumption but also
producing raw materials for various industrial branches (first of all for
processing industry) whereas industry supplies agricuhure with many important
means of production, particularly tools, machinery and farming mechaniza-
tion equipment.

Each of these relations between agriculture and industry has different
effects which are not limited to the economic sphere only. They are only
more direct and visible in the economic sphere. Both basic effects caused
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by industr development on the employment market manpower flow
froM agriculture to indutr ;Ind an incre:he of part-time fanning groups
may lead as well to an increase of agricultural production as to a decrease
of it. if exceeding t certain level. underdevelopment or even recess. The
migration help the agriculture to get dd of "superfluous labor" (in the field
of production) and additional income solves the basic problems of existance
or fam:;,Ls leading a mere existence on "dwarf farms". The result k that
an influence of industry on rural life through the lahor market stimulates
the growth of lahour productivity, modernization of production, diminishes
splitInig up farm units or even contributes to :mprovement of land structure
(split ling up of dwarf farms within one generation of part-time farming
families does not harm) the development of agriculture where favorable
conditions are created for development of this branch of national economy.
However, when the manpower outflow from agricultural is so big that
it may not be further compensated by technical modernization or double
employment, lowering the productive capacity of farmers l'amilies (on the
middle size farms) then the situation is different. Many factors being the
consequence of these phenomena like lack of manpower, and farmers
employed full-time, in particular, also a negative selection, occuring in
the migration process regarding the level of education may lead to de-
crease olagricultural production, deficient land, utilization of negative attitudes
towards modernization etc. These phenomena taking place with a certain
increase in labour productivity may cause a decrease or stopping of the
manufacturing process in spite of reorganizational effort c. aiming at structural
change in agriculture (creation of big farms) according to the number
of producers.

Since the changes in employment level and in the level of technology
show an interdependence, it is difficult to speak about univocally "destructive"
or "constructive" economic effects caused in agriculture by one of these
factors (outflow of manpower or growth of technical level), but a defined
proportion between those factors confrontedwith the level and potentials
for technical modernization of agriculture in a given country, might determine
the final effr s.

lt could be, of course, assumed, that the effects of each factor could
result in certain economic, or even more generally put, social consequences.
These consequences, however, will show considerable variability according
to the strength or the acting factor and particular features of a region or
community it influences, whereas in relation to each other they will be
either of convergent, complementary, contrary or neutral character. For
example the first factor (industrialization influence on labour market) causes
outflow of manpower from agriculture and increases the peasant-workers
(or part-time farmers) groun. The second factor (technical modernization
of agriculture) may be of I. a complementary character it increases
the number of "superfluous" workers in agrieultural production and it
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compensates labor outflow by increasim of labour productivity but. R)
a limited extend only. 2. a neutral character it creates the conditions
for better utilization of existing labor capacities in agriculture. without
changing the employment level. finally 3. a contrar character opposite
to migration by creation of better opportunities for employment at home
thanks to intensification of agricultural production. It sounds like a paradox
for people being under the impression that -a machine replaces a man-.
However, it should be remembered that introduction of' machinery into
a peasant's farm (not to mention other types of modernization) does not
reduce the general work performeL: by a family. By working with lower
labour expenditures a family is able to undertake other activities (e. g.
enlarged cultivation of vegetables or other labor-consuming cultivations)
which have not been done before or were done to a smaller extent. Although
the consequences of each of these factors are definite, onl y. their mutual
proportions alow to define whether in the present situation the process
of extensilication or of intensification of agriculture will occur, how far
and of what character. It is creating the base to forecast other social
effects e. g. change in the farmers attitudes to the market and financial
problems, changes in 'the system of values accepted by peasants, changes
in the relations within a family and between siblings.

Keeping in mind interdependences between the changes caused by each
of the two factors, many hypotheses could be formulated: that the influence
of industrialization through the labor market leads to heterogenization

socio-prossional structure in the rural community, increasing the number
of families making their living of jobs that are not functionally connected
with agriculture and rural life. On the other hand the influence of industria-
lization through the goods market leads to a different direction of changes
in socio-professional structure and causcs the socio-professional differentiation
within group of' farmers, and creates specialized groups of professions
functionally connected with Jral life and agriculture. Consequently, a hypothe-
sis could be formulated that the first type leads to polarization of social
mobility pattern connected with migration to industry or to industrial
trades while the second type creates polarization or the patterns of social
mobility in the framework of' farming. Secondary social effects of changes
caused by each of these types of' industrialization could be also contrary,
convergent, complementary or neutral in relation to each other (for example
in the field of improvement of' communal services and a respective professional
differentiation).

A few other hypotheses could be made on effects of the educational
level and problems connected with the cultural life in a community. The first
factor (or the first of the industrialization types me.ntioned here) causes
an outflow of better educated youth of higher cultural activity from
the village. A certain increase of educational level of a village community
Ithrought peasants workers category. or a general growth of the level
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of education) is usually insignificant. The second factor is directly connected
with an inaease of productive-Vocational qualifications of farmers, which
is to he achieved wifhout the growth in general knowledge-and cultural
le%el. A comparison of situation in a community inhabited mainly by
peasants workers (the community under the influence of industrialization
coming through labor market) and a community where an intensification
of agricultural production is taking place, proves that the consequences of
each of these factors may he contrary in this sphere r.

The picture is similar when an anal\ sis of mutual assistance among
farmers and, what's more, creation of close relation in the frame of the
neighborhood is being undertaken although it is undoubtedly only one
of the elements defining the integration or disintegration processes in rural
communi ties.

The hypothesis on socnd etkets of industriali/ation in rural communities
formulated here as an example should not make anybody believe tl,m
this is an one-sided interaction, Rural examples have been chosen here
intentionally as they arc the author's experience. It is obvious, however,
that tl;e subject for analysk mav also be the impact of an industrialization
t%pe on urban community or an rural-urban interaction.

Analysis of functional ties between agriculture and industry leads to
rese.irches on social effects of industrialitation in at least thr-L.,: different
directions or three different levels. Different effects of industrialization
in different countries or region ziecording to the structure of industry'
defining the proportions of influence via labor market or goods market,
confronted with the characteristics of agriculture in a given country or its
region, may be the subject of research. Different proportions of the influences
of industry reaching the community by any of these channels may cause
(when confronted with this community characteristics) different or even
contrary social effects being reflected also in desintegration or integration
processes taking place within the 'community. Finally, the delimitation of
regions being under influence of industrialization, according to the dominating
factor and also influenced by the processe3 of social changes could be the
subject. Consequently, also the directions or character. For example. a com-
parison between region of Stalowa Wola (heavy industry) and region of
Milejim (processing plant) might be extremely useful in programming of
such a research.

While mentioning those three directions or levels of analysis on the
variety or soLial effects of industrialization one does not deny the
possihihit thA they would lead, according to its structure determining
functiona reLiii between agriculture and industry, to statements that
could he expressed in a more general form and applied both to analyse
changes within a country or region and a small community. or in other
words -- they might be applied to define both the integration processes
of some local communities and disintegration process of others,
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An indispemabk element of these generalizations will not be only
the characteristics of the industrialization t)pe and channels of influence of
industrializadon, but also the characteristics or type of community chosen
to study the industrialization effects.

.INPES 01: RURAL COMMUNITIES CIRCUMSTANCES
IN WHICH SOCIAL EFFECTS IF INDUSTRIALIZATION

ARE REALIZED

The interdependence between the character of industrialization and the
character of community in which it arises and which it transforms has
been already pointed out. The dependence is obviously bilateral, some
types of industrialization cannot be realized immediately, and on a large
scale, for example, with lack of specialized staff or at least persons
possessing the necessary general knowledge to start specialized studies.
Thus, the industrialization furthers evolutionarly creating the conditions of
its developoment i. e. transforming the society and changing its character.
This statement refers to larger communities, e. g. country communities,
and it could be expected that industrialization there of any of the
described types is going to bring various social effects, depending on the
community character (region, or small local group) which it influences.

It will be easier for the. author to discuss this matter taking rural
communities as an examplei8. Even the demographic and economic character
of a village community has its significance. ln a village of a considerable
splitting up of farm units and an overpopulation, industrialization acting
through the labour market will be of stronger influence evoking migration
increase or enlarging the number of peasant-workers. The stimuli for a farm
intensification will be received more willingly where the economic conditions
are better, it means a suitable agrarian structure, soil proper farming
equipment or, a level of agricultural knowledge enabling at least a start.
If the type of industrialization gives priority to some incentives, it can be expected
that even unfavourable conditions will be adapted to that kind of influence.
Thus. in the case of predominating of the products' market operating
in the villages with the dominance of split up farm unit, along with
the attitude of, same peasant families to follow intense production
trends that could be performed even of the smallest acre (lot). Such
a process will be accompanied by a land concentration in hands
of better equipped farmers, and then on the other hand by the process
of proletarization of families on the dwarf farms, having no means or
abilities to undertake intensive production. If the influence of industry
via labour market becomes dominating an adaptation in community with
a majority of larger farms and very often with lack of labour resources,
will be difficult. However, the same development of agriculture would be
observed via extensive production, accompanied b) technical modernization,
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enlargment of the farms or partild split up of large farms and settling
of part-time families on the parcels created in such way. In various
communities the processe;reated by industrialization and connected with
compliance or divergence of yonditions and incentives, are not limited to
demographic and economic chamles only. It results in transformations of the
social structure, popularization of a different model of social careers,
difTerent directions in changes of family patterns (mainly through the changes
in its productive functions), different attitudes towards education, culture etc.

Nevertheless, these effects could be more easily foreseen and although their
variations are not yet satisfactorily studied; accumulation of monographic
studies should in due course allow some hipotheses leading to new research.
However, the sociologists would be interested most in the changes of the
systeni of accepted values and the strenght of ties in the rural community.
To investigate these probleme the distinction of "traditional" and "modern"
types of rural community 19 are often used. These terms are perhaps not
the best because of their ambiguity. Valuable in their meaning is the
natural or marketing (market) character of agriculture as well as the degree
of social and cultural isolation of the local group. Since both qualities
could be graded many villages of different grades and their different
structure, could be distinguished. The result of the natural or market-monetary
system of farming .connected with the degree of social isolation of the local
group, is expressed for instance, in the attitude respect to so the land.
In case of the first type a relatively stronger intensity of natural farming
qualities and the socio-isolated local group the land is considered a basic
condition of the family existence, the ownership of land and quality of
owned land determines the position of the family within the community
alternatives of settlement beyond farming or the local community are known
vaguely or just not known at all. The land has no market value, it is not
sold, not because of a quite special irrational sentiment, but because a lack
of experience that would permit the alternative of a different kind of life.
Land ownership in its formal (legal) sense can be more or less defined,
but the basic factor is that the family has the right to use inherited land.
It may happen that each family has some abstract part of meadow or forest,
but they would not be able to indicate, which part it is, as it is used as
a common due to the terrain characteristics20. Models of farming of using
the land are standards of behavior rigorously observed and controlled in such
a community. This undoubtedly creates difficulties for introducing innovations
and at the same time creates definite demands and possibilities of mutual
activities.

The attitude towards the land, specific for this type of community
(there is no point in defining the other as they are opposite) implies
a definite way of farming. The objective of farming is indicated by the
uniformed or only slightly differentiated needs of the family. Accumulation
of material values (apart from the land) is not possible on a larger scale,
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because of the undurahility of products preserving facilities and it is not
socially rewarded. either working in order to accumulate material values,
taking advantage of every moment in order to increase t'lle substance,
economizing on products being in abundance, and other virtues of that
kind created by market (monetary) relations would be in this case absurd.
The incentives forming such attitudes can reach acceptance only when the
family existence has its support beyond the local group.

The relation between the natural character of farming and the social
isolation of local community as well as the consequences of this combination
for the system of social values accepted by the group. is obviously only
one of the main factors shaping the features or the community. 1.:*unctioning
of this mechanism is not automatic. The developed market relations may
not break through the social isolation, of the village if it is conditioned
by other factors: religious, language, national. It is possible to find a village
with developed market (monetars) relations, and accompanying respective
attitudes where strong group ties are maintained (for instance the opposi-
tion between own people and sicangers)21. The influence of these factors
should be considered in hypotheses even if' such phenomena could only
accidentally occur on a larger scale within one country.

Thinking on social effects of industrialization in distinguished here types
or rural communities (the second of which can be considered a productof earlier industrialization) we ought to return to the question: which
kind of industrialization has been based upon an increase of employment
with production as leading mechanism, being realized mainly through the
labor market it could be then expected that this industrialization will
act destructively on both distinguished systems of cultural values, mentioned
here ("natural" and "market"), and also on the level of the integration
of the local group. Nevertheless, in the first case (first of the rural community
types distinguished 'here) the changes would not be substantial. Becauseof the traditional way of farming and attitudes connected with it, this
industrialization do not introduce contradictional ideas, they are foreign at
the most, but could coexist with old ones determining behaviour on
different grounds and different environment (for example, during working
hours in industrial plants). Which is more, the patterns of rural behavior
can penetrate through migration and earnings, the urban areas. This
coexistence of the traditional- system of cultural values, and patterns of
behavior connected with industrialization can be maintained also in the
conditions of reorganization of agriculture (e. g. collectivization) and
Wlich is more such a reorganization could find approval. Such a type
of industrialization does not bring any alternative models (with the exeption
that accompanying ideologies would be accepted in the village), that could
be realized on the basis of a rural community. It could, in fact, result in
more or less advanced social disorganization and weakening of social
control in the local group, since thwltural values accepted in it can no
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longer pretend to be exclusive, ;is part of the families find a basis for
their existence outside the local group or part of the families social
existence in the dlage. is just leaving it.

In the second type of coMmunity, the form of industrialization described
here, would cause more substantial results. Since it does not stimulate the
Juirket or consumption, it makes the values acknowledged before questiona-
ble or absurde. On this grounds a conflict could arise where the rural
group could appear as a more integrated one, it could also be destroyed
b the reorganization aLtivitics or some serious social desorganization.

In conditions of opposite types of industrialization, the reactions will
be difThrent in both types of communities. In the first type of community a quick
adaptation of new values, may take place but at the same time chance',
of success would be different for individual families as a result a rapid
social polurization and serious social conflicts can be expected. In the
second s stem of material culture distinguished here, industrialization effects
will find a receptive ground, since incentives for consumption, labour
productivity, intensification and modernization of' the farms are being
supported by a system of already accepted values22. Rational and developed
forms of cooperation could be established also, on basis of economic
development, nevertheless the contacts with super local institutions will
dominante which will result probably in desintegration of the local group
with the simultaneous integration processes taking place on a different
level. Although this type of industrialization refers to already existing
values, disintegration of' local groups can be accompanied by serious symptoms
of social disintegration.

Rural communities have been shown here as examples. The regional
or national communities being under the influence of' a definite type of
industrialization could be the proper subject of' analysis.

The problem is to notice the factors indicating the different characteristics
of these communities which modify the effects of industrialization and
influence its features. A thing that seems important, is to realize the very
existance of these factors designating distinguished characteristics of' communi-
ties, modifying effects of industrialization and influencing its qualities.
Distinguishing of such factors requires many empirical tests for a more
precise definition, and it will make sense providing its usefullness in formulation
of verified hypotheses, .nade to compare results of' industrialization in
various national communities, or for research on results of industrialization
in a given country.

Suggestions of such hypotheses have been made in course of a
discussion connected with distinguishing of' certain types of' industrialization.
These are only exemplary proposals. A more synthetic study is above the
possibilities of this article, as social effects of industrialization can be
found in many fields of sociological studies. Here, the intention, was only
to introduce distinctions useful in constructing such hypotheses. As it could
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be easily counted, the total of distinctions mentioned here make possible
a construction of thirty two different structures. In fact, the quantity of
such structures is less numerous, particularly within one country. In this
country, for instance, assuming one type of industrialization as adequate,
some differences can he expected, depending on the ways of influence and
of community it reaches. Even such a limited utilization of the types
of industry proposed here, should he useful to start a research system
enabling to accumulate knowledge on this subject.
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N TUROWSK I

TYPES AND FORMS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION
AND RURAL SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

(The Polish Experience)

The concept of industrialization denotes a process, a complex of inter-
dependent technical, economic and organizational changes. The changes
consist of the growth and development of enterprises occupied with the
extraction and processing of raw materials and the manufacture of commodities.
This in turn, is based on objectified labour in the form of mechanization
and automation of production in plants operating on the principle of
a complex internal division of labour) According to J. Szczepariski,
industrialization is the basic method of economic growth and social :trars-
formation in socialist countries.2

Poland has been transformed in the post World War H period from
a peasant-agricultural country into a medium industrialized one of advanced
urbanization. In his scheme of 10 levels, or degrees, of industrialization
and urbanization, L. Reissman puts Poland among the top three, alongside
Canada, Hungary and Italy.3

Hence, the Polish experience may serve as an empirical basis for
considerations and generalizations on the effects of various types, trends and
phases of industrialization on socio-economic development of the rural areas
and agriculture.

Observation and analysis of the process in Poland indicate two principal
types of industrialization: I development of the industries producing
means of production: and II expansion of the industries producing means
of consumption, the food processing industries. However, the effect of
industrial growth on the village and agriculture is not uniform or unidirectional,
but is subject to modifications depending on regional characteristics. This
is why we distinguish in the first type of industrialization: 1) industrialization
in urbanized and traditionally industrial regions (and villages) and 2) industrial-
ization in underdeveloped agricultural regions. Type 1. 2 in further sub-
divided into large scale industrialization (creation of entire industrial regions),
I. 2a, and small scale industrialiration (location of small factories) 1. 2b. This
is not an exhaustive typology but it embraces the correlations of industrializa-
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tion and its social and partly economic consequences observed in Polish
sociological research.'

From another point of view the industrialization can he devided into
two types: the extensive industrialization and the intensive one. Extensive
industrialization denotes industrialization at a relatively low technical level
and maximum employment. In intensive industrialization the growth of the
national income is effected by technical progress, improved organization,
rise in the overage skills of crews and by the increase of the real labour
input. Those two types of industrialization may be treated as two stages
or two periods of industrialization in a given area.

INDUSTRIALItA HON BY DEVITOPMENT 01 MEANS OF PRODUCTION
INDUSTRIES

In the first postwar years, especially during the Six Year Plan (1950-1955),
Poland's industrialization conditioned the growth of other branches of the
national economy, including the industries producing means of consumption.
The machine-building, structural-steel, electrical, rolling-stock, metallurgical,
and partly the chemical industry, developed at a particularly rapid tempo.
The rate of growth of industrial production amounted to 16,2 per cent
in that period.5 By 1946-1963. industrial employment had increased by
3 times over the previous period and by 2.5 times as compared to
193839. The gross value of industrial output rose by 15 times during
1946 -- 1965.

The growth of the industries producing the means of production, as well
as of other branches, causes the following two main consequences:

I. The absolute and relative decline of employment in agriculture, where
overpopulation was estimated at 6-8 million (about 75-1/6 of the national
population). In 1931, 73,2 per cent of the population lived in the rural
areas, while agricultural employment absorbed 60 per cent of the employed
population. The shift of a part of the population from agriculture to other
divisions of production of a higher labour productivity caused a rise in the
national and personal income, and in the demand for agricultural produce.
This meant overcoming economic stagnation and a state of psychological
depression and uncertainty, especially among the rural population.

The mechanism operating there consisted primarily in the fact that the
first phase .of industrialization in Poland was marked by the need for
extensive development, i, e., was based first of all on the growth of
employment on a rather low teci.nical level. The population which shifted
to industry turned out a larger product than it would have in agriculture,
since there the productivity of the marginal part of that population was
equal to zero. The increased production attained by the population which
had been shifted from agriculture effected a rise in the productivity of
the national economy as a whole and in the national income,7
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2. Another effect of the development of industries providing means
of production was to stimulate agricultural production for the market and
the professionalizat ion of the individual farmer's vocation. Although in the
first phase accumulation for industrial growth had to come in good part
from agriculture, it, nevertheless, benefited from industrialization, hoth by
being relieved of the excess population and hy being assured of a supply
of agricultural machinery and equipment.

Industrialization thus created conditions and even exerted pressur
for the farmer who purchased industrial means of production pesticides or
high qualit, agricultural articles, and who produced for the market in order
to obtain the necessary financial means to cover his obligations and ma-
ke his purchases. All these changes cause the agricultural population's purchasing
power to rise and the increase its role as a consumer of industrial
articles..The work of the farmer hecomes prolessionalized and he consequently
produces definite kinds of crops, instead of raising by himself everything
needed hy the family.

This beneficial effect of ;ndustrialization, especially based on the develop-
ment of the means of production, depends on the fulfillment of at least
the following three conditions:

I . That the boundary line is not crossed in utilizing manpower from
agriculture, where the labourer does not produce more in industry than
in agriculture.

2. That agriculture is supplied with adequate means of production required
to replace the diminished labour power.

3.- That housing, services and facilities are provided to that extent that
the level of living of migrants to the city is not lower than it was
in the country.8

The course of Poland's industrialization during the Six Year Plan
(1950 1955) caused a certain unbalance in the structure of industrial
development, expressed in over-investment in the machine-building industry
and under-investment in agriculture and in the country's infrastructure. This
is why adjustments were made in 1955-1959 and in the following Six Year
Plan (1960.1965), when investment expenditures were raised in light industry,
in food processing, chemical and power industries, etc. It was then possible
to make the transition to intensive industrialization.9

It is thus important for countries aiming at economic growth and social
development by means of accumulation in agriculture and extensive industrial-
ization to go over at the appropriate time from the predominant development
of the means of production to a balanced structure of industrial expansion,
from accumulation to investment in agriculture, from extensive to intensive
industrialization.

The above considerations suggest two mechanisms of the influence of
industrialization on rural and agricultural socio-economic development:
a) by shifting excess agricultural population to industry, and b) by
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tra,i4orming farming from a self-sufficient base to one of market relations
anti partial specialization. But a broader and more detailed analysis of the
met nnistils of the influence of industrialization must bear in mind its regional
diff,rentiation. for Polish sociologists have noticed that the effects of indu-
struilization differ on the basis of specific regional socio-economic characte-
ristics.

-ORGANI( INDLSTRIALLI.ATR)N IN SOCIALLY AND TECHNICALLY
DEVELOPED ND HIGHLY URBANIZED REGIONS

.1. LiOlkowski deals with that type of region havd on the example of
Poznan and its surrounding region. Many new plants were built and many
old on:N were expanded in that city of half a million inhabitants (situated in
the western part of the country), which. doubled its population during
1946 1970. Its degree of industrialization is indicated by the highest index
of industrial employment: 205 employed in industry per 1000 inhabitants.
"Poznati has Un. the first time in its history become a working class city,
a city where virtually half the inhabitants are connected directly with indus-
trial production".1"

Research conducted in Poznan and several neighbouring districts estab-
lished that contrary to the propositions of sociological literature (which under-
lined the great social costs of industrialization and the emergence of phe-

nornena of social pathology), the course of industrialization has preceeded in
that region without shocks, losses or social disorganization. In the first
place, the emigrant population from the rural area has been integrated and
adapted to the paterns city life. No signs of social pathology, disorganiza-
tion and rise of crime, characteristics of industrialization and urbanization
processes, have appeared there. Nor are any negative consequences evident
for the villages and agriculture.

Sociologists explain the "organic" course of industrialization in that area
by the fact that the rural and small town population there was on a higher
level of urbanization than in other, parts of the country. Agriculture
there, although of the classical character, was on a higher cultural level,

The influences of industrialization and urban civilization were stronger and
appeared earlier historically (for example, agricultural machinery, had already
been applied in that part of the country in the middle of the 19th century).
Moreover, the handicrafts were developed and the tradition of nonagricultu-
ral occupations was widespread. The food processing industry was developed
early in result of which agricultural production attained a higher level and
the "industrial tradition" arose. The infrastructure: railway communications,
roads, electrification, sanitary installations, brick-building construction, was
on a higher level there. The general educational level of the farming popula-
tion was also higher in that part of the country, since elementary, N'iocational
and agricultural schooling had been introduced earlier. Another factor which
assured "organic" industrialization in this region is intrinsic to the city of
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Poznan itself, It has retained in its organization of social life the character-
istics of i provincial urban centre personal relations, developed neighboury
and district contacts by the local community. These traits facilitated the
adaptation of the immigrant population to city life.11

A snnilar influence of industrialization on the socio-economic develop-
ment of the village and of agricultuic is observable in other part,: of Poland.
We have in mind zones which were not so much urbanized socially and
technically as highly developed in respect of employment outside agriculture,
i.e. the handicrafts and home industry, in the period preceding the post-war
accelerated industrialization. The sociologists E. Pietraszek and W. KwaSnie-
wicz indicate the existence in the Cracow area of many villages with working
class populations.1: The Cracow district has a very high proportion of vil-
lages where the inhabitants have their homes and garden plots and do not devote
themselves exclusively to farming, but are employed off the farm. Villages
inhabited exclusively, or almost exclusively, by workers and minor onicials
are highly integrated. Public opinion there persists as a mechanism of Aocial
control and exist strong ties among the inhabitants. Their population is

characterized by a high degree of public activity expressed through various
organizations and associations, as well as common undertakings, such as in
building roads, cultural centres, schools, etc.

The agriculture is concentrated on gardening and vegetable raising and
is characterized by intensive production. The larger farms, which have re-
mained i n these workers villages, are also developing rapidly under the pressure
of the demand created by the local market.

A similar:phenomenon of the transformation of almost entire village po-
pulation into workers is observable in the industrialized districts of Silesia
where industrialization is proceeding. The above determinations make it pos-
sible to define the conditions in which industrialization proceeds in the socially
most desirable manner.

-LARCH.E' INDUSTRIALIZATION IN AGRICULTURAL REGIONS

Polish industrialization is characterized by the growth of the number of
large plants. In 1965 more than 65 per cent of industrial employment fell
to plants of over 500 workers and 48 per cent to those employing over
1000.13 In the first years industrialization was carried out by establishing in-
dustrial agglomerations. This was due to the uneven location of raw material
deposits, the factors of mass production and the attractiveness of big cities for
that purpose. The concentration of industry in large cities induced their sharp
growth. This is shown by the fact that the big city populations trebled
during 1946 1965 and constituted 21.1 per cent of the country's total in
1965.1-4 In 1960 the country's "large" industrialization had to extend beyond
the big cities. The phase hence commences of large scale industrialization
in agricultural areas often retarded in development.
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'Hie process of technological concentration in industry and the desire to
the equal distribution or the producme forces led to binkhng up large
plants in agricultural areas and to developing the so called industrial regions
aro,ind them, where the effects or the location or these Nants are most inten-
sro.. Many such intensively industrialized regions arose in Poland and they
are subjected to complex research by the Committee for Research of In-
dustrial Regions under the Polish Academy of Sciences. Among them
arc thePlock region with its huge petrochemical combine, the Pulawy region
with its nitrogen plant. the Konin. Tarnobrzeg, and Lubin Glogów regions.

We call this type (based on big plants industrialized regions) large indus-
trialization". Another type is the location of small factories in the rural
areas and not in large. medium or new towns.

Research on these two types revealed many specific characteristics of
their influence. Let us take first the influence of large industrialization and
industrialited regions on the village and agriculture. This type effects the
professional structure of the population which shifts to the newly built housing
settlements in part, while others travel to work in the new industrial
plants or engage in dual occupations. The commissioning of industrial plants
results as a rule in the emergence of a category of people engaged in two
vocations, the so-called part-time farmers. This category combines farming
with employment outside agriculture. In 1968 about 1 million rural inhabitants
(heads of families) were employed off the farm. Besides, 500000 to 700 000
numbers of peasant families worked outside agriculture in the same year, 15
Overall, part-time farmers constitute 74-1/3 of all families operating farms
of various sizes. This is by no means an exclusively Polish phenomenon,
20 per cent of all fiirmers in USA, 51 per cent in Jugoslavia, 43 per cent
in the German Federal Republic are part-time farmers.16

The part-time farmer phenomenon rose in large proportions only after
World War II. There has been a wide discussion in agricultural and socio-
logical literature on the influences of this category on the changes undergone
by agriculture and the peasant population. The influence of dual occupation
on the character of farming has been a subject of special interest. Three
points (of view) on this question may be distinguished. The first stresses
the resulting extensification of farming and the second its intensification. As
formulated by A. Wo. part-time farmers, under the influence of gainful
employment in industry, begin to valorize their work and therefore intensify
also their farming.1/ According to the third proposition there is no uniform
and unidirectional influence of the individual farmers dual occupation on the
intensification of their farms, since a whole number of variables operate
there which modify that influence.

Research establishes a similar output value per ha of arable land in the
up to 2 ha group both for full-time and part-time farmers. An investigation
of full-time and part-time farmer owners of larger farms, indicates that the
longer the duration of combining farming with employment off the farm
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the more do the output results approximate those of hill-time farmers. It
was obsercd in the Hock region, for instance, that the output of iarmers
with dual occupation in villages where a considerable proportion of the
population are employed outside agriculture is higher than in villages with
a lower proportion of the latter category. This is probably. because the
villages with a lower proportion of employed are more distant from industrial
plants and regular travels to work require more time.Is

On the other hand in villages near industrial plants or towns with
it higher proportion of inhabitants traveling to work there is formed an atmo-
sphere of stabihzation and not of temporariness and waiting to move to the city.
which undoubtedly encourages investment in the farms. All this shows that
the influence of dual occupation on the intensification of farming depends on
many microstructural factors, such as age. for instance. As was found in
Flock and Pulawy regions. when the part-time farmers were young and active,
their farming was intensive. The influence in question depends further on
the size of the family. location of the village and its tradition of agrarian
culture. the degree of diffusion of agricultural innovations and of the deve-
lopment of local organizations and institutions.N It was further ascertained
that production extensilication ensues on farms where there is an efflux of
young people and there are no legal heirs to take them over. It is estimated
that 10 per cent of farms have no legal heirs. It should be noted that
various measures have been taken to secure these farms successors in the
future and an elaborate plan has been adopted (beginning with 1971) for
the mechanization of individual farms in the spheres of production, yard
work and transport.

The part-time farmer category also played an important role in rebuilding
the class and strata structure of the Polish .country. It led to the elimination
of the landless, day labourers' and small farmers' strata by transforming them
into workers with two sources of income. It thus changed their status in
relation to the owners of larger farms (purely agricultural families). The
dependence of the landless peasants upon the owners of bigger farms was
broken. The part-time farmer strata became at the same time the bearer
of city patterns of life and system of values in the rural areas.20

The above referred research on industrialized regions examined the various
aspects of change effected in the industrialized regions by large plants. In
particular there was studied the question of adiiptation of the migrant, rural
population to city life and to work in industry as well as the problem of
adaptation by those who travel to work in factories. For the proposition
has become quite current in sociological literature regarding the existence of
a correlation between industrialization and urbanization (on a national or
regional scale) on the one hand, and the rise of phenomena of social pathol-
ogy. on the other. W. E. Moore regards this correlations as a fixed law
of industrialization processes. 2 1

Polish research indicate that this proposition applies only to large indus-
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trial regions emerging in retarded igneultural areas, .1. Szezepanski notes
further that research on the social consequences of the location of large
indusinal plants should distinguish .1 stages: the pie-investment stage, the
construction stage ;111d the stages of eommissionliv ;Ind e\ploitation, The
research in Hock region, Nowa I luta, the Pulawy, and Konin regions and
the nucro-regions of the new industrial towns nearly. Lublin:" established
that phenomena of social pathology appear in the second stage (in the
construction stage of large plants). In that period the town or settlement
where the plant is being located is nut prepared for its new role and is not
in a position to master all the processes this involves: transport and com-
munication, requirements of housing, communal facilities, institutions, etc.
The adaptation processes only commenced in that period and the building
construction crews constitute a tempor.ary population group. They live in
industrial regions or centres but since they wort, at construction sites away
from home for long periods they. are separated from their families, neighbours
and friends. Those who travel to work from rural areas are in a some-
what similar situation. The social vacum in which a large part of this
immigrant population finds itself in is accented by the workers hostels in
which they live.

The processes of stabilization and adaptation are accelerated in the stage
of commissioning industrial plants. Those processes proceed more rapidly
among young people as among those who migrated to work with their
families or who married a city dweller. Moreover, the more rapid and
complete the occupational adaptation, the fuller is the adaptation to the city
environment. 24

True, there is still an appreciable proportion in the first years after an
industrial plants was commissioned who feel themselves transitory, temporary
travellers to work and temporary residents. But even then the bulk of the
population feel permanently attached to the plant and the city and it is they
who give the normal tone to daily life. Urban institutions develop or change
in this period, while the population takes a hand in the creation of the
conditions and facilities of a common life in town. All Polish research
conducted in large industrialized regions, new cities or intensively industrial-
ized small towns confirm these processes of stabilization and of overcoming
such phenomena as disorganization, crime, alcoholism. etc.

"SMALL- INDUSTRIALIZATION

As indicated above, the term "small industrialization" designates the loca-
tion of small factories far from cities or large industrial centres which carry
on small scale production not direetly connected with agriculture. A. Olszewska
deals with this type of industrialization. She describes the influence of such
a factory located in a village of Silesian Opole on the socio-economic develop-
ment of the village and agriculture.25 The findings of this case-study may
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be yowl allied for similarly industrialized agricultural areas. Hie research
establishes that although production in the inyestigated factory \\As not
COnnected ith agriculture. its crews came mainly from the village inhabitants.
The y dlage itself became urbanized and the popuLition's level of living con-
siderably rose owing to the phenomenon or dual occupation. It's socio-occu-
pational structure was thus transformed. The .1equisition of mules and eon.
stant employ Went raised the value of work and qualification as a criterion
of prestige, while the social position of the working class population lin-
proX ed considerably.

The pattern of life changed. Fins was expressed. among other things,
in the permeation of new ways of spending leisure time: attending the local

nema. group trips to the theatre in the neighbouring large city. excursions,
,acationing in local health resorts. etc.

It was furthermore established that the local community became more
integrated, The impact of the local community on the factory is expressed,
among other things, in the fact that crew composed mainly of women intro-
duce there certain customs and habits, such as chanting religious songs
during work. etc. Inter-personal relations in the plant are consolidated by
the customs and moral norms accepted as obligatory by the local community.
Ilence cases of theft or neglect of work are isolated incidents. Even the factory
management is subject to the pressure of local community. opinion. The or-
gani/ation of the factory, its norms and system of valne'S 'are to a certain
degree suhordinated to the village eolleetivelly, although they are''themselves
modified under the influence of the factory.

characteristics of small industrialization point to its greater social
utility and different course than the industrialization form discussed above.
It should be noted too that hoth purely agricultural families and those of
dual occupation show rapid progress of agriculture, since the inhabitants
of the respondent villages are not inclined to leave their localities. On the
contrary, they cooperate in expanding and modernizing communal facilities
in order to convert the village into an agricultural little town. The income
from employment otr the farm is directed to investment not only in the
household and in rising living standards but also in the farm.

INDUSTRIALIZATION HY MEANS OF DEVELOPING THE FOOD PROCESSING
INDUSTRY

Polish sociologists distinguish the development of the food processing
industry as another industrial trend. This trend ran paralled with the first
hut at a slower tempo in the early years of industrialization and more rapidly as
the development of the means of production industries progressed. This is
shown by the investment expenditures. Thus investment in the food processing
industry stood in sixth place as compared to other braches of industry in
1956 and in fourth place by 1966. And in the latter years the number of
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plants this sphere amounted to 14 198 out of the total of 41 479 plants in
the socialized sector of industry. While the gross output of these plants
amounted to 150 849 million zlotys as compared to the total value of gross
industrial production of 784 425 million zlotys (in comparative prices). They
employed 435 MO workers Out of the total of 3 785 500 in socialized industry.26

The.above data show that the food processing industry plays an important
role in creating the national income. It exerts a manifold influence on the
social and economic development of the village and of agriculture: Its
transformative role is demonstrated in research conducted in the MilejOw
region in Lublin voivodeship where fruit and vegetable processing plants
were 1 oca ted. 2 7

A food processing plant influences the neighbouring region in at least
three ways. First, by employing part of the population thus raising its income
and standard of living. Secondly, as an organizer, contractor and purchaser
of agricultural produce who requires qualified labour and specialization in
fruit and vegetable prodUction. To meet these requirements the farmers must
raise their qualification by studying and reading agrotechnical literature. They
must rationalize production and introduce progressive agrotechnical innova-
tions on their farms. All this involves the process of professionalization of
the individual farmer's vocation, regarding the farm as an enterprise geared
completely to the market..The processing plant participates in this by means
of schooling and instruction as well as supervision exercised by the agricul-
tural service of the factory.

The consequences of the changes are manifold and find expression in
the transformation of the local community's organization. The formation of
agricultural unions and associations is hastened, which effects the reintegra-
tion of the local community. Links are thus established between the agricul-
tural-industrial and rural-urban region (of which the centre is the industrial-
-agricultural settlement) and the factory which becomes the centre of socio-
cultural life. Hence the emergence of an industrial plant and the grouping
around it of an urban type settlement acting as a social, cultural and po-
litical centre influences also the :neighbouring villages.

However a link between an agricultural area (raw material base) and
one industrial plant (exerting such a cumulative influence) is possible in the
case of fruit or vegetable processing plants and dairies but becomes diluted,
in the case of other branches of the food processing industry. Nevertheless
the influence, though in different forms, applies also when the plant is not
directly connected with a given agricultural area. This pertains to such
industrial plants as sugar refineries, potato-starch processing or tobacco plants,
etc. For in these cases the industrial plant influences the village and agricul-
ture by creating a demand for given types of crops. At the same time
it conducts courses and provides instruction through its agrotechnical service,
acts as a professional advisor and distributor of means of production
.(seed. pesticides, etc). All this also promotes the professionalization of the
individual farmer and the creation of professional organizations.
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This role is appreciated by political leaders and economists.2 Econo-
mists maintain. for instance, that large industrial investments do not have
as strong, integrative and transforming impact on the structure and
specialization of agricultural production as do food processing plants.
They at the same time point to the economic benefits of the even
distribution of such plants.2"

An investigation of the Tarnobrzeg industrial region leads J. Kubica
to the conclion that "... the food processing industry exerts a much
stronger influence on changes in the cultivation structure than do units of
other industrial branches (including a sulphuric acid combine) with much
greater output value, employment levels, etc".30 While S. Misztal, in his
book on the distribution of industrial investment in Poland, reaches the
conclusion that the expansion of food processing plants in agricultural
areas is the way to ease the disproportion in the distribution of industry
over the country.31 There is a controversy, whether the industrialization
by the development of the industries producing means of production or
the industrialization by the production of consummers' goods should be
preferable. According to the Polish experience the period-stage .of more
investments in the "key" ("A") industries is necessary and only later
the consumers' goods and service's industries can be more intensively devel-
oped. It is a real problem. how to keep 'at the beginning of industria-
lization the proper proportion between the development of those two
types of industries and after that stage how to keep equilibrium between
them.

CONCLUSION

Empirical research on social change in Poland in connection with
accelerated industrialization following World War II were developed. This
research suggests the distinction (inductively) of the following types of
industrialization:

Industrialization by means of developing the industries providing means
of production was expressed first in its extensive, then in its intensive
form. The fist was applied in Poland in the first years of lautiching tl
country's economic growth. Industrialization then begins to influence agri-
culture and the village by the employment of redundant manpower
to stimulate the peasants to produce for the market and to professionalize
their vocation. This type of industrialization assumes the form of "organic"
industrialization if it takes place on technically and socially more highly
urbanized agricultural areas or if these areas are characterized by industrial
traditions.

"Large industrialization" consists of the location of big industrial
plants in economically retarded agricultural areas. Many such large indus-
trialized regions were created in Poland. Complex research in such regions
indicates (despite Moore's thesis) that disorganization and social pathology
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appear only in the period of construction of the industrial plants and
disappear later on. Then follow processes of stabilization and adaptation
of the people.

The so-called "small" industrialization consists in the location of small
factories in the rural areas and in the development of the food processing
industry (reverse of industrialization by me.?1!s of development of the means
of production.

The last two types of iridustrialization effect the most desirable social
conseq uences.

_The type (stage) of industrialization (extensive or intensive) should agree
with the level of the general development of a given country. In the case
of the underdeveloped countries the extensive industrialization ought to be
introduced because of a low level of education and lack of technological
"know-how". On the other hand this type of industrialization causes the
full employment and it is the startpoint of many changes in social structure
and living standard of the people.
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RYSZARD TURSKI

CHANGES IN THE RURAL SOCIAL STRUCTURE

In the course of many ages the social system formed by private
agricultural holdings has proved a surprising ability of an adjustment to
changing social and cultural structures. In this permanent and sometimes
dramatic process of the adjustement to the non-rural and outside world a rural
organization of production and social life has undergone, of course,
various transformations. These transformations, however, were taking place
gradually and in long cycles and, therefore, they did not modify very
much the types of production, agricultural structure and so on. They were
rather a permanent element of the passive adaptation of rural culture and
economy to the outside world. Generally speaking, these transformations
promoted the durability of traditional rural civilizationeven in fast growing
industrial societies. I

In the present stage of modernization processes a trend of changes
is primarily of a different character. Agrobiological, technical ind economic
progress in agriculture of advanced countries is time-concentrated and
cumulative. In the past cycles of transformations the traditional system. of
rural social life was gradually and, in fact, partially modified, but it was
able to preserve the configuration of its essential and permanent elements.
The present modernization processes of agriculture ruin the principles and
functioning of rural life and make it necessary to adjust more actively
to the global society. The farmers of almost all advanced countries live
under a. pressure of necessity of complicated adaptation. It means that the
farmers have to adjust to their own rapidly changing and technically
modernized work-environment, to market mechanisms, to the new system
of socia4 life in the country and to the newly established social values and
patterns of behaviour. The range and intensity of the adaptation processes
bring about new phenomenon in individual and public life of the country
such as the conflicts of values, often occurring together with the inter-gen-
eration conflicts, the processes of desintegration of personality, and of
various complexes of inferiority towards urban population or more pro-
fessionally advanced farmers.2

Considering the rural social changes in the Peoples' Poland in the last
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twenty five years we have to point out that these changes had not only
an impoi tant and great range hut were also of an exceptionally complex
character and significant impact in the development of the whole society.
Namely, in this period there happened the following interdependent pro-
cesses: the rapid modernization of agriculture correlated with the results of
socialist revolution and dynamic processes of industrialization and urbani-
zation in which open and hidden (without leaving the country) migration
to non-rural occupations was or great importance. We must also remember
that up till these changes Polish country and agriculture had been on
a very low level of socio-economic development.

In the pre-war period Polish agriculture was characterized, to a great
extent, by a natural, non-market type of economy, that is, by a low
share or market production, high indicators of selfconsumption and the
use of primitive means and technology of production. Even at that time
it was, in comparison to western standards, an anachronistic system of
production. It was also a system of an unstable social balance and of
a deep structural economic crisis.

F. Bujak, W. Grabski, J. Poniatowski and other economists and
sociologists.' offered detailed analyses of the problem of the size of agri-
cultural holding which would guarantee the peasants' family a minimum
of an economic independence and fulfill the basic level of life. Taking
into considerations a low level of productivity the mentioned authors
calcalated the minimal size of such a holding at 5-6 hectares. However,
66.48 per cent of the total number of agricultural holdings was below
this size in 1938, and in this group of farmers only some got additional
incomes from non-agricultural work. Therefore a great majority of rural
population was forced to live below the calculated in the mentioned
period minimum level of existence. This catastrophic situation of the
pre-war peasantry was thoroughly examined among others by L. Krzywicki,
who, in his analysis of the questionnaire results of the Institute of

b Social Economy (ISE) and of the peasants' diaries wrote: "Undernourishment
became a principle...-4

The pre-war Poland inherited an exceptionally unfavourable agrarian
structure. In 1921 the holdings below 2 hectares constituted alniost 30
per cent of all the holdings, and the holdings of 2-5 hectares had the
.same percentage share. In 1938 the share of the first group increased to
32.9 per cent, and of the second to 33.59 per cent.5 The result of this
negative tendency was the decreact of the size of land per head of . rural
population from 1105 hectares o 1067 hectares. This process was, of
course, a result of the low migration rate from agriculture to other sectors
of national economy. In the years 1921 1938 as much as 67 p.c. of
the increase of rural population remained in the country and was employed
in agriculture (11.1 p.c: emigrated abroad, and 21.9 p.c. to the town)6. .

The decreasing of the average size of holdings and the increase of
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the rural population were accompanied by obvious overpopulation in the
country. W. Grabski estimated in 1929 that hidden unemployment in the
country reached 31 p.c. of the rural population, that is about 7 million
people. According to J. Poniatowski in 1935 there were 5.3 million of
people professionally active but useless from the economic point of view,
which together with professionally non-active people constituted 8.8 million.x
L. Landau, J. Panski and E. Strzelecki in their detailed work based on
the [SE data accepted the subjective declaration of one's uselesness in
a holding as the basis for their, calculation of the over-population in the
country. They estimated that a category (4 people who were completely
useless economically (that is those who could have left the village if it
were possible) accounted to 2.4 min in 1935.9 The unemployment would
cover additional 2 mln people if partially useless population was included.
The authors showed in their analysis a number of negative results of
chronic over-population with a growing tendency to become permanent.
For example, they pointed out the higher age of newly married couples,
a grfmter number of people not contracting marriages which in turn
interferes proper processes of demographic reproduction: and also widely
spread return to primitive means of production and extensive methods of
cultivation introduced among others in order to absorb a maximum of
labour force even when it led to its low productivity.

There were, however, some positive changes in agriculture and rural
life in the pre-war period. One of them was, for example, visible progress
in education though unsatisfactory in comparison with such countries as
Chechoslovakia and Bulgaria, not speaking about western countries. There
were also some attempts to merge little holdings into greater units and to
spread out agricultural education particularly in the territories under the
former Russian and Austrian occupation (in the territory under the former
Prussian occupation educational and cooperative organizations developed
much earlier). In some parts of the country new groups of farmers using
modern technology could be observed.I0 Undoubtedly, the above mentioned
phenomenon had a very limited character and range but they must be
seen as introducing important innovations to the rural environment. They
were gradually accepted by rural population and became desirable and
influencial patterns of behaviour and thus played a positive role in the
post-war processes of agricultural modernization. It must be also emphasized
that the young rural generation began to form a very dynamic social and
political movement which aimed at bringing the country out of social
and cultural isolation and at giving the peasantry a higher position in
society. I I

However, these positive changes could not fight the economic stagna-
tion in the country and were much weaker than the regressive tendencies.
Therefore, in the period immediately preceding the rise of the Peoples'
Poland the country was economically in the vicious circle of underde-
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velopment which it could not hreak on its own. Ari inadequate supply
of means of production compared to the number of population in the
productive age caused a low labour productivity, and its low remunera-
tiveness which in etkct led to undernourishment or consumption on an
elementar level. Besides, since the emigration to tlie Western countries
V.as stopped because of the great economic crisis and migration from
country to town diminished this basic contradiction in agriculture deepened
and it.. negative results increased. The pre-war village entered such an
advanced level of negative cumulative processes that it could not develop
economically and socially without the external interference and to merge
organicall with town and whole society. Such an external intervention
with an advanced set of incentives appears in the country together with
the social and political revolution and rapid processes of industrialization
and urhan ita t ion.

The first form of this intervention was undoubtedly the agrarian
reform. It had a positive and comprehensive influence on the life of the
country. Firq of all it improved the unfavourable agrarian structure in
central Poland. The rural population from these territories obtained through
the reform 2 384 400 hectares. out of which 1890300 hectares belonged
to new private holdings and 494 100 hectares increased the size of the
existing holdings. The whole area was distributed among 347 100 new
holdings and 254 400 extended holdings. 12 As a result of this reform the
agrarian structure on these territories was considerably changed. The number
of the private holdings below 2 hectares and above 20 hectares decreased
and the number of the holdings of 2-5 hectares increased. This process
is called by many authors as the "size-levelling" of the country. 13 It was
particularly seen in the Great Poland. In 1949 about 70 per cent of
medium-sized farms in this region were the holdings which were founded
or which extended their area as a result of the agrarian reform.

The land obtained from the reform promoted to a great extent
economic activity Of the holdings and influenced positively their remune-
rativeness and led to favourable changes in the distribution of labour force
in agriculture. These changes were accompanied by important social processes.
The disappearance of the numerous, in the former Poland, landed-aristocracy
and also the social groups directly dependent on it as well as revolutionary
changes in a social and political system brought about the awakening of
the rural masses and created a possibility to participate in the social life
of the country and the nation. The traditional inferiority complex of the
peasantry towards urban population started to disappeare and a new system
of values and aspirations started to function. The representatives of the
older generation in the country still consider the social rehabilitation
of the peasantry and the end of its isolation and humilation as the greatest
achievement of the reform after World War U. K. Dobrowolski
summing up the results of the sociological investigation on the changes
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in social consciousness in the country in the post-war period notices
"... very widespread desire to overcome the feudal remnants of the
'subjective slavery, that is. the feeling of a social interiority and damages
caused by a long degradation of human dignity and setback in convicts
with town people. This desire is strictly connected with the will to
achieve internal harmony based on the awareness of the peasants' own
dignity, of their own values building up good individual and group
sdfconseiousness-.14

The next factor contributing to the liquidation of the old negative
cumulative processes was migration from country to town and to the Polish
western territories. This migration covered in the years 1947-1960 aboUt
160 per cent of the increase of the rural population in the former territory.
M. Pohoski comparing the above quoted research results of ISE with those
of the Institute of Agricultural Economy established that the migration
movement from the farms from the former territories in the years 1945-1957
equaled quantitatively and structurally to the population which in the ISE
data was described as useless in agriculture and potentially due to migrate.15
he extensive migration from country to town and to western territories
was, then, a sort of extension of the agrarian reform improving agricultural
economy in the former territories. Though the positive influence of the
migration on economy was not my considerable (since it absorbed in
a minimal way people running farms) it played an important economic
and social role in getting rid of usdess labour force in the country and
of the threat of breaking up of farms. Analogical functions in the
processes of breaking the stagnation in the rural area had income-earning
of the rural population developed on a great scale in non-agricultural
sectors of national economy. The state intervenes actively in the problems
of private holdings by developing a well organized system of arrangement
which integrates private holdings with the state agricultural ecommy
(contracts between farmers and government for the supply of agricultural
products, Agriculture Development Fund, interassociational machinery centres,
socialized agricultural service system, etc.). Other forms of the state's
intervention included: melioration, building up agricultural industry in the
underdeveloped rural environment, connecting isolated micro-regions to the
national transport system and legislative measures protecting the agrarian
structure and many other forms of assistance.

Thus, due to various forms of the state intervention and awoken
activity of the rural population in the new conditions, the village entered
the path of a steady economic and socio-cultural development. The
peasantry in Poland had been through many ages the object of history
but it has become its subject in the last twenty five years of Poland's
millennium. In the course of the above mentioned changes the system
of social life has undergone, of conrse. various modifications. In the next
part of the present study some of the most significant elements of these
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modifications will be dealt with, namely, the changes in the socio-occupa-
tional structure: the changes in agricultural technology: the contribution
of rural population to society's life.

It seems that one of the most general principles of the changes in
the rural social system in the People's Poland is that the system is
loosing relatively fast individual features and at the same time is obtaining
universal ones. The term "individual system of so,:ial relations" means
such a social order which is based on an assignement of indivi,duals or
social groups to strictly defined and essentially settled positions and social
roles in the perspective of individual life. On the other hand, the term
"universal system of social relations" means such a social order which is
based on achieving by individuals or social groups dynamic positions and
social roles in the perspective of individual life. These two theoretical
models of the systems of social relations constitute one of the important
methodological assumptions of the present study.

CHANGES IN THE SOCIO-OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE

Changes in the socio-occupational structure determine considerably the
course of socio-cultural changes. Therefore it seems necessary to pay partic-
ular attention to the structural changes of the rural society in Poland.
Speaking of a rural social structure we mean a set of rural classes and
socio-occupational categories and their respective relations and interests.

In sociological literature several schemes of a social structure, to be
more precise, of socio-occupational contents of the rural population in our
country, have been presented. In our study the starting point is the
scheme accepted by IAE (see,Table 1). This scheme is not only a theoreti-
cal proposal but a practical research tool useful in the analysis of the
questionnaires carried out .every five year in representative and quanti-
tatively impOrtant sample of the rural population. The classification of
socio-occupational categories used by the IAE scheme enables to state
a level of complexity of the rural social structure. The share of the
extreme social class groups (category IIrural proletariat, and category
IVrural semi-proletariat, and on the opposite extreme, category VIII rural
capitalists) is minimal in the total of the rural population. However, it
must be pointed out that there exist several clearly formed socio-occupa-
tional categories which exclusively, primarily or partly have non-rural
sources of income (category IIIpeople essentially without land employed
in various non-agricultural sectors of national economy; category Vpopula-
tion employed mainly outside.agriculture and only partly in agriculture;
category VIpopulation employed mainly in agriculture and partly outside
agriculture). The most numerous group of rural population is represented
by category VII farmers, and thus this group will be examined first and
relatively thoroughly.
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Table I
Rural s ,:ial structure in 1062 (que,tionnaire results of 1AE)

Number
PercentageS..,:io-occupational category of
of familiesfamilies

Tza: 15 675 100 0
I. -;..:uidlecs fa mi lies or those ow ning no more than 0.49 hectare,

...h:cd the head of the family or other members are permanent-
I or occassionally employed (for some years) in state farms.
mterassociational machinery centres, forestry or other agricultural
service units 511 3,3

II. Landless families or those owning nor more than 0.49 hectare.
in which the head of the family works on his neighbour's farm
for at least 60 days a year. and other members of the family
for at least 100 days year (excluding work donc in discharge
of a dzhti 60 0.4

II I. Landless families or those ow ning no more than 0.49 hectare,
in which the head of the family or other Members of the family
are employed in non-agricultural sectors of national economy I 935 12.3

IV. Families holding farms of the area more than 0,50 hectare. in
which the head of the family works on his neighbour's farm
for at least 60 days a year, or other members of the family
for at least 100 days a year (excluding work done in discharge.
of a debt) 117 0.8

V. Families holding farms of the area more than 0.50 hectares
with annual income earned outside their own farms amounting
to 60 p.c. or more of the total production of their farms 2 806 17.9

VI. Families holding farms of the area more than 0.50 hectare.
with annual income earned outside their own farms amounting
to 10 60 p.c. of the total production' of their farms 2 622 16.7

VII. Families holding farms of the arca more than 0.50 hectare,
with annual income earned outside their own farms amounting
to less than 10 p.c. of the total production of their farms 6 556 41.8

VIII. Families ow ning ('arms and hiring workers for 150 and more
days a year. including work done in discharge of a debt, or
families with the total production or the size of farms cor-
responding to the region standards 84 0.5

IX. Families-members of th4 cooperative holdings 84 0.5
X. Landless families or those with agricultural perquisites: pen-

sioners, life pensioners. single people above 60. holding unatten-
ded-to-farms 766 4.9

Xl. Lack of data about sources of income 134 0.9

Source: Zmiany spoler:no-ekononneznil struktury wsi 1957 1962. Wyniki hadari ankieno-
nych. Praca zespolowa pod kierunkiem B. Galcskiego, Warszawa 1966, S. V.

In the pre-war perio: the majority of rural populationwhich amounted
in the thirties to 7.) per cent of the total populationwas assigned to
the rural sources of income. The dominant constituents of its socio-occupa-
tional structure were various categories of the rural population and first
of all that of the peasants.
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A homogeneous character of the traditional. individual, social structure
of the country expressed itself not only in the fact that the majority
of the rural population was assigned to the farmers' agriculture. Another
feature of this structure was that agriculture meant the only way of life and
was based mainly on autarkical. customary and communal work aiming at
fulfilling immediate needs of the family. In such societies highly uniform
models of economy and work were observed and could not be important
factors of soCial stratification. It was property that determined mainly this
stratification. In this situation strong mechanisms of one's assignement to
the existing social positions and roles acted and the processes of achieving
by individuals the desired social position on the principle of choice and
activity were very weak. Generally speaking, rural population constituted
in these conditions mainly a socio-cultural category and only to a little
extent a socio-occupational one.

In the last twenty five years agriculture more and more ceased to" be
a natural and exclusive way of life for the rural population and it was
becoming a sphere of work -and production activity. In this situation the
degree of modernization and the effects of the rural activities function
more and more strongly as a factor of differentiation of rural structures
and social stratification, very much independently of the property factor..
A decreasing role of the property factor and increasing role of the; work
factor in the formation of the social structure of the rural population
is determined by a complex group of reasons. Almost in the whole
after-war period the State has been systematically limiting the functioning
of uncontrolled market processes which bring about stratification of the
rural population and economic and social degradation of its poorest
groups. To fulfill this goal the State applied the following measures: tax
policy, compulsory annual supply, the system of contracts between farmers
and government, credits, and, lately, agricultural service units for individual
farmers.

An important fact which opposed this uncontrolled stratification of
the rural population was that in the People's Poland there appeared
objectively favourable economic situation for small farms (high demand for
agricultural products, especially labour-consuming ones as, for example,
poultry which enabled smaller holdings to exploit fully their labour force
and thus compete successfully with greater farms).16 These possibilities have
been taken advantage of by numerous, at that time, medium-size farms
which improved their position in the structure of the rural population
which previously had been very weak. And thus it can be assumed that
uncontr lied market mechanisms might have led to pauperization of that
category of farmers. It must be also emphasized that as a result of the
enormous out-flow of labour force from agriculture a new situation at the
rural labour market arose; hired workers on ihe individual farms could
not be paid minimal wages. The impact of all these factors has brought
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ahout the situation in which. on the one hand. the model of the tradi-
tional small-capital farm (characterized hy relatively great area but a poor
mechaniiation and etinsequently the necessity of hiring a ureat number
of workers) has been systematically loosing its attractiveness. On the other
hand the model of the family holding without hired lahour force but run
in an intensive .vay has become more desirable. In this process of changes
land has been loosing its importance in the system of variables determin-
ing rural social structure, giving way to other structure-creative factors.
especially the work factor. The ownership of land. however, is one of the
basic conditions of the social stratification and the occupational activity.
Therefore. the chanues in the agrarian structure of' individual agriculture
need to he presented in a relatively more detailed way.

As can he seen from the mentioned data, in the years 1950 1960
there occurred a tendency towards breaking up of individual agricultural
holdings. The number of' agricultural allotments of' 0.1 0.5 hectares increased
both in absolute and relati*ve numbers as well as the number of holdings
of 0.5 5 hectares (especially 0.5-3 hectares), that is of' the objects
potentially agriculturally dependent. But the number and the percentage
share of' the holdings having above 5 hectares decreased. These changes
delayed, naturally, the growth in agriculture and for several years alarmed
the public opinion. There were some reasons to be alarmed but very
often that reaction was exaggerated. First of all it must be explained that
a quick growth of' the agricultural allotments of 0.1-0.5 hectares (by 148 000),
the holdings of 2-- 3 hectares (by 51 500), and of 3-5 hectares (by 49 600),
in total by 456 400. was not accompanied by the decrease of the area of
the holdings of above 5 hectares, that is the holdings potentially independ-
ent and having the basic share in the goods produced in individual
agriculture. The total area of that category of the holdings decreased by
194 400 hectares which in 1960 constituted a little above 1 per cent of
the area cultivated individually. The distinction between those tWo relatively
autonomous phenomena is extremely important for the understanding of
the real trends in the contemporary agriculture. It must be also pointed
out that the calculated above serious increase of the agricultural allotments
and holdings of above 5 hectares and especially those below 3 hectares
cannot be absolutely identified with the process of pauperization of the
rural population. These agricultural objects were only additional sources of
income of the population employed mainly outside their holdings and also
outside agriculture."

In 1963 the State issued a new act limiting the division of agricultural
holdings. Since then there has appeared a new development of the individual
agriculture structure, the tendency different from that functioning in the
years 1950 1960. A. Szemberg summing up the results of the IAE
research on the change of agricultural holdings in the years 1962-1967
says that "... the tempo of the decrease of holdings is faster than their
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Evolution of the structure of individual agricultural holdings in the years 1950 196(1

Holdings of the total area in hectares

Hoklings 0,5 hectare and more
Year

in mil
0,1 0,5 Total

1950 3 168 500 199 700 2 968 800

1960 3 591 900 347 700 3 244 200

Table 2

d10 1 I 2 2-3 3-5 5-7 7 -.10 10-15 15-20
20 an

more

206 500

306 900

1950 100 6,3 93.7 6,5

1960 100 9.7 90,3 8,5

195(1 100 0,3 99,7 0,9

1960 100 0,5 99,5 13

Source: data taken from the GUS publications,

Number of holdings

415 100 375 500 616 300 477 500

523 OM 427 000 664 900 475 700

Holdings in percentages

13,1 11.8 19.5 15.1

14,6 11.9 18.5 13,2

Total area of holdings in ivrcintages!,t.

3,6 5.5 14.6 17,0

4,5 6,2 15.5 16,7

499 000 246 3(X) 92 700

462 000 283 600 66 600

39 900

34 500

15.7 7,8 2.9 1,3

12,9 7.9 1,8 1.0

25.0 17,1 9.1 6.9

22,8 20.1 6,7 5.7
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increase and. consequently, the total area of agricultural holdings and
allotments diminished there are less small and small-medium-size holdings;
there arc more big farms and standard agricultural allotments: the area
changes are dominated by a tendency to increase-.18

In the pre-war period a social position of the individuals and families
living on individual ogricultural holdings could be determined with a high
probability in most parts of the country on the basis of their position
in the agrarian structure. At present such a procedure would be unjustified.
A social position of the majority of this population category is determined also
by the income earned outside aericulture. The data from the IA F. question-
naire from 1962 show that paid work outside agriculture is characteristic
of 88 per cent of the families owning the allotments of 0.1 0.5 hectares,
of 76.9 per cent of the families owning agricultural holdings of 0.5-- 2 hectares,
and of 57.8 p.c. of the families owning the holdings of 2 5 heetares.19
The data also show that part-time farmers are not very well represented in
the group of the agricultural holdings below 2 hectares and that they
constitute now the minority of tenants of the holdings or 2-- 5 hectares
(small farms). The structure of the part-time farmers' holdings (category VII
in the Table 1) was in 1962 as Tollowing: 0.5 2 hectares 7.9 p.c.; from
2 to S hectares- 28 p.c.: from 5 to 7 hectares 16 p.c.; from 7 to 10
hectares 24.1 p.c.: from 10 to 15 hectares-- 19 p.c.; from 15 to 20 hec-
tares 3.3 p.c.: 20 and more hectares 1.7 p.c.20

Thus. almost .? I of the part-time farmers. the most, numerous socio-
-OCCUpa':onal categor cc t hlo 1 ), owns the agricultural holdings of ahove
5 heetares. The main part of tin, group are medium-size-farm owners
haying potentiary self-sullicient holdings. The owners of the holdings
or 0.5 2 liect:::re potc.i i fly not sell-sullicient ones. have a small share
in the group t I ..rt-Ilme farmers. Arlyway it is a differentiated group.
It consists of who. for example. because of their old age limited
the area of fteir farris. as well as those who run their holdings
in an intensive way (gal C. nels. etc. ). It seems. however, that a basic part
of this group col- .ists of farmers who are too weak economically to be
active enough in agricultural production and to promote to higher farm-size
categories and who. on the other V ,nd, do not work in the non-agri-
cultural sectors because uf objective reasons such as. for instance, bad
health or hig distances from main transport lines. The described group
becomes systematically smaller and in several years' time it will probably
be of the marginal size.

However, the owners of small farms (2 5 hectares) still constitute an
important part among part-time farmers (about 25 p.c.). But this group
is also differentiated in the way the above mentioned group was. However,
it must be added that the small-farm owners are in some regions and
micro-regions a numerous and even the most numerous group of the
individual farmers above all in the south-east part of the country. that
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is, in the terruones having for many decades exceptionally desintegrated
agrarian structure. Therefore we may be right in as,uming that the described
category of farmers will decrease in a relatively quick way as a result
of taking johs hy young generation in the non-agricultural sectors and as
a result of closing the holdings by retired farmers.

The agrarian structure in the category of peasants-farmers has change its
former character in Poland as a result of the dynamic factors described
above. As it has been stated a great majority of this category Owns the
agricultural holdings of above 5 hectares, that is, potentially self-sufficient
ones. The'supply of others than land means of agricultural production has
also grown considerably in the post-war period hut it does not lit yet
the achieved level of the agrarian structure. Not going into details we have
to state that on the basis of the IAE data the majority of peasants-farmers
belongs to the groups of farmers which are provided with all the means
of production, excluding land, in the low and the lowest degree; the value
of their means of production amounting to below 40000 zl per one holding.
It is relatively a very low amount, and is slightly above the sum of annual
income obtained hy the average family in this category of the peasants-farm-
ers. This disproportion between the ownership-of land and supply of other
means of production is systematically liquidated (among others because
of the farmers' lahouriousness, savings and a relatively high investment
activity) but is still considerable. This points indirectly to great capabilities
that can he found in individual agriculture and to an important role of
agricultural service system in the processes of modernization and socialization
of individual agriculture.

It is also noteworthy that the majority of the peasants-farmers' holdings
represent the lowest and low categories of the total production value and
the level,.of income per average holding. Therefore, the position in the
agrarian structure does not determine yet somehow automatically a position
in the social structure of the country not only as far as the whole
population living on individual farms is concerned but also even among
the peasants-farmers.

The peasants-farmers are, geographically speaking, a very differentiated
social category. And thus, for example, the value of means of production
(excluding land) per one purely agricultural holding amounted to 600500 zi
in the middle-west region (the Great Poland) and in the south-east region
was 22600 zl. The average area of the peasants-farmers' holdings in the
former region was 9.47 hectares, and in the latter 3.33 hectares, that
is almost three times less. These significant regional differentiations do not
occur in any other group of the rural or urban population. This situation
is thus inevitably one of the symptoms of the mechanism it ascribtion
which functions among the part-time farmers and determines their specific
place in the structure of the whole society.
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Examining the internal differentiation of the rural population living
on agricultural holdings we have distinguished so far the owners of the
following holdings: under-sited, small and medium-sited. These are also
the owners of the capitalist type holdings as well as the proletariat , and
the rural semi-proletariat. They are. however, the categories of the marginal
share in the total of rural population (see Table 1) but the must be
taken into ticcount because of the program principles of our socio-political
system.

As it hits been stated the rural family or the capitalist type constituted
in 1962 U. p.c. of the rtmilies investigated by the IAE questionnaires.
Their share in the rural populatiQn exblusivcly dependent on the work
in individuaragriculture Was about I p.e. and so again minimal. Thus, it is

a margimd group in the scale of the country. However, it must be noticed
that in some regions this group is not represented at all and in some its
presence in the rural social structure is on a much higher level than the
national average. There are also some micro-regions and rural communities in
which the capitalist type holdings have a high percentage. B. Galeski
established that in the sample of 120 villages, investigated by IAE in 1962,

there are 6 villiages in which on the average 7.2 p.c. of the families
belong to the category of the rural capitalists. In these six villages the share
or the proletariat and the rural semi-proletariat is also noticeable: the first
group constitutes 2.2 p.c. of the population, the second 4.2 p.c. (in the
national scale respectively 0.4 p.c. and 0.8 p.c.).21

The process of differentiation of the rural social structure expresses
itself in the rise of a new category or rural population, namely, these

people who work not on individual but on the state owned or cooperative
agricultural farms. The formation of these two groups had a very complex
character.

In the forties and partly in the fifties the work in the State Farms
was undertaken mainly by those who did not have possibilities to get
other jobs or who were not able to make any other occupational decisions.
Thus, it may be said that in the mentioned period the recruitment to the
State Farms followed the social patterns of the ascribtion of the individuals
to the given social and Occupational roles and not the patterns of achieving
by the individuals the given .wcial and occupational roles. It was, therefore,
the recruitment of the individual rather than universal type. It also seems
that in the mentioned period the social position of the State Farms workers
was shaped according to the patterns of the social ascription. This group
has been the lowest category in the hierarchy of the social prestige in
Poland. Almost all the research proved that the State Farms workers
kept one of the last positions in a hierarchy of occupations at the turn
of the fifties am.1 sixties. This extremely low evaluation of the social
position of the State Farms w6rkers was due perhaps to some extent
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to the exaggerated and critical image of the situation and attitudes of
this category that was present in Polish society. Rut there is no doubt that one
of the.',ow est positions of the State Farms workers in society was justified by the
objective features of the social position such as a level of income, education,
tlie character of work and material conditions. It must be also admitted
that the rural workers thernselves were evaluating extremely critically their
,;ocial position. It may be even said that the whole group was characterized
bv the collective sense of social inferiority. This situation had a strong
and totally negative influence on the attitudes of the Statese Farms workers
and. consequently, on the whole process of' the functioning of the statesector in agriculture.

In the economic year 1966 1967 the State Farms employed in total
350700 employees and in agricultural production 328400 including 290900
workers, that is above 88 p.c.-22 No other sector of the socialized economyis foond to have such a high percentage or the manual workers. In 1960
every 100 professionally active people in the state agriculture corresponded
to 186.6 family members they maintained. Thus, it may be calculated that
dr.: population dependent on the work in the State Farms amounted
to I million persons which constituted about 6 p.c. of the total rural
population.

The employees, and especially the manual workers of the State Farms,
have not been the subjcct of thorough sociological investigations. However,
the existing results of the detailed research and statistical data allow to put
forward a hypothesis that in the period of the last years the workers of
the State Farms have promoted in the hierarchy of the socio-occupational
groups in view of certain important characteristics of the social conditions.

Let us. first of all, pay some attention to the criteria of the levelof income. In the economic year 1966/1967 the average monthly gross
wage of' the State Farms worke, was nearly 1500 zi and equaled to about
75 p.c. of the average monthly gross wage in socialized economy. The
difference between the two types of the factually earned incomes is undoubtedly
much lower because the State Farms workers have greater additional
sources of income then the average worker in socialized economy. For example,
in the economic year 1964/1965 they cultivated 11400 hectares of allotmentsand 63 lOU hectares of the potatoe area and they kept 63 800 of livestock
and 291900 of poultry (the State Farms under the Ministry or Agriculture
had in this time about 700000 of poultry). 2 3

Lack of good data makes it impossible to compare in detail the level
of consumption in the families of the State Farms workers and in other
groups of the rural population. We may, however, assume approximately that
the level of consumtion of the State Farms family is similar to that
of the purely agricultural family keeping the farm of 5-7 hectares. We also
observe a quick improvement of the living standards of the State Farms
workers (and thus for example the number of kindergardens increased from
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112 in 1959 to 441 in 1965. and the number of children in kindergardens
increased in this time from 3(00 to 10 000). They also have more free time,
better working conditions, broader access to cultural goods and more
favourable educational possibilities for their children. Besides, a relatively
fast growth of the level of education can be seen in this group of workers.
The results of the research conducted by the Section of Social Agronomy
of the Polish Academy of Sciences on the sample of 276 holdings in the
years 1962 1966 show that the percentage of the State Farms employee with
uncompleted primary education fell down from 59 p.c. to 22.2 p.c. and the
percentage of those with completed primary education rose from 30 p.c.
to 53 p.c and those with completed secondary agriculture schools from
0.6 p.c. to 7 p.c.2-1 The data quoted do not cover the total number of
the State Farms employees, so it is probable that the level of education of
the workers is a hit less favourable. However, the fact of a fast growth
of their education cannot he doubted.

Though the State Farms workers were in the beginning recruited mainly
on the basis of social ascription, the present socio-occupational structure
offers them some possibilities of achieving higher positions in the local
and supralocal system of social relations. These chances were perhaps greater
than those ollered hy the medium-size-farm owner to his employees. At any
rate, some groups of individual farmers (as can be seen in the diary materials)
seem to accept an opinion that their socal position becomes less favourable
in comparison with that ol the quatified worker of the State Farm.
A general improvement of the .:ocial position of the rural workers creates
good conditions for the process of their occupational stability, for the inflow
of mol'e qualified workers and, finally, for the better functioning of Ihe
State Farms which now, anyhow, play an important part in the system
of agricultural production. ln 1967 the State Farms owned 13.6 p.c. of the
rural area and fhLir share in the sale of' basic agricultural products to
the State Was much !'igher (om .about 33 p.c., pc k toes-20 p.c.. milk
about 20 p.c.. heel cattleabove 22 p.c., rape and turnipabove 33 p.c.).25
The State Farms participate to a great extent in the production qualified
seeds fPr the whole al.ficulture ..,nd by this contribute to the modernization
of the avi.ultural economy. The general principles of the Polish agricultural
policy assume a continuou.,: growth of the function of the Slate Farms
in the system of agricultural production and in the processes of modernization
and socialization of the whole agriculture. It is also expected that the
employees tais sector will soon c,;mstitute a specific and significant
category of the rural social structure, especially in ti:e regions where
the State Farms are the most numerous, that iF in the western and
northern voivodeship as well as in the Poznan and. Bydgoszcz voivodeships.

Cooperative farms o vn now about 1 p.c. or the rural area and compris:
of 20000 families. The cooperative-nrmers have, thus, a very low share ;a the
total of the rural po.ulation (below 1 p.c.). H.,wever. it is a group which
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a ake a i vid interest not only because it participates in the formation
of one of the types of the socialization of peasant-agrieulture. An important
factor from the sociological point of view is that the cooperative movement
has been very important in the processes of a social mobility in the rural
emironment; it created a chance of a quick promotion of a certain part
of the population which formerly lived in poverty. This thesis needs sonic
further explanation.

As it can be seen from the research on the socio-occupational characteristics
of the cooperative-furn1 members about 80 p.c. of them conie from the
landless population Or' from the population which received land from the
agrarian reform. These people entered the ccoperatives mainly because they
did not have any possibilities of maintaining an independent holding (even
if some of them had land they generally did not own any buildings,
agricultural tools nor possessed elementary experience in agriculture).26
Thus. this group has entered the new socio-economic structures also on the
basis of ascription of the individuals to the determined social positions
and roles. At a certain stage this group held a low position in society
and then in the course of the gradual development of the cooperative
system it has gained, on the average, greater possibilities of achieving
higher social positions than for example, medium-size-farm owners, The socio-
logical investigations seem to prove that the cooperative farmers have an
easier access than medium-size-farm owners to such commonly desired values
as. for example. consumption of material goods, free time and the possibility
of offering their children appropriate conditions for education.27

As we have mentioned above the dominant components of the pre-war
socio-occupational structure of the country were constituted by different
categories of the rural population. Although, in some regions.first of all
in the Katowice voivodeship and in some micro-regions the percentage
of the rural non-agricultural population but at the same time the one getting
additional income from agricultural activity was at that time on a relatively
high level, however, these were mainly isolated regions with a relatively small
number of the total of the rural population. According to the data of the
General P, pulation Census in 1931 the non-rural population constituted
16.7 p.c. of the rural inhabitants. It was, however, to a great extent,
a nominally non-agricultural population hecause various population categories
of day-labourers, such as those for whom agriculture was an additional
source of income, were included. Bedes, some traditional groups such
as village craftsmen or shop keepers had an important percentage in this
category. In the pre-war period the numOer of rural population employed
in non-agricultural sectors was decreasing because there were fewer possibilities
of earning a living by skilled workers. Irregular jobs and jobs for unskilled
workers, that is, traditional hired jobs, became a common phenomenon.28

This essentially homogeneous socio-occupational structure of the pre-war
rural population implied a series of important social phenomena. And so,
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for example. it somehow strengthened barriers, distances and contrasts
between economicalls and socially underdeveloped country and relati:ely
doeloped town. Bat first of all it justified the functioning of macro- and
micro-structures of the rural population. In the discussed period a social
mobilit in the rural environment was determined by only one hierarchical
social order. liven a category of the day-labourers getting its income mainly
from the work on neighbours' farms constituted a part of this social order
and 1as the first level of this hierarchy which in the given social communities
had a shape of a pvramide or a cube. The non-agricultural families.
being outside an agricultural hierarchy, though living in the rural social
space, were not .ery active in the rural social system.

A social mobility in the rural environment had, generally speaking.
a degradating function. This was caused by lack of broader access to the
non-agricultural work and a continuous deterioration of the agrarian structure
The da-labourers, a group which was, to a great extent, a product of
this kind of social degradation constituted, according to the quoted data
of ISE, 51 p.c. of the total of the landless population and 28,4 p.c. of
the population holding the farms of below 2 hectares.2" Only 16 p.c.
of the daydahourers' children achieved a higher social status than those of
their fathers by enjoying a status of the craftsman.

Nowadays the socio-occupational structure of the rural population has
a heterogeneous and complex character. Its components are not only various
categories of the rural population but also various groups of non-rural
population well developed occupationally which are employed in agriculture
and outside agriculture. According to the data of the General Population
Census 34 p.c. of the rural inhabitants in 1966 were the persons with
non-agricultural sources of income.'o Only in two voivodeships the population
with exclusive or main non-agricultural sources of income constitutes less
than 25 p.c. of the total of rural inhabitants (the Bialystok voivodeship 16.5
p.c. and Lublin voivodeship 19.1 p.c.). The most numerous representation
of this population category is in the country of the Katowice region
((4 p.c.), and then in the Opole region (47.5 p.c.), the Wroclaw region
(42.5 p.c.). the K rak6w region (41.5 p.c.). In the majority of the voivodeships
it amounts to 30 40 p.c. of the total of the rural population: in more
than a half' of the village administration units it covers 20 p.c. and more
of the inhabitants.31 Thus, in most of the villages the percentage of the
non-rural population is significant.

The rural population with' exclusively or mainly non-agricultural sources
of income consists of many socio-occupational categories. 1AE, accepting
the criteria of having or not having an agricultural income, distinguishes in this
population: a landless population and a population obtaining additional
means of subsistence from agriculture (see Table I category III- and V).
No specific statistical information exists concerning the division of this
population group into socio-occupational categories, that is according to the
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character of %ork performed permanently in the non-agricultural sectors
Of employment. There is no doubt, however, that this group is very
dillerentiated by this criteria. Sociological literature distinguishes such catego-
ric as the peasants-clerk., ivasants-workers or workers-peasants.'-' No
thorough study has been done yet on the subject of any non-agricultural
occupational categories which are important in the system Of social relations
in the country, for example, the category of village teachers or employees of'
the cooperative service units.

A highly developed occupational activity of rural population in the
non-agricultural sectors of employment is not only an important factor
of differentiation of the rural social structure. It can also be treated
as a clearly marked aspect of the processes of urbanization of the whole
society. According to the official and administrative criteria the urbanization
indicator is about 52 p.c. Rut the urbanization of occupation in our society
(measured by the percentages of the population with exclusive or main non-
-agricultural sources of income) is On a much higher level and equals to
61i 69 p.c.

The Pita! communities though characterized by a clear heterogeneous
socio-occupational structure represent various types of social relations. For
example. the rural population of the Katowice voivodeship is highly
urbanized not only from the occupational point of view hut also from
the social point of view. Such features of this rural population as occupational
and demographic structures, living conditions, patterns of behaviour, make
it similar to the urban population of this voivodeship. This sort of
situation is a result of changes undergoing for many generations. In other
regions of Poland, in which the urbanization of the occupation of the rural
population is a product of changes occurring in the last few years, the processes
of social urbanization are not so advanced. But in these regions the
influence of the non-agricultural jobs on the present changes of rural
communities is particularly strong..

The formation of a numerous category of the non-agricultural rural
population is a symptom of' a more general process, that is, of an expansion
of social mechanisms which transmit the impact of the contemporary town
into the rural environment. It is one of the basic factors leading to a gradual
disappearance of the traditionally dichotomic division of the Polish society
into the urban and rural structures. At the same time it helps to create
a homogeneous and uniform structural system. In the process of these
transformations a new social structure of' the country is taking shape. Iso-
lation and local autonomy are taken over by a growing participation
in the processes functioning in the whole society. Such groups as the
day-labourers. the rural proletariat, the owners of the under-sized holdings
as well as the small-sizc-farms owners almost in all have non-agricultural
sources of income. Numerous traditional population categories have been
eliminated from the rural community: that is the categories of which
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the social conditions were in all aspects drastically difkrent from the social
conditions of the medium-site-farms owners and even more so from the
conditions of big-farm owners. As a result of the differentiation of the socio-
occupational structure of the rural population there now exists not onb,
one, agricultural, trend but a complex system of trends of a social mobilit.
Oenerally speaking, a constant levelling of the social structure of the country
consists in a systematic reduction of the extreme social groups, namely,
the reachest and the poorest ones. It also expresses itself in the dominance
of the middle social position and in the liquidation of social values,
gaps and hierarchical structure of dependencies in relationships between
the individuals and groups. It does not mean, of course, that in all rural
communities the traditional patterns of subordination and dependencies
in the relationships between the individuals and families belonging to
various classes and socio-occupational categories have been completely elimi-
nated. 34 This sphere of problems has not been adequately examined in the
sociological research but from the point of view of the theory and praxis
of the formation or the classless, socialist society its importance does not
need to he justified.

A social promotion undoubtedly dominates over degradation in the process
of the present great shifts of social positions of the individuals and groups.
Only certain rural population categories, especially some owners of the so-called
unkempt holdings, have undergone the process of degradation. There are two
reasons which explain the dominance of a social promotion over degradation
in the rural environment. First, the' rural population has achieved a broad
access to work in the non-agricultural sectors of our economy. Secondly,
the existing socio-economic system in Poland does not create the mechanisms
of economic competition in individual agriculture which would eliminate
economically weak farmers. On the contrary, the system creates some possibili-
ties to strengthen a social positior., of these weak groups,

'HIE PROCESS OF SOCIALIZATION OF AGRICULTURE

Traditional rural agriculture was supplied mainly with natural means 01
production such as land, animals. etc. Modern agriculture is based, on the
other hand, on industrial means of production and it functions in the
environment formed to a ttreat extent by man, that is, in the technical
environment. In this new situation more and more complex and new
technology is applicated by an agricultural producer. This new technology
determines models of his professional activity as regards technology of
production, organization of work, consumption which modifies housework
and family life, various new ways of communication, entertainment, etc. What
position does Polish agriculture have between these extreme structures?
Is it an agriculture based prirnarily on natural means of production or .on
new technologies?

R mat :...1.11



As far as the State Lanus are concerned it must he generally stated
that their way of production is already based on the technical means;
llowcer, we arc interested in this part of the study only in mdk,
agriculture which comprises the majority of the rural population and which
is undergoing intenske processes of modernization and socialization. Thus,
I special emphasis will be paid to the influence of two factors which at
present are the main means of realizatioi, of production plans in agriculture,
namely : intensification of fertilization and mechanization. A degree of
consumpt iol! of fertilizers is one of the most synthetic indicators of modernization
of agriculture. It is a factor which with a particular impact promotes
an economic growth and integration of agricultural production.

In 1968 the consumption of fertilizers was 132.6 kg per one hectare of the
cultivated area. including 79.7 kg of stable manure. In fact, some years
ago natural fertilization dominated over artificial fertilization. This dominance
had been even greater in the past. In 1949 the consumption of artificial fertili-
zers in individual agriculture was 19.9 kg per one hectare, and in 1937 only
n.4 kg. Already in 1966 this factor increased to 89.2 kg and at present artificial
fertilization is undoubtedly more applied than natural one.35 Thus, on the basis
of this criteria, individual agriculture has made only in the latest few
years great progress in technical modernization. And, indeed, relatively
speaking. it is considerable progress. But taking into consideration other
indicators it cannot be so highly evaluated. It is only enough to say that
a degree of fertilizers consumption in the state farms is almost double.
A Fast development of fertilizers industry, however, creates real possibilities
to overcome this disproportion in a few years' time.

No general indicator of mechanization in individual agriculture exists,
therefore, we must refer to some data giving information which in a general
and approximate way will describe the phenomena in question.

In individual agriculture horses have a dominant share in the supply
of traction power: in 1967-82.3 p.c., but in the State Farms only 16.4 p.c.
But here again considerable progress has been made because in 1950 horses
constituted 99.2 p.c. of the traction power in individual agriculture. As far
as this feature is concerned, individual agriculture must be considered as yet
poorly mechanized. Another indicator of the level of mechanization
of individual agriculture is a relation of the value of machinery to the
value of other means of production. The IAE questionnaire from 1962
states that the share of particular means of production in their total value
is as following: machinery-59.9 p.c., draught-horses-- 15.3 p.c., cattle-25.2
p.c. '^ The present share of machinery in means of production is undoubtedly
much higher. It may be estimated that the value of machinery is double
in relation to the value of livestock.

Other available indicators of the technical modernization of individual
agriculture will be mentioned only in the most condensed form. Electrification
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cmered (I WI) mi.') p.c. ot Huh\ 'dual holdings. I lere the progress was ver\
significant hecause Ii 19-, only .13r, p.c. of the Individual holdmo had
elecnico. Btu it twist hc rehlchthcrcd that electricity is mainly used for
lighting purposes and only in a minimal Wily It is applied in productive
work. In the years I950 I907 Melioration covered 5%900 hectares of the
cultivated :Rea and 'el 500 hectares 01 meadows and pastures. In I963 57.4 p.c.
of the rural buildings were YY twden. and 39 p.c. were covered with
straw-roofs.'

It seems that takine into consideration the ;ibovL mentioned indicators
%Ne may say that Polish individual agriculture is using in a greater extent
a technical rather than natural model of production. It is also noteworthy
that the present level of technical modernization in individual agriculture
has been achieved primarily during last few years and that in the nearest
future the d%aanucs of this process will intensify. In this situation the prob-
lems of social ,.onscquences of technical modernization in individual agriculture,
especially in the sphere of agricultural work are of vital importance.

It is. of course, hard to describe immediate social consequences of
fertilization intensification. Naturally, one can point out such phenomena
as necessity of the adjustment of the farmer to previously unknown agrotechnical
requirements, that is, the use of' appropriate fertilization does and techniques
as regards the type of soil and cultivation: his knowledge of the hest
terms of sowing time as regards the effectiveness of artificial fertilization, etc.
A control of these capacities has, no doubt, some influtnee on the process
of the farmer's prolessionalization. However. far more important social
consequences of fertilization intensification occur in longer cycles of growth
and by means of its economic functions, that is, above, all, by an accelerated
growth of income and agricultural production.

Mechanization of such acts as drill, harvesting (less loses of.erop), sowing
of fertilizers, etc.. has an immediate influence on the growth of the output
of agricultural products. Machinery enables to a great extent the realization
of cultivation at appropriate terms. It has a particular importance in
difficult weather conditions. In certain agricultural holdings w;!fl a vaster
area but a weak supply of labour force, meehaniz',:ion stimulate
positively a quality of the cultivated soil and some preparaiory acts. A some-
how indirect although important result of motorization of agriculture is the
saving of feeding staff which in different conditions would be used to keep
a horse. In agricultural holdings with a vast supply of feeding staff
mechanization of livestock production can intensify this production. Therefore,
the economic effects of mechanization though less than those of fertilization
are evident enough in agriculture.

In the present phase of the development of our individual agriculture
characterized. among others, by the willingness of youth to leave agricultural
holdings. mechanization due to its labour-saving and labour-facilitating
character has a positive influence on an occupational stability of the young
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farmers. In fact, it has been often introduced in a reponse to strong
demands of the young farmers. l'unet timid social changes under the influence of
agricultural mechanization manifest themselves in very many different forms.
Let us enumerate the most evident ones. Lven now it can he stated that
agricultural machiner y. especially when in possession of interassociational
agricultural service units is a decisive factor Which reduces class dependencies
among the rural population. The farmers who do not possess enough
means or production take use to I greater extent of the service or the
intcrassociational machinery units and by doing so they are able to avoid
complicated system of work done on discharge of a debt which usually
has a character of class dependencies. On the other hand, mechanization enabl-
es the reduction of hired work on greater holdings hut insufficiently
supplied with labour force. Thus, as a result of the introduction or
mechanization sonie agricultural holdings are loosing structural features of the
capitalist farms and become the holdings of a family type. All these
processes lead undoubtedly to further levelling or the social structure or the
country.

Exploitation of many agricultural machinery, for example, threshing-ma-
chines and steam shovels, is above physical capacities of one rural family
and thus it makes the families' cooperation necessary. The range of this
phenomenon seems to be an evidence of the revival of production cooperation
among the rural population. This cooperation difkrs from the traditional
type of cooperation. 1 t functions on a higher level or organization and
produces far more complex interpersonal relations during the work done
collectively. Another manifestation or the revival of farmers' cooperation
is machinery partnership among neighbours. The development of various mod-
ern forms of cooperation under the influence c mechanization can be
considered as a phenomenon which has been defined above as a consolidated
adjustment capacity of individual agriculture to the new socio-economic
situations.

Mechanization intervenes mainly in these farmers' activities which showed
the least susceptibility to changes and which have almost not been modified
(lurint, 0 last centuries. They formed in the rural social system one of the
centci .)1 .ertion and conservatism influencing other spheres or rural culture.
Mc: ;a:Ion not only destroys the centers of inertion and conservatism
but somehow creates new centers of cultural activity. It is because mechani-
zation is a source of motivation of a new type, especially as regards
occupational activity; it is a factor directly influencing on functional social
changes. And thus, for example, it modifies organization and division
of labour and traditional hierarchy od social and occupational roles in the
rural family. In many cases mechanization opens new possibilities or enables
women to carry out some field-work or stock-rarsing work which earlier required
a great physical effort and thus' were done by men only. In this new
situation the occupational role of the women increases but, at the same time,
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her work oblwations are also greater. llechani/ation also Mcreases an
occupational rank of other members of the faultily especially that of
youth. but it also limits the patriarchal power of the head of the faint!).
Therefore. it fa\ ours the processes of the levelling of social relations in the

The, traditional farmer worked in isolation, almost always on his own
field and farm by himself. Only in the course Of certain agricultural activities
he had a contact with other members of his family and in rare cases he
cooperated with other farmers. and this cooperation had rather a mechanical
than organic character. These circumstances were one or the sources Of the
so.called rural individualism. One of the most essential functions of meehani-
/ation is this that the farmer in the process of his professional work begins
to participate in various social groups and make various occupational
and social contacts. His autarehical and individual work becomes a social
one. The traditional system of values in the country favoured work for
work's sake and in general opposed any attempts of introducing rational
and economical 1kork. Mechanitation, on the other hand, is one or the
factors which leads to a more effective work and in turn to the formation of
I new idea of' time. Time is no longer a natural category measured by
a natural phenomena. It is a subject of timing and aquires a structural
character. among others by the division or time into a work time and

free time. that is, the categories which in fact were unknown in the
traditional rural culture.

The technical modifications of individual agriculture lead to fundamental
modifications or the character of the farmer's work. Work in the traditional
agricultural holding constituted, first of all, a defined autarchical style of
life, it constantly isolated the peasant from the town and global society.
Work in modern agricultural holding becomes a performance of a concrete
occupation and somehow automatically links the farmer with the town,
with the NY stem of the socialist economy by means of a developed system
or economic ties.

Generally speaking. it is a process of' a fundamental modification of the
character or the farmers' Work: .rrom the work or a private autonomous
character to the work of a social character. Private, autonomous work means
such a type of economic activities in which the producer, according to Marx
"indirectly produces greater part of what he himself consumes, and therefore
gets his means of subsistence rather by means of exchange with nature
than by relations with society-.-is Social work, on the other hand, means
such a type of acts in which people turn over the effects of their work
(not only economic one) to other people fulfilling their needs by relations
not with nature but with society.

A certain part of individual farmers in Poland obtain means or subsistenee
only in a little degree by exchange with nature but essentially it is done by
toations with society (great market production, an important share of ma-
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terials and services bought in the market in the total value of material inputs
for agricultural production, a high level of work-mechanization. an appro-
priate level of rural culture, a low indicator of self-consumption, etc.).
However, the present state or research does not allow to define the number
of this category of farmers. Only sonie data showing the increasing social
character of work in the occupational activity of our farmers can be quoted.

In 1967 the share of market production in final production of individual
agriculture was 68 p.c.. in 1950-54.1 p.c.3t, This indicator is obviously
higher in the peasants-farmers holdings which are more oriented towards
market production than the holdings of the part-time farmers and part-time
workers. The existing data, however, do not allow to define exactly this
difference. At any rate it is possible to say that the share of social work
in the productive activity of the farmers is very advanced. The share of
materials and services bought in the market in the total value of material
inputs for agricultural production in individual and socialized agriculture was
27 p.c. in 1968 (in 1950 10 p.c.. in 1960 18 p.c.).40 This indicator is lower
for individual agriculture but also in this case the existing data does not allow
to define this difference. It may be expected, however, that in the nearest
years the share of materials and services botwht in the mai ket in the total
value of material inputs for agricultural production in individual agriculture
(especially the part-time farmers) will increase considerably. The economic
plans assume a quick growth of a supply of investment goods and productive
services for individual agriculture, especially on the part of interassociational
service units.

The process of socialization of the individual farmer's work expresses
itself among others in the following phenomenon: the share of agricultural
producers in a widely developed system of contracts between farmers and
Government for the upply of agricultural products which in effect leades
to subordination of the farmers' economic decisions to the interests of social
economy; integrational and advisory activity of the agricultural administration
(for example, the compulsory "agrominimum" or the functioning of the village
agronomist), which influences more and more the course of productive pro-
cesses in individual agricultural holdings; the way of using services of inter-
associational serviee units and their management, which means that the
interassociational service units are not only theoretically but also to a great
extent practically socialized agricultural enterprises.41

Therefore, we may state that individual farmers perform on a greater
scale the following functions: I. they turn over the effects of their work te
other people; 2. they use in their production the effects of productive and
non-productive work of other people; 3. they participate in some way in the
system of Collective work. The process of socialization of the farmers' work
is developed on a lam scale. It is a process of socialization of individual
agriculture with, as W. Wesolqwski says, a preservation of the rural class as
"private owners of means of production but at the same time it is a process
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creating sonic harriers which limit the influence of the ownership of mearrs
of production on the formation of features of the social position".42

A h.vpothesis assuming that the process of socialization of the farmers'
work inspired and organized by the state leades to .the fundamentaf social
changes of' the rural. population seems to be highly probable. This process
has undoubtedly an immediate and active influence on the dynamism of the
changes of the social rural structure, on a social mobility and cultural changes.
Above all, as has been mentioned, it is now somehow a main trend of
socialization of individual agriculture and of the growing participation of' the
peasants in the system of collective work and national economy. J. Chalasifiski,
while commenting upon the diaries of young ruial generation states: "In
the collection of diaries one can observe a growfing consciousness
of the all-national importance of the changes taking place in the country
'Ind agriculture. It is a consciousness of this that an active engagement in
the rural and agricultural changes is an engagement in the realization of'
a great national goal".43 It must be said that these are conscious and
motivated attitudes of the farmers' participation in the system of the collec-
tive work of our society. Therefore, it may be said that the farmers charac-
terized by this attitude have a diflerent 'id more dynamic perspective of
their position in society than the farmers who identified themselves according
to traditional patterns only with their own holdings.

The results of numerous detailed sociological investigations allow to state
that.various categories of farmers have now occupational consciousness, the
feeling of belonging to the group which is not of socio-cultural type but of
occupational type. This is particularly true as far as the youngest generation
of farmers is concerned. E. Jagiello-Lysiowa analysing occupational attitudes
of young farmers says, among others: "Young farmers are more and more
aware of their general occupational position and because of that the rural
occupational consciousness makes itself distinct and separate from the 'rural-
peasant' consciousness. The rise of this new consciousness indicates the for-
mation of the concept of agricultural work as an occupation".44

As far as the basic part of the rural population is concerned it seems
that though peasants identify themselves with agricultural work their identi-
fication with agricultural profession is weak. And thus, for example, they
prefer as been found in many sociological researches the name "farmer"
than "peasant". What's more, the name "peasant" has a negative, insulting
mean* to them ("To be a peasant seems to be the worst of all", "To be
a peasant is humiliating"). At the same time, however, as B. Galeski says:
"The inhabitants of villages asked in the course of monographic researches
whether the farmer holding a medium-size-farm" practices the farmer profes-
sion', could not answer the _question satisfactorily. They could hardly say
why the term )>Ocel i, n« seems to them unsuitable but they were .quite
positive that it was ...71 oper".45

Thus, it seems we may say that the social identification of the
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contemporary Polish peasants is of a clearly transitory character. The sphere
that will probably be taking shape in the subsequent process is above all
their occupational consciousness. And thus, their feeling of attachment to the
occupational category of farmers will grow 1.ind the model of a professional
farmer will take shape. that is, the scale of qualifications. assimilation of the
modern pattern!, )f occupational behaviour, approval of new occupational
nor In S.

Trying to generalize the data and interpretations quoted in this paper we
may say that the sucial system of farmers' work is losing its individual
features and obtaining universal ones. It is. to a less extent, subordinated
to the mechanisms of ascription and hardly ever creates these mechanisms.
Instead of that the system starts to create more intensively the mechanisms
of choice and individual activity. But in the social system of farmers' work
there are still elements of an individual type. Such an individual character
still has the mechanism of enrolment to the farmers' occupation: young
people often keep working in the agricultural holdings not on the basis of
choice but rather on the basis ascription, on the grounds of the feeling of
loyalty or even sacrifice to their parents, or an auricultural holding. The
mechanism of occupational careers of the young farmers also includes many
elements of an individual type which manifest themselves in slow oft based
on the principle of gencrational circulation processes of' their growing
independence. 46

However visible is the process of technolotzical modernization and social-
ization of the system of agricultural work, we cannot expect that it will
take a spontaneous and somehow automatic course. It will be necessary to use
many new incentives, new forms of intervention which would efficiently link
small auicultural producers with the mechanism of the socialist economy.
In this field we have a considerable and, in many ways. innovatory experience
5, hich will be undoubtedly continued and developed.
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MARIA DZIEWK'K A

DUAL OCCUPATION IN POLISH AGRICULTURE

PREL:MINARY REMARKS

Part-time farming has a long history and rich literature not only
in Poland but in many countries of Europe. Americas and Asia. It is
a widespread and controversial phenomenon in perhaps all countries.
Its controversial nature pertains to the definition, magnitude and perspective
evaluation. This is indicated by the preliminary report of groups of
experts from various countries. The report was elaborated in 1965-1968
on the basis of broad documentation collected under the auspices of FAO
on part-time farming in Europe, the USA and Japan. But a synthesis
of this phenomenon turned out to be impossible not only because of the
gaps in information (regarding first of all the evolution in time of various
forms of part-time farming and their economic, psychologic and-sociological
aspects), but also due to conflicting definitions and incomparative statistical
data. I

The difficulty with arriving at a synthesis seems to stem from the fact
that the term "part-time farming" is variously defined and that the
situations and problems involved are so heterogeneous. The very concept
becomes ambiguous and is so broad that a complete synthesis of the
phenomena involved must embrace the totality of changes tianspiring in
the village, agriculture, the rural family, the occupational structure and
the mutual relations between the country and city populations. It is
perhaps necessary to pose problem differently or more broadly by
subordinating it to Changes in the social structure, in connection with
economic growth, or more narrowly by characterizing various distfnct
forms of part time farming. In Poland research on part-time farming
has been going on for more than two decades, but there is still con-
troversy over its definition, evaluation, magnitude, postulates for policy.
And it cannot be otherwise as long as basically different situations are
defined by the same term.= And almost each one of them has its positive
and negative sides expressed more or less clearly depending on the conditions
of time and place.
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There is an ever more widespread view that only operators of Mdividual
peasant farms (heads of families) who ire steadily gainfully employed on
and off their farms should be reckoned as the dual occupation
population. If we accept that determination and regard as peasant farms
all aboe U. ha (except socialized ones, of course). then the dual
occupation population and farms numbered over a million (according to
the 1970 general census and the 1972 poll of the Institute of Agricultural
kcononty). But. as seerns justified. if We raise the lower limit of farm size
to 2 ha. then that number is reduced to half a million.

Expansion of the concept of dual occupation to include all members
of peasant families with income outside of agriculture iiives us more than
3 million people and 1.9 mln farms on the basis of 0.1 ha as the lower
farm size limit, and about 1.4 mln people and I mln farmson the basis
of 2 ha (according to the 1970 general census). Thus different de(initions
of the rural population of dual occupation give in effect not only entirely
different figures, but also sign4 the varied. basically divergent phenomena
of family and individual multi-occupation.

Family multi-occupationism applies to the situation where family mem-
bers living together are running a common household, practice varied
vocations or, more broadly conceived, have incomes from varied sources
(for instance. non-earned incomes such as retirement and invalidity
pensions).

An individual has a dual occupation when one and the same individual
is engaged in two income-earning activities in this case working on the
farm and steady outside gainful ,employment. This is mainly the situation
with operators of individual farms and heads of families who are gainfully
employed outside. Casual occupations or casual help on a farm or household
do not create a situation of dual occupation. Both phenomena (family
and individual dual occupation) have a common foundation: growth of
the non-agricultural branches of production and of the services and their
demand for labour power, changes in the social division of labour,
technical progress in agrici...nre 'lowering the demand for agricultural
labour. But each or these phenomena means a different life situation, has
other causes and effects, varied developmental prospects, pertains to different
circles of individuals, although both often appear in the same family,
crossing each otheranalogical to the onvoing process of transformation
of families and individuals exclusively engaged in farming into the category
of dual and multi-occupation in agriculture.

Multi-occupationism is becoming ever more widespread among farm
families in connection with the chamzes transpiring in the individual farm,
the peasant family and the rural areas as cl whole.

The situation where the peasant farm is the main factor integrating
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the family, where the interest of the family, supreme in relation to those
of its members. is subordinated to the farm is on the whole a thing
of the past. Niany researches show that the opposite is true today.
The farm and its deelopment are subordinated to the family situation, while
the interests of the family as such no longer prevail over the interests
of the individuals. The effect of the demand for labour power in the
non-agricultural divisions of the national economy is that work on the
farm becomes not the only but one of many possible occupations of the
peasant family members, while technical progress in agriculture lowers
the demand for manpower even on larger farms. With a big family it
becomes irrational to steadily employ everyone on the farm, while the
opportunities for attractive jobs in other fields increased. Farming as
one possible way of life becomes a more or less consciously chosen
occupation, like other occupations. This is facilitated by the general rise
of the young people's educational level and growth of aspirations in rela-
tion to kind of vocation and salisiction of' their needs.

The farmer's profession is rated by comparison with other professions
in respect of income, conditions of labour, outlook for the future. With
large families either the farm or assurance of some other occupations for
the growing-up young people become the point of departure for their
start in life.

At the same time new non-agricultural places of work will continue
to arise in connection with the development of the services for the village
and agriculture (and they can be expected to grow at a much faster
tempo which will absorb not only town people but also members of
peasant families. The Productivity of agricultural labour and of the soil will
depend on the development of the services for farmers in the spheres of
mechanization. agrotechnics. transport, supply and market outlets, education.
health care, etc., while the demand for labour on one's own farm is
declining and will continue to decline.

In connection with these changes the farm families are gradually losing
their peasant character and are becoming families engaged in the farming
profession or, ever more often, multi-occupation families-lie city families.
The contemporary village is ceasing to be a community of people toiling
on individual farms. is being converted into a multi-occupation village
and in the vicinity of cities, industrial centres and lines of communi-
cation into workers' villages.

Research on the choice of occupation indicates that rural young people
and their parents predominantly favour non-agricultural vocations for
their children. This is associated not only with the social prestige of the
farming profession, hut also with the fact that even large individual
farms do not assure all the family members full employment, not to speak
of very small farms which predominate in Poland. This is confirmed by
the data of the general census of 1970. Particularly large families with not
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only small farms but larger ones. exceeding 5 ha. have become multi-occu-
pation families primarily because the young people have:gone to work off
the farm. This is attesed by the following figures:

milting exclusively agricultural families running famrs of 2 ha and
oer, the proportion of families with 3 or more gainfully employed members
amounts to 36 per cent and with 4 ha and over 12 per cent:

among families with mixed sources of income the proportion is
64 p.c. and 31 p.c. respectively:

among the total of farms of 2 ha and over in area the proportion
of !arms in which all gainfully employed persons work on the farm
amounts to 99 p.c. with one gainfully employed, 91 p.c. with two.
67 p.c with three and 59 p.c. with four and more:

in families ope.ating farms of 2 ha and over, 53 p.c. of persons
whose exclusive source of maintenance is non-farm income are less than
25 ears of agc and 65 p.c.below 3D:

according to general census data, the general increase in the number
of people on farms of Di ha and over with off the farm income
amounted to about s29000 in the 1960 -1970 period. Young people below
25 (in I 97(I), when they started outside gainful employment, counted
about 776000 or constituted 93 p.c. of the total increase. In the same
period the number of people with unearned sources of maintenance increased
hy I 960110, constituting 24 p.c. of the total increase.

Thus the rise in the number with off the farm income is due, in
the above period primarily, to young people reaching productive age,
the so-called demographic high, and increase in the number of retirement
and invalidity pensioners.

..The majority of migrants from the village are of the 20-30 age
group. It may hence appear that a considerable part of young people
gainfully employed off the farm are potential emigrants from the rural
areas and that dual occupation is therefore in many families a temporary
phenomenon connected with the family development cycle. But it is
a permanent phenomenon on the general social scale.

Still another element is worth noting. While the small two-generation
family is dominant also in the .rtval areas, the highest proportion of
3 and more generation families arc to be found in those with mixed
sources of income. Here the -!:as the farm while the son or
son-in-law arc gain-fully employ , 1,1e: or vice versa.

A special type of multi-occupacion family is the one running a small
farm (generally not exceeding 2 ha) the owner of which is steadily
employed in non-agricultural branches of the hational economy or in the
social sector of agriculture, while his wife, old parents or grown up
children work on the farm. Workers and labourers of this type occupy
themselves only casually with the farm during the height of the production
season or during vacations. Families of this kind are to a great degree
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concentrated in workers' villages near cities. industrial centres and lines
of communication and their farms serw self-approvization. as dwellings.
source of ;idditional income and place work primarily for family
memhers.

-lhe multi-occupation farm fanul li.i thus become an irreversible
fact. resulting from general developmental tendencies: development and
transformation of the village. of the individual farm and peasant family.
It flows from economic and social underdevelopment. disproportional growth
or erroneous economic and social policy. Thus. for instance. inadequate
general education and vocational preparation tind resulting low: earning.s.
difficulties with obtaining housing. becoming independent lnd founding
a family -ail this tends to increase the number of young. people who
lie together with their parents and conduct a common household.

The disparity of income from farming and from outs* gainful
employment. the lack of farmers' insurance against old age. the fragmen-
tation of farms. difficult working conditions are strong incentives for
undertaking outside gainful employment. But the phenomenon of dual
occupation families is associated not only and even not mainly with those
factors. (ireater occupational and social mobility always accompanies ceo-
non, progress and growth. When the farmers' family members undertake
outside gainful employment th:y not only practice their right to choose
a vocation. It is also a progressive phenomenon which reduces the surplus
agricultural population. counteracts selfsufficiency of' farms (based mainly
on natural economy). encourages a more modern approach to the
farming profession. thinking in economic terms and economic accounting,
increases land "mobility- and thus allows us to rebuild agrarian structure.

An individual dual occupation is an intricate phenomenon. It means
not the famil hut the individual combining the farming profession with
other income earning occupations. It results primarily from the inadequacy
of farm income. i.e.. of one occupation, to maintain the family. It is

a result either of the small size of the farm. bad quality of the soil or
of other farming difficulties and often of low vocational qualification and
low remuneration for the work done. This pertains first of all to adults
with families to maintain, to men to a greater degree than women
owning farms of 2--5 ha and hence too small to be an independent
source of maintenance and big enough to constitute an additional vocation.
Family dual occupation is thus.associated mItinly with economic and social
development. with the transformation of the farm, village and peasant
family. Whereas individual dual Occupation is linked with the agrarian
structure. the large number of' petty farms, low levels of education,
vocational preparation, and difficult family situation.

Individuals of dual occupation should nevertheless not be negatively
rated. for thev solve a number of problems difficult to tackle in any
other way. They first 01 all increase the incomes and raise the level of'
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!Ring of the formerly poorest population group, the very small farmers.
Secondly, they are a source of manpower for the non-agricultural divisions
of the national econonl y. socialized agricultire and the services and thus
help improve the occupational htructu re and to reduce the magnitude of the
aOcultural population. Thirdly: under the conditions of economic growth,
of increased wages and of the productivity of labour and of the soil,
they may contribute to improving the agrarian structure. to the orderly
liquidation of non-viable farms, the owners of which choose a rion-agri-
cultural occupation and to the ability to increase investments, to specializa-
tion and modernization of other farms whose owners desire to retain
the farming profession. Finally, the occupations of such individuals often
complement each other, for instance, work on the farm in the sowing
and harvesting seasons, employment in the forest, in serving tourists,
helping the family in times of urgent field work or working on the farm
as a means of relaxation, as regeneration after other work. All these
situations are rather marginal in Polish conditions, but they may become
common in the future.

In using statistical data, especially of general statistics, it is difficult
to separate the dual occupation family and the dual occupation individual.
It may be said by way of simplification that the dual occupation
individual pertains first of all to cases where the Farm operator (who is
as a rule the head of the family in the peasant family farm) is gainfully
employed off the farm and family dual occupationto cases where family
members are so employed.

The close relation of gainful employment off the farm by the farm
operator (head of the family) and the size of the farm and the almost
complete lack of such a relation when only family members are gainfully
employed off the farm (Table 1) illustrates the different causes and situations
which shape the two phenomena.

Associated with the above is the essential difference in the breakdown
of persons employed off the farm or with non-income earning sources
of maintenance according to the size of the farm and age (Table 2).
The lower the age and the larger the farm the greater is the proportion
of outside. employment, and vice versa. This is of course due to the
different Functions of outside earnings in various types of families, the
different roles and meaning of off the farm gainful employment of the
farm operator (head of the family) and of the other family members,
firs, of all young people.

Situations of income from non-gainfully employed sources differ from
family and individual dual occupation. Involved here is primarily income
from retirement and invalidity pensions of old people who cultivate small
plots of land.

According to the data of the Institute of Agricultural Economy, in the
decade (962 1972 the number of families in which farm operators
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Table 1
Percentage of farms in which heads of families or family membres are eainfully

employed off the farm. according to farm size

Farm ,ize in ha

Percentage of farms with steady outside gainful
employment

anyone in head of the only family
the family family members

rotdi 54 il 13

11.5 I 73 56 17
1 ' 74 53 21
2 A 70 46 24
3 ; 0t1 36 24

7 5n 24 26
7 In 39 16 23

10 15 32 8 24
f 5 20 24 4 20
20 and over 15 3 12

Source: own calculation on the bask of the findings of a poll conducted by
IFIR in 1972.

Table 2
Gainfully employed off the farm or with unearned means of maintenance.

according to .:ge and size of farm in percentages

rarra
in ha Total

to

Age

25 25 30 30 - 40 40 50 50 60 60 and over

0.1 2 54.3 39.8 44.5 56.9 59.6 61.0 67.7
2 26.4 27.5 28.8 26.6 26.8 27.0 22.1

5 and over 19.3 32.7 26,7 16.5 13.6 12.0 10.2

Source: Gowni! National Ceows of 1970 (tab. 21).

(heads of families) were gainfully employed off the farm increased by
7 p.c., while the number of families where other persons are so. employed
rose by 44 p.c. The first number may be regarded 'as. representing the
rate of growth of individual dual occupation and the second of family
dual occupation. While these figures may not 'precisely reflect the rate
of change, in connection' with what was said above it provides a conception
of its approximate range and direction. -

The number of multi-occupation families may be expected to rise in
the coming years. while individual dual occupation may be limited in
connection with the general increase of labour and soil productivity, of
qualifications and the population's level of living and greater requirements
in respect of leisure time and working conditions.

so



The number of old age and invalidity pensioners will continue to
increase among the rural population in general and among members of
peasant families.

THE FAR MS OF THE DUA L OCCUPATION POPULATION

Much has been written on this question and these farms are more
and more often defined as being operated by people (heads of families)
who are steadily gainfully employed off the farm. There is general
agreement that within a given size limit (5 ha is most often mentioned)
these farms do not essentially differ in respect of agricultural output from
purely agricultural farms. Although their marketable production is lower,
in connection with the larger number of people to maintain.

The data of a poll conducted by the Institute of Agricultural Economy
(IER) c!- -Nw that the dual occupation farm of above 2 ha attains a somewhat
lower 1111 output per ha in comparison with the purely agricultural farm,
and those where others than the farm operator (head of family) are gainfully
employed off the farm (Table 3). According to data from the same

1 .11 al ',lie
in ha

Table 3
Cash and marketable per ha of arable in current prices

Type of farm

with no gainfully employed gainfully employed
no gainfullygainfully
employedemployed heads of family

outsde heads of family
ioutside families members families members

-

cash

-

output value in 1000 zlotys
-

per ha
-

marketable

Total 14.0 15.2 14.1 11.8 10.4 10.9
0.5 2 20.2 23.8 23.6 13.3 13.9 13.4

2 5 " 17.2 16.3 17.0 13.4 10.9 11.7
5 - 7 14.7 12.8 14.8 12.0 9.4 11.5
7 - It) 13.8 11.9 13.1 11.5 9.5 10.3

10 and over 13.1 10.2 12.3 11.4 8.2 10.4

Source: won calculation on the basis of the findings of a poll conducted by the 1ER
in 1972.

source the quality of the soil gets .worse in measure with the increase in
size of -the dual occupation farm and that the attained output per ha is
correlated with the soil indices. The cause of differences should hence
be sought in the soil quality rather than in the farm operator's dual
occupation. This is attested also by the approximately similar rate of
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growth of production in both type farms: agricultural and dual occupation,
investigated by the IER in 1962- 1972 (Table 4).

The figures of Table 4 do not explain the causes and circumstances of
the lack of essential differences in production results. These causes may he
divided into 3 groups:

Table 4
Farms by mag.nitude of net output in 19f,2 and 1972

fixed prices

Output value in
1000 zlotys per ha

1962 1972

percentage or farms

total
dual

occu-
pation

total
dual

occu-
patton

up to 8 37.2 38.8 37.2 18.5

8- 10 22.5 20.1 11.5 17.1
1 0 15 31.1' 26.8 36.1 42.0
15-- 20 7.2 17.0 i;.1

20 and user 7.1 2.8 12.0 5.3

up to 10 58.9 59.7 34.9 35.6
10 and over 41.1 40.3 65.1 64.4

Source calculation of the 1ER Workshop on the Socio-
-Economic Rural Structure on the basis of a poll conducted
in 1972.

I. There is no sharp and permanent borderline hetwen agricultural
and dual occupation families. The collectivity of dual occupation families
is fluid, variable, undergoes stratification. Ever new agricultural families are
being transformed into dual occupation ones; dual occupational into
agricultural; the number of gainfully employed in the family and the size
of farms are changing. Of 2500 dual occupation families (on farms of
0.5 ha and over with the farm operator gainfully employed elsewhere)
investigated by the IER, about one half ceased to be such in 1962- 1972.
In 35 p.c. of these farms the farm operators gave up outside gainful
employment and 4 p.c. became landless or retained plots below 0.5 ha,
about 10 p.c. left the village.

The owners of the smallest farms (up to 2 ha) are averse to working
off the farm primarily because of advanced age, women taking over work
on the farm, the declining number of members in the family in connection
with the migration of young people. Families with larger farms concentrate
on farming and try to increase the size of their farms. Thus 65 p.c. of
dual occupation families with farms of 5 ha and over in 1972 had
larger farms than in 1962. In the 1962- 1972 decade the number of dual
occupation farms increased by 7 p.c. In this fluctuating situation it is
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dot; Lid( to Nily %%filch clianges determine the volume of agricultural
production.

2. Dual occupation families feel the manpower shortage to a' greater
degree than purely i.grictiltural families. "Fhey are as a rule hig families with
:I larger numher of gainfully employed.

3. The inflow of money from Outside the farm makes possible investment in
the farm and to meet its current financial needs.

It is a great simplification to maintain that outside gainful employment
of the farm operator, especially when the earnings are high. must react
negatively on the farm. That depends not so much on the earnings
magnitude. as on the farm's function. It may he chiefly a source of income,
of self-approvization, an auxiliary family occupa(ion, a place or rest and
relaxation, Under Polish conditions the first function takes pride of place.

The average per 'capita income is lower in dual occupation families
talthough it derives from two sources) than in families of farmers or workers.
This is due primarily to the larger families, including children to maintain,
the small size of their farms and lower vocational qualifications. In this
situation, the farm in the overwhelming majority of cases provides income
that counts and which it is necessary and possible to increase. Not
mininlizing inputs but ma.ximizing output becomes the principle of behaviour.
With a maximum of manpower and d minimum of land, the condition
for attaining a general per capita income which would enable an acceptable
level of maintenance is both, gainful outside employment and rational
exploitation of soil.

Off the farm earnings are the simplest and most rapid source of
increased family income. When that possibility is exhausted it becomes
intensified production on the farm. This is made possible by the large
manpower reserves of dual occupation farms, the development of mechanization
services, the rising demand for agricultural products, particularly of a higher
order: meat, vegetables, fruit, eggs, fowl.

The greater occupational mobility, the ease of shifting from agricultural
to non-agricultural occupations, and vice versa, provide conditions for
equalization of the effectiveness of labour and resource input in various
fields, equalization of the income yield6d by various types of agricultural
labour with income from working off the farm and in reverse. This
encourages the application of economic accounting on the farm and the quest
of the kind of cultivation and animal breeding which yield the relatively
greatest effec.

Rut this problem has another aspect, too. The goal of the individual
farmer's activity is maximum income from the farm. That aim is somewhat
modified in dual occupation families. Since the source of income is not
only the farm but also outside gainful employment, the aim of activity
is to maximize the general income.

The conditions of the choiLe of t.fie manner of application of manpower
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and Means of proilticl loll are diner:int here from diose On exc";askely
agricultural farms. Fhere are i)ossihdities of applying 1,11-';u1r power "
complete migration from the Carni. Remuneration for \Nork off 1k_ ,-,rm
enables to regard the lam m not oniy as a means of income hut also
as a dweliing ;Ind a place of the family supply. Where the main source of
income is outside gainful emploment. the expected earnings from addiiional
work on the farm of individuals productively active mainly off the 1""
and of growing children and women chiefly occupied in the how,

be lower than in tannlies with agriculture as the main sow
maintenance. The farm may he then regarded as a reserve in
losing emplo,ment. departure of the main breadwinner. etc. and even as a plaLe
of relaxation and regeneration of vital power alter hard work,

f- inally. iU consideranon of !;oil of the farm, qualifications
and lo%e of famil. age. size of the ; and the farm and or other
circumstances. the farm may be treal xiliarv place of work to such
an extent that it is preferable from thc . !int of the farmer to minimize
labour and financial inputs. .I'his attitude to the farm has been often raised
in the literature. It was mo,ily associated not with the function fulfilled
bk the farm but with the ratio of income from the farm to income from
:ititside employment, hence hot wiih the causes but with effects or the
.armers decisions. The principle of minimization of inputs has also been
incorrectk reg.arded unkc,sal.

A gi'eat differentiation of dual occupation farms in respect of' output
ittests to the fa :t that minimization a input and mximization of effects
depend on the circumstances.

t)NC1 LIAM; REMARKS

Ihe existence in Poland of ever fewer exclusively agricuItural villages
and families is an irre ersible fact in aocord with the developmental tendencies
of contemporary society. Various forms of part-time farming. more or less
permanent. arise in the process of that development. Integral synthesis.
uniform evaluation. one policy are impossible because of' the heterogeneity
of the plienomccm. In connection with young people who choose other
occupations than work on the family farm which is quite widespread
in Poland there a rise a number of problems: adaptation to new vocations
and new conditions of life and work, of schooling. ways and means of
lacilitating exodus from agriculture or of creating incentives to ..ounteract
it. depending on the character of the given village. family and farm. II part-
time farming is connected with long trips to work. then there eome to the
fore the problems of communication, housing construction near the place
of work. utilizing the local manpower, creating settlements. As concerns the
owners of petty farms. it may he purposeful to help them dispose of the
farm if it becomes a burden. make it fully productive or to increase
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the number and imprmc ;be quality of agricultural services thus making
it easier to run the farm and the household. especially for women.

One condition for resolving the complex of problems and controversies
going on for years in Riation to part time farminu is to cl.'ariy determine
the level of generaltianon on which to investigate the phenomenon. A very
general conception of part-time farming rimy suffice for solutions pertaining
to the general processes of development and its accompanying conflicts.
But it is ditfc:rent when it comes to detailed economic. pvcliological and
sociological problems associated with vocational activity orr t'le farm. Then
the solutions are strictly determined by what kind or part-time farming
is involved. This is especially true since a number of these forms are
of a temporary character in given families although they may be constant
in the given society. For instance, the case of the gainful employment of
young people. as a phase of their leaving the family and the farm.

Di,iirction of the various basic forms of part-time farming is particularly
important in formulating concrete reconlnlendations for practice and for
evaluating the role of these forms in economic an-: social development.
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0.\ I.\ Dommwau

SOCIAL CHANGES IN SUBURBAN VILLAGES

INTRoDucrIoN

The country's industrialization after the war, the structural transformations
and development of the mass media eflected a rapid tempo of social
and cultural change in Poland's villages. Some Of the most important
changes are: the employment of a considerable part of the rural populatir-i
in industry, the growing differentiation in the rural occupational structui c.
professionalization of the farmer's vocation, the rise in the rural population's
educatio .al level and the dilliasion of mass culture. Although these develop-
mental tendencies are considerably universal in Poland, there are differences
in the degree of change in individual villages associated with variations
.11 the agrarian structure, specific reginal characteristics, distance from town
and industrial centres, etc.

-Fhe suburban village (subject of the present paper) seems to be a distinct
type, not easy to define. Helpful here may be the conception suburban
zone introduced by townplanners. They gen:rally understand by this: a ring

ground surrounding a town which fulfills given ions towards the
latter. These are: provisioning the town with quickly spoiling agricultural
produce, assuring manpower to urban factories, providing lots for housing
construction, municipal facilities, suburban recreation centres, for industrial

connected with the town, etc.
,eral sulyarban zones of different city influence intensity may be

distingu: ;uound larger cities. P. Zaremba, for instance, distinguishes.
besideF .re is of city investment, suburban zones situated within the town's

borders and areas outside its borders which he in turn
divides in, zones of direct ..!,rio.itation to the city and zones of indirect
gravi-ttion. The 'irst cultills a complementary housing function. in relation
to the city. It minty characterized by urban type building: compl,--x
non-ag.it. itt!iri:l one 'amily 7-,11.a.iures with large garden plots, especially
intensive g 11.!ening and orch.trd euhivation and animal breeding designated
for city consumption, an cqi..LI proportion of agricultural and non-agricultural
population. a c -risiderabie percentage kJ(' v% horn travel to work in the
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t. tt, I he \Ccond /one embraces uncroregions ot settlements centred
around small Nt:i Centh.:\ and gray mites toward the city Only through
the latter. liesides the range of these two /ones stretches an area constituting.
a Hither hinterland of the co\ .1 The range of a .nburban lone I.,

generally identical with than of a city district. ft Malls/ recently introduced
the concept of a settlement system hich embraces settlement units (the
yillage, settlement. town) and the surrounding areas integrally connected

ith them:
Various criteria are ;Ipplied iii delineating the rtAlge of suburban /ones

IL ity region and district. settlement system). I he most Important are:
population density. pet'eentage of gainfully. emt .t1 population working
outside agriculture tind the proportion of the kiticr who commute to work
m ihe city. Other criteria are: the villages' agrarian structure, forms
of Npatial husbanding_ the building moyement. kind city services used
by the neighbouring population, etc.

Individual countries and regions apr different delimiting values in
distinguishing rural t,tjricultural from the suburban settlement and the latter
from the city type. For example, in Poland a zone of population density
of 300 inhabitants per sq km is regarded one of direct gravitation to the
city. In the Paris agglomeration a density of 400 is considered the de-
limitation between rural and suhurhan t-cas. in Germany -- 500 inhahitants
per sq km.. etc.' In recent times an ever greater role has been played

thc ..riterion of trave,ing to work in town, According to Malisz, it may
he conventionally accepted that if more than half the inhabitants of
a village employed outside agriculture and the local services go to work
in town the village is within the direct range of influence of the city.

suburban village is hence understood one situated in a suburban
/one (or one of its /ones), particularly in a zone of direct gravitation
to a town or its areas. This is of course not an exact definition. For it is
difficult to delimit the horderlide between a suburban village and a village
in the process of becoming one nor between such a village and the
suburban area per se. The suburban village may be conceived as a continuum:
fritin the yillage which is 'o a small degree suhjeet to city influence to those
Yhich are alrett(; changing into suburbs without losing their integral
character.

It needs to he underscored here that the subject of the present paper
is the y illage as a settlement unit distinct -eographically and adminglratively4
with its historical past and tradition of agricultural labour. Of cov.-cro
here is the situation of the transition such villages into the orbit
of dirc t city ir ;Thence and the proct-t of social change they undergo
in that connection. The present author is awate that this situation is
simphtied here. ft has become di! -.:ttlt to delimit country and town, many
intermediate forms have appeared, dispersed settlement are developing. While
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the piocesscs taking place Iii uburban y Wages haw many common traits
with those occuring especially 111.).. situated in nultistriali/ed
arca, hut not in the iminediale proximity of towns.

I his study is limited to nine ;Intl space. Hie 111:1111 suhicct H the chan!!cs
in Cracow region yillage, from the turn of the 19th century to the present.
hence in the period of the relanyely intenslye growth of the cities. 1 loin

:900 19nh the number iif the ('racow inhahitanH rose from 879)no

io ;Own! -,(HHHH) nearly by (, times where:I, the city e..panded hom
6.9 sLi kin to '11 (oyer fl imes). During that nme the suburban y illaces

con,tantlY increased in range. Lormer villages %%ere c011%erted Into StIhtlrhs
,ffid then became central district while new villages entered the /one
of city influence Now the /one of Cracow's district influence las spread over
.1 distance of 10 I S km from the centre and extends about 2; 1 n

m a southeasterly direction along the railway' line.
The data are hased on the iiiithor's own research in recent vears

at the (..racow centre and includes also research Of other sociologists
on villages in Poland and partly abroad.:' But the paper does not constitute
a synthesis of the hitherto available knowledge of su'urhan villages. It rather
presents a number of hypotheses of limited scipy in time and space
whit.h require further verification. 'Fhe starting IN .t of the research was
the village Chelm situated 8 km west of midtown Cracow which has been
yymiLn that city's administrative borders since !941. At the opening of the
cein.irv Chelm numbered 348 inhabitants and 814 at the end of 1966.

From an agricultural village, hut with an unfavourable agrarian structure,
it has yhang...0 during that period int, a workers' cr part-time farmers'
settkm vn e search -..-mducted there in 1947-1949 and 196:, F!(,7

concei .cd the :hanges in thut village during 1900-1967.f Comparative
matcoa! uimitu:-.i.:cusly collected in neighbouring villages. Besides.
the in. 1950-1952 several student field camps in the

env'-c ,Yy the purpose of investigating the daily movement
of the iur.11 population to work in tne city in its historical development
(from the turn or the 19th ,.mtutyl. This research elucidated. among other
things. the social and economic changes in the Cracow region villages.

The present paper is composed J two parts. The first deals with the
general characteristics of social change. second is devoted to selected
problems of the mechanism of change.

Or 'slit \I LH ,V%( ITRIST;;'s (n THE SocIAL CH %tiCti:S ;ti SCBLRBAN
.iFS

Before proceeding wth the actual sociological subject matter we present
brief outline of the demographic and economic cha,nges on which

the definition of suburban /ones rest, The sociological questions sensu



strait, concern changes in the Fula! social Aructure. in the ties among
the inhabitants, relanons Of the suburban villages with other communities,
in Ilk: population's attundes anti aspirations. in the situation of the individual
in the

A characteristic feature of the suburban village is the relatively rapid
population grow th: !mire rapid than in villages not in the direct influence
orbit of die cut but slower in general than in the suburbs. According

K. Broinek, the populations of ('racow's urban zones 1/akrzt.twek,
wierzvnicc, EobzOw. Dalue. Plaszow, Lagiew itiki. Itorek I alçcki. K obierzyn,

Bronow ice Male Pradnik Bialy. etc.) grew by 200 p.c. in MO MO
and the populations of the older sttburban zones (Pychowice, Przegorzaly,

Wola Justowska. Chelm, Tonic, Witkowiee, Mydlniki, Rz.aska,
Szczvg.lice, labierzow ) inccased h I (Al percent. During ISM I9N)
Chelm's population growth index aniounted to 268, in Olszanica, more
distant from the city. 1'311 and in Woki Justowska. nc,lier to the centre
of Cracow than Chelm WO.

Population growth is not always a direct function of distance from
the cit . Modifying factors are: the vertical and horizontal sculpture of the
la Ildsca le, natural resources. communication lines, industrial 9lants loated
in the co's environs. Of great importance to the demo,,,:i.aphic growth
of the CraLow region villages is the steel combine named after Lenin.
l'he annual population increase o the villages adjacent to the mill between
1950 I9N) amounted to 2.6 per cent.

The increase in the number ot illage inhabitants is accompanied b\
a rise in populakiin density. Accordia to Bromek. the population density
of a kilometer long ring a round Cracow is directly proportionate to the

:ance from ,ts it re 01 course, the are many modffying factors in this.
too. The grow;li popuk,tion and its density is primarily due to
mig.ratam. In measure with Cracow' economic growth and the nambr of new
villages emcring its orbit of influence there is a rise in die range of daily
trips to work in the city and in the simultaneous migration from mon'
d sta iii to suburban villages. Some of the newcomers regard their residence
ii th, latter as a transition to permanently settling in the city.

In nit.%,sure wuh the expansion of me city or improvemell, of its means
of communication commences thc .econd wave of migration to the suburban
village. or to the suburbs. namely. inhabitants o ft.: central district
begin to there. These are either the poorer section, of the population
who s,ok cheaper housing or the more affluent who are auracted !Jy
health,or d tate and beautiful landscapes.

It is similar wit..o the dynamics of demographic development in other
urban regiiii:s in Poland and abina,1: Warsaw. Poznan. Prague. Paris, Ham-
burg. etc. H. Kiitter amoog Hhers, calls attention to the two-phase migra-
tion process to suburban loncti when he characterizes i.he general chanl:es
in tl: rural areas in the era of industrialization. Sociologists have also
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dc\tIted illiCit allentlon the Nktt't", of migration to laige eines awl to the
process d tledePhtinerd

lii reTecl to the econom\ suburhan yillages ire characteiiied mainly bk
agriculture ceasing to he the chief source of maintenance and risc in the
importance of non-agricultural Occupations. While at the opening of the
Lemur\ at least 71) per cent of Chi:hulls inhabitants mainly maintained
theniselyes hy .1griculture, 19iti 1960 (ink 30 per cent of the inhabitants
helonged to that category and Mat proportion is eyen smaller today. In the
yillages imestigalcd b Sulmski agriculture constituted the inain source ol.
maintenance for 27 p.c of the populations in 1950. 21 p.c, in 1960. In
Modlnica 1,. much as 7"; or the families are now permanently tied to
the cit .ind industry h the non-agricultural occupation of the head of family
or Sk title of OS Men{ hers, v,hercos ;he generality of village inh.ibilants occupied
themsekes exclusk,ely with agriculture before the war, !n the inwe distant
\Inikow however, with poor communications with the city. in 19(u) only
27.4 p.c 01 the population were employed outside agriculture despite its

agrarian structure.
Sow,. Hiles changes take place ker rapidly as for instance. in the villages

now sittia,ed in the hinterland of the Lenin steel combine. These villages had
a relatively faiiurahle agrartan structure, hence non-agricultural occupations
were of little importance to them (in Plasiiiw, for instance only 3.5 p.c. of
the gainfulk employed pollination worked outside of agriculture in 1936).
Itlit with the commissioning of the steel mill and founding of the town
Nowa I luta its occupational structure underwent a violent change. In 1960
ii(11-agricultural occupations were the chief source of maintenance for 81.7 P.C.
of the families of the rural .settlements around Nowa H rita.

Non-agrieulturil occupation is often combined with work on onel 'arm
or garden plm. Land is greatly fragmented in suburban villages as a result
of some gro,i- 1 taken over by industrial objects. municipal facilities, housing
construction as well as the growing fragmentation of farms. Th iiitter is
coused di% won among heirs and the influx of people %% ho huy parcels of

The declining cuhivatcd area influences changes in laf,d exploitation. The
iole of giain cultivation declines and that of vegetables and flowers rises in
connection with the nearness of the city. As a result. part of the population
dcyotes itself c.xclusiyck to that kind ol cultivation while the maj, -ny
combine larnung with working for wages. thus creating the category of
part-time farmers. The peasant farm is changing into a garden plot and
it .- in be expec..-d that it too wall disappear in time.

Work outside agriculture is generally associated with tra yelling or
ialking to work in the city. In the investi.t.iated villages in the environs

ii Cracow the majority are maunal labourers and mental workers constitute
rehiuieh su Ill proportion. In the illagcs studies by SulMski 62.4 p.c.

of* the total gainkilly employ( I helpng to the first categor y. and bout
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d1)/l.'11 I to the ,ectuitl tin l9(0). !he coi responding figures for
helm ale and II, pc t I9(7) Whereas in Cracow as a whole

old\ 1; p L il the total :!aintull\ emplmed population ;ire inanual workers
and much a, 4 i re mental workers Non). l'hus compated
r tiw the -ailuirhan 111.1INS tie eminentl, \orking class in character.

Its inhalutam, qualincallons tend to rise to the degree ti N in
the citC, mkt id induence, llh tirst groups of workers had no trades
Ii :!cnct.11. bin the desire to at:clinic some wcational preparation grew

in time with impimed knowledge of the condinons of work tn the city.
L Humber or skilled worker, increases and unskilled workers come from

,ome di,tant
\ Is() kk or! Ii kd note is the greater dulierentiation in the non-agricultural

occupations rtl due inhabitants of suburban %illages. The occupational structure
01 1110re Mid inore approximate that or the citx. (*helm, tor In-
odn, characteri/ed h w ide aiiet of wcanons and places of work: 270
ot li ,i kers are employed in Ion drfferent Ins'Atutions (19(7).
I tic sinianon -ann)ar ii tIns respect in many other suburban villages.
1.-re are lso Imtlil uniform settlements coo, ...ted with one plant or type

Ht occupation I or example, the mhabitanr Kku and Riezanow are
railroad workers, kri/kowice and the atelhte villages of Wielicika

are inhabited h ;: large group of %vorkers at the Cracow cable factory:
inhabitants or Choragwit.-.1 and partl of klaj are employed in Cracow
hospitals; die tiw os/ow ice population in soda factories, ete. This kind of tie

usuall influenced the proxinid of the place of work and, by
tradition.

It is also necessarN to note the grow* role of gainfully .!mployed
wOrnell in the suhui bad Wages in accord with the changes takim2 pl:Jce
in the countr as a who'c. Huts in Chelm. in I94 women constitued 6.7 p.c.
or the total number ,T wage workers and bv 9e,7 as much as 37,1 p.c.

\lost of the abose Hvelopmental tendencies also appear in other urban
areas. Fins pertains particularl to the decline of agriculture and rise in
the Importance of non-agricultural occupations, changes in the cultivation
structare .ind the mass exodus to work in town. These changes are
lellected in die attempts to twify Nettlements sltuated between industrial
.cntres and charactensticalk agricultural villages ,!.ith lasourable agrarian
,tructure. P. I lese, for instance, distinguishes settlements inhabited by
workers I Irborloiolingcmeirrilon, others inhabited by workers and peasants

i,..'!,,icrhallernecmeuhlon and hamlets inhabited b% small farmers
Genre/NJ/on.'

f he econonuc Lhaute iu .uhurhiin villages induce the- transformation
of the class and ,iratuin i id nrc. Traditionally land w as tit,. dominant
alue, pros ided the main source of maintenance and insurance in old age,
allowed :I degree of independence, freedom to dispose of one's time and
stmietimes esen 'power the enironrr.,:t. Furthermore, possession of a farm
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a,suied i N \ soklalk ,ipployed Social slain, depended on
po,,es,ion ill a lam mkt ou it, si/e. WWI criteria ot estige (ilso
()pekoe& ,ach 1)111flii !Win old peasant Liniilie. hong long settled on
I he land. !Milli tn local goy ernment institution,. hut they were of

gm ticance \ cii 1 ion took shape how cell farm toners and
landless peasant, (Ind hetween categories of farmers on the hasl, of the
alllo11111

In IneasIll e 11111 the etciut ol employ ment in to'\ii hegan to appear
a 110\ s skill allies and new criteria tor the social status Inerarchy
Hie worker', occ upatwn and way of life hegan to he rated posolY el\ .
Within this new system of alue, operated also many criteria of prestige
suhtect to change in tune. For example, before the last w..ir steady work
and high cal ning, played ;) great role: now pride of place goes to the
si/e of income ;)..) I leel of consump(ion followed by skill and post in
place ot oi k. et. Roth sY stem, ot ;dues were retained for some time.
w het her h iii therein Ca tellOrles 'Hager, or crossed in the awareness of
the same ri oup As a result. linking work on one's own farm with
gainful employ ment HI lo11n cominewed to he kited positively, for it
,stired hi-her income and Insurance in old age.

With me progress of rural urhamiation and drawing closer to the Cit
the first sx stem of values lost its significance and the second became
dominant. A new hierarchy of social strata appeared mainly denoted by
income. consumption level and skills. The possession of one's Own plot
and hou,e is alued hut operating a f. is no longer attractive while
farmers no longer enjoy special prestige. the division into strata is ;ot
clearly delineated though, it nves wav to inter-stratum mobility even
11111111 noe generxion.

I he family contmues to he the basic element of' the social structure
in suhurhan villages, hut changes occur in its function,. structure and the
nes hinding its nicinhers. The family's progenitive fun .non is still of great
importance hut the numher children has declined. The scope of the
uphro"mg, coucational function has also declined and partl y. taken over
hy other institutions while the parents consciousness of their educational
role and feeling of responsibility has risen. The familv satisfies to a greater
degree it, inemhers' cm( (tional needs, their urge for i esponsiveness, under-
standing and triend,hip. These changes corr..'spond ith the general deve-
lopmental tendencies of the era of urbanitation. Wherea). the economic
function of the suhurhan fanuly is of I specific character. True. its
productiYe IL non ha, hcen considerah' muted, a: it re Jain,: in many
cases N1 Ink' Ow consumption role is y great. S. lurhan villagers as
a rule eat ;tt home and not In canteens or restaurants. Owning a house.
tt, proper olH and living well in general :ire of great Ncight.
Hie I unction of securing the family plays a grea cc( role in suhurban
'Halle, than al the co hut a lesser ime thmn In the ty meal village.
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III the flinCti011s lannk are a,sociated with chani,..tes
in its souture. I he import ice the woman in the family rises, for

hei shoulders rest, the Ile running of the larm. while she is ever
more IremwntlY gainfully employed outside. The young people hegin to
earn their own lo,ing earl\ and hecome econotrically independent. Onh;
students in higher educational Institutions are maintained for a long
time at least 'Intl\ by their parents. hut the fact that they are students
,iuses Ilse p thoi, authority. I !,,,,loarian !,o !.;:aracteristic of
the iiihan ai- clem 11e n : I i Al' of the suhurban

\ chiaiat'.i e,Oure of the suhurban family are the strong ties
between the inemit, d the small family. It is based not only on emotional
but also on economic relations, on the possession of a common farm awl
home. o getting ahead together. Contributing to the stregthening of family.
ties is certai. territorial isolation, the crossin l. of the family with
neighhours and .ononon companion,.

!he family tw extends also to the more distant relatives. Three-genera-
tun, lamilics are quite often to be fourd in ..,uhurhan villages running

common household. In Modlnica these constitut,. almost 30 p.c. of all
families or rather of households ( l%3) and ii ('helm somewhat above
30 p.c. (1'))7). s Markowska correctly noted. formerly the three-genera-
tom familx was characterired by patriarchalisin and the subordination of
the younger generation to the older for the good of the farms which is
now run for the welfare of the xoung people for whom it is to facilitate
a good start in life.

lies with smgle relatics livitie by themselves also plays a certain role
in the suhurhan villages. 1 hey are weaker than previously but have not
lisippe,ited. Fspccially strong are the relations between adult children Zind

old parents and hetween their offspring who founded their own families.
rench and German investigators note the same phenomenon.

Ilenee the small suburban family has not become independent of Ow
larger famil\ to the same degree as the small urhan family. which may
he regarded as a specific trait of' the lauer. Rut it must be noted-as
iccent research indicates that family relations shape up variously also in
town. 'File large famik continues to maintain its importance in some urban

particulark of workers. This is shown by the research of
P.. h, art de Lauwe and his pupils in Paris, M. Young and P. Willmott
in .,. German scholars in Dortmund.1" Stable family relations are
in general associated with sedentary settlement and disappear with the rise

i! 1, similar with neighbourly ties. There is a certain akening
tlft,e ties in the inxestigated, Cracow region villages, hut they still prevail.
N.-,2hbour, on the whole know 0..,eh other personally, greet each other at
MCCII Ild extend each rifler cc;Lain services, Only some
maintain closer. friendl relations with neighbours. Neighbourly. ties undoub-
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10111 endure het. Anse ol the isolation ol some groups ot houses. long
11:',1111111.. III Yicli the LI i)ss1111! 01 MC101110111', ,Ind relati\ es and
ottell het. MI st.' Ihe IICCds II 111,11111,1111111V I ill. .M.111. These 1

\A.C.11,01 !1(0,1C1e1 111111 111C 121.0111h 01 W111011,11 11101)1111\ WM il.t,i IL C 111411

111.111\ (WWI s 1111. 1111.I2i In a relativel short trine).
Neighboull\ tic ale slionger in suburban \ illages than in cities. litit

the sante iesen. anon should he made here AS 111 the c;IsC 01 the IA111111,

1 )1.JlItL ii clic! li heliet. strong neighhoull ties exist also in (.11 \

CiilIiIIlIllIlL . c,1)021,111\ it 01 districk and pell WITClis 102;1111!..',

1,ed It lower officials
Considelation ol the s1111,1 structure ot suhurhan illages cannot onmi

the WICs11011 t H1C I he older people cut, Al high authorii
111 11Ie II1(1111011;11 \ II I. due primard to their econo-
mic position duck 11 L'I'L.* lAnlit11e1 s d Wits the 101111datioll of the

maintenance. the ounp people entering hie depended upon them.
I hat \\ \kith the irrrrruritabiitt It economic and

ielanons ;is ;1 rcs1111 t 11.111.11 the know' I,ge or the older generation
\l u if tine 10 111e \ining genetation. It stemmed also from the tradition
ot caltural communicauon lw word of mouth at a time when written
means ot transmission were lacking. With the economic dependence.
strongl e\pressed in families of better off farmers. was asso...ated a social
gap between the generations 1k:fleeted in different spheres of social life .

especiall III comimnionate Iiitions. I urthermore. all adit '. inhabitants telt
obliged to contr(il the heliaI iii ol the oung.

11,111:!.s II) 111C Ci01101111i sIn1;111011 of the made the youth nual,
;ind more independent of the old folks, especially economically. The lai,er
ceased to he the highest awhorii for them us the cyericnce of the older
generation lost its Nuilahilo, in the new conditions. Whereas the experience
acquired h% oung peo,de iorking in town was of growing value to all
dine inhabitants. The Importance of the youth hence began to grow.

while that of the older , Aicration connected with farming rapidly declined.
It is characteristic that while the social position of the parents formerly
designated that of the children, now the status of the children who
,icmiired an education and attained profitable positions often raise tire
status of the parents.

OnnItuhl other clemeris of the social structure. wc now turn to the
changes in the social ties binding all inhabitants of suburban villages.
It is generalk known that the former agricultural village was characterized
h 1 lugh degree of integation. des:lite class differentiation. Territorial
isolation. low le\ el of population inohilit, economic ties, a common
hi,uorical past. conmiunity of culture. etc. contributed to this situation.
Hie social ties ,imong the inhabitants were expressed in colnpanionship.
intitirdi Aid. in the 'shaping of public minion. in social control ictivitv.

ihe tec:mg. internal community tnd external distinctness.
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1ICI C Is 110 t 1011 lit 111.11 .1 PI oCess 01' tliiiitei'r,itit'ii sels 111 111C fkicin
Wage especialk it situated in industiial regioii . or near city

lose inlei is! iii loc;i1 their mutual contacts
weaken FC olten drawn 10 town not rinly lor gainful employment
but also !,g ication. Besides. the importance (if' ac opinion (hechin..5
and ,ocia. 1 r, ceases to operate. lhese phenomena are iloted hy
I) \hi kowska and B. ()1s/ettska-l)%oninak For Cracow region %illage',.
1)\ I I urowski to: those iieai l.tiiiini and N II kOtter ror
stadt region H

Some authors maintam that signs of disintegration do not always appeal.
Jr.' transitional. sometimes leading to further integration On nett

round:mon, I or die cooperation or al! inhahrtants ror the general welfare
conics to the lore I he development of snhurban ihIaees I IL e not

hu: goes through various s

Still II) be considered are I] .1king In the village's contaA with
it tt glcr leititil I en\ !winner, 1 he tpical agricultural village was
isolated: it maintained coma,
twit %%Inch it ilILi conning] ec()
pliglucts to those \

.1th a group of other vill rries
.iests. They sold skinie agricultural

(I, sought labour power and used
the sert ice, or local handft and companionate ties and
relignrifs contacts (affiliation to r,anslo played a certain role.
I he I Iii.ia.ntants or such yillogc, mic,ested in the live, of neighhouring
,eitlements and had definite ns ahout their inhabitants often based on
long-lasting ,tereot%pes.

ries with neighbourini. .ages weaken in measure with the influence
if the city and particular; with the intensity Of gainrul employment there.
I he %illage then enters a broader territorial systcm centred around the

cit) Here the. meet the inhabitants of sub,urban settlements and mutual
contacts :ire often limited to that. Interest in the lives or neighbouring
illagers gradually disappears And the attitude to them loses its emotional
colouring. I hese phenomena a0.) ()ken accompanied by the weakening the

anionom) cpccially if it Is inClUded in the OW, administrative
borders Relations are similar in industriali/ed regions.

%illage into the cit%'s orbit of influence also contributed to
its estatIlHlung nes with the broad,ir society.: national and class .

anti): ii population mobility rises in connection either with ernployment
kis chauffeurs. railroad men, foi instance) or with new companionate and
tannk contacts. Interest grows in internal tourism and new patterns of
spending \ ,iitions become widespread. Institutions and societies with their
hedilqiiiirters ni town such ay the s,..;,101 attended by the village youth.
pohiticmi part-'s, trade union,. cultufe sports clubs, etc. also influence
the illage breaking Its formei rolation. Of great importance in this rcspect
are ihe nidss media more diffuse in town than in the village.

Hie ,thrrYe changes are accornpowed by the transforniation of social
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consciousness. When the first began to enter the city's orbit or influence
they still feh tied to their communit and its way of life. The y. knew the
city superficially which led to its idealitation. They considered life there
easier than in the %Wage and the. city as rich. They at the same time
had a feeliny of moral superiority and were convinced that their work
was more useful than mental work. They thus looked at city dwellers
with surprise and envy but also with a shade or contempt.

Frequent contact with the city on the occupational level brought
a better acquaintance with the urhan community. Its idealization ceased
while respect grew for mental work. They gradually adapted to city way
or life and system or values. The suburban villagers began to stress their
city affiliation and to discard their traditional peasant aspirations and their
dislike for farming assumed a radical character.

It is sitmificant that the local population on the whole look with
favour on suburban settlements or those in the city's periphery. According
to them, such settlements combine the positive traits or city and country:
comforts or life, nearness or stores and city,recreation with the possession
of a private home and garden as 'well as the ability to spend leisure
tir in the fresh air in a nice neighbourhood. This is noted by Polish
and foreign investigators.

The development of contact with the wider societythrough the inter-
mediation of the city. among othersshapes among the suburban village
inhabitants a feeling or identity with large social groups: the state, nation
or class. They disassociate from purely local affairs and commence
interest themselves in general matters. The proximity or the city and
gainful employme'm in industry influence the development of workers'
class consciousness. Further changes in this consciousness are of a similar
character as among city dwellers.

Many sociologists underscore the influence of urbanization on changes
in the rural population's basic demands, needs and desires. We limit
ourselves here to the Leeds associated with economic life and upbringing
or the children. When agricultural labour was dominant the aspiration to
increase the size of the farm was uppermost and was the chief motive
for thrift. With the growing impact of the city the rural way of life
began to be negativt.iy rated and the children's future was associated
with work in town. Consumption aspirations then began to play a decisive
role. Great weight was attached to dressing carefully according to city
patterns, to a better diet and particularly to building a new house.
The consumption demafids became very strong after the war. Suburban
villagers as a rule. aspire to own their own homes and to equip them
with modern furniture and facilities. The young peoples' main desire is to
buy a motorcycle or automobile, a transistor..radio,. record 'player 'arid' t ....
recorder. This is not limited to suburban villages but is widespread in
communities undergoing the process of industrialization.
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he attitude of these village inhabitants to the children's education,
particularly those living in the city's direLt hinterland, is of a specific
character. In the investigated Cracow region villages no importance was
attributed for a long time to the continuation of studies in secondai
and higher schools. Young people from more distant villages more frequently
tinkhed higher educational institutions. This was due not only to the
poverty of the peripheral settlements but also to the possibility of finding
work in the near city even without possessing any trade. The question
of the children's education gained in importance only in recent years when
factories raised Izt hou r requirements. The vocational school has played
a greater role here however than the general academic school.

There has been a general rise in the population's aspirations. While
formerly satisfied with their b social position and limited opportunities,
there is now a universal de..1ce to he the equals economically, socially
aml culturally of the strata considered as the elite before the war. This
is obviously the result not only of urbanization processes but of the changes
of the social system.

The above changes, especially the broken isolation of th: village by
extension of its contacts with other social groups, reduced the role of the
local community in the life of ihe individual. The former village satisfied
most of its inhabitants' needs and the life of each individual was subject
to a collective control. But this control became difficult when daily trips
to the city expanded. The new, attractive environment absorbed ever more
rural migrants and ever more strongly moulded their behaviour. However, the
individual in the suburban village did not entirely free himself from the influence
of the local community. Disintegration processes appear here with differing
intensity: social ties and the operation of public opinion are often
retained. The average inhabitant has the awareness that he could count
on the support of his community in case of need, reckons with the opinions
of his neighbours and strives to maintain good relations with them.

The above picture is naturally simplified. Actually the changes are more
complex depending upon rural settlement's specific features, the tempo of
growth of the city and its districts as on the general economic and
political situation of the state.

THE MECHANISM OF SOCIAL CHANGE IN THE SUBURBAN VILLAGE

In reference to the mechanism of change we touch- only on some
problems mainly with the impact of the city, The first relates to the con-
ditions in which the rural inhabitants accept the urban system of values.
The closeness of the city influences primarily changes in the economic
situation of the village. There is a rise in population density, in the frag-
mentation of peasant farms, the gearing of multi-directional farming to
gardening, the increase of gainful employment in town. The economic
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changes in turn react on the rural social structure and the people's
attitudes. In the course of time the city begins to directly influence the rural
population's systems of values which in turn shape social life and economic
relations. For example, the negative rating of farm work induces resignation
from operating one's farm even when it is profitable. Of course, changes
in the system of valUes are also influenced by the mass inedia.

There is no doubt that the influence of the city on the tiountry is

the greater the more extensive the contacts between them. In the case of
suburban villages a large role is played not only by the number but also
by the spheres of contaet. At the opening of the century contact between
the inhabitants of the investigated villages and the people of Cracow was
limited mainly to official and commercial matters. The villagers met merchants,
storekeepers. officials and representatives of the intelligentsia to whose homes
they delivered agricultural produce. They called all those people "Sir- which
to the peasants meant all those who did not have .to work in the fields
or do any physical labour generally. liven if they were landowners they
had others work for them. The Sirs (or gentlemen) were rich, educated,
wore proper city clothes and if they were friendly to the peasants were
regarded as "real gentlemen-. For a long time no one rebelled agaitist
the gentleman peasant system. As recently as the turn of the fourtees
the author heard the following saying in Chelm: -There must he gentlemen
and peasants. We will never he gentlemen-.

The influence of urban culture on the village was weak as long as
a social gulf existed between the rural and urban inhabitants. The system
of values, mode of behaviour and We products of urban material culture
were not accepted then. The older people laughed at youth who imitated
"the lords". R. Redfield touches on this question in his book Peasant
Society wnl Culture: "In the city the peasant is an onlooker:. he talks
chiefly with other peasants. So in this case too peasant world and city
world are kept apart. though in apparent contact. Inside a peasant village
commercial life and agricultural life may fall into separate patterns of
thought and action".12

The first changes on a large scale commenced when a large number
of rural inhabitants began to work in town. They entered a workers'
environment where they meintained relations on the level of equality.
They gradually adopted the city workers manner of thinking, their way
of life and culture. Further changes began in the post-war period when
the former class divisions were losing their significance. Social equality
contributed to the levelling of culture and to rapid rural urbanization,
which was also due to the rise in the economic level of suburban villages
and to the influence of the mass media.

As for the consequences of the changes undergone by suburban villages
for the successive generations, it is characteristic that the city influence is
strongest among the young people. When they became adults. founded
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their (W, 11 families and began to decide general village problems they in
a way accelerated the urbaniza'ion process. They modernized their homes,
introduced new forms of relaxation and enterteininent, modified family and
seasonal customs. But their way of life stabilized in the course of time
and only 10 a small d;:gree underwent new changes. The urbanization
process Was again accelerated only when the next generation grew up.
This development "by leaps" most clearly expressed itself in family life but
was also reflected in the co-living of all village inhabitants, in the
settleMent's external appearance and cultural lewl.

When the city commenced to exert infl uel,,,. on the village, cultural
divergence grew among the generations and often led to conflicts. As
research in Chelm indicates, the greatest intensity of conflict appeared in
the 1930's when the older people held on to the traditional peasant of
values while the youth was already subject to strong city influence. The
generation-gap declined in the course of time when the city system of
values gained general recognition in the village and the conflict weakened.
Now parental authority is still respected by growing children who value
their experience as suitable for themselves.

As for the course of urbanization in space, we limit ourselves to one
aspect of the question. namely, the influence of distance from the city.
Hith,:rto research, especially American, often stressed that the force of
impact of the city on rural areas is inversely proportional to the latter's
distance from the former and directly proportional to the size of the city.
Although this hypothesis is verified in general outline in reference to
C'racow, it is necessary to consider the 'A:on of many modifying factors
such as: communications, agrarian structur, Jte tradition of hired labour,
the existence of local employment centres. .:.tc. Distance from the city
becomes an important differentiating factor in the case of groups of
villages with similar geographic location, economic situation, etc. In the
Cracow region this pertains to the villages situated west and the former
Zwierzyniec suburb at the fork of the Rudawa and Vistula rivers on both
sides of the Wolski Forest ridge. These villages are: Wola Justowska,
Chelm and Olszanica in the northern part of that territory and Przegorzaly,
Bielany and Kryspinów to the south.

Let us consider Chelm and its neighbouring villages. In Wola Justowska,
situated nearer the city centre than Chelm, there is an urban settlement
formed by the inhabitants of the central districts, mainly mental workers, who
moved to the periphery. The remnants of the former villages are still
there, but the contact of the local population with the newcomers is
very weak and the local governments are not in a position to unite these
varied elements. A considerable number of settlement inhabitants don't
know each other personally and families live in complete isolation (avoiding
the old rural centre). Urban settlement is much weaker in Chelm and the
newcomers on the whole fused with the local population. The situation is
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similar to that ot Wo la and most Village inhabitants \vork in the city. but
the proportion of workers is larger ,ind that of mcntal workers smaller.
Former family ;Ind neighhourk nes ;ire still maintained, hut getting weaksn-.
lies are alsii Maintained on did , scale based mainly on conunon

effort for the good of the settlement. In Olszanica the decisive role is

still played by agriculture. ,ilthough work in the city is growing in importance.
Fannly and neighhourly ties are still strong here and constitute the main
foundation of nes on a village scale. While city influence is discernible in
the adoption of sonic material products and certain elements of the system
of idues. it is not dominant.

Varied degress of urbanization intensity sometimes influence the shaping
of inter-vIllage relations. Such was the ease with above described Cracow
region illages, When the village community was a closed one and its
contacts with the external world weak, there were frequently' antagonistic
attitudes towards neighhouring illagers. When the city influence grew
stronger the antagonism between villages became especially marked on the
basis of the degree of urbanization. The mutual dishke stemmed from the
acknowledgement of two different systems of values. With the course of
time this dividing line shifts ever further from the city. It is difficult of
course to regard this phenomenon as a universal one. At present urbaniza-
tion processes appear also in villages Situated further from cities, due to
the mass media and the contrasts thus lessened.

Shifting borderline of the city influence are sometimes associated with
processes of disintegration, of social disorganization and cultural disharmony.
We have already referred to the growth of rural disintegration with
industrial development. It seems that several paths of development may be
distinguished in suburban villages. There is either permanent disintegration
leading to the conversion of the villages into settlements or suburbs
deprived of social ties, or temporary disintegration leading to the emergence
of tics on new foundations. Or there is no disintegration in general and
the ties binding all members of the settlement are maintained, though they
are weaker than the original. Markowska and Olszewska-Dyoniziak cite
the first case. Disintegration is far-reaching in the villages investigated by
Olszewska and there are signs of social disorganization (financial malpractices,
dissolution marriages).

The second type of disintegration appears in villages investigated by
Sulimski. The former local ties gradually dissolve in measure with the
city's influence and there is a growing desire of individuals to adapt to
the new conditions of life. But the further. p.ogress of urbanization leads
to the reconsolidation of the local community. For the attainment of
a higher level of life (building roads. introducing watermains and sewage
systems) require neighhourly cooperation. Associations are formed which
embrace ever broader circles of inhabitants. But Sulimski emphasizes that
the new social bonds appear only in rudimentary form in the most urbanized
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settlements I Iiician Ow, Map, while in most suburban Yi Ilages there is relative
disintegration proper to the transition period.

Still another type is represented by Che lm where Hes on the illage scale
continue without interruption. This was first expressed in the family and
neighbourly bonds, then in ties based on associations of the populist type
eharacterizing villages of high eit;o,ral level. Finally, with the reorganization
of local goYernment i 1958 the a-ukity of the Block Committee and the
public leaders grouped around vintoted integration. The objectke of the
local leaders was to transform Chan into a housing settlement with a high
leYel of living and with strong social bonds. The causes of the maintenance
of ties in Chelm are: the settled nature of the population, the comparatively
small number of newcomers, the persistence of family bonds. the appearance
already in the inter-war period of public leaders concerned with the welfare
of the settlement.

The question ari,ys whether the further influence of the city, especially
itli the influx of a u. er number of city people into suburban villages, will

not cause disintegration and if the integration noted above is not temporary.
Disintegration sometimes involves phenomena of social pathology. It seems

to this author that such a situation arises when there are great differences
between two communities in contact with each other and when the tempo of
change is rapid. When many newcomers, for example. settle in a suburban
village in a short period of time. the old social ties disappear and that may
lead to temporary disorganization. A rapid tempo of change in system of
values and resulting differences between the generations play a similar role.
Values acknowledged .by one generation cease to be valid for another which
cannot fully adapt to the new system or values.

Many years ago such disorganization was supposed to have taken place
in the then suburb of Zwierzyniec, in the interwar period in Wola Justowska
and according to some authorities is now beginning io take shape in Olszanica.
But it is not visible in Chelm because of the strong ties among the inhabi-
tants and the relatively slow tempo of change. Nor does the disorganization
phenomenon appear where the difference between the two communities is not
great, when, for instance, an already strongly urbanized village comes within
the eity's orbit of influence. This is indicated by the example or the suburban
villaces round Poznan.

Cultural disharmony arises as a rule in suburban villages. Various elements
of social and cultural life change at different tempos. Hence cultural products
deriving from ditrerent periods and varied collectivities appear jointly. In the
1940's, for instance, Chelm's urbanized occupational structure, way of life
and systems of values were far more vital than the material culture of the
majority of workers who though connected with the city for years lived in
old peasant cottages. Now the urbanization processes a:e expressed more
clearly in material culture than in the educational level, interests or ways of
thought.
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Vdried cultural elements and different sv stems of vilties coexist and often
within the same generation. One may find in old peasant cottages electric
washing machines nd television sets while familv lestivities are observed
according to city patterns or traditional folk customs. Cultural disharmony
often accompanies the impoverishment of culture as a result of the rejection
of niam elements of the former folk culture while :idopting only certain
elemenis of urban culture.

All thesc changes react on the personalities of those they :acct. Divergent
hehers. ;II I IWO. behaviours :inst.!' among individuals. For exemple. the positive
rating of the city wav of life and of work in town does m,t exclude a nega-
tive attitude to the so-called beggars who have no land in general and whose
:idaptation to urban requirements and appearance may be associated with
IgnOrililic or literary language and inability to write properly. Young inha-
bitants of suburban villages sometimes identify themselves earlier with the
city than they manage to adopt urban patterns of tochaviour. They arc hence
:it times regarded as alien in both communities which may become a source
of variou, internal conflicts. of course, the feeling of being alien is not as
definite is when the processes of change embrace a large number of people
at the same time.

But individuals are not oniy the objects but alSo the subject of change.
For ;ill changes in the local ccminunity begin with the individual. It is

mdividuak who first start to work in town before the migration takes on
a mass character. Individuals adopt city clothes and way of life and meet
with criticism and contempt in the first phase. In time their mode of beha-
viour becomes general and meets with approval. Only a few individuals
remain faithful to the rural way of life and former values. II these are older
peopfe the local community tolerates them and if young become subjects of
criticism :Ind ridicule. Most individuals are animated by a decided dislike
for farm work and the old way' of thinking.

There still remains the question of the role of the inuividual in organizing
collective lift, in consciously moulding rural change. It is the activity and
initiative of individuals which often determine whether a village suffers disin-
tegration or not. l'or all processes of change take place p:!rtly spontaneously
and partly in a conscious and plinned way. Consciouslv directed change
pertains to the personal life of the individual and to collective co-living.
This is clearly visible today. Suburban village inhabitants voluntarily join the
urbanization process and they sometimes pay a high price for that process.
They strive to raise the level of hfe, to build themselves new houses and
to equip them technically, to buy furniture, a television set, to educate the
children. All this requires expenditures, hence long hard work and much self-
-denial. Most burdened at present is the middle generation; the young people
have an easier life start.

The conscious shaping of collective life plays a significant role in subur-
ban villages. Some arc patterned aftcr the urban v:ttlement of high living
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standards and strong social ties, which after the war nmy be attributed to
conscious actionAmong the older ;tad middle age activists there is a de-
finite interest m thc future of the settlement expressed in concern for the
\ ()um! people.

(1)!SLIT1)INO REMARKS

In conclusion we touch on two questions relating to the space and time
aspects of the above presented picture. Many of the above observations on
the trends and mechanisms of change in suburban villages pertain to the
contemporary Polish village, especially in industrialized regions. But the
changes in all suburban villages have certain specific traits. This is without
doubt associated with the fact that while the starting point situation is the
same in both cases, the effects of change are different in each case. In the
first case the traditional village is transformed into an urbanized one: in the
second case the traditional village is converted into a suburb or urban
set tlement.

In suburban villages there appear primarily certain forms of transition
between village and town. We may cite in this respect considerable popula-
tion density. the combination of non-agricultural and agricultural occupations,
transitory forms of social co-living (for instance, in family and neighbourly
relations), the coexistence of two diffeient systems of values, etc. These villa-
ges, especially those situated near a city, are moreover characterized by certain
specific phenomena not applying to more remote villages or towns. Some
of these are: two-directional migration, temporary social disorganization,
sometimes disintegration and reintegration on new foundations within the
framework of the city. Characteristic for the population of suburban villages

,are such attitudes and aspirations as: a stronger dislike for farm.work than
in other villages , even in cases where it is not rationally grounded: a desire
to own a private house and garden, approval of a way of life which combines
certain city and rural elements, etc.

As indicated in the introduction, the characteristics of suburban villages
outlined in.the present paper. pertain to a given time as the frame of refe-
rence. The subject of consideration was the development of Cracow region
villages from the turn of tbe 19th century to the present and the compara-
tive material pertained to that period (especially for he postwar years).
There is no doubt that anabgical processes will take a different course with
the passage of time. Even villages remote from cities represent an ever
higher level of urbanization and their inhabitants are drawing ever closer to
the urban population in their way of life and acknOwledged values. It may
be assumed that further changes effected under the influcnce of the city will
not be as radical in the future.
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MARIA OOBROWOLSKA

THE IMPACT OF INDUSTRIALIZATION ON THE
TRANSFORMATION OF THE RURAL SETTLEMENT STRUCTURES

SOCIAL AND OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURES IN SOUTHERN
PULA N D

I. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND INTRODUCTORY ASSUMPTIONS

The subject of this paper is the characteristic spatial contrast in the level
of socio-economic development in Polish villages, originally varying in diffe-
rent regions of thc country, but lately moderated by the planned socialist
economy. Similar contrasts can be found in all parts of the world, also in
some highly develo7ed countries, such as Italy or the U. S. The impaCt of
industrialintion reinforced by the scientific and technical revolution emerges
as the leading factor in the growing urbanization and modernization of rural
areas. These processes coinciding with the dissolution of traditional structu-
res and settlement arrangements, with the transition of large parts of popula-
tion from agriculture to industrial occupation and from villages to towns
and large urban areas have been put in th focus of the social and economic
sciemes. 2

Interdependence of these processes, which have for some time continued
in this country was chosen for the subject of longitudinal studies conducted
under my guidance. Concentrating our investigations from 1955 on transfor-
mations of settlement structures and social and occupational structures in
Southern Poland, where we could observe the development of old industrial
centers and the creation of new ones, we have covered in our analysis several
urban and industrial centers together with their rural background.

Our investigations encompasied four mining basins: Upper Silesia, Carpa-
thian Oil Basin, Ancient Polish Basin and Tarnobrzeg Sulphur Basin. The
research carried out in course of field studies, and as part of work leading
to final degrees and Ph. D. degrees revealed a complex network of interde-
pendencies and connections betwcer. the spatial system of industrial labor
markets and the zones of theil. inftenco. Preliminary findings justified a work-
ing hypothesis to the effect iha', the r-imary factor determining the spatial
structure of urban and indu. l'al 461omeration is the set of relationships
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embracing the localization of the industrial enterprise and the localization
of the settlement areas of their workers. Elements of technical and social
infrastructure arising from this set of conditions play a secondary role, far
less important than the structure of industrial enterprise and I bor market.3
In the earliest hatch of' our studies we were already able to see that :he
massive commutation to work determined h; supply and demand for labor
was the leading factor in the proczss of transformation of the rural areas.4

The emergence of differentiated structures and tneir underh,4ng factors
(dependent on the physiographic and historical background. raw materials
and energy supplies, investment obtlays, etc.) has been given special attention
in our study. Our complex analytical program required reconstruction of:

I. factors determining localization of centers 1.nd the density of industrial
areas together with their internal structure,

II. analyses of' labor market structure beyond the field of agriculture
and demand for labor.

III. conditions of' labor supply within rural environments.
IV. spatial array of commutation and its influence on the rural environment.
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I he 11,11S.! 4..C5s ii il.inSIMMAIlIn lit the wellintegrated rural comnur
miles 1,,iscd ui obsolete element ot feudal settlement structure Imo
tulianwed ommunines has not proceeded umformalls throughout Poland.
1 he fastest rale tit 11-:111sIon11.,11011 eould be lihsercd in the course of
the eanualist industrialliation of the Silesian Coal-Mining Basin, In result
of our iNinel -tudies. seYeral stages of this process can he identified and
forms and ss stems of spatial orientatiol of emerging social and occupational
structures as well as settlement structures with all their ramifications and
eausal lletermunanons can be liutImed.

Silesian villages and villages of Western Malopolska were subject of
particulark eark influences of capitalist industrialiiation, and their traditional
social structures fell victim to this process. In the middle of the 19th
cent urs first sc,dements consisting of tenant-farmer villages and farmer-owner
villaycs w or" k".1: around centers of mining, metal and lime processing
industries in ()pole Silesia and Upper Silesia.'

the increasing differentiation of social structure in the villages started
their disintegration.' In the latter half' of the 19th century (1861) 30 per cent
of farm l)%4 tiers considered their agricultural activity a secondary employment.

These procsses gamed speed by the end of the 19th century in result
of the emergence of numerous large enterprises, transportation facilities
and settlement areas in the Silraan Coal-Mining Basin. Simultaneously,
demographic explosion of certain villages caused by the inflow of labor
(e.g. Katowice. Zabrze, Gliwice, ('horzOw, etc.) changed them into workers
districts and industrial towns. Upper-Silesian Industrial Region gained its
particular identity. Acquisition of city-rights by several villages of that
;trea in the end of the 19th century was only a formal sanctioning of
the existing state of' affairs.

2. The functions of the Upper-Silesian labor market were far-reaching,
Coal mining centers and metal processing centers attracted labor from
fairly distant mountain area!; and Western Malopolska villages. They
strengthened urbani/ation of all neighboring villages. Within a single
century. functionalls differentiated and structurally varied industrial and
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urban agglomeration of the tipper Silesian industrial region spreadeo
extensively over the countryside, following the deposits of coal, zinc and
lead ore. iron and other metals ore.

A much slower rate of transformations could have been witnessed in
villages of' the Cracow-ChrzanOw Coal-Mining Basin, Carpathian Oil
Basin and Cracow Region. the only major workers' settlements in Southern
Malopolska at the times of capitalist development. It was the land of
proverbial -Galician poverty- with massive overseas emigration of the
rural .population in the latter half of the 19th and the beginning of the
20th centuries."

3. Socialist industrialization introduced profound changes in the histori-
cally sanctioned systems of regional structures. Creation of new ir rial
centers alleviated disproportions in spatial structure and overcame the
backwardness of the rural regions. The hiuhest disproportions in the
degree of industrialization between the most backward villages of Olsztyn
Voivodeship and Katowice Voivodeship amounted in 1956 to 1 :6.10

New, dynamically developing agglomerations, connected primarily with
the discovery and processing of copper, sulphur or brown coal deposits,
together with large industrial investments in the adjacent area, quickly
transformed the settlement structure and the social and occupational
structure of the formerly rural areas. II Most remarkable changes could
be observed in villages located in the vicinity of metropolitan agglome-
rations or in regions undergoing a thorough industrialization. Transfor-
mations were due to processes of urbanization and commutation. Among
the sixteen agglomerations identified in the investigations of the Geographical
lilstitutc of the Polish Academy of Sciences, nine could be found in
Southern Poland. New centers and industrial regions as well as flourishing old
centers and regions have been found to be growing side by side. In these
areas the number of commuters was particularly high. In 1966 the rate
for Cracow Voivodeship was 440 per one thousand employed in industry,
and in Rzeszów Voivodeship it was 480.12 A .good example of the
transformations occurring in Poland is supplied by the processes recorded
on fhe fringes of the Upper Silesian Industrial Region, a subject of
detailed analysis by L. Pakula and J. Rajman.13 New differentiated indu-
strial regions emerged and expanded with impressive speed all round the old
urban agulomerations of the mining and metal processing industries on
the borderlines of the Upper Silesian Industrial Region. They were connected
with ore-mining: foundryCzestochowa, chemistry and power produ-
ction-- Kedzierzyn and Opole, coal Rybnik, textiles...and metal industry
Bielsko, etc.

These new centers, as J. Rajman has pointed Out. are the main
areas of employment for workers and peasant workers who find different
jobs connected with particular employment profile in a given industrial
center. These centers extend their influences far in the neighborhood.
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The sphere of influence of Bielsko center is twice as big as the background
of Cracow, and embraces 23 towns and 107 villages (1968). Moderniza-
tion of production processes affects the progress of vocational specialization
of' the NA orkers still living in villages, intensifying thereby modernization_
of their home settlements Rural population acquires a great N a rie ty of
occupat.onal capabilities, similar to the capabilkics observed in urban
areas. These processes lead to functional and social differentiation of
urbanized villages of various types.] 4

The leading industrial centers lure several members of village population,
who either choose permanent migration or decide to commute to their
work. These centers can be found, first of all, in the Silesian Coal-Mining
Basin. which offers several dynamically growing labor markets, and gives
young unqualified rural population a good chance .of finding employment
and a fair chance of finding an appartment, and promises fast vocational
advance through professional training. The varied profiles of production
and labor demand15 lead in these regions to a very pronounced differen-
tiation of social and occupational structure and of degrees of qualification
and education. Local conditions usually invite new ideas about production
method,: and technological progress. Our studies conducted on the fringes
of the Upper Silesian Industrial Regionalso in Bielsko, the old textile and
metal industry center revealed the great extent of dynamic influences
underlying the process of transformations in villages, causcd by the
construction of an automobile factory making Fiat 126-p.16 Upper Silesian
Industrial Region manifested an increasingly differentiating stfucture of
vocational employment in rural areas, connected with different functions
of productive enterprises, transportation and services developed in the area.
A strong differentiation of occupation and qualifications could be observed
among different peasant-workers and among different workers populations.17

4. Distribution of the principal centers of industrial production with
supervenient spatial systems of transportation revealed the dynamics of
changes in social structure of the countryside.114

The synthetic presentation of commutation by J. Hernia, covering part
of Malopolska and Upper Silesian Coal-Mining Basin, reveals a dense
network of commutation connected with intensification of urbanization
processe.;. New, several peasant-workers settlements and worker settlements
have emerged in this area. They are discussed in the study by
T. Jarowiecka.1"

The spatial system of these structures, representing commutation and
social and vocational changes in the countryside of Southern Poland
shows a strong correlation between the density of the industrial centers
and the system of railroad and bus-route networks. Deep transformation
can he found mainly in the villages closely adjacent to urban and
industrial centers. The proportion of population employed out of agriculture
grows very fast, apartment construction closely follows suit, the village
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becomes quickly urbanized. These areas can be contrasted with the

extensive region of mountain villages situated on the ridge between parallel
railroad lines going along the rivers in the Middle Beskid and the

Carpathian foot areas. Likewise, the transformed villages contrast strongly
with all Beskid countryside isolaYd from any contacts with labor markets
beyond agriculture. Deprived of a chance to make an additional income,
Npulations or these villages find themselves in an economic stalemate and
ofttn decide to leave their homes in search of more profitable employment.20

r2.mergence of new industriJ centers in the backwarded areas of
Malopolska is a crucial fact. determining the rate and scope of new social
and occupational structures formation. Overpopulated villages whose inha-
bitants remain at a low level of prodnctive forces development, are isolated
from contacts with thz centers of economic development and find themselves
unable to fight effectively against economic and cultural stalemate.

A sig.nificant example of the role that indastry can play in the country-
side organization is the Sandomierz Valley, extending in the Northern part
of RzeszOw Voivodeship in the junction of the Vistula and the San
rivers. Great industrial investments made by the national economy, the
development of the sulphur processing industry in the 60's, brought
important economic, social and cultural changes into this underdeveloped
area of Poland.

III. THE ROLE OF. THE TARNOBRZEG INDUSTRIAL CENTER
IN THE INTRODUCTION OF CHANGES IN THE SOCIAL

AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURE AND IN THE SETTLEMENT
UCTU RE

I. Deep tranAbrmations of the social and economic structure connected
with creation of the sulphur works Tarnobrzeg have been reconstructed
in our panel studies.2i The studies extended over the whole area of
sulphur deposits found on both sides of the Vistula river, in the area
extending over parts of three voivodeships: Rzeszów, Kielce and Lublin.
The investments accelerated the development of the region which now con-
stitutes the core of the new Tarnobrzeg Voivodeship, created in 1975.

Our studies were made prior to the organization of the voivodeship.
When in 1960, in the course of field studies undertaken with the view of
making final degrees and doctoral dissertations we scrutinized the changes
we were facing and compared them with the state of affairs in 193022

the full scope of the success of the socialist industrialization lept to the
eyes. Overpopulated Villages round Tarnobrzeg, employing primitive agricul-
tural tools, dePrived of electricity and separated by several miles from
the effective transportation networks, subsisting on poor soils. inhabitated
by population consisting mostly of' illiterate persons, found themselves all
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of a sudden in the center of the sulphur industry construction. in the
mainstream of the strong trends to modernization.23 Dire.:t participation of
the rural population in the indusirial production at a superior technolncal
level was a decisive factor in the course or their transformation. The impact
of these influences was further magnified by the fact that they were
bringing in elements of a new social system.

2. Differentiated physiographic and historical baLkgrounds played a major
role in the social and economic development of the Tarnobrzetz industrial
center. The Vistula divides tbat area into two micro-regions of specific
and unlike natural character and .of different social and economic condi-
tions. These diflerences were determined by natural influences and historical
facts: the Malopolska Plateau on the left bank of the river had once
been part of the Russian empire, while the Sandomierz Valley on the right
bank of the river had been part of the Austrian empire. The two parts
were very different with respe't to the level and the profile of their
economies. The left bank economy relied on agriculture, orchards and
production of vegetables, the right bank economy on husbandry, forests
and industry.24

An air of out-of-dateness and backward methods of economic
production characterized the inhabitants of the Sandomierz Valley, con-
taining numerous villans of "forestdwellers" the people who once
populated the primeval Sandomierz forest. Their communities strongly
contrasted with a narrow belt of settlements scattered along the Vistula,
San and Wisloka rivers, lying on fertile soils, counted among the best
soils in Poland, and inviting very efficient mixed agriculture and animal
raising farms engaging additionally in the production of vegetables. The role
of these near-riVer settlements was further augmented by the fact that
the principal transportation routes ran along the rivers., Old medieval
towns, which presently have taken up industrial functions, like Tarnob'rzeg,
Mielec, Stalowa Wola, RozwadOw and Gorzyce were also located on those
narrow belts of river banks.

Bifurcation .of that area which had formally constituted one Sandomierz
Voivodeship by the frontier between the two empires had adverse effects
for the transportation networksalmost totally out-in-two by the line of
the Vistula riverand deprived the left river bank areas of a satisfactory
transportation network. It was also responsible for a complete resignation
from using the river as a transportation route. In times of the capitalist
economy, early elements of industrial activity relied on exploitation of peat
and clay, on agricultural crops and wood industry thriving on extensive
forests belonging to large estates. First bigger industrial investments were
made only after the creation of independent Poland in the framework of
the Central Industrial Region expansion in 1937/38. Three minor industrial
centers: foundries in Plawa Stalowa Wola, and machine industry in Deba
and Gorzyce marked the beginnings of a polycentric network of small
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industrial centers which have grown today into i sulphur and metal
processing industry of Tarnohrzeg Voivodeship. Early industrial endeavours
could not cope with the over-population of the rurot households living
from small agricultural plots. Massive exodus of popul..jon to take seasonal
jobs overseas was a typical phenomenon. The Second World War, destruction
of Tarnohrzeg with its several enterprises, particular intensity of battles.
extermination of the Jewish population, burning down of villages. displace-
ment of rdpulation enforced by the German occupation forces deteriorated
economic and cultural underdevelopment of ihe area and resulted .n

a complete disorganization of its life.
3. Creation of mines and sulphur processing factories in the vicinity

of Tarnohrzeg on the former grounds of villages Piaseczna and Machowa.
on both hanks of the Vistula. started t dynamic development of a new
industrial center. lying only a few miles away from the hydrographic
junction of the Vistula and San rivers. Processes of indushialization
and urhanization were combined with social transformations quite unlike
the changes which could have occurred in capitalist economy. So their
possible scopes could he compared only parti_Hy. 25 The whole set of
conditions was now quite different. The crucial factor was nationalization
of means of production and introduction of planned economy. which
provided for creation of new transpoTladon networks, power plants and
resid ntial settlements according to designs worked out in advance. Planned
economy exerted formidahle influence on the scope. directions, course and
spatial extent of transformations owing to the fact that it could control
aH investment outlays and decision making processes determining the forms
of production. employment. setthment. etc.26

Alongside the creation of sulphur processing industry two processes
have been evolving:

I. organization of technical and economic infrastructure:
11. appropriation of farm lands and deterioration of environments, which

inevitahly followed the development of sulphur industry.
A considerable growth of investment outlays from 2.8 billions zlotys

in 1964 to 11 billion zlotys in 1980 (similar outlays in Plock. totalled
10 billion zlotys and in Turoszów 1 1 billion zlotys) created conditions
for rapid economic development of Tarnobrzeg region. Deep changes of
the technical and economic infrastructure were introduced by a new railroad
line between sulphur excavating works in Piaseczno and processing factories
in MachOw27, by a new bridge on the Vistula, north-west of Tarno-
brzeg and hy expansion of electricity and gas supplying networks. These
transformations united the left and right banks areas of the Tarnobrzeg
Basin at the very first stages of sulphur processing industry organization.
The growth of processing works encouraged development of railroad and
bus systems, which now connected the old and the new urban -ou!
industrial centers Stalowa Wola, Sandomierz. Tarnohrzeg and Nowa
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making out of them a compact polycentric spatial system of settlements
emerging all over the Tarnobrzeg industrial region.

But we should not overlook negative after-effects of sulphur industry
which imp-ded realization of goals instituted by planned oct)Y,,my. The
new industry destro9ed equilibrium of natural processes in then- geographic
environment. Excavation of' sulphur deposits extending under the grounds
of almost twenty villages and production of sulphuric acid were respon-
sible for a number of phenomena adversely affecting local agriculture:
destruction of sowing grain by noxious sulphur oxides, contamination of'
water with industrial wastes from the processing works, and general
pollution of human biological environment. The expansion of' industrial
enterprises led to complete destruction of Piaseczno and Machow villages.
By 1990 more villages will have been pulled down: JeziOrko, Ocice,
Kaimów, Niechocin and MagnaiBw. Some investments will also be made
in Dabrowic.! and Cygany.28 These chan2es will .undoubtedly cause disorgani-
zation ,)f the spatial settlements systems and provoke changes in forms
of land cultivation, typical consequences of the first stage of industrialization.
Characteristic spatial disproportions in the cotiditions of daily life between
villages intact by industrialization and viflages affected by developing
urbanization and industry, are soon :o be seen. Dramatic.: reduction of
space in settlements of peasant-workers' families havc bcen observed in
all industrialized areas Specific side-effects of' sulphur excavating and
processing industry have to exacerbate additionally these processes.

W. FUNCTIONS OF LABOR MARKET IN TRANSFORMATION
OF STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT.

1. Starting from the theoretical assumptions of geographical division
of labor, and being convinced of its important function in the process
of urbanization, we had to concentrate on local and regional systems
and structures of labor markets within the Tarnobrzeg industrial region
and to analyze them step by step against gradual development of the
industry. Urban labor markets in Tarnobrzeg industrial regionsimilarly
to the Ancient Polish Basin and the Carpathian Oil Basinare, relatively
speaking, small labor markets.29 But even so, social .and economic rami-
fications of their operation are far reaching. Their size may be assessed
at 5 to 15 000 work-places, which is not much when compared with
several times bigger labor markets of' the Silesian Coal-Mining Basin.
In the spatial structure of labor market in Tarnobrzeg region the leading
position belongs to Stalowa Wola and Tarnobrzeg, the two towns attracting
the largest proportion of' free labor unemployed in agriculture. The remaining
free labor moves to the neighboring town, Sandomierz, or to even smaller
centers like Nowa Della, Rozwadów, Gorzyce, Skopan and Baranów.
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pol centric sstimi of lahor market seems to emerge in that new

industrial region.
2. Sulphur processing works strongly' influence the development of the

whole -larnohrzeg region. Complex shifts transient population, ultimately
directed toward two dnanncally grow ing centers: Tarnobrzeg and Stalowa
Wola, transform traditional settlement structures and hierarchic urban systems
before they finally stop in their, points of destination. The greatest

inflow of the transient population was noted in Stalowa Wola and
Farnohrzeg. the next place was taken by Sandomierz, once a capital of
the whole voivodeship. whose recent demographic growth edged over
Nowa Dcha. and wzis clearly more pronounced that of Niska, Kolbuszowa
and Staszowa. the seats of local administration. While the craftsmen
towns like UlanOw or Koprzywnica have been stagnating or declining.

The inflow of new population to Tarnobrzeg, which is now the center
oi' sulphur industry and houses majority of the workers from Siarkopol,
caused a fourfold increase of the town from 4 400 population in 1957 to

900 in 1970 plus I MO persons registered as temporary inhabitants..m)
The migration processes in Tarnobrzeg and the range of their influence

displayed the same characteristic trait..1 which could be seen in other
industrialized centers. '! Newcomers artived from all parts of Poland, but
most of them 175 moved in from the san-ic voivodeship or region.
In the first phase of industriali:ation rural population constituted slightly
over 50 p.c of inhabitants. The nc,,vcomers at that time were typically
single, young workers without quidifications and with prirruiry education
at the best. Then an inflow of persons with high qualifications started:
engineers, economists and technical specialists came from industrial centers
of Upper Silesia. Lower Silesia and Cracow. From 1962, when a number
of apartment buildings l'or the crew of the sulphur processing works
were erected, more and more often two, three or four persons' families
settled in.

The functions of the socialist industrialization are best reflected in

the transformation of the old community with its, typical small town
characteristics, preponderance of administrative activities and services, popu-
lated by petite bourgeoisie, clerks and craftsmen33 into a genuine workers'
community, dynamically improving their vocational qualifications.

The majority of persons employed in Tarnobrzeg are presently technical
specialists-30 p.c. are graduates of high technical school or technical
universities. 35 p.c. have primary technical education. The most common
vocational qualifications are those of a blacksmith, lathe-operator,
electrician, miner. chemistry specialist and economists. A great number
of people who have now settled in the sulphur basin lived as children
in that area, or married worno who lived there and presently found
employment in numerous sei.vice enterprises of Tarnobrzeg. A great number
of employed persons, mainly workers, obtained their qualifications after
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having moved into the town. Good chances for .improving education and
occupational advancement plus frequent family ties with the local popula-
tion built in them a feeling of close association with Tarnobrzeg Their
personal plans are connected with the town and rely on the good working
conditions, good pay and available apartments that the inhabitants believe
can be easily found there.34

Personnel with prolesional qualifications and hieh or higher f-ducation
usually came to Tarnobrzeg in earlier phases of' the ,;ulphur works
construction, and by now most of them have left Tarnobrzeg for new
centers of industrial development. Every next stage of Siarkopol con-
struction attracted new sorts or people from all over Poland. The groups
of newcomers were highly differentiated Lnd their past experience was very
different. 35 Many of them were itirufran, workers who started their
careers in villages or small towns, then moved from place to place
accepting different jobs on their way until they ended up in bigger
centers of industrial activity like Silesia, Warsaw. Cracow. Ancient Polish
Basin or Stalowa Wola. Unlike the gioups nonmierating workers. only
some of them intended to remain in Tarnobrzeg for good. Most were
inclined to leave, and as the main reason of this decision mentioned
the destruction of' biological environment.36

The trends .that are found to be dominant at the present suggest
that the percentage of' workers' popu!ation of increasingly higher education
will k;ontinue to grow in Tarnobrzeg37. Thes;... trends result from the
development of vocational schools in the town and creation of higher
educational estabhshments and specialistic research institutes concentrating
m problems of sulphur processingthe endeavor relying on the industrial
potential of a center which has already won a worldwide reputation.
Alcng with its .inklustrial functions Tarnobrzeg has become, the center of
decision making concerning sulphur production and the development
of' services, technical background and housing. This role is reflected by
the growth of transportation system with Tarnobrzeg in its center and
the ..:onstruction of' new railroad and bus lines between Tarnobrzeg and
Warsaw. or Tarnobrzeg and other voivodeship cities.

Now, after the creation of a new voivodeship with Tarnobrzeg appointed
as its capital, the town will assume new complex administrative, legal,
economic and social functions and will have a further stimulus to rapid
development. Functionally connected with sulphur works, processing factories
and mines in Machow and JeziOrko (and in a short time also in Piaseczno)
Tarnobrzeg will make the center of a linear urban agglomeration consisting
of a number of towns: Stalowa Wolaembracing both industrial and
transportation functions. Sandomierz, Nadbrzezie. Gorzvce performing admi-
nistrative and industrial functions and offering services as tourist places
and Baranów and Skopanie that have already assumed industrial roles
along with historical relicts preservation.38
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3. ('ommutation has an important role in the transformation of social
and vocational structure of the rural backliround. Commutation of rural
population to the local and regional urban and industrial centers is

a leading factor in the proces!; of rural community transformation..")
Extensive spheres of commutation which had been always typical for the area
surrounding Tarnobrzeg now extended to four neighboring regions of
Sandorniert. StaszOw. IC.:lbuszowa and Mielec, in certain directions extending
even down to tn.: villages of Lublin Voivodeship.40 The zone of commuta-
tion embraces presently the whole area Tarnobrzeg Voivodeship. The
majority of workers (80 p.c.). however, live only about one hour's drive
from the place of their employment, in villages scattered alonii the transpor-
tation routes, which have a primary role in the determination of spatial
systems of the employment structure. More and more dense network
of bus lines made the system of commutation more un form and more
widespread at the same time.

The labor market connected with sulphur industry affected rural background
in different ways both with regard to its spatial influence and to its
influence on intensity of work in different employments beyond agriculture.
Extensive areas of Staszów and Kolbuszowa '7egions remained beyond
the limits of this influence, though the demand for labor in Tarnobrzg
is also limited by the demand for labor in Stalowa Wola. In 1962
approximately 3000 persons commuted from Tarnobrzeg region to Stalowa
Wola (10, 20 or even 30 persons or more from some villages). Some
of the labor force from Tarnobrzeg vicinity was driven to Sandomierz
aod Gorzyce. Mechanical works of Nowa Deba, however, seemed unable
to attract workeis to Koibuszowa region.

Our studies led us to believe that industrial centers tended to employ
commuting workers on the positions requiring inferior qualifications:41
Such was also the initial situation in Tarnobrzeg.-The level of qualifications
of commuting workers was rather differentiated, but generally rather low.
Workcrs in sulphur-mine in Piaseczno were mostly old people, heads of'
families with no better education than a few classes of primary school.
Complex sulphur industry (chemical works producing sulphuric acid
superphosphats, mechanical works, electricity and hot-water plants. etc.)
discriminated between vocational groups. Commuters employed in Machow
(80 p.c. of commuters from the right river bank villages in Tarnobrzeg
region) had usually better education than other commuters and in the course
of the sulphur industry works construction their qualifications tended
to improve. They were also of younger age than other commuters.

The majority of commuters to Tarnobrzeg center were peasant-workers.
According to the survey made in 1962 a majority of those workers were
farm owners possessing from 0.5 to 2 ha of land. The percentage of
owners of bigger farms was also considerable. But almost exclusively
family heads commuted to work.42 In the decade 1960-1970 important
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ch,lnees l;otild be noted in the strneture of labor market and in its influence
on the neighboring v Wages. \lore ,pecialized production and higher technolo-
!ileal level of productive processes made it necessary to employ persons

ith better occupational preparation. and consequently the role of commuters
with basic vocational or high technical education perceptibly grew. New
possibilities (0 employment beyond agriculture strongly affected territorial
division of work in Tarnohrzeg industrial center. Preliminary assessment
of tlie inde\ rt.presenting percentage of people employed out of agriculture
showed that spatial sy stems of division of labor have considerably differentiated
ii thv past decade from much below 50 p.c. to much over 50 p.c. of

local employ ment hey ond agriculture. Semi-urbanization or villages proceeded
iapidk . Tarnobrzeg villages had the beyond agriculture employment index
a:itiost equal to the index of ()pole region. The causes of this situation
are different in these two cases. Villages in Opole voivodeship were indus-
trialized a long time ago. and now a great part of their lahor force
is locally employed in small industrial enterprises. In Tarnohrzeg region
the majority of persons employed out of agriculture were peasant-workers
and work,:rs commuting to the industrial center of the region. To this day
'Farnobrzeg region has low index of urbanization 32 p.c., against 47"
in Konin region and 66 p.c. in Luhin region. Rural settlements of peasant-
-workers were sometimes inhabited by people whose majority (60 10 70 p.c.)
worked hey ond agriculture, and that led to rapid transformation of the

Tarnohrzeg region sets off the rest of the voivodeship due to its
profoundly transformed social structure: 75 p.c. of its total population
made their living beyond agriculture, whereas in other regions only a minority
were found in that position in Sandomierz region 44 p.c., in Kolbuszowa
region 41 p.c.

I-RI NTIAI-1(IN 01 l'RRANIZATION ZONE IN TARN0BRZEG
INDVSTRIAI, CI:NTER

I. Identification of influence zone, surrouding urban ana industrial centers
and constituted hy a network of commutation routes was the starting
point in our study or the scope and character of current transformations.
Upon a preliminary analysis of the data we came to believe that there
was a great discrepancy between theoretical attempts to describe processes
of urhanization, emergence or settlement structures and formal systems
of their presentation on one hand, and the hard fact on the other.43
Our analysis was conducted with the view of reconstructing the pattern
of new structures appearance hy a recourse to the dynamics of transformations
which could he discerned in the relationships to demographic, social,
voacational and settlement phenomena. We noticed a fast rate of substantial
changes initiated hy massive commutation and massive migration of population.
Emergence of new peasant-workers and workers settlements in the formerly
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rural area triggered .1 landshde 01 profound changes. Populmon curroundinli
industrial centers grew rapidly.. and its age and sex structure underwent
significant changes. Farms mere divided into smaller units or completely
declined. Construction of apartment buildings grew verv dynamically. Heads
of families sought employment out of agriculture and the main burden
of field work fell on the women. New forms of agricultural and husbandry
production were favored. Traditional rural communities fell apart, traditional
ties dissolved. and village communities turned into workers settlements.

These phenomena were by no means isolated: they have been observed
in the industrial areas all over Western Europe (France. Belgium. GFR.
Austria, etc.). they have also heen noted in socialist countries. e.g. Czechoslo-
vakia and Yugoslavia."

Transformations can be assessed and measured. Urbanized areas can be
differentiated according to the scope and degree of transformations which
occur in them. They can also be differentiated with regard to different
rates and variabilities of changes even though they are rather difficult
to observe and assess in urbanization studies because a great number
of short living phenomena appear after a clash of two cultures: the
peasant-workers culture and the industrial and urban culture. When the
elements of the traditional culture have fallen apart, new and often
tentative forms of life associated with industry, urban culture and urban
styles replace them in a haphazard way.

In what category of transformations shall we put the process of emergence
of an urbanized agglomeration in Tarnobrzeg industrial center? What are
the typical traits of these transformations?

The specific polycentric system of industrial agglomeration and differen-
tiated geographical and historical background influence spatial systems and-
the degree of countryside urbanization. Pertinent processes evo!ve unequally.
Their course is determined by the system interrelationships which can be
vis .lized in the set of appropriate indices projected on a map including:.

I. growing percentages of family heads and other family members
employed out of agriculture (30-50 p.c.):

II. indices of education and vocational qualifications.
III, workers' settlements and peasant-workers' settlements with differen-

tiated social and occupational structure;
IV. indices of income earned from industry or from other activities

out of agriculture (from 2 to 10 thousands zlotys annually per household);
V. percentage of households equipped with electric supply;

VI. transformations of ,setlement structure (i.e. index of investments
in apartment buildings and peicentage of apartments with several rooms).45

Processes of urbanization iritiated by the development of industry proceed
in Tarnobrzeg region with vat ied speed. Our findings permitted identification
of three specific social, economic, settlement and cultural regions. Fast
changes have heed observed in Tarnobrzeg region, and especially in the
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%wind\ of Tarnobrzeg: Machow-. Stalowa Wola and Sandomierz-Turzyce.
All these areas are located in valleys stretching along the Vistula and San
rivers. connected with transportation network. traditionally known to have
superior economic standards. more susceptible to processes of industrialization
and urbanization. highly populated. characterized by high indices of labor
and mechanization. containing quickly growing workers and peasant-workers
settlements. populated by persons with relatively high level of education
and \ motional capabilities. Inhabitants of' this region collect steadily increasing
incomes from employment out of agriculture and make increasing gains
from agricultural production as well. Construction of apartmeot building
grows very quickly and 'he interior outfit of the ,:partments is fairly
high (bathrooms. garages. etc.). Here also the strongest clash between
intensive commodity production or vegetable production and the industry
can be observed.

The left river bank part of Tarnobrzeg industrial region, i.e. the
sub-regions of StaszOw and Sandomierz retained their agricultural character
except for the area surrounding the industrial and settlement center dependent
on the sulhpur mine in GrzybOw (and to a certain degree around the
now closed down sulphur mine in Piaseczno) and in the vicinity of
Sandomierz-Dwikozy. Electrification of villages in that area was somewhat
delayed. Indic,_.s of population employed beyond agriculture did not reach
20 p.c. in the northwestern part of the region.

Kolbuszowa microregion together with the southern part of Tarnobrzeg
region survived until recently without succombing to economic advancement
in their isolation among Sandomierz forests. Now they have become exposed
to the processes of profound transformations whose results can be best
seen in the development of bus-transportation and new railroad lines.
The lowest indices of urbanization are found in villages separated by long
distances from industrial centers.

3. Traditional rural communities turn into industrial and settlement
agglomerations. Appropriate indices reflect this transfer but they are only
an initial proof of the transportation of a rural comMunity into a workers'
ommunity. More substantial processes underlie these changes: the peasants

reliance on their rural household on the one hand. and their strengthening
ties with enterprises offering industrial employment on the other. Intimate
ties among family members based on common work in the rural household
and the system of integrating ties binding several households into a local
rural community are broken and replaced with new individual and communal
ties developing in industrial and service enterprises of urban agglomerations.
These new ties .are formed by new working relationships. Emergence of
new systems of territotial division of labor, taking form of so-called
production and settlement agglomerations is a typi-al trait of those regions
which at given time undergo urbanization.

Now the theory of production and settlement agglomerations found
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empirical support from :tinily sis of transformation mechanisms underlying
the structure of rural populating employment in inchstrialized regions.
Studies hy T. Jarowiecka and J. Rajman discussed di f1erei.1 stages of
grow th and di tkrent types of agglomerations in the context

ditkicnt raw material resources and different typ..!s of industrial
development

II. unequal economic infrastructure together with technical and social
differentiation of rural regions:

III. varying supply and demand for lahor force and intensity Of housing
investments.

'Riese unequal conditions produced ditkrent influence zones around
industrial centers and di fferent agglomerations w ith var n sizes of employment
and different spa tial extent. Big agglomerations situated on the fringes
of the Upper Silesian Industrial Region had from 20 to 40 thousand
employed persons. Within each agglomeration characteristic differentiation
of social and vocational structure, of education and qmilification standards
could be foimd. The Silesian Coal-Mining Basin was surrounded by agglome-
rations inhabited by workers with, specialized vocational qualifications.
In mining settlements of Rybnik industrial region coal-miners constituted
70 p.c. of population employed beyond agriculture. In the vicinity of
Bielsko the majority of inhabitants were textile workers or workers employed
in metal processing industries. Agglomerations of Tarnobrzeg Industrial
Region developing in the decade 1960 1970 must he ranked among relatively
small settlements. In 1960 no more than 8500 persons were found in Tar-
nobrzeg agglomeration against 24300 in Stalowa Wola agglomeration. But
Tarnobrzeg settlements expanded rapidly, reaching 12000 in 1965 and 20000
in 1970. This growth was primarily due to the development of sulphur
processing works.

A detailed analysis of the sulphur processing works supplied vital
information on the structure of commuters, respective to geographical areas
from which they commuted, their age, education, etc. Other agglomerations
inhabited by people employed in local industries of Sandomierz-Gorzyce,
Nowa Deba, Kolbuszowa and Dwikozy have not developed so quickly,
and on the average they do not embrace presently more than a few
thousand workers each. However, some important changes in the social
and vocational structure of' rural settletr,:nts surrouding these centers could
also be noted. Permanent employment assured by industries, and their particular
aptness to develop specific tradition (e.g. in Stalowa Wola Rozwadów)
contributed to the formation of strong ties between particular enterprises of
highly structurized employment and rural population employed by them.

Territorial analyses of division systems of labor outside agriculture
conducted by T. Jarowiecka over the extensive area of Tarnobrzeg Industrial
Region proved together with the finding of Z. Bobek concei ning commutation 46
that rural. social and occupational structures were deeply differentiated

1,2:2:
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within tile emerging production and settlement agglomerations.47 The study
of T. Jarowiecka, based on a representative sample of 51 700 families
(100 p.c. families in 357 villages) supplied firm evidence concerning:

I. sizes of farm:
II. employment in and beyond agriculture of heads of family and other

family members:
III. geographical distribution and number of persons in families of

different types (worker families, peasant-worker families, farm worker families
and peasant families).

This evidence served as :t basis for assessment of transformation degree
in ditlerent villages and of correlation between employment outside agri-
culture .and particular family traits in their spatial distribution.

Tarnobrzeg villages are in the initial stage of transformations. But the
changes come very fast. The type of worker family living on a small
plot of land is not popular as yet. In 1965 only about 5.1 p.c. of such
families were found in Stalowa Wola RozwadOw agglomeration, Sandomierz
or Mielec. In the area closely adjacent to Tarnobrzeg prevalence of families
of worker structure has been observed in four .ilages on the right bank
of the Vistula river. In the remaining 19 villages peasant-worker families
retaining farms from 0-5 ha were the most common type observed. It was
typical to find that in Tarnobrzeg region outside agriculture employment
was usually secured by heads of families. In 11900 households of the ten
agglomerations covered by the survey, two thirds of persons employed
outside agriculture were heads of families. This trend was particularly
strong in Tarnobrzeg agglomeration, where vocational differentiation of
persons employed in industry and transportation was very strong. In villages
located at a far distance from industrial centers commuters were mainly
in construction. In such cases commuting workers were predominantly
family members. Polycentric systems of agglomeration and dense networks
or bus routes led to very strong differentiation of vocational structure
within particular villages or even households. Overlapping influences of Stalowa
Wola, Tarnobrzeg and Sandomierz compounded this differentiation, providing
very different workplaces and requiring highly varied qualifications and levels
of education from different workers. Particularly strong differentiation could
be found among peasant-worker families in Tarnobrzeg agglomerations
who permanentl, relied on two sources of income. A new phenomenon
has been observed lately when more and more women of the young
generation began to seek employment beyond agriculture.

Transformations of social vocational structure of inhabitants of recently
urbanized areas do not merely go through basic stages from peasant, fann
worker, peasant-worker and worker Ways of life. There are many more
intermediate forms of strongly differentiated structure, especially among
families relying on several different employments at the same time. The wide
array of occupations and structural differentiations is an important criterion
and index of progressive urbanization of villages.48
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vl. VARIARILITY of. RI:RAI. URBANI/.ATI()N
AND DFITIRMINANT,, DIFFERENTIATIoN

The process of rural urbanization can he studied from different points
of view, by putting emphasis on different features and factors involved
in the changes, and namely on:

I. degree of hierarchic organization of the settlement system and its
legal and organizational functions: village, agglomeration of villages, wider
agglomeration,' etc.:

II. social and economic functions (industry, mining, transportation,
touristic services, etc.):

III. degree *of social and vocational strulure transformation (from rural
villages, through intermediate forms to a workers sottlement).

In all these transformations industrialization is a crucial factor. Its most
direct consequence is almost total disappearance of people completely deprived
of means and property, the semi-proletariat and proletariat, which only
a few years ago constituted a considerable proportion of rural population,
The growing percentage of peasant-worker and worker population is more
and more closely dependent on industrial employment, transportation, services
and administrative offices, contributing thereby to better integration of villages
with towns, and peasants with workers and officials. Naturally, specific
forms of integration, conducive conditions and particular stage§ of changes
are different in different parts of Poland. Villages in the Sandomierz
Valley, socially and economically backward until the Second World War,
relied basically on natural economy. Until the recent electrification they
were isolated from all outside agriculture labor markets49 and strongly
contrasted with villages lying along. the Vistula and San rivers where
methods of intensive agricultural production found strong support. In the
past, the latter area witnessed spontaneous peasants' movements, culminating
in the "Republic of Tarnobrzeg" where social contrasts befor the Second
World War had particularly acute forms and caused massive emigration
from overpopulated small farms unable to overcome their poverty and
inefficiency ofi their own.5o A wide array of human characters, from very
traditional to fairly progressive could be found in* local communities of
Tarnobrzeg region even after the Second World War.

Socialist industrialization started a series of processes accelerating economic
and cultural progress in villages. Electrification was one of the crucial
factors. Until the Second World War no more than three percent of villages
were equipped with electric supply in the total area of six regions
covered by the survey. In the last decade all villages were almost totally
electrified. However, significant differences could be observed in utilization
of electricity between the left and the right riverbank areas. On one side electric
supply was utilized mainly as a source of light, on the other it was
basically a source of motor power. These differences coincided with differences
in employment structure. The greatest number of electric motors was installed
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in villages and peasant worker households relying on two sources of income.
Fxodus of male labor force from agriculture was partially compensated
with mechanical devices powered with electricity. 'These conditions led to
technical modernization of economy and introduction of modern agricultural
equipment and household appliances.5I

The course of countr)side electrification over the extensive area of
Tarnobrzeg Industrial Region had considerable economic, social and cultural
ramifications, decisive for further progress of countryside.

Socialist industrialization influenced with particular strenght those attitudes
of rural population which concerneLi education and improvement of qualifica-
tions. Peasant-workers and workers employed in industrial and urban centers
found themselves under pressure ;i.om enterprises which gave them employment
to improve their vocational qualifications and educational.52 Young rural
generation tends to prefer industrial employment which requires improvement
of occupational skills hut very often remain in villages unwilling to move
into towns. This attitude, reinforced by hastily developing apartment construc-
tions in urban style, accelerates disintegration of local rural communities. These
processes could already be observed in 1965 in narrow belts of villages
surrounding industrial centers and covered by networks of commutation
bus routes. The following tables give selected indices concerning levels
of education among inhabitants of villages MokrzyszOw and Krawce
employed outside agriculture.

Education

Higher
Secondary liberal
Secondar vocational
Basic vocational
Basic

Table 1

Total Men Women

01 1.8 7 1.4 3 1.1

97 15.8 43 , 9.0 54 41.2
42 6.8 30 6.2 12 9.2

208 33.9 88 39.0 20 15.4

256 41.7 214 44.4 42 32.0

±1)111 613 100.0 482 100.0 131 100.0

Source: Registra r's Books and author's computations.

Table 2

Total Mcn Women
1:ducation

Higher 1 1.5 1 1.8
Secondary liberal 6 9.2 ' 3.7 4 36.3
Secondary vocational 6 9.2 ' 3.7 4 36.3
Basic vocational 8 12.4 8 14.8 -
Basic 44 67.7 41 76.0 3 27.4

rota; 65 100.0 54 100.0 11 100.0
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Village Krawce lying outside tlie limits of commutation bus routes had
much lower indices of education than village Mokrzyszow lying in close
vicinity of Tarnohrzeg.

Intensive growth of the networks brought transformation processes into
the underdeveloped villages of Sandomierz forests. In 1970 every settlement
of that region had up to 20 hus connections daily plus organized transport
of workers hy individual industrial enterprises. The latter form of com-
mutation organized hy hig industrial works was particularly convenient,
and several ambitious young workers gladly took up jobs in large companies
which insured them high prestige and good social standing.

Employment offered by modern industrial enterprises of increasingly
higher technical standards was an important factor facilitating inflow of
innovations to villages and agriculture. In the area surrouding sulphur.
processing works in Tarnobrzeg (though in fact the same phenomena have
also been observed in the vicinity of the Drilling Equipment Factory
in Gorlice, or Chemical Works in OSwiecim, etc.) several peasant-workers
were employed who turned out capable of adapting a number of advanced
technical ideas to the needs of their farms. 5 3 This kind of progress and
modernization of villages could not have been possible without electrification.
Now, it is additionally reinforced by motorization, i.e. increasing purchases
of motorcycles and cars by village inhabitants employed in industrial
enterprises. Intensive growth of apartment building constructed according to
typically urban designs and equiped with typically urban 'facilities tends to
equalize economic and technical levels of rural and urban environments.54
Modernization of villages is followed by transformation of life styles. Daily
contacts with the city and enterprise profoundly affect lives of peasant-workerS
and workers who integrate with the urban population and adopt .patterns
of their culture.

Sulphur industry investments following cold and farreaching development
programs brOught abdut deep changes even if somehow unequally distributed.
The,course of these changes revealed characteristic traits, ultimately contribu-
ting to accelerated social and economic development of the areas which
for long years had made no progress. An analysis of these changes together
with their underlying causes gives a better insight in the very complex
structures of interrelated but short lived transformations of spatial systems.

New types of social and occupational structures emerge and new types
or settlements which bear evident marks of their momentary nature. They.
can be analyzed in different dimensions depending on the purpose and
purport of study. This is particularly true of peasant-worker household
and villages, differentiated according to type and size of production,
organization of work, surface of arable land, social and vocational structure
of population. their sex and age of distribution. But also within worker
villages one can discern deep differentiation according to localization and
productive profile of industrial enterprises, their technological standards,

9 Kura! Social
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dominant occupational structure. required qualifications and education levels,
available transportation services and touristic facilities.55 All these factors
cannot be accounted for in a simple classification of worker
of the types proposed by E. Pietraszek or R. Turski.56

Tarnobrzeg Industrial Center contains a great number of various inter-
mediate forms of rural settlements. Their types dilThr from one region
to another or from one phase of industrialization and modernization to
another.5' This fact has been corroborated by findings of sociological
studies on urbanization and rural communities development. Besides, classifi-
cation of Polish villages cannot coincide with classifications proposed in West
Furopean studies, particularly in the field of micro-analytic research, as
a brief survey of French literature clearly indica tes.55 The general problem,
to what degree parallel processes of rural transformations can be compared
betwcen countries of difkrent social 'systems, is a question, which can only
be solved by a detailed microanalytic dynamic research undertaken alter
a careful standardization of observation criteria and differentiation indices.

VII. 11 NCTIONS OF INDUSTRY IN THE PROCESS
OF RURAL LOCAL COMMUNITIES DISINTEGRATION

The multitude of intermediate forms assumed by villages in the course
of their transformation in industrialized regions testifies to the intensity
of processes of reorganization in local rural communities exposed to
socialist industrialization. We have already concentrated on factors accom-
panying industrial investments: the leading role of social and vocational
structure transformations among rural population, the various 'changes
culthinating in complete disappearance of private farms and peasant house-
holds59 and the flight of labor force from agriculture. Each of. these
phenomena discussed above, together with some secondary questions like
intensive growth of apartment buildings, prevalence of urban styles, reduction
of land possessed by families, exodus of younger generations may serve as
an index of rural local communities disintegration.60

Massive exodus of younger generation from villages could be observed
all over Poland.m It was accelerated by growing demand for labor force
in industry, and indirectly, by growing demand for labor force in other
branches of economy: construction, transportation, services, etc. It was also
facilitated by new possibilities of acquiring better vocational qualifications
in specialistic schools affiliated with industrial, construction or mining enter-
prises. It was further encouraged by mass media, newspapers, and especially
radio and television, which strongly contributed to the disintegration of local
rural communities.

Desires and life goals of Tarnobrzeg village inhabitants, and particularly
the life goals of peasant youth were mainly directed toward better education,
and better occupational positions in industrial enterprisesP2 In Tarnobrzeg
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villayes covered by the survey and in the neighboring areas surrounding
several urban and industrial centers in Southern Poland it was almost
unanimously repeated by all interviewed respondents that getting appropriate
vocational quahlications was by far the highest value for them.to

Social prestige of different occupations was also placed very high in their
system or values. Consequently, social appreciation of vocational employment
be.kind agriculture was an important factor motivating peasants to .find
new employment. The results of the survey conducted in the Tarnobrzeg region
covering interviews in rural households and in industrial enterprises un-
equivocally verified these earlier observations. The willingness to improve
qualifications permanently was found to be overwhelming in the workers'
class and very strong among population relying on two vocations. Those
needs can he satisfied by rapidly developing vocational schools in that
region.h4 A great percentage or workers espoused very high vocational
aspirations and felt that they were very personally involved in the work
they performed, With utmost eagerness they undertook efforts to improve
its technological standard whenever it was needed. To find an employment
worthy or their ambitions young workers seek jobs in modern industrial
enterprises, like the Katowice Foundry, for example, which assure them
high prestige and good social standing.

Land has long ceased to be the main end in man's life and subject of his
strongest desire. This is not to say that it has lost its value altogether.
Land is now appreciated as a secondary source of income for peasant
worker families. Deeply differentiated systems of employment and qualification
structures of private farms of different sizes and productive efficiency
contributed in various.degrees to the dissolution of family ties in households
located in the neighborhood of urban agglomerations. The principal reasons
or the family life decline was the incongruous plurality of interests, out-
looks and life-goals which severed intimate relationships and brought local
rural community to 'decline.

Actual situations were quite different in different houses. They depended
on particular choices of occupation or employment, on decisions concerning
the future of the family land, etc. They may have been affected by choices
between looking for a job at the local labor market and seeking employment
outside agriculture: they may finally have been determined by a decision
to move out or the village for good. Radically different, attitudes, vocational
capabilities and levels of education could be found within the same family.
Father could be a farmer or a farm worker of low qualifications, son
a technical specialist or a clerk, daughter might be employed in an outpatient
clinic or a shop, mother might specialize in raising chicken, for example.65
Obviously, the scope of interests, needs and values were for each person
completely different. Lately a new pattern has emerged of a somehow
similar life style among most males employed outside agriculture and.among
women left behind to cultivate the land. But the degree of peasant-worker
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engagement with field work on his family land is certainly very different.
just as different is the degree of involvement in the social works among
village inhabitants and a crew of an industrial enterprise.Ith Concomitance
of uncontrolled and planned factors connected with the fast rate of socialist
industrialization makes all efforts to present these difkrentiations in terms
of simple statistical categories quite meaningless. Relations between fluctuating
properties of dilkrent structures and their underlying conditions call for
cross sectional descriptive analysis of individual households and villages.

VIII EN1FRGENCE OF NEW SYSTEMS OF SIATTEMENTS STRUCTURES
AS A HIGHER ORIWR INTEGRATING FACTOR

Alongside the decline of local rural communities and strengthening
association of villages with enterprises and industrial and urban agglomerations
a new system of socialist institutions, administrative, economic and service
agencies comes into being. and by virtue of specific relationships through
work embraces several private rural households and elevates them to the
role of elements of a higher order social and economic systems.° New
socialist forms or vocational activity appear in different parts of Poland
with unequal intensity. Creation of such institutions as rural shops, farming
cooperatives. etc.. makes way for organization of more concrete 4,:ncies:
productive works, transportation and commercial agencies, cultural, education-
al or health establishments, etc.. which transform villages by implementing
new communal functions organized according to the planned designs of spatial,
administrative or urbanistic development. New contacts are made on
organizational and administrative levels between villages or individual house-
holds and higher order centers. The role of institutions and organizations
is not quite the same in different communities. But the number and
density of new agencies usually conforms to the needs of the regipn,
additionally contributing, to reinforcement of potential differences between
different areas. Their role of a cohesive factor is consequently differentia-
ted.om T. Jarowiecka pointed out that several villages have been simultaneously
embraced by influence zones of different centers. Our survey showed that
urbanized villages of industrial type avail themselves of a wider array
of institutions and agencies whose basic functions are more specialized.
Most undifferentiated and widespread agencies are restaurants, transportation
facilities. shops, health-service and cultural agencies. They are often accom-
panied by highly specialized commercial agencies of different description.
In the Tarnobrzeg region the number of shops grew four times faster than
the index of population increase, but in spite of that, availability of
commercial services was rather inferior to that of the Lubin or Konin regions.69

Socialist forms of production and provision of services are increasingly
prevalent in villages, helping to integrate private farms in the system
of socialist production. exchange and social organization.70 It is very
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significant because institutionulized changes and progressive social. economic
and cultural development of villages reinforced by scientific and technical
revolution is h,' no means diverted toward industrial society7I nor to
organizational society, recently extolled by the American scientists:2 Conse-
quently. all comparisons (not too infrequent in sociology) of processes
observed in Poland and in die United States or West Europe are thot'oughly
futile. They neglect the deep difkrences resulting from differences between
social systems. founding principles and the totality of social and economic
conditions.

We are living in the times of revolutionary processes that are free to
evolve faster than any scientific studies might require to record them.
Social and geographical research is nevertheless perfectly able to point out
that complex stages of transformations underlie all obvious changes in rural
local communities. These transformations result in an extensive and rapidly
proceeding process of village disintegration which is the inevitable effect
of irregular influence of different underlying factors and conditions. These
factors are also manifest in the intensive industrialization and urbanization
of villages, and again particular course of these processes depends on the
social and economic infrastructure of a given region. Finally, high horizontal
and vertical mobility of rural population profoundly affects family ties
and communal cohesion in villages.

Important changes were recently instituted in the .system of social,
vocational and settlement structures by a reform of administrative division
of Poland, creating more voivodeships and rural agglomerations. Spatial
structure of labor markets is hound to be different, and new institutions
will contribute to further .vocational activization of peasants. Basic systems
of the hierarchical settlement networks and the range and scope of' institutions
and service agencies are apt to be different.73 LOng-term effects of consolidation
of higher order social ties due to creation of village agglomerations and
communal institutions and agencies responsible for organization of the social,
economic and cultural life may already be tentatively visualized from newspaper
interviews and articles and front scientific papers.74 The decisions concerning
new administrative division of Poland have been motivated by a desire to
minimize regional disproportions. They will provide an expedient instrument
for more effective handling of the uncontrolled processes which could be
seen at work in the initial phase of planned socialist economy.75
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Industriali:ation in the People's Poland). Warsaw 1967, p. 5 32. Compare also: J.
Szezepanski: Zmiany spoleczeristlya polskiego protesie indriustrializacji (Transformation of
the Polish Society due to the Process of Indrustrialization), Warsaw 1973.

26. K. Secomski: Analira oraresu upr:emyslowienia i struktury przestrzennej pr:emyslaw PRL
((n analysis of industrialization Processes and Spatial Structure of Industry in People's

Poland), Biuletyn KPZK PAN". No. 6/8, Warsaw 1961.
27. Most of these processes ended with thc first stage of sulphur processing investments in

MachOw and in the first sulphur excavating works in Piaseczno. Compare: Zeszyty Badan
RejonOvi. Uprzemyslawianych". No. 29, Warsaw 1968.

28. The grounds that will he dire,* affected in the future by sulphur industry extend rough-
ly over onc thousand ha of arable land. The greater part of this surface is covered with
sand which befort the Second World War was turned into a prairie in result of water
draining and descending level of underground water. But within thc industrialized region
there are also fertile lands of villages Miechocina Chmielowa, Dabrowica.
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limed iii Pulavvy oil Konin Inflow, of population and demographic increase :ire incompa-
rably hi(her in the Silesian Basin ffor example in Rylmik region).
Compate stuilt stmhes ot Immigration to the towns of Osia icom. Kcilzterzy n ;mil other
centers ot the Carpathian ( hl Basin. Pertinent bibhography can be found in Al nik. cz/ow c profilemv...

1 indings obtained (tom local Registrar's Books and questionnaires.
11 An dimly sis ol Registrar Books and a survey conducted in collaboration sv ith the I collo-

mit: Planning ('ommittee on the local level in two different periods, of time (1964 and 1972)
showed that the processes of new urbim structures formation incited by changes introduced
by socialist industrialization .ue very complex. Particular functions of different cities constitute
vet,. important C111',%1 elements. and so do the highly differentiated relationships on labor
markets in particular centers. Compare: J. Malanuusssku Sto.umki klasowe I rajnice vole-
c:ne it MICC le Chl. Re/IMMO/VA Will SlrallPein UM in the (ir,r). Warsaw 190. and

tuross,l,t, It. Kryczkal Profile .spoleezfic Aurego I nowego inia%to pr:emyslowega (Social
Profile% of on Mil and a Nel% hfilmtrial Cite). ill : Stadia Aocjologiczne I ilrharfistyc:ne riiast
Lulle/%-:1:1..7ni I Situ aml l'rhanime Studies ol Lublin Prorlull (71ie.% I, 1.0111in 1970.
Invaluatne concepts concerning formation of a socialist society were contributed by J .

Szczepaitski ii Odmiant tera:mets:ego. I(7(angmg Awe( 1% of Me l're%ent
Warsaw 1971.

(4. I aiding, ui the survey inentioned in note 33.
Our analyses have proved that the fate of the Polish society was highly differentiated in
consequence of the Second World War and in result of the changes that were introduced
in Poland immediately after the war. Compare: an M. A. degree paper, J. Bodnar:
Rohi Thipluicu ludnoci

1 //run urbani:mli Samlonder:a (The Effect (d. Population Inflo
on (he Procevves of Cr-WM:awn in Smulomier:), WSP, C'racow 1965, and J. Nalhorczyk:
Sia/owa It .1/1(1. .

36. Negative effects of sulphur industry strongly' affected in 1%0 1970 the growth of Tama-
brzeg and its demographic development.

37. Compare: A. Krakow ska: Rolut turnobr:eskiego komhimau .shorkoweeo w :mianach .struktury
k%:talcenia i :a(rudmenia mlodziejy (The Role fif the Sulphur Processing If 'orks in Tarim-
5rzeg in the Formwion of Structure of Education and I:mplopocat among Young Population).
WSP, Cracow 1973.

38. Complex employment structures of urban and industrial centers, which are at the same
time centers of administrative and legal activity (as voivodeship capitals for example). tran-
sportation nexuses, endogenie and exogenie service centers mny serve to a certain degree
as an index of their functional role. The number of institutions and their functioning,
particulary their organizational and legal activities together with the scope of their functional
competence in the structure of power, 'are in themselves important indeces.

39. This opinion has been supported by our findings in numerous industrialized regions.
Compare: M. Dobrowolska: Pr:oniony and M. Oledzki: Doju:dy do prucy (Commu-
tation to ll'ork), Warszawa 1967.

4(1. ln spite of considerable emigration of rural population to indus- ialized centers, the count-
ryside still contains some surplus of labor force particularly in the regions of Staszów
and Kolbuszowa.

41. Persons with higher education (and occasionally specialists with secondary education) are
an exception although a fairly common one in the group of commuters to small urban
and industrial centers. Presently this phenomenon is more widespread in village agglome-
rations which rely very strongly on commuters.
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II. 1 ehmann. Kosnca

4s Pertinent map was prepaied by a team tit collaborators arid published in nelhOgridle:h0.
iiiitiliiii

4(1. A. Itobek Dow:di do /;rai i ii hirnobr:okm1 pr:cmvlowym (Commutation to Work
ill larnobr:cg hulusawl Region) .../gvs t Itada ii ReionOw Uprzemyskov laity NO. 29.
Wr.,;,,, 144,8

47 r. J.IroISieck3: Saul, lora spolec:no.:au odoll a halko.si'l WIC/AA me, it ('.1p01,0 h wadinc:ych
laruolv:ckleo nkregu pr:enadoitcgo (Sorial and Vocational Sam 00.0 01 Rural N1)040100
Iii Sealement Agglomeration% ol lOrnobr:eg industrial Region). liadaft Rej. Uprzem.
PA N. No. 29, Warsaw 1968.

48. NI. Dobrowolska. J. Rejman: Socio-ecimoniu Structure and Dynamic% al the Suburbian
/one. "Geographia Polonica-, No. 7, Warsaw 1965.

49. M. Dlibrimolska: staltO in 0 w pus:c.:1 .

50 R. turskt. Pr:onnion. %auk nat. .spolec:no it Ai Cliandorma lions of the Social Structure ol
( °mart side). In NI/ a !Ora ihnomiAil %pole( :efilltra pold,iegn ( Ihe Saw lure am/ /111101Mil

..101 /CIVI, 114 W. Wesolow ted.t, Warsaw 1970,
51. 11. (iOrr 1.31.1,0-04,010 0 it tarnobr:eskim okregu pr:cmyslowynt (Eleranicathm of Villages

in I arnaln2eg Industrial Center). Geographiea. Series Geographia Oeconomica",
No. 3. Cracow 1970.

52. J. Hama: ,t1loikiej wie/iAa tarnobr:eskiego regianu srarkw-ego Ira lokalnych rynkaeh pracy
Rural Youth In lianobr:eg .Sulphur Prot ('s.ving Regiou the Local Labor Alarkets),

Rocznik Naukowo-Dydaktyczny WSP, Prace Geograficzne", No. 5, Cracow 1971.
33. l'or example, nactors are equipped with new parts required for coupling agricultural

machinery, or new household appliances are made by adopting technic:4! ideas suggested
at work. Traditional village ceased to exist according to the authors of diaries submitted
to "bor./a Magazine- when the wall separating village from city, and peasants from new
professions, wider society and culture had been abolished. The position of the village and
peasants who could not find employment, access to hooks, newspapers and schools for their
children was also a result of that separation. A great number of authors believed that
the proper measure of the countryside development and of its leap forward is found
in thc degree of accessibility to culture and possibilities of having cultural needs satisfied
See: J. Turowski: Prnblemy i pr:erniany Strictly pamictnikiiii (Problems of Transfer-
mattom ol Villages in (he tight niaries), Zycie i MyW, No. 5/i, Warsaw 1964, p.
116 117.

54. Fast development of modern housing in the villages of Tarnobrzeg Region was a subject
of a detailed Study by M. Kozela: Charakterystyka stwm budownietwa wiejskiego w okregu
siarkmvo-metalurgicznym (The State al Rural Housing in the Sulphur and Ahnal Processing
Region). "Zeszyty Badan Rejon3w Uprzemyslawianych". No. 29, Warsaw 1968. See also:
M. Dobroo,olska: Pr:ea/v(1:YMa asadnictwa wiejskiego w wpj. katowickim (Transforma(ions
fn. Rural Settlements in Katowice Voirodvhip), Studia nad Ekonomika Regi,.:nu", No. 3,
Katowice f972.

55. !Indent.
56. F. Pietraszek: rolunnie:il (Workers' rillage), Wroclaw 1969; R. Turski- Pr:emiany

,trukturs .... B. GaIeski mt.), Zmiant. spolec:ne i postep technic:nu iSorial Changes and
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chanFing ideological a:dilations of different vocations by rural population in Malopolska
ate sorveyed by K Studio nad :yeiem tpolec:nym i kulthro iStmlies on Social
I de and ('ulture), Price Kowisit Socjologicinej PAN, Cracow 1966.

6.; On dismtegranon of families and decline of traditional rural culture see: K. 1)obrowolski:
flp it

64 'S K lakosvska op Lit , ( 197. Only m Stalossa Wola-Niska there were
Is high schools mid vocational schools in 1967, to say nothing of evening schools for wor-
kei s.

6.s We came a cross similar cases in lield studies conducted in Tarnobrieg Region. Carpathian
liasm, Silesia and 0i-ham/5inon belts of thc suburbian tones of ('racow. It should be
stressed, nevertheless, that the clear picture of the situation is somewhat blurred by econo-
nue community of sons and daughters living in towns who come to the village in Summer
and help ssith I I work on the farm. Problems of this kind were tackled bytie melte
J. Tuross sk i : Problemy %truk tory spotty:net regionu rolnie:o-pr:entyslowego (Problems Social
Structure in an Agricultural awl Industrial Region).Priegkid Socjologiezny", No. 17/1, 1963,
and by the same author: Pr:e,niw,i ito pod itp/ywent :akladu pr:emyslowego. Studiuni rejonu
3/6.14;it arwislormation of the rillage under the Influence of an Industrial Enterprise).
WroclaW 1974.

66. M. Dobrovvolska: C:ynniki
('7. 1). Markowska: Rod:ina u rodowitku wiei,k on (Family in a Rural Milieu), Warsaw 1964.
68. 1. Jarossiecka, B. (kW: Rola instyweti i organi:aeti ks:taltowaniu osadnie:yeh

(Ihe Role of Inviitutions and Organi:ationt in the Fornuition of Settlenwnts Ties), Prace
/ Dydaktyki Sikoly Wyisier: No. 4, Cracow 1967, and T. Jarowiecka: Z badly) nad organi-
:tutu wieiVA it', sleet ovidnie:e1 (Invevtigations ('oncerning Organi:ation of Rural Settlement
Networks). Geographica-, No. 3, Cracow, 1970.

69 B. (kin!: rejoin, upr:emvslawhinego (Services in an Industriali:ed Region), "Folio
(ieographic:1". No. 7. Cracow 1974, and J. Dietl: Ilandel i rynek w rejonach upr:emyslawia-
nich and Market to Industriali:ed Regions), Problemy Rejonów Uprzemyslawianych",
Warsaw 1970,

70. On agricultural cooperatives. investment credits and rural authorities see: B. Galeski.
S. Ochocinski and K. KwaSniewski: Aktywiwyja i ro:wrij spolee:no.ici lokalnyeh (Activi:ation
owl Development ol Local ('ommun&t.c), Wroclaw 1973,
W .5'4)11 Spoiel pr:tantthnse. Anao: I. rstsk a A om'eptii Indu,trial
Soelelle. Analstis awl Critique of du' ('oncept). Warsaw 1975.
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ZBIGNIEW T. WIERZBICK1

PHYSIOTACTIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

INTRODUCTORY NOTIONS

In Poland the science concerning the preservation of natural resources
and their proper exploitation is generally called either sozology or physio-
tactics.1 We regard the second term as more adequate from both the
logical and semantic points of view of the problems discussed here. Mankind's
influence on and transformation of nature are unavoidable (except for
a small number of intentionally protected areas of primitive nature). It is
therefore essential that relations between man and his natural environment
be as rational as possible and that they should take the most optimal
course. However, the first part of the term sozology seems to be suitable
for such compound-notions as sozo-ecology, sozo-ecosystem, or sozo-tech-
niques. These terms can be of value: first, to determine ecological approaches
to social research in situations where biological environment protection is
considered (its basic elements, including agrocenosis, have- thus far been
insufficiently dealt with in ecology2)-; second, for such ecological systems
where the parameters of biological environment protection are being inten-
tionally considered; third, for such technical knowledge which seeks to put
the aims and assumptions of physiotactics (natural environment protection)
into practice.

The acceptance of the term "physiotactics" enables us to use still
another term, "physiostrategy". This auxiliary but no doubt useful term helps
in the analysis of the theory and principles of the general policy of human
protection of the natural environment and in solving problems connected
with putting such policies into force on a macro-scale. The main purpose
of this policy is to maintain a biological-ecological equilibrium (balance)
subsequently called biocenotic equilibrium or sozo-ecological equilibrium of the
given ecosystem (biotype).

The maintenance of this balance should be a basic requirement of every
human, economic, and social activity and thus needs to be an integral
part of the planning of .rural and agricultural life of the future including
types of spatial building, types of building engineering, kinds of cultivation,
and types of exploitation.
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The notion of the accumulation threshokl of toxic substances in the
natural environment (soil, plant cover, water and air) is of great importance
for all research focused on Maintaining biocenotic equilibrium. Surpassing
of the threshold causes disease and death of human: animal and plant
organisms. Of course the accumulation of toxic substances would lead to
future reduction or even total ehmination of the devdopment of economic
activities, being a kind of negative feed-back loop. This would, however,
he a very imperfect solution, because it woukl act very slowly until
a critical point was reached which. it- Once exceeded, would proceed with
the speed of an avakinche. destroying the environment and making any
human counteraction quite ineffective.

The accumulation threshold of toxic substances. or, in other words,
the tokrance threshold of environmentid factors against pollution, must be
determined by natural scientists (chemists, hydrographs. soil scientists, geolo-
gists and physicians).

On such a framework the geographers will be able to design sozo-
-ecological maps. 4 With similar types of synthetic valorization of the geographic
environment, we win be able to establish the basis for special planning for
the urban development of regions, as well as of entire countries or
continents.

The final basic notion that needs to be explained is that of development,
usually used in the quantitative sense of an increase in the amount of
capital and consumption goods. as well as in the number of working
places. and higher living standards as measured by income indexes, etc.
Yet such criteria are difficult to reconcile with the principles of today's
physiotactics. Although the qualitative aspect, that is, a specific drive to
perfection, is sometimes assumed to be present, it is nevertheless bound
to be domimted 'by quantitative aspects according to the rule "the bigger
the better": development is nearly always understood and assessed in
economic or material terms. Consequently the notion of development does
not include, for instance, modifications occurring in attitudes and mentalities
that lead to better adjustment to changing biological-ecological circumstances.
Whereas the sozo-ecological apr roach requires the consideration of values
(moraL ethnic. and medical) of social systems, as well as all changes
developing in them from the perspective of the amelioration of life conditions.

Physiotactics is thus an interdisciplinary science which must be built
up from the beginning by identifying and specifying its ideas and the ranges
of its interrelations to other fields.

ACADEMIC QUESTION

The question arises whether the process of the deterioration of the
naturid environment has advanced so far as to threaten the mere existence
of' h unia n civilization ?
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The numerous warnings of two groups* can be distinguished: one is

alarmist and predicts forthcoming catastrophe, the other is moderately
optimistic.

The first group is represented first of all by the famous Rome Club
report.5 It operates vith a model simulating the future world economy,
assumini2 various kinds of natural resource exploitation and environmental
pollution. Stress is placed on the interrelations between basic economic,
technical and environmental factors such as population, food and natural
resources, industrial production and environmental pollution. The model
is based on the assumption that growth tendencies follow a geometrical pro-
gression. The authors further draw the conclusion that very soon the curve
of human population growth will cross the curve of natural resources
decrease. Thus, humanity will be confronted with the dilemma of either
decreasing the amount of goods per capita or decreasing the population
of certain countries (the discrepancies between population izrowth and natural
resources depletion vary, of course, in different countries). The inclusion
into the model of the third parameter, environmental pollution, would
lead to the same result, the reduction of' development, even if it were
optimistically assumed that natural resources were not u.) be exhausted
within a short time. ,

Even if the most optimistic outcome is assumed, that growth-limiting
factors will be eliminated, the total catastrophe which is expected before
2100 A. D., can, in the authors' opinion, not be prevented. There are
at least three reasons for this unavoidable catastrophe: (1) overexhaustion
of the soil With resultant decreased food production: (2) depletion of
natural resources by a world population which will probably be more
prosperous than it is today, but not so prosperous as population of the
present-day USA; and finally (3) increased pollution of the natural en-
vironment causing a further curtailment of food production and a sudden
increase in mortality. The authors views are decidedly counter to the naive
faith in technology's supposed power to eliminate all obstacles to continued
development.

The representatives of the moderately optimistic groups believe that despite
of the unbalanced biocenotie equilibrium humanity is not in a state of
direct danger, and also that, science and technology can repair what has
been spoilt in the past:7

The question is purely academic. Opinions differ only in their estimation
of the degree of danger to the world. No one contests the danger itself.
No sociologists, and especially no rural sociologists who are most concerned
with the forecasted global deterioration, can be indifferent to these problems
ror at least two reasons.

First, because the environmental crisis is an indirect proof of the
moral crisis that humanity is passing through. It .means that mankind
is unable or unwilling to create a system of values strong enough to
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satisfy_ individual and social needs and to maintain the sozo-ecological
equilibrium undisturbed without excessive and brutal exploitation of .nature.5

Second. because in all considerations of future rural life and regional
development (which are so strongly connected with one another), the problem
of the protection of the natural environment cannot simply be omitted,
hut must he basic to all projects of regional and social development.

THE SO-CALLED THEORY OF CONVERGENCY

Will the problems of the devastation or the natural environment and
possible techniques of counteraction become alike in all countries? Is it
possible that in spite a different social and political systems the problems
will become the same on both sides of the still existing "barricade".Or, are the problems likely to differ in some vital points regardless
of the degree of industrialization of various countries.

It is quite certain that the devastation of the natural environment
is conditioned mainly by the level of industrialization, and that political
systems are irrelevant. Identical industrial technologies cause identical changes
in the biosphere. Another point not to be disregarded is that pollution
and contamination which orginate in one country are carried by air and
water to very distant places. For instance, DDT has been found in human
and animal organisms in Greenland although it was never used there, just
as waste products of North-American industry poison fish and its consumers
in Japan. Of course, contamination going in the opposite direction is
equally possible. The world has today become a single unit from the
natural and technological point of view even if not yet in the political
s'ense.

The second question, how to counteract the devastation of the natural
environment in the two major political systems: socialism and capitalism,
is more complicated.

Somc leading structural-functional differences in the characteristics of these
systems are shown in Table I. There are three fundamental principlesof the socialjstic system which should create a better chance for an
effective environmental protection policy than can be expected under circum-
stances based on free-market mechanisms and private ownership of the
means of production. They are: (1) nationalization of natural resources and
of the means of production: (2) a highly restricted amount of private
ownership: (3) a centralized system of economic and spatial planning based
on scientific principles. However, the theoretical potential of the socialistic
system has not yet been fully realized as shown by both statistical data
and by simple observation of environmental changes in socialist countries.
Even taking .into account the lower indexes of industrialization of socialist
countries, the state of natural environment protection is no better than
in western countries of the capitalist world. At least two reasons can be
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given for this: (I) accelerated urbanization and industrialization, and (2)
certain factors found in socialist countries which act as "a kind of positive
feed-back mechanism".

The result has been frequent mistake, -id general negligence, especially
with regard to the localization of industry. Lu extensive shortages of purifi-
cation equipment, and to a light, careless attilude of persons in decision7
-making positions. The common ignorance of t1 . importance of all problems
connected with protection of the natural environment, and the lack of
sufficiently strong pressure from public opinion, fail to encourage the
discovery of new environment-preserving techniques, particularly if these
are more difficult or inconvenient than present techniques. So far the
easiest solutions are generally practiced letting wastes settle in water
overnight, allowing gases to escape into the air, or dumping litter on
nationalized land. The penalties for violating environmental -protection laws
are much cheaper than the installment and maintenance of- purification
systems. Moreover, all transactions, including the payment of penalties, are
performed within the same governmental section. Since the owner is not
likely to punish himself the legal sanctions are fictitious, and even when
fines are imposed they are often officially canceled.

The specific positive feed-back mechanism mentioned above encompasses
three factors constituting the feed-back which prevent the proper functioning of
the above mentioned basic socialist principles supposedly favorable to the pro-
tection of nature. The first faétor is the socialization of land which was aimed
at intensifying the development of industry and urbanization and providing
for fast and impressive achievements. However, the socialization of land
often subordinates the needs of the rural economy to those of industry
(Table 1, p. 3, 6) and eliminates from the economic account the element

Some Structural-Functional Differences Between .:apitalist and Socialist Systems
From the Environmental Protection Point-of-View

Capitalkt System Socialist System

Ruthless Exploitation of Nature

I. Securing increased prosperity mainly by:

a relativel!: free g.ame of individual interests accelerating industrialization with all managers
and quick profits: quality of products condi- under administrative pressure to increase pro-
honed by market mechanisms: frequent waste duction in a quantitative sense: lowering the
on the macro-social scale (national scale). costs of production to achieve qukk profits:

frequent waste on the micro-scale.
2. Private mxnership of the means of produc- 2. Ccimmon, nationalized ownership of the
lion find mineral resourees. consequently unre- means of production and natural resources:
stricted disposal or goods. dominant principle consequently there is one decision center
profit and remuneration often achieved by in economic life: criteria: not only profit
low prices and mass production. hut also so-called social benefits, and state-

political aims (e.g.. industrialization and urban-
ization of the country). Link stimulation of
individual needs,

111 Runil Social
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3. Lack of integrated accounting of the losses sustained by the environment
as a result of destructive industry

Location of industry depends on the possibili-
ties of quick profit not on long term social
interest, thus disregarding secondary effects
in the near and distant future on the natural
environment

4. Among the social values propagated the
leading ones are: competition, ideals of steadily
rising standards of living, autonomy of the
individual: the main motive of economic acti-
vity k profit: there are some psychological
pressures to increase productivity.

5. Philosophy of individual access to goods
(limited only by individual financial abilities);
"needs" are developed beyond reason, illusion
that progress can be achieved without costs.

6. Relative balance of structures and social
forces among different economic sectors (rural.
industrial, trades, professions) which allows
mutual control.

7. Lack of a general preventive plan of
action: frequent creation of conditions that
arc bound to he followed by consequences
unfavorable td the natural environment: diffi-
culties in passing bills regulating environmental
protection; a somewhat effective system or
penalties against polluters ot tne environment
strengthened by existing social structural divi-
sions.

8. Greater respect for green areas as a result
of better balance among structures and social
forces.
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Industry is located from the point of view
of long term national and social profits
although without taking into consideration
secondary effects in the near and distant
future on the environment and landscape:
also neglect of aesthetic values of the environ-
ment since "beauty" can not he economically
measured.

4. Among the social values propagated prefe-
rence is.given to values linked with the state's
aims: industrialization of the country, elimi-
nation or competition, and limitation of indi-
vidual consumption: the theoretical collective
national purpose is served by a proper system
of salaries, and various forms of psycholo-
gical pressures including authoritative recom-
mendations (transmitted by means of the
media).

5. Philosophy of collective access to goods
(increasing standards of living) more through
society-wide investments and facilities than
through individual income: simultaneously,
however, a tendency to take illegal advantage
of publicly owned goods: in consequence the
necessity of burdensome state control: illusion
that progress can he achieved without costs.

6. Exploitation of land- and forest areas is
subordinated to the interests of industry which
consequently disturbs the balance of social
powers. and which is strengthened by state
intervention: lack of a balancing mechanism.

7. Up to now there is a lack of central
planning for protection of nature which often
creates situations which are inevitably followed
by steps unfavourable to the natural environ-
ment: comparatively easy hill-passage proce-
dure hut environmental regulations are often
of a postulative character.

S. Little respect towards existing green areas
as a result of increasing urhanization and
disturbed balance among social structures
(many new green areas arc designed hut
usually they are poorly looked after).
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of land prices which is very important in regional planning. "This does
not create favorable conditions for the proper management of land, a resource
of a very great value since government prices are so low that they can be
totally disregarded in all calculations"." Apart from the humanistic aspect
this will certainly often lead to irrational exploitation of land and to merely
illusory regional development.

A second factor which is typical of this system is the way in which
decisions are made. The technocrats and economic planners, having the
full support of local authorities, make arbitrary decisions about the develop-
ment of industry and its. location. It is obvious that the first kind
of decision is within their authority but the second kind is often done
without consulting geographers or natural scientists, the people concerned with
protection of the natural environment. The latter can then only protest
and appeal to public opinion which is, however, difficult because the mass
media are at the disposal of local authorities.

The third factor of this feed-back mechanism positive in this system is
the high degree of consolidation of the technocratic-economic, strongly
bureaucratic, structures. Besides their manifest functions they serve the
individual and group interests of people who are in top positions 'within
these structures (the so-called latent functions) the most often at the expense
of the natural environment.

Such ,modes of activity and decision-making are also becoming general
in other structures, and are particularly widespread where income is dependent
on the intensity of the exploitation of nature (for instance among town
planners and architects or organizers of tourism). The ruthless approach
to nature of the people representing, above all; technocratic structures
diminishes the vital chances of other citizens and justifies calling the former
"the barbarians of the 20-th century". However, from the structural-
-functional point of view they are only a product of some specific dis-
functions of the socialistic system.

Thus, despite the fact that Poland is known for its ancient as well
as modern laws protecting nature, there are many present-day cases of law
breaking and law evasion. This has gone so far that occasionally some of the
regulations protecting National Parks have come under attack. Some attempts
have been made to take the National Parks from the control of natural
scientists and humanistic organizations and to make them subject to
unlimited :xploitation.

FROM THE SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Our situation seems to be quite clear. On the one hand, we can
observe a radical change in man's attitude to the natural environment,
and his vague apprehension of approaching catastrophe: on the other hand
there is a lack of' complete understanding of the consequences that the
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deterioration of the natural environment can bring. Also, people still do
not realize that the -affluent society- is gone forever (in those parts
of the world where it ever existed) and that it has become only a myth
as a goal for other countries. Where goods are still plentiful, this is
achieved at the expense of nature and of poorer countries. The necessity
to modify life styles and value systems is slowly becoming realized.

At the same time, however, the general conception of environmental
protection and directives for undertaking prophylactic measures are lacking.
In addition, there are no experts capable of judging the suitability (or
destructiveness) of particular policies of natural environment management.
Thus no one is able to predict a damage the rural-forest environment
may suffer as a result of industrial influence. Present research methods
and scientific equipment are still far from satisfactou. At the same time
most countries have neither sozo-ecological maps nor maps of geographical-
-biological values, nor have they a proper balance of land transfer nor many
other vital factors essential for exhaustive analyses.

If physiotactics is, by definition, knowledge about the optimal trans-
formation of the natural environment, mostly a rural-forest one, and if thus
far there has been a positive correlation between 'economic growth and
ecological deterioration of the environment.(which forms the crucial threat to
mankind). we must establish for all natural-geographical regions the threshold
of tolerance of the natural environment against ecological transformations.
But the general directive is, above all, to avoid disturbing the biocenotic
equilibrium in any part of the biosphere (water, air, soil, flora) in a given
region. Equilibrium is then that arrangement of interactions between
man and nature that will be able to maintain a natural-biological balance
which will prevent further pollution of the environment in order, first,
not to impair human health or threaten human life and second, not distort
the development of culture.lo

The sozo-ecological equilibrium should be measured by complex indicators
applicable to each biological and economic-industrial region. These indicators
would be the result of a comparison of many factors which can be
divided into two blocks. First block, demographic forecasts and trends of
material and psychological needs (possibly divided into basic and secondary
needs) of sub-groups within the population, and the aspirations and plans
of local and central authoritips for economic development. Second block,
the water balance of particular regions and its acceptable threshold of
pollution. the balance of soil and land (with regard to the degree of
deterioration allowed under given conditions), the degres of air pollution
permitted and expected, the degree of exhaustion of mineral resources,
the resistance of local biotypes to human penetration, the existing micro-
climate and expected changes in it, the existing transportation system and
its requirements, and so on, also putting into the account a certain margin
of error because of our imperfect knowledge.

Both blocks will also be moulded by specific regional conditions, such
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as technological changes in a agriculture and in rural building, local
topography, degree of urbanization, deforestation, chemical saturation of tht:
soil, mechanization of aericulture, etc.

Hence the use of general (complex) ecological indicators assumes the
regionalization of the country according to natural and geographic criteria.
However, establishment of regional (partial) indicators will prove to be
difficult as it is not always possible to determine the exact state of danger
or to measure the values of certain components of the biosphere. It is

definitely easier to establish the quality of the atmosphere than, for example,
that of the plant cover, just as it is easier to measure the intensity
of noise than the degree of soil deterioration.

The creation of complex sozo-ecological indicators for particular regions
is, in a way, a type of biological accounting corresponding to accounting
in the economic field. In fact, bioloeical accounting should be treated
as a preliminary stage of economic accounting, e.i. the natural environment
parameters established in biological accounting (regional and general) must
be included in economic accounting. We will then be able to es*:mate
the real profits of any industrial or building development, becausk. the
accounting win include the losses caused by the elimination of land from
non-industrial exploitation (including agricultural and recreational uses, or
aesthetic and historical values). The costs involved in future rehabilitation
of the region must also be included. Regional development is often
illusory if planning does not take the parameters of environmental protection
into account.11

This kind of econornic accounting is not yet widely used even in centrally
planned regional development projects in spite of the fact that a Polish
law (January 31, 1961) on the subject of spatial planning in.-ludes among
its aims "the protection of the country's natural values and resources".
However. in practice. thk aim has been achieved only in the exclusion
of noxious industries from recreational and tourist areas. and even this
limited goal has not always been reached. Even if principles of environmental
protection are considered in directives for planned development, it is only
in exceptional cases and in a fragmentary way.12 However, the partial
realization of environmental protection is usually inefficient and sometimes
as Solow says: "piecemeal remedies for environmental pollution, by direct
prohibition and by setting specific standards for emission, may be [..,] even
harmful. Piecemeal regulation may simply transfer pollution from one medium
to another".13

Instead of the existing situation we should have an economic accounting
that includes the above-mentioned biological parameters, although this is
not the only solution. In environmental poliey the main role should be
played by the so-called negative feed-back loops (micro- and macrosystem
types). They have been in operating though often, imperfectly: in addition,
thcy were efficient only over long periods of time. '

Unreasonable human interference with nature in order to obtain faster and
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bigger benefits disturbs first of all natural negative feed-back mechanisms.
Physiotactics tries to restore these mechanisms: for instance, by introducing,
in addition to biological methods regarded as very promising for the future,
some -social" methods which could play a vital role in conflict situations.
A typical example is society's expectation that a single agricultural and
forest region fulfill conflicting functions: supplying the population with food,
fuel. and building materials, while, at the same time, serving as a recreational
and tourkt area (the last, in the case of motor tourism presents a serious
problem of environmental disequilibrium). However, on the basis of expert
Opinion, one can reduce mass vehicle traffic by restricting tourist investments
such as cable railways, large hotels (in place of shelters), highways, and so
on, which act as pumps drawing people into areas of delicate natural
beauty (e.g. the Tatra mountains). Under such circumstances, discussion about
protection of the natural .environment or educational action, or attempts
to increase the level of tourist awareness are ineffective. Hence some negative
teed-hack loops are a necessity: however, this kind of feed-back mechanism
can only he the result or research and well understood sozo-ecological
decisions.

However, we can use other "teed-back" mechanisms, for example these
of a psychologkal or intellectual nature, restricting people's desires and
regulating their behavior 'vis-a-vis nature. Developing appropriate inhibitions
tild reflections, according to the directives of physiotactics, should be the object

or sozo-psychology and sozo-pedagogy. Obviously, a system of fines for
polluting the biosphere can also be considered to be a specific feed-back
mechanism. However, fines have only limited significance because they are
"ultimum refugium", and in addition they have little efficiency in some
macro-systems. In ari,' case, the main point is that the environment be
protected. not that people pay fines.

Within physiotactics three basic interactional trends which are of value
for sociologists can be recognized,.. albeit their importance is not equal.
The first one. sozo-technics, is cOntrofled by technicians and the role of
sociologist is limited to the diffusion of sozo-technical innovations, and
to research analyzing technical and economical structures and mechanisms
of social power. The attitudes of these men of technology toward nature
must of course be taken into consideration.

The second trend is the legislative part of physiotactics. Areas of
interest to sociologMs are the degree ofcommon knowledge about environmen-
tal protection laws, the functioning of existing value systems, and the
propagation of additional values concerning environmental protection. Prob-
lems or particular importance are the degree of effectiveness of protection
laws .and socio-techniques for strengthening them.14

The third trend is of the greatest interest for sociology. It consists
of all the social movements concerned with protecting the natural environment
which, deyite some varying characteristics, share similar ideology regarding
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nature. The manifest function of these movements is the initiation of all
sorts of activities connected with protection of the natural environment.

Of even greater significance, however, is the latent function of these move-
ments which is self-improvement in the area of developing a rational
attitude to nature. This function implies two consequences of great importance
for social planning. First, a more universal system of values entailing
a more equal distribution of material goods among all people regardless
of race, nationality, religion, or sex, as well as among all countries and
regions irrespective of their historical past and geographical situation or
their level of development: .second, the necessity to take into consideration
principles of biological accounting in planning economic development
independent of national boundaries or socio-political systems. This applies
particularly to rural regions and all types of rural settlements.

Broad new vistas for interdisciplinary social and natural science research
are opening.
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RYSZARD MA NTEUFFEL

CHANGES IN INDIVIDUAL FARMING DURING
THE 30 YEARS OF THE POLISH PEOPLES REPUBLIC

The production unit in agriculture is an individual or a group of people
utilizing means of production. With the land serving as their particular
means of production they cultivate agricultural products: foodstuffs and raw
materials for light industry. The individual farm, as a production unit, has
to assure the farmer's family fair earnings as remuneration for their work
on the farm.

The present article deals exclusively with the changes on the individual
farm and in the farmer's family during the 30 years of Poland's third inde-
pendent state existence.

Official GUS (Central Statistical Office) statistics do not provide much
nationwide information and the indices for the economy and organization of
individual farms are presented on a microscale, i.e., on the farm level. This
author had to base himself in a number of cases on representative samples
investigated by the Institute of Agricultural Economy (IER). The farms
involved are operated by fanners whom the Institute helps keep accounts.
Their average size is almost identical with the average all-Polish farm area,
namely somewhat over 5 ha or with the mean area of arable of the farms
investigated by 1ER which amounted to 5.60 6.17 ha during the 16 inveitiga-
ted years (from 1957/58 to 1972/73). The number of respondent farms run
from 1200 to 1400.

The present article is composed of five parts: 1. Man-Producer, 2. The
Land, 3. Stocks of Fixed Assets, 4. Stocks of Circulating Assets, 5. Assess-
ment of.Economic Effectiveness.

The GUS data derive from the 3 main general censuses: of 1950, 1960
and 1970. Such data were not collected or published by GUS in periods
between censuses. Whereas the IER data, as indicated above, cover a period
of 16 yearsbeginning 1957/58. Earlier figures do not provide much infor-
mation for they cover a period of adaptation of the agricultural economy to
a different socio-political system and to the changes effected by the Agrarian
Reform of 1944 (Table 1).
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Table I

Population: rural. agricultural and employed in agriculture
(in

Population

100( persons)

1950 1960.... ... ..
1970
.. ._. _.. _

National total 15 008 29 776 32 589
Rural 15 743 15 382 15 582
Agricultural 1 1 598 I 1 281 9 623
Engaged in agriculture 5 419 5 298 5 485

Engaged on individual farms 5 041 4 871 4 676
Total per ha 27.6 27.5 28.9

&MNc dilla from general Lvn,u,e, a, above GI S

I. MAN PRODUCER

The country's total population increased in the 3 decades from 25 to 30
to 32 million. The rural population maintained practically the same level for
20 years 15.5 mil. The agricultural population declined by 2 mil. from 11.5
to 9.5. Nevertheless, employment in agriculture remained constant or even
increased somewhat. The average age of persons engaged in agriculture rose
considerably, while the farmer's profession was undergoing feminization. The
5 mil. engaged on individual farms declined by 300 000 while the general
area of the individual sector was reduced to such an extent that the number
employed on 100 ha, originally 27.5 persons, increased in the same recko-
ning by 1 person. This figure declined after 1970, but that drop is only
apparent, since productive power per employed fell for the reasons indicated.
Production nevertheless increased owing (at least according to Prof. J. Ponia-
towski) to school children who had to help on the farm (which is of course
negatively reflected in their educational progress). (Table 2).

Labour input per output unit has thus declined since 1960 by an average
of one-third. But since output increased more or less by as much, input per
hectare did not decline. This is confirmed by the previous information that
the number of employed per ha did not decrease. The tendency to farm
modernization is observable after 1970 also in individual farming. But this
cannot be comprised in mass statistics.

Specialization raises hopes of relieving farm women of overwork, freeing
them particularly from the arduous toil of animal breeding. One cow requires
125 days of labour per year, while a farm with 10 cows requires 44 days of
labour per cow (Table 3).

The smaller the farm the relatively greater is woman's burden of work
(Table 4). A 1 hectare farm occupies 9.5 women for each man and farms
with a cultivated area above 10 ha only I woman. To free women of labour
directly connected with production, especially animal breeding, it is necessary
to specialize precisely in animal husbandry so that men can take over the
work. It also requires increasing the size of farms.
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Ycars

The
4 staple
grains
per q

Libour input in days per output unit
(according to IER poll)

Sugar Hogs on Beef on
Potatoes Rapeseed

beets the hoof thc hoof'
per q per q

per q per q per q

Milk
per

100 1

Table 2

eggs
per

WO pieces

196o 1.98 0.73 0.46 3.26 22.7 19.0 3 t't1 1.54

1965 1.47 0.56 0.39 1.88 19.0 17.11 3.39 1.30

1966 1.47 (1.49 0.33 2.18 18.3 3.13
1967 1.44 n.47 (1.29 1.76 18.4 15,5 3.11 1.23

_

1968 1.24 0.43 0.28 1.78 17.6 14.5 2.91 1.11

1969 1.22 0.47 0.35 2.86 17.9 15.1 3.01 1.12

197(1 1.41 0.48 0.31 1.89 17.7 14.6 2.92 1.12

1971 1.67 1.57 11.31 1.91 17.1 13.8 2.76 I .113

1972 (on 0.43 0.27 2.19 15.7 12.2 2.45 0.94

Solute . /at:Adm.:ma Ekonomiko Flo Incr. 197' Sun.!, to and 6.

Labour input per cow.
number of cows
(including feed

Table 3
depending on the
on the farm
production)

Number of cows
per farm

Labour input
per cow in days

125

96

3 811

4 71

5 69

6 58

7 53

8 50

9 47

44

Sour Le 5. in table 2.

Number of women

Size of farm
in ha

0.1 0.5
0.5 2.0

2.0 5.0

5.0 10m

above 10.0

Table 4
employed per onc employed man

_

Number of women engaged
per 1 man

SMOKY . dam from 1971 genera( ccnsu. GUS
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2, THE LAND

. In 1950 the proportion of up to 2 ha farms was virtually the same as in
1931, of 2 5 ha somewhat smaller ar 15 ha greater (Table 5).

-rabic 5
Fartns ccordolg to the area oF the arable (in percentages)

No of I rorn
Years Farms 11,1 to

in low 0.5 ha total

1931 3196.4

0.5

0,5 ha and over

2() Over
0, 14 14 Ito

haI 1 2 2 3 3 5 5 7 7 10 and 50
Or

2" over

15.5 38.7 24.8 6,5 4,0 0,5

1950 3168,5 6.3 93.7 6.5 13.1 11.8 19.5 15.1 15,7 7.8 2,9 0,3
1960 3591.9 9.7 90.3 8.5 14.6 11,9 18,5 13.2 12.9 7.9 1,8 1.0
1970 3399.0 10.7 89.3 8.8 13.9 10.9 17.5 13,0 13.1 8.7 2.3 1.1

souRe tioni 1911, 15+I. 191,1' ahd IY7II S

A certain tendency to farm polarization appeared by 1970: a rise in the
proportion of 0.1 5 ha farms and in the percentage of small farms of 0.5- 7 ha.
There was at the same time a weak rising tendency in the ratio of above
7 ha farm group.

The price of 1 ha of cultivable land on old terrain oscillated between
14 800 and 42 700 zlotys (Bydgoszcz- Cracow) and depending on the soil qua-
lity, between 15 700 and 33 800 zlotys for poor and better soil respectively.
While the money value of an hectare of the old land declined by 10 p.c, and
in terms of grain value by 33 per cent between 1960 1971 (Table 6).

Table 6
Average prke or 1 ha of arable

Years in 100(1 zlotys in q or rye

1960 27.9 101.8
1965 27.1 78.1
1970 24.2 66,7
1971 24,9 67.3

3. STOCK OF FIXED ASSETS

In the first two decades melioration increased the new arable tenfold and
in the next 15 years by 3 times. It then dropped to the level of a twofold
increase and the falling tendency is continuing (Table 7).

New melioration on meadowland doubled then dropped to the original
level while reconstructed melioration fell to 71 of the original level. The
tempo of large melioration projects on marshy ground was fortunately che-
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Melioration in 1000 ha
Table 7

195)) 1955 1936 1960 1961 1965 1966 1969

Melioration of arable
new 39.8 65.6 297,9 418.0
reconstructed 149.9 212.5 451.2 248.3

Melioration of meadims and pastures
new 184.6 160.4 363,2 219.3
reconstructed 364,8 142.2 221.4 136.9

SOlik C ner. :MA , S 1971

Table
The gross value dynamic of fixes asset on

indyvidual farms
(per ha) (in 1(100 zlotys)

I9m)

29.7

100 per cent

1965 1969

33.3 36,6

112.4 per cent 123.2 per cent

Sow.: Ho. :m4 Stott .1. :on Rofun CiUS 1971,

Table 9
The individual farms' tractor park and its dynamic

(in physical pieces)

In 1000 pieces
In percentages

Number of ha per one
statistical tractor

Souffle DuA Sharth, run (iLS

1960 1965 1970 1971
_

12.5 16,1 43.7 60.4

100.0 128.8 349.6 483.2

5'5 101 83

1972.

cked.'Much of that was done was unnecessary and even harmful from a social
point of view. For more and more is it being said nowadays that turf
marshes are natural water reservoires of great significance to the protection
of the natural environment.

Fixed assets were at one time rapidly decapitalized on. individual farms.
Today this process has stopped, although their increase in value (by 23 per
cent) because of the rise in the prices of building materials by 100 per cent
or more, means that the values of fixed assets only remained on a more or
less constant level (Table 8).

In 1950 the tractor park was equal to zero. Since 1960 the number of
tractors increased fivefold but that is not much (13 KM per 100 ha of arable),
considering that one statistical tractor falls to 83 ha on individual farms-
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Tractors

Table 10

Some individual and common agricultural machines on individual farms

(in 100(' pieces)

Threshers Carts

Agricultural
3phase

Sheaf Potato
Year Circles and Drills Reapers Harvesters w... electric

binders diggers without im rubber
own Hamlet total

engines usual
cleaning cleaning tyres

Machine

Centres

1950 2,6 2,6 182,4 125,4 89,3 14.1 148.7 459.1* 57,1 130,5 55,0* 1811,1*

497,1 56,7

1960 13,3 6,9 20,2 320,2 243.5 146,0 39.9 329,1 471.7* 86,8 274.3 500,3* 1677,8

500,4 505.2

1970 43,7 91.0 135.6 555.4 567.8 157,4 77.6 675,5 492,8* 134,4 787,2 1520,7'

Somas. CiiCritl cfll th113. LI IINIVe GUS,

' OWN csomato



as many as on state farms in 1948. But traction power increased rapidly in
197071 (Table 9).

The rate of increase in the number of tractors on individual farms has
accelerated in recent years. In 1974, discounting tractors of the Agricultural
Circles and treating this institution as an independent sector, there were more
tractors in individual farming than in the other sectors of agriculture. In

1970 there were still twice as many tractors in the Agricultural Circles than
on individual farms (Table 10), The number of reapers, binders and electric
engines showed a rapid rate of increase. The ni..-nber of threshing machines
remained constant and the number of carts on rubber wheek shows a tremen-
dous increase (Table II).

Year

Table 11
Idectritication of individual farnis

in pei centage of total farms

Year Percentage

1961) 5g.1

196.5 75.4

1969 85.7

Number of electric engim.-.s
on individual firms

Years in Min

I 960 274.3

19(15 3g53'

1469 492.1

So, c :tilb ',hill St I :NI /Oh Ma. (II S 1)71

Table 12
Animal hushandr) on ind:vidual farms

in heads rer 11q, na

Cattle
!;vv.,ae sheer horses

total cous

1950 39.2 26,g 50,c 1.1.8 15.3

196i 45,7 31.7 (.../.: 19.2

19711 5g31 35 11 75.9 17.3 16.1

1"i2 9.7 4 2 96.5 16.5 15,1

1973 343 109.3 15.8 14.9

197l nlieral (a .; RIM .:-,014

Great progress k to be noied in farm electrification. Today more than
90 per cent of f:'rms have electricity. but not all with ihreephase current.
The periodic and what is worse unexpected cutting off of power is very
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Individual farms accordi ng to the number of covt s and horses

Without
Fa rm silt in ha Year Total

Total

Total

0,5 and over

1 2

With cows

COWS
1

Number of farms

1950 3168.5 576,2 1268,7 965,9

19611 3591,9 814,0 1330,6 10 R3

1970 3399,0 861,0 976,6 959.2

Farms in percentages

19511 18.2 40,0 311,5

19611 22,7 37,0 28,2

1970 25,3 28,8 28,2

19511 . 86,1 12,7 L 1

1960 89,8 9.6 0,6

1970 93,3
i

6,2 0,5

19511 13.6 41.9 32,5

1960 15.4 40,11 31,2

1970 17,2 31.4 31,5

1950 56,9 39.2 3.7

19611 63,7 33.6 2,6

1970 70,11 27,1 2,8

1950 27.1 59,7 12,6

1960 31,2 57.6 1(1,8

19711 36.1 51,4 11,8

With horses
Without

3 4
horses

and more

252.2

294.3

378.8

7,9

8,2

11,1

0,1

(1,11

0,0

8,5

9.1

12.5

(1,2

(1,1

Id

(1,5

(1,4

0,6

Table 13

3 and

morc

105,5 1416,4 1103.1 490,2 158.8

139.7 1786,6 1273.5 456.2 75.6

223.3 1695,4 1153,7 469,3 80,5

3,4 44.7 34.8 15.5 5,0

3,9 49.7 35,5 12,7 2.1

6,8 49,9 33,9 13,8 2,4

0,0 98,6 1,2 0,2 0,0

0,0 98,8 1,1 0.1 0,0

0,0 99,1 0,8 0,1 0,0

3.5 41.1 37,2 16,5 5,3

4,3 44.5 39.1 14,1 2.3

7,4 44,11 37.8 15.5 2.7

0,0 96.7 2.9 0,3 0,1

(1.0 964 3,4 IQ (1.0

(1,0 96,6 3.2 (1.2 0,0

0.1 89.9 9,1 (1.9 0,1

(1,0 88,2 11,2 0,6 0,0

0, I 89,11 10,5 0,5 (1,0

. _



2 1

i 7

7 10

10 14

10 13

14 20

1 s 20

20 and over

1950 14.0 56,4 27,4 2.1 0,1 71.2 25,3 3.1 0,3

1960 14.5 58.7 25.3 1,4 0,1 69,7 28,7 1.5 0.1

1970 16.6 2.
1 1
.... 0,2 70,2 28,0

1930 8,6 46,8 38,5 s 0.6 39,4 49,1 10,2 1,3

1960 6.g 48.6 39,7 4,5 0,4 38,8 55.6 5.3 (1,3

1970 7,6 39.1 45.1 1.3 0,9 38,9 54.6 6.2 0,3

1950 6.1 37,8 44,0 10,4 1,7 163 60,1 19.9 3,3

19611 3,7 34,7 49.11 10,9 1,7 16.3 69.2 13.6 0,9

197(1 3,8 24,4 31,0 17,4 3.4 16.9 66,9 15,1 LI

1,950 4,9 30,9 44,0 15,7 4,5 ).2 52,9 31.5 7,4

1960
1 i
.... 22,6 46,7 21,7 6.5 7,9 57,3 31.6 3,2

1970 2,6 14:7 42,5 28,6 11.6 9,0 55,2 32,1 3,7

1950 4.1 23,8 39,4 20,8 11.9 4,5 34,9 42.9 17.7

1960 I m 14,1 36,1 28,2 19,8 4.3 34,0 51,8 9,9

1970 1.7 8,5 28,2 31,4 30.2 5,11 33.4 51.0 10,6

1950 3,6 16,7 30,9 22,8 26.0 3.1 19,0 44,0 33,9

1960 1,5 9,8 26,0 25,6 37,1 3.1 19,8 56.2 20,9

1970 1.3 5,4 18,0 25,7 49,6 3,6 20,9 56.4 19,1

1950 4,6 14,4 21,3 17,9 41.8 4.2 12,3 29,4 54.1

1960
1..1. 8,0 19,7 20,4 49,7 4.5 14,1 44,9 36,5

1970 1,6 4,6 13] 18,6 62,1 4,1 15,9 50.7 29.3

Solirke 191,1 innewl emii thld

1 5
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'ruble 14

A verage number of various breeds of animals and trends of their exploitation on individual farms

according to class

Year

No of

farms

in 1000

From

0,1 to

0,5 total

From

0,1 to

0,5

1 2 2-3

0.5 ha and over

3 5 5 7

total cattle

7 10

10 14

or

10 15

14- 20

or

15- 20

2()

and

over

Avers

age

per

farm

=4.1=

1950 3 168,5 1.89 2.18 0,59 1.13 1.60 2,01 2,40 2.80 3,44 4,50 6.15 2.06

1960 3 591,9 1.27 2.10 0,46 0,98 1.44 1,89 2,40 3.11 4.07 5.18 6.54 1.91

1970 3 399,0 (193 2.63 0,42 0,99 1.59 2,20 2,93 3,91 5.34 6.92 10.59 2.35
y-,...alaNI1410=11.11

COWS

1950 0,15 1,49 0,47 0,87 1,18 1,43 1,64 1.85 2,18 2.72 3.53 1.40

1960 0,11 1.49 0.39 0,80 1,14 1,43 1.72 2,09 2,59 318 3,88 1,36

1970 0,07 1.66 0.33 0,77 1,17 1,55 1,93 2,35 2,95 3.62 5.19 1.49

pigs

1950 0,53 2,93 0,83 117 1.67 2.35 3.21 4.13 5.38 7.17 9,54 2,78

1960 0,59 3.24 0,95 1.31 1,80 2.56 3.73 5,73 6,89 8,80 10,49 2,98

1970 0,35 3,68 0,86 1.21 1,83 2,75 4,09 5,77 8,12 10.52 14,99 3.32

sheep

1950 0.06 0,65 012 0,18 0,26 0,44 0,69 0,98 1,44 1,92 2.67 0,61

1960 0,09 0,66 0.17 0.24 0.35 0,51 0.74 1,03 1,48 2,00 2,81 0.61

1970 0.09 0,65 0,18 0,21 0,28 0,40 0,63 0.93 1,49 2,38 5.48 0.59



MI horses

1950 0.02 0,88 0,04 0,11 0.33 0,74 1,10 1,39 1.77 2,19 2,87 0,82

1960 0,01 11,75 0,04 0,12 0.32 0,67 0,99 1,30 1,68 1,99 2,34 0.68

1970 0,01 0.77 0,04 0,12 0.32 0,68 0,01 1,31 1.68 1.95 2,59 0,09

horses: 3.years old ond older

1959 0.01 0.111 0,03 0,08 (1.23 0.52 0,77 0,97 1,19 1,48 1,99 0,51

1960 1),01 0,63 0.04 0,11 0,28 0,57 0,85 1,08 1.36 1.59 1.87 0,57

1970 III
S011fte III, i9NI And 1,)70 grocral ono (illti
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troublesome especially for farms with milking machines, telephones or incu-
bators. This often holds up the compLie electrification of farms.

The number of heads of cattle increased by 30 percent. swine by 100
per cent, sheep only hy 25 per cent, in the 25 year period. The numher of
horses declined by only 3 per cent, which is due, among other things, to
the small farms which do not want i part with their own draft power
especially in transport and cannot afford a tractor. It may be assumed that
the number of horses will decrease only in measure with the increase in the
size of farms (Tables 13, 14).

Thc umber of heads of all livestock is slowly declining on farms up to
3 ha and gradually increasing on farms over 3 ha, the rate of increase being
commensurate with the size of the farm. A rid that is interesting and comfor-
ting. It may he assumed that specialized farms are involved, where the number
of heads of cattle. particularly of cows, is not tied up with the family. But
the number of cows is the same in 0,1 0.5 ha and 2 3 ha farms.

A clear increase was noted in 1970 in the proportion of farms with
a larger number of cows per farm and a decrease in the percentage with
I or 2 cows (Fable 13). The number of horses per farm increased in the
same year in all size classes except farms above 15 ha (Table 14).

4. CM( VI A T1 NG ASSETS

Within the space of 15 years the application of NPK per ha increased
by 4 times and of Ca0 10 times in 1969 as much as in the state farms, As
compared to the first post-war year when the use of NPK amounted to
8,9 kg per ha, the application of artificial fertilizers has increased 14 times
(Fable 15).

For a period of 10 years the sale of fodder grain fell almost to zero.
Peasant farms began to raise their own grain and the sale of mixed power
feed increased fivefold. amounting on the average to 1.4 q per ha on peasant
farms. (Table 16).

Ta ble 15
Application of artificial 1Crtiliiers in tcrms of pure ingrediens

IN PK I and Ca0 by indyvidual and cooperative farms
(in 1000 tons)

kg per ha
Year N PK CA)

194:; 46

Ca0 N PK

8.9

Ca0

1954 55 412.2 143.9 31.8 11).8
1964 65 853.1 643.8 64.9 49.0
1968 69 105.2 1319.4 124.1 1n2.0

S,iuiri Ho, r/44 'Oat, II 711% 14 71
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Table 16
S.de ot piokei teed to individual and cooperative

larms tin 100(1 tons)

Ycar grain fodder mixed p wer feed

19611 85611 459.7.

1965 231.8 1491.2

1969 13.3 2275.4

S0111, I! NO, 01 \hol,111!o. ibirtio Illo, (it S 1971.

Table 17

A wrage prices of agricultural products 1955 1969

zlotys)

Price increase

Product Unit 1955 1960 1965 1969 in 15

year period

Wheat 4 137 262 329 361 2.5 times

Rye 4 81 160 105 239 3.0

Harley 4 79 277 302 342 4.0

Oats q 70 134 203 233 3.5 ..

Potatoes q 16 57 64 78 85 10

Sugar beets 4 48 60 60 60 by 20 per cent
Rapeseed and agrimony 4 650 786 794 820 by 25 .. ..

Cattle on the hoof kg 5.05 10.20 10.65 11.76 2.5 times

Pigs on the hoof
meat-bacon kg 9.89 15.54 17.81 18.74 2.0

Milk 1 1.41 2.34 2.60 2.63 2.0

Eggs pieces 1.12 1.45 1.48 I by 50 per cent

SMIrle. kr& .71,4 Vali ./1, :In Re, Int hid. Gi..s 1971.

The value of purchased circulating assets, particu:. .y power feed and
fertilizers, was influenced by the ratio of the sales prices of agricultural
produce to the prices of factory made.means of production. We therefore
compare the average prices of ipricultural products with the prices of some
means of production over a l year period (Table 17). After 1970 the
prices of cattle on the hoof and of animal products rose still higher,

more or less by 100 per cent (Table 18).
After 1956 the agricultural situation radically improved. The general

prices of agricultural produce, besides other benefits, have been rising
considerably faster than prices of ,means of production. except for heavy
machinery and building materials (Table 18).

The magnitude of credits available to indyvidual farmers increased
greatly after 1956. However, the farmers showed no excessive desire to draw
credits. In 1970 credits per ha amounted to 1 500 zlotys, while the individual
farms' total indebtedness per ha reached 2 900 000 zlotys which must be
regarded as minimal. In terms of a clear hectare of land, without
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Nice% of wine mean% of agEICUOutal production in 1955 1969

On /1t)1)

Mean, of production Unit 1955 1960 1965 1969

Fertilizers: 20.5 per cent
animonium nitrate and
calcium carbonate WO kg 45 82 64 60

Superphosphato 18 per
cent pulverized 100 kg 24 40 31 29

Potash salt% 42 per cent 100 kg 31 40 31 29
Fertilizing lime 85 per

cent ground 100 kg 5 II 8 8
Brick 10041 pieces 201 447 372 413
Plow

1 pime 60 147 131 123
Vaporizer 100 I 314 281 308 290
Light cylindrical chaff

cutting machine
1 piece 420 762 655 617

41oiuc ROI :///4 iiii I .11 I I MO MI ill (it S IV)

Table 18

price increase
in 15 years

by 33 per cent

by 20 per cent

by 60 per cent
2 times
2 timcs

by 50 per ccnt

Table 19
Credits and advances on conctracts to the rural population, Agricultular Circles

and associations

Year Total For the rural population

totals
long medial short
term term term

A gricul- Advances
tural on State of

Circles contracts indeht-
and asso- by sugar cdness

in millions zlotys

ciations refineries

__ ... _

1960 8 917 6 778 I 457 840 4 481 47 2 092 10 276
1970 23 965 20 959 4 518 1 928 14 513

in zlotys per ha of arable

761 2 245 47 250

1960 503 382 82 47 253 3 118 580
1970 1 470 I 285 277 118 890 47 138 2 898

sow, Irom gencral ccw.us for eari

buildings or any movable means of production, at the average sales price
of the Agricultural Bank for land belonging to the State Land Funds
(25000 zloty0, that indebtedness would amount to about 12 per cent
of the price of land.

Individual farms employ practically no steady agricultural workers, who
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.%ppendiv

int (WIC ctcation and div 0.1011 or, Inkliv Mit;

tireolication

Gross produviton
agricultural
vegetable
animal
non-agricultural

Material inputs
Net output
Incoine off the larm
(ieneral income

197 8

64 9
64,8

34,0

30.8

11,1

31,0

33.9

3.8

37.7

PI 0 dill 11011

66.6

66,

34.2
32,3

0,1

32.7
33.9

3.7

17 6

199 60

70.8

70,7

3.,4
35,3

111

35.7

3N.1

4.7

39,8

1960 61

74.2

74.1

37.2

36.9
(1.1

37.5

36.7

5.1

41.8

1961 61

80,3

80,'
41.1

38,

0.1

40,0
40,3

<;.4

45,7

1961 63

76.8

76.7
39,0

37,7
0,1

38.9
37,9

43.4

1963 64

84.2

84.1

43,2

40.9

0.1

42.0

42.2
6.4

48.6

Divisum of net output

Taxes 2,1 1.3 2.6 2.5 2.9 3.0 3.1

Insurance 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0,9 11,9 1.0
Compolsor!, deltver charges 1.4 ,_..-, 2.3 , 1- 1 ._1_ 2.3 2.6

Land annui0. and !Inert:NI 6.1 0.2 11,2 0,2 (1,2 (1.1 11,'

IfirCd labourer. IP 1 I
it,i) 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3

Incinne from the farm 27.4 27.3 28.3 29.9 32,9 30.' 34,0

Div0oon of personal income

Personal income 31.1 31.11 33.0 35.11 38.3 35.7 411.4

Consumption 25.6 16.4 29A 31.1 33.2 33.8 36.3
Accumulition 4,6 3.3 3,4 3.8 5.1 1.9 4.1

Number of farm, 1192.0 1016,0 1199.1, 1180.0 1238.11 12(,4.0 1165,0

Aver:tee iel,I ig hal:
4 staple grain.,
rotatoe.

14.8

128.11

16.1

132.0

sugar beets 145.0 262,0
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farms in 1006 iloty per farm

1964:65 1965; 66 i 966 .67 1967 68 1968/69 1969/70 1971. 71 1971,'72 1972/73

..._ ..

88.4 95.2 97.4 1(11.5 165.0 116.7 114.1 131.6 151.0
88.3 95.1 97.3 101.4 1(14.9 106.6 113.9 131.5 15(1.9

43.6 47.9 49.4 51.6 54.3 54.9 56.6 61.2 7(1.6

44.7 47.2 47.9 49.8 50.6 51.7 57.9 703 80.3
(1.1 6.1 (1.1 11.1 0.1 6.1 6.2 0.1 0.1

44.0 47.6 49.9 31.1 52.9 54.5 57.3 63.7 73.2
44.4 47.6 47.5 50.4 52.1 52.2 56.8 67.9 77.8

7.1 7.7 8.3 8.9 !.7 9.0 9.3 10.6 11.7

51,5 35.3 55.8 59.3 66.8 61.2 66.1 78.5 89.5

1

3.1 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.0 3.3 5.0

1).9 0.7 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.5
1.3 2.4 1.3 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.5 1.6

6.2 6.3 0.3 0.4 OA 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6

1.5 7.1 1.1) 2.1 2.4 2.1 2.3 1.1 2.6
36.4 39.11 38.8 41.2 42.4 42.7 47.3 59.0 68.1

43.5 46.7 47.1 50. 51.1 51.7 56.6 69.6 79.8
38.3 46.3 42.1 43.6 44.5 45.3 48.4 54.3 :8.9

5.2 6.4 5.11 6.5 6.6 6.4 8.2 15.2 26.9

1314.0 131111 13070 1323.6 1325%1' 1321.1' 1369.0 1413.0

19.1 19.4 24.0
154.0 184.0 185.6

266.0 318.o 335.1'
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THE COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
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last amounted to about 15000 on a nationwide scale. The farms that do.
because of the lack of manpower of their own. hire a few day labourers
during the height of the season. They are hence also interested in the money
price of a day's work, which by 1960 rose by almost 25 per cent and
increased somewhat in terms of grain. But it is high in comparison with
the pre-war period (Table 2(1),

Ta h le 20

Daily wage of day lahourers-scythe
mowning

Wage
Year

1950

in zlotys in kg of rye

30.9

1960 112 40.9

1965 128 36.9
1970 146 40.2

1971 153 41.3

Source Rot :ori4 Stan ,r1( (il'S 1)72

5. ASSESSMENT OF ECONOMIC EFFECTIVENESS

The most systematic gauge of the effectiveness of individual farming,
from the viewpoint of the farmer and his family. is the income from
the farm or per family. The income of a family of 4 is on the average
12000 zlotys a year per family member or 4000 a month (inckiding
accumulation). If 2 family members work on the farm, each earns 2000
zlotys a month on the average. That is still not much, hut it is in reasonable
proportion to the general level of earnings in the country (Table 21).

Table 21
Income from agriculture per individual farm.

Its magnitude and dynamic in 196061 1970/71

_

In 1000 zlotys
In percentage

1960,61

29.0
100.0

1965:66

39.0
130.4

1968,169

42.4

141.8

1970/71

47.1

158.2

Source' K. DuA Stun q. . (WS. 1969. 197o,, 1971,

Synthesized data for later years shape-up as follows. Earnings from a day's
labour in agriculture amounted on a national scale to an average of 131
zlotys in 1971 and 152 zlotys in economic year 1972/73. The average net
output value on individual farms amounted in 1972/73 to 108900 zlotys,
of which vegetable 33300 and animal 75600 zlotys.
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( ()N( I t SI()NS

The first dozen years or so of the kist 3 decades were difficult ones
for individual farming. As the least destroyed division of the natital
economy tind able to somehow produce with minimum outlays, agriculture
then carried a considerable share of the burden of the reconstruction
tind expansion of industry. It was possible to gradually ease that burden
in measure with the grow th of the national economy. Thus the first
ippreciable improvement in the situation of Polish agriculture came in 1956.

The next Ntep in that direction was taken in 1970 khen obligatory deliwries
to the state were completely abolished tind agricultural prices wer,- again
raised. It should he borne in mind that the present article ate, not
cover the entire 3(' year period hut only the last If 20 sirs.

In that period the purchasing prices of agricultural produce (except
industrial plants) rose hy 2 3 times. Hence the farmer's lesser interest
in sugar beets the prices or v hid, were recently increased to almost
7( zlotys ti q. The prices of tqn-icultural means of production also rose
to various degrees. hut not by as much as the prices of agricultural
products. The tipplication of fertilizers tund of povver feed greatly increased
in that period. Large areas were meliorated. zdthough it was not always
necessary. Individual farms were almost completely electrified, although current
transmission is not always efficient. Decapitalization of fixed assets has been
checked. The village is able to benefit from L:hear credits .in practice almost
unlimited.

rarm accounting. aided by the Institute of Agricultural Economy,
tp.2gests the following picture or the economic situation of individual farming

iii Pokmd:
Gross output tind material input rose in the last 16 years by 2.5 times.

The increase 111 the cost of hired help rose to a similar degree. Net output
kept pace with gross production. Farm incorne rose more gradually. Internal
farm accumulation commenced to increase only in the last two years after
stayMg constant for ti long reriod.

It seems however that the effects are not fully commensurate with
expenditures, especially since there can no longer be any question of
&chitin? investment effectiveness because the level of production intensity
was not high as yet. The question hence arises where to seek the causes.
One of them surely wtis the lack of a consistent policy in past years towards
individual farming and of ti clear decision on which farms to support. There
was hence a misunderstanding in regards to the so-called 'paupers'. the small
farmers. who most often follow dual occupations today and belong to the
group of highest earners in the rural tireas. Some other organizational-
-structural mistakes were: the charticter or the employees of the Agricultural
Service's local tidministration as an apparatus transmitting directions and
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executing them, not alwas proper government measures and the resulting
farmers' lack of. confidence in the continuity of policy.

In the final account the level of the individual farm as a production
enterprise \\ as not raised for many \ ears. Only since 1970 are there
ohservahle certain expressions of modermzation. There are even .xamples
of excellent individual farms operated 1.)\ enlightened farmers of great
initiative and abiht\ to :Misr the intentions of the iiithorlties in this
sphere. The ligures indicating certain tendencies to increase the animal
herds testify to this to a minimum degree. On the \\ hole, the modest
statistics (I() not \ et rolilt to ;I dominant trend. although the improved
indices of recent \ ears 11-1: promising.

Polish agriculture. especial! \ its individual sector. is alread \ heginning
to experwritx difficulties \\ hich may shortly hecorne serious. This is the
question of \omen's work on the farm. There is reference today to the
phenomenon of feminization of iigriculture that is true. Ever more individual
farms are run by women. And on socializ.ed farms. except for jobs
connected with techmque. women Lire hemg engaged to a grow mg extent.
Girk constitute a growing proportion or ming students at agricultural
technical schook. \\ Inch from a social view roint is not a positive phenomenon.
It means that our agriculture may he beginning to resemble the Eastern
type with direct or indirect Mohammedan tradition. But agricultural production
is not endangered nor is the c6tMtiv's food supph threatened. The females
engaged today in agricultural production are maink married or older single
women. The gradualk approaching danger is of another kind.

It is not entirely true that young men do not w;int to stay on the farm.
It is the girk who do not w ish to he permanently tied to the farm out
of fear of their mothers' fate: heavy toil from dawn to dusk without
holidays or even vacations. Girls NimrlY do not want to marry young
farmers. particularly individual farmers. Consequently w hen a young man
cannot find zi w tic Ind faces the prospect of a lonely life on the farm.
he finall throws up his hands. ahandons the farm and seek: happiness in
nother ovcupation.

In m opinion. the only proper escape from this situation in the near
future is to change the orgarliitillon or the individual farm in such

a manner that the men work in production iri(1 the \\ omen limit themselves
to the household and care of the children. All citizens and the government
authorities must become aware or this. If Poland's sclf-sufficiency ifi food-
stuffs is to continue. our economy must create for individual farm* the
conditions indicated here.
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ANNA SZEM BERG

PROCESSES OF DIFFERENTIATION
OF PEASANT FARMS IN POLAND

Research on the processes of differentiation of peasant farms conducted
by the Warsaw Institute of Agricultural Economy indicated their essential
acceleration in recent years. Alongside the predominant number of dynami-
vally developing farms a group of stagnating or regressing ones is ever
more clearly observable. This is associated with the internal phenomena
of the peasant economy, but that is in turn the result of conditions prevailing
in the entire national economy. The accelerated rate of industrial development
after l970 of the non-agricultural branches intensified the eflux of manpower
from agriculture. This process, althOugh beneficial and justified on the macro
scale, effects a strong differentiation of farms, in respect of manpower
reserves and their quality. At the same time the country's constamly growing
demand for foodstuffs requires the intensification of agriculture and moderniza-
tion of farms. Not all farmers benefit to the same degree from the
possibility thus created for the increased flow of material and financial
means for agriculture. This causes greater differences between farms in the
stock of means of production and consequently in productivity, production
results and farm income.

Rural economic policy also plays a certain role in peasant farm
differentiation. .In fulfilling thz basic task, namely the rapid increase of
agricultural production,' government policy is applied very selectively because
of the varied conditions of the farms. Thus, for instance, raising the
profitability of given groups of agricultural products has varied effects
on different producers, depending on the quality of the soil, the scale of
production, degree of farm modernization and on the farm operator's
know-how and activity. Other measure of agrarian policy such as: credits,
equipment with universally desirable but scare means of production, etc.
have the same effect as prices.

13ROCESS 01-' POLARIZATION OF FARM SIZE

Improvement of the defective agrarian structure of peasant farming has
thus far .proceeded slowly in Poland. The most important cause of this has
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been the relative m;inpower surplus expressed. among other things. in the
fact that peasant farms now occum, on the aYerage 27 persons per 100 ha.
The intensh,e alas oer many years of labour power mainly young people
from agriculture to non-agricultural production branches has caused a clear
manpower deficit in some farms. Another demographic process. namely the
aging of farm operators (3.- per cent of whom are now over NO works
in the same direction. To this must he added the relatively slow tempo
of mechanization of peasant farms. which hampers the suhstitution of man-
power hy machinery. This created in recent years objective conditions
fa vourahle to the improvement of the agrarian structure. While the develop-
mental tendency of structure -indicates a sharpening differentiation
of farms.

The verv tendency of change in the agrarian structure in 1960 1970
attests to differentiation. Only farms up to 0.5 ha and over I() ha
Increased in number, while farms of all other groups declined. The increased
numhei of farms of both extremes shows intensified differentiation: in other
words. in an expression of' the stronger (polar) differentiation among farm
operators. But it constitutes a particular kind of selectiveness, the cause
of which must he sought primarily Outside agriculture. There has been
a growth in the number of the biggest farms with marketable production
on a large scale and highest incomes, on the one hand, and an increased
number of dwarf farms whose owners are not really farmers, on the other.

The present study focuses on the changes within peasant farms and
hence attaches greater importance to farms o.:r 0.5 ha whose owners are
engaged wholly or partly in agriculture. Tendencies of' change in the size
of farms is an expression of differentiation in peasant farming.

In the five years 1967 1972. 37 per cent of all farms under'went
a change in size: 22 per cent increased their areas and 15 per cent
reduced. It is characteristic that both directions of' change appeared in each
sue groUp. A certain structural regularity was evident at the same time.
'Flie petty farms mostly increased their areas, in the middle farms both
directions were more or less equal. the largest farms predominantly reduced.

Table 1

Lulu size groups
in ha

Percentage a farms by size groups as
a result of changes in area in 1967 1972

smaller larger

I 5 I 5 19

I
,

8 18
1 14 10

3 10 13
s ,

, 13 15

7 10 13 18
In I..; 14 9

20 17 10
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The above data show that while the small size was a harrier to the
development or eertain farms. in others the same or approximate area was
too large and also made it difficult for the farm to function. Hence
the conclusion that the directions of change varied with the other factors
of agricultural production. i.e. reserves were disclosed In sonic which enabled
to increase the farm area. w hile these reserves declined in others. It would
indeed he a simplification to identif an enlarged arca with strengthening
the farm and reduced area with its weakening. BLit in the long run
it is difficult to count on farms which reduced their size. As the experience
or other countries indicates, farms of a Iliven minimum size are the con-
dition for the growth or the modern peasant farm. and that minimum
has been rising in recent years. Although no full in economic strength
is observable today in the group or farms which reduce their areas, it is

known thit they will show a weaker dynamic of development in the near
future t:oused hy their inability to keep pace with the general rate of develop-
ment of agriculture. Data are in fact already available showing that farms
which reduced their size cannot he counted on. The statements of farmers
of that group of their intentions with regards to the production scale.
use of credits. investment, increased equipment with machinery. etc. indicate
that their dynamic of growth in the coming years will he low and in
the fiekl of investment there will he simply stagnation. It may he assumed
that there will consequently appear soon economic and production differences
unfavourahle to farms reducing their areas.

Farms of increased size have undoubtedly the best possibilities of growth.
Production per unit of land rises with an increase in size. In a considerable
proportion of investigated farms (3( 74) output rose MO years after their
enlargement. partly as a result of increased expenditures on fixed and turn-
over assets. This attests to these farms' great economic flexihility and
refutes the still current propositions that soil productivity falls in measure
V*, ith increased farm size. Input on mechanization shows particularly strong
dynamic among expenditure following the increase in farm area. Farmers
defend themselves in this manner from the orowing intensity and burden
of work resulting from enlarging the farm. And it demonstrates that the
tendency to enlarge the size of the farm is accompanied hy an equally
strong tendency to modernization.

FARM DIFFERENTIATION IN THE SPHERE OF MEANS OF PRODCCTION

Analysis has esviblished that the main element of differentiation in
relation to equipment with means of production is the possession or lack
of economic buildings. In the investigated sample Ig per cent farms did
not possess cattle barns. 3.1! per cent-pigsties and 2:s per cent-barns.
That would he understandable if these figures pertained to farms of up
to 2 ha. But it turned out that many middle-sized and even larger farms
did not have basic economic huildings (Tahle
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Table 2
Farms according to possession. condition and investment in economic buildings

Specification
Area groups in ha

0.5 2 5 5 7 7 111

In percentage of investigated farm groups

Farms possessing:

CON% barns 55.3 85.5 90.1 92.2
pig-sties 45.6 55.0 67.4 74.4
barns 40.4 78.0 86.7 87.5

In percentage of total buildings in given group
Farms possessing economic

buildings in condition:
(according to farmer's
assessmen()

good 33.9 36.1 31.7 29.6
medial 43.4 43.9 51.0 51.4

bad 22.7- 10.0 16.3 19.0

Intended investments in 1972 75
hums intending to invest

percentage 28 45 60

Farm structure according
to value of intended in-
vestment (in 1000 zlotys):

to 50 82 65 59

10 15 15 an-d over

95.4 99.4

79.4 85.1
91.6 93.5

31.9 38.4
51.8 47.9

15.3 13.7

69

50 100 15 25 25 24
100 and more 3 10 16 28

Average value of intended
investment per farm
(in 1000 -zlotys) 30 40 49 70

Farms showed a particularly strong differentiation with respect to the
possession of pigsties. True. some farmers raise pigs in cattle barns, but it is
difficult to expect any serious growth of swine production by farms
without pigsties. This fact is especially eloquent in face of the particularly
uP2ent tasks of Polish agriculture in the sphere of animal breeding.

Farms possessing economic buildings are strongly differentiated according
.7if technical state: in 49 per cent of these farms they are in an

dC state technically. in 34 per cent in a good state and in 18 per
cent in a bad state. This differentiation is similar in all size groups.
It may hence be assumed that 15 20 per cent of all size groups have
limited possiiAties of development because of the bad state of their economic
buildings.

Analysis of data on the values of economic buildings also disclosed
a strong differentiation. There are buildings of varied values in each area
group. As it is known, the value of buildings var,ies with farm size. but
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the great spread in the values of buildings in farms of the same size
is explairvhle by their varied quality and different degrees of explotation.
The spread ,n each group is almost 3-fold (from close to 60000 to over
200(m ih s). Most strongly differentiated in this respect are farms of
2 10 ha (,,hich is illustrated by the data below).

Farms m,ith economic buildings of value

Table 3

Size groups in ha

5 5 - 7 7 10

in percentage of investigated
farms of the given groups

average for the given group 19.9 30.1 24.0
considerabl y. below the average 50.9 32,7 48.1
considerably above the average 19.2 37.2 27.9

Farms capacity for expanded reproduction is strongly dependent on
increasing the values of economic buildings. Information on whether and to
what degree the investigated farms differ in this respect is provided by data
on investment in economic buildings. Farms in the various area groups differed
in this sphere in two respects (Table 2):

investment activity, expressed by the proportion of farms making
investments,

the magnitude of investment outlays.
Investment activity clearly grows with increase in size of the farm

(the spread is about 3-fold between the extreme groups), which shows
that large farm operators are more interested than small farmers in
expanding their agricultural machinery and equipment. The great spread
between the different size groups in the magnitude of investment indicates
that the possibilities of similar sized farms are highly differentiated. Research
findings on farmers' investment intentions show that the future differences
between farms will rather grow sharper than weaker primarily because of the
great increase in the number of farmers planning large, costly investments.

Farm differentiation in respect of equipment with machinery, basic herd
and traction power is very great and is not limited to the rise in the
value of means of production per farm in, measure with its size.

Table 4

Average value of means of production per farm
(in 1000- zlotys)

Size groups
Year

0.5 2 2 5 5 7 7 10 10 15 15 and over
. _

71 92 130

84 115 172

1967 8 30 54
1972 9 37 62

I 2 RurA Soc1.11 174
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The differentiation in this respect is considerably deeper if farms of the
same group differ in respect of the value of their means of production.
This discloses the differences in the productive assets of apparently very similar
farms. It k also ver important for purely methodical reasons. Despite
the ever more criticized grouping of farms only according to size, other
grouping systems are still rarely applied. Averagc value calculated for
the total number of farms of different size groups owing to the progressing
and multi-level farm difkrentiation is of ever smaller cognitive value.

The table f, data show that small farms differ on the lo w. and median
levek and large farms on median and higher levels.

Table 5
Farm, aciordinv to the N..ilue of niean o rroduction in 1972' .

Sreci ticat ion

l a rni s )(hoot means or rroduition
and or to

1(1 ono /100.,

Hi rot 3o otto
in too o ono

000 loll non
Nu, 'so um

!co io and over
10111/1,

[arm group, in ha

2 7 7 10 10 15 15 and over

1972

In percentage of investigated farms

70.8 17.3 3,3 1.4 0.7 0.4
22.0 27.2 8.7 3.3 1.3 0.2

5.0 27.2 23.' 12.1 4.4 0.9
1.7 26.2 57.3 58.3 45.2 22.3
11.4 1.6 5.6 IS.fl 29.5 30.8
0.1 0., 1.9 6.9 18.7 45.4

Siie groups in ha

Table 6

1.artn, uithout mean, of rro-
duction and or to to

, 5 5 7 7 10 10 15 15 and over

/lot!. uorth 94 89 125 109 138 67
With Mean, of production worth:

3111100 1(12 78 XI 64 72 25
30 (NM i 137 86 66 62 64 50
'11 POO 1(1(10011 271 168 I 13 88 79 77

1111111011 :4)000 400 328 I 64 157 110 97
I 511 IVO and mer 225 467 279 278 195

A compal.,on of the mean value of means of production in the different
size groups witti,,4he structure of the investigated farms indicates that
in each group (excluding the up to 2 ha group) only 3(1 60 per cent
of the farms reach a 'median level value of' means of production, while
the rest essentially deviate upwards or downwards from the mean.
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There was a further differentiation during the period of investigation
of all groups of farms. but particularly in the larger size groups where
the value of means of production grew most.

The 1972 indices of change shape up us follows (1967 100):

There is thus a rise in the mean value of means of production per
farm and a small increase in the number of farms without any means
of production. which indicates a differentiated tendency of farm develop-
ment.

In relation to the possession of a basic herd we chose cows, since they
constitute the most important production stock of peasant farms. The
lowest diffrrentiation in this respect is observable in the izroup of farms
up to 2 ha. 90 per cent of' which either have no cows or only one.
The 2 5 ha groups ,is slightl.v differentiated 9(1 per cent of these farms
possess 1 or 2 cows. In the groups of over 5 ha there is a clear rise
in differentiation: while certain groups of farms fwve none or I cow, there
are some with an average of 3.4 and more cows. The clear polarization
of farms is observable in the investigation period: the growth of the number
of farms possessing the least and the highest number of cows. The reverse
tendency appears only in the smallest and largest farms. In the up to 2 ha
group there was an increase only in the number of farms without cows.
whereas the group of largest farms showed an insignificant increase in the
number of farms without cows or with 2 and 3 cows. Most recent observation
furthermore points to the existence of large breeding reserves in the largest
farms. Such reserves are indicated by an analysis of the spread between
size groups of the indices of the number of herds of cows per 100 ha.
With the mean index in farms of up to 2 ha (60 cows) as 100. the
indices for the other groups are:

5 ha 83
5 7 ha 65

7 10 ha 55

10 15 ha 5(1

15 ha
and over 41

which amounts to hardly 25 cows per 100 ha.
The volume of agricultural machinery and tractors is the component

of means of production in which there is now a strong differentiation
anlong the farms. Their number rose rapidly in recent years. But that
does not alleviate, it rather sharpens differentiation, since not all farms'
buy machines and there are great differences among those which inerease
their machine park. In the investigated five year period there were farms where
the value of machinery increased, remained constant or even declined.'
This attests to differing directions of development of' similar size farms.
The proportions of these three groups of farms (the increasing, constant
and declining values of machines) differ somewhat in each site group. In the
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group of up to 2 ha dominate farms without any change (about 80
per cent). hut it must he borne in mind that the farms of this group
do not possess machines. In the other size divisions there is a considerable
decline in the -constant- group (from 45 per cent in the 2 5 ha division
to per cent in the largest farms): while farms which increased the
value of their machines constitute the biggest group. The share of these farms
rises, in measure with their size. Another indicator of farm differentiation
is the magnitude of expenditures on the purchase of machinery and tractors
during 1967 1972. This magnitude oscillates between close to 10000 zlotys
and more than 500(i0 zloty:,. Differentiation in this respect intensifies with
the rise in farm size..Objective and subjective factors contribute to this
phenomenon, but an analysis focussed on farms of approximately similar
size eliminates the influence of the basic '',ctor limiting the application
of machines, namely, the size of the farm.

To illustrate the problem we divide farms into three groups roughly
corresponding to their classification according to a) farms without machinery,
b) poorly equipped. and c) better equipped with machinery (Table 7).
This division established that the 2.- 10 ha group is most differentiated,
the group of over 10 ha farms (88 94 per cent of the better equipped
farms) and the group of smallest farms not possessing machinery (91 pc
cent of farms) are more uniform.

The small differentiation in this respect of the largest farms is rather
inure apparent than real. For the possesion of' a tractor strongly differentiates
these farms and judging from the farmers declared intentions, may be
expected to do so also in the future (Table 7).

The distinction of larger farms into possessors and nonpossessors of
tractors is not limited only to the fact that the value of means of
productim and of the other structure of traction power is higher in farms
with tractors! For the purchase of a tractor is only preliminary to the
many-sided change in the farms' economy. which effects considerably better
than average production results in a short time. An investigation of 705
farms with tractors (70 per cent of which were above 10 ha) established that:

purchase of a tractor induces a greater demand for land and
definitely weakens the tendency to reduce the size of farms:

a tractor is a strong incentive to further modernization of the farm,
which is expressed in heightened investment. In the wake of the tractor appear
a number of modern machines which greatly lighten human labout-:

a farm over 10 ha with tractors could obtain a net unit output
greater by 20 per cent and a marketable crop higher by 23 per cent
than the generality of farms in that group. Their higher marketable output
is associated primarily with the twice as rapid reduction in the number
of horses:

the effect of these farms' higher output with a somewhat lower
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Table 7
farms according to equipment with machinery

(in percentage of investigated groups)

Specification
Area groups in ha

0.5 ' 2-, 5 5 7 7- 10 10 15 15 and over

1967 1972

Farms with.
increased value of machines 17.3 45.3 51.8 52.7 53.6 64.4
reduced value of machines 4.6 9.9 13.8 14.4 13.4 10.8

Farms which:
did not invest in machinery. 88.5 50.4 31.6 21.9 .15.6 10.0

invested up to 10 000 zlotys 8.4 28.2 37.2 41.2 38.7 25.7
Ill 0110 10 000 1.5 15.1 21.8 10.1 19.6 18.2
211 000, 50 MO 1.3 5.3 7.9 11.2 15.2 17.1

000 and more 0.3 0.9 1.5 5.5 10.9 19.0

Farm structure according to the level of equipment with machinery (in 1972)

Percentage of farms:
without machines and horses 91.2 41.5 10.1 4.3 1.4 0.5

poorly equipped 5.4 33.8 33.5 20.5 10.8 5.3

better equipped with machine, 3.4 24.7 56.4 75.2 87.8 94.2

Percentage of farms with tractors
in 1967 0.3 0.7 0.8 2.9 4.2 12.8

in 1972 2.3 1.3 8.5 16.5 36.8
in 1975 (estimate) 5.2 6.7 18.2 34.8 62.0

than average ! !hour input is that productivity, measured by the value
of production per person occupied on the farm, was 30 per cent higher
than in the others.

The above demonstrates that possession of a tractor has been and
will be on an ever broader scale the basis of a qualitatively greater
differentiation primarily among larger farms.

Differentiation with respect to machinery effects a considerable divergence.
among farms in the degree of mechanization of' the main agricultural
labour tasks. This takes place despite the widespread services of the agricul-
tural circles' which have been considered in the calculation of the mechanization
index. In spite of these services, there are farms of ;. very low mechani-
zation level in all size groups (excluding ('or understandable reasons the
up to 2 ha g:-)up) (to 30 per cent) as well as farms more than 70 per cent
mechanized (Table 8). A comparison of the index of operations carried
out by tractors showed still greater differences between similar sized farms.
It turned out that there are farms in each size group in which less than
10 per cent of the work in economic year 1971/72 was done by tractor along-
side those where half or even 70 per cent of operations was 'done by
a tractor (Table 8).
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Vann, according to the degree of meehantzation
lin percentage of the investigated groups)

Table 8

Specification
2

Area groups in ha

_
3 7 7 10 10 13

I i and

A verage proportion of work
macloile.

up to 30

done hy

27.5 14.1 5.2 1.8

oVer
..

1.0
30 50 per cent 33.6 40.4 36." 31.9 21.6
30 70 per cent 24,3 32.1 36.9 39,5 36.0
70 per cent and more

A serage proportion of work
tractor

up to 1 11 per cent

done hy
14.6

20.0

13.4

14.5

21.0

5.7

26.8

2.8

41.4

1.2
10 30 per cent 37.8 43.3 43.3 43.3 32.0
30 50 per cent 21).9 24.6 26.6 25.8 24.7
so 70 per Lent 14.6 13.1 15.4 16.8 20.2
70 per cent and move 6.7 4.5 8.9 11.3 21.9

._

The degree of technization of farm operations exerts a decisive influence
on their productivity. The grouping or Farms according to that characteristic
hy difkrent size classes also confirms the proposition or strong differentiation.
The spread in output value per one day's labour is from less than 40 to
over 200 zlotys in all size groups.s Productivity of labour is very low
in the up to 2 ha group. in which 43 per cent or farms do not reach
the average productivity (45 zlotys per day) and only 21 per cent exceed
the average.

The 2 5 ha group is strongly differentiated in this respect, except that
only I() per cent of farms produce below the average and 52 per cent
ahove. The 5 10 ha group showed the greatest divergencies in this respect,
the output of only It) per cent or the farms below average and 52 per

cent anove average. The greatest divergencies are in the 5- 10 ha group
in which 54 per cent attained above the average productivity and 20
per cent considerably lower. The difThrentiation is also very marked
in the biggest farms: 52 per cent or these farms attain the highest
level of labour productivity. 49 per cent lower than the average level
and 19 per cent a very low level, e.g. twice as low as the mean.

DIFFERENTIATION OF PEAS. \ NT FARMS
ACCOR DING 'TO MA NPOWER

Farm difkrentiation is particularly sharp in the sphere of manpower.
The demand For lahour power outside agriculture, opportunities for attractive
occupations increase migration from agriculture and creates a manpower
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hoinige nittny Ittnn, Hie Iii iisi I ermanent :Ind fluctuating migration
causes the loss of die most yalo.'' asset, the Young and better educated
manpower. \s a consequence sonic farms grim \\eaker. even collapse, others
prosper normall y. while still others grow stronger in general not so much
nek.',InNe of greater manpower !ile It) its quality mid better technical
equipment. For it must be noted ih 't farm a :rank:mon in respect of
lahonr rlMer Is not reducthle to .ive (Inferences alone. A strong
factor diGrentiating peasant fan atintitatively similar manpower
reserves is their quality, in oth the farm's demographic and
professional structure.

nother diflCrentiating factor is the manpower's technical equipment
'wpm/ation of the labour process associated with it, The effect

of levek Of the l\\() factors is highly varied productivity of farms
size and w oh similar quantities of manpower. There is a strong

.:tween the stock and productivity of manpower and the agrarian
structure. The simplest expression of thi, relation is the considerable
divergence between small and larger farms (from I to, 8 ha) in the amount
of land per employee which is one cause of differences in productivity.
In relation to output per employee, the only way to equalize it between

smaller and larger farms is to increase production on each unit of area
on the smaller !arms. Eor, as it is known, there is a limit to increasing
production on I ha and possibilities in this respect are especially limited
on universal, non-specialized farms which greatly predominate in Poland.
The possibilities are limited in this connection of obtaining on small farms
a social labour productivity on the level of larger farms. A small sized

farm (often associated with an inconvenient terrain) is furthermore an
insurmountahle obstacle in the sphere of mechanization of labour which
mAes it impossible to attain a higher technical productivity. Even available
cheap mechanizing services do not help much, since the range of operations
possible to mechanize is rather small and is limited to less arduous
vegetable production on small farms.

Polish agriculture is entering a stage of development in which increased
productivity of labour will he of no lesser importance than the rise of
productivity per hectare. I or the continuous and rapid growth or production
agriculture's basic task will he accompanied by the spontaneous drop
m employment. which as prognosis indicates will have rising tendencies
in the near future. .fhe . better utilization of the entire producton,
potential, including the manpower in particular. will he indispensable in this
situation. NiNi hat then is the situation with labour power in peasant farming'?
Are there an\ reserves and what Is the outllook for their utilization?

The most characteristic current feature of farm differentiation according
to manpower is the absolute and relative decline in the number of, farms
\kith considerable manpower reserves and ihe growth the number of
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farms with small and very small reserves of labour power in relation
to the cultivated area. But that does not imply a universal shortage
of manpo%.a in pcasaii: ogriculture. The manpower deficit pertains only
to certain groups of fi,rius. While the others enjoy a relative surplus.

Sire groups

Table 9

Percentage or farms on
MO vork

2 ha
2 5

Ii

s I()

ha and over

1 peron 2 peoplc 3 or more
,.

45.1 43.3 6.6

21.2 55.6 13.1

52.6 35.5
4,8 44.5 511.7

The data of the 1970 general national census disclose the above state
of' affairs.

The general balance sheet of employment per area 'unit in peasant
farming in Poland (of 4.3 milliu gainfully employed on 15.5 mil, ha)
shows an average ot 7 5 ha per employed person. An estimate based
on the above census data established that the number of hectares per worker
is lower than the average in 5 per cent of the !aims, more or less average
in 35 per cent and that more hectares than the mean in the country fall
to one person in 35 per cent of the farms. This mean's that less than
3.5. ha fail to one person engaged in agriculture on every second farm in
Poland. These are precisely farms with a manpower reserve. But it is very
difficult to set these reserves in motion, since:

that requires a radical improvement of the agrarian structure:
1. it is necessary to reckon with the indivisibility of manpower, a charac-

teristic so typHal of peasant Carm'ng;
3. the structure of' the labour power engaged :n peasant agriculture is

unprofitable and is systematically growing worse. This is expressed in such
processes as aging of' the farmers, growing feminization of farm work
and part-time farming.

Farms suffering from a shortage of manpower constitute the other pole
of differentiation. That group is estimated at 15 25 per cent of the farm
total. About -7i) of these farms are without heirs. This problem is resolved
by the Polish government through the system of exchanging land for
retirement pensions. Initiated in 1968, this system consists in the fact that
the farmer without heirs turns over his land to the state in exchange for
a retirement pension. ..-om year to year ever more farmers have taken
advantage of this opportunity: in 1974 more than 20000 farmers without
heirs consigned their land to the government for pensions. Besides its
social importance. the law on farmers' pensions has acted as a stimulant
for improvemem of the agrarian structure.
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More important data on individual farms sshi
(repared on the hasis of

,.,...Tage farm siZe
of tsluch arahle
ver . persons in famifs
Ver. tkorking hi s on Mum
of sthich-lured

Harvest of 4 staple yr:1111s

rim

ha

ha

person
a day's work
a day's work

1957

6.20

:,.66

4.33
5-:13.00

21.00

IL"

1958.39

6,27

5.71'

4.44

544.00
188_00

16.70

1959,60

6.70
..,.6;

4.3u

317.00
I 5,01.

18.3,1

19t't0;4,1

6.34

5.74

4.411

..4.00
15.(10

17,40

19(11162

6.37

5:7:
4.39

3o8.00
17.00

11.1!ai
rOiaitleN q; ha

meces per
158.00 151 , 149.00 144,0c 1

100 ha u. v. 0.00 b2,00 (.6.11(i
of tshush-co%1/4. 42.00 47...111 40.00 4:

sAme
97.110 82.10 oil 97,tiki "is '41

of vhich-sosss 11.00 10:1111 !2.00 11.0 12.01.
Sheer

32.011 20.01 15.0(i 24,00 22,00
11oNes 19.00 19.00 18.00
Yearl co% milking 2213.00 2215.1)0 2375.00 2373.00

Average harvest in 1948
(q ha): %%heat 11.7: rye 12.4:
barley 11.7 oats 13.7 pota-
toes 108. sugar heels 189.
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1230
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1966/67

6.33
5.76

4.18

477.1'1'

23.00

18.70
175,0()

74.7(1

39.9(1

1(6,211

12.2)'
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18.10
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1967/68 196;4/69

6.37

5.80
4.07

466.00
'3.00
18.60

185.00

74.00
4070

11.70

"2.70
18.40

7661.00

6.42
5,s4

3.98

7330
40.40
97,40
11.40
10,911

18,70
2737.00

1969/70 1970/71

6.411

5.83

4.1,1

457.00
13.00

21.10

175.00

72.00

41.00
93.50

10.80

19.70

18.70

"736.0i1

(1.40

5.87

4.05
464.110

14.00

19.40

186.00

73.00
40,00

108.110

13.00

19.00

18.00

2846.00
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1969

V.

:() 71 1971 72 1972 73

6.4i) 6.411 6,47 6,81

6,17

41.1 4.1 4,141 4.113

4c7.(4,

23.141

21.10

464.14,
14 (4,

19.41,

479.14,
21.10

23.10

471,14.

23:1,

17:N.10 Ilth.liii 173.00 194Lill

72.141 73.04, 76.141

41.(41 411.141 39.141 411.10

q3.,11 ox,(4, 1 '3.(41 136.0o

10.811 13.111, 13.1u, 15.141

19.711 19.10 21.0, 17.141

18.71, 18.0o 17.(10 17.14I

2736.141 2846.no 2878.1111 2997.141

A vera,..c no output
value per l'al-111 in

1000 zlotys: In8.90
1

vegetable 33.30
animal 73.N.
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Several more general reflections suggest themselves in the considerations
of the various factors of agricultural production influencing farm differen-
tiation.

Fhe country's constantly growing Hod requirements make the maintenance
of a high tempo of agricultural pioduction the principal task of agrarian
policy. A condition for this is the most rational husbanding or all the
forces and resources on which increased output depends. The changes
transpiring in peasant fa rnnng which pertain to the factors of production
(and inputs in these factors) are nothing else hut expressions of the desire
to attain their optimal relations 1, om the viewpoint or the concrete
scuation of the farmstead. This is hence a tendency on the micro-seale
to rationalize the farm's assets in order to attain the maximum efkct.
Such processes predominate in peasant farming and their further course will
determine the rate of growth of agricultural production. The ocesses
of converting th: rarm into a garden plot, regression, tottering on the brink
of collapse, sen. NAeakening or simply ceasitu.? production all this applies
to a small gum, of farms. which anyway do not determine the productive
capacity of peasant farnnng as a whole.

In this situation the task of policy is to support and facilitate the
healthy and rational adaptation processes and to neutralize the effects of the
11, eakcning and deterioration of some of the farms. In land policy this
is expressed in stimulating the shrt of land from farms unable to cultivate
it to those unable to ful! exploit th,fir production potential 'lecause of
the lack or adequate. land. It is no less important to create possibilities for
farm modernization and mechanization of the production processes by making
it easier for farmers to purchase means of production and by improving
the quality of services.

An agrarU.n policy of active support of the adaptation processes taking
pl..;:e in peasant farming ,'Iectly influences die husbanding of human
rLsourees. For only moder(wed agriculture, income parity and conspicuous
impi:,vcment of rural living conditions can regulate the efflux of manpower from
the villaeL,. in the sense that the exodus did not weaken the farms to any
serious extent. That would also create possibilities to alle iate the results
of the so-called negative selection.

DI! 1.F.RENTLATED PRODUCnoN FrucTs

The great differentiation of farms in respect of the relations between
the factors of production is reflected in output Net output value is used
here ,o illustrite this. A classification" of farms according to output value
was made in each size group. distinguishing three categories of farms: leading,

1 8 .)
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.m...1,ige mid weakest. 1.11ms ()I' e,k h size group sh ow ed a strong internal
differentiation (Tahle 10). 1 anis of vet) small areas were the wost uniform:
in the up to 1 division only 4." per cent in the 2 ha WI per cent and in
the Other size groups between (18 per cent attain average output. Leading
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21.6

I4S
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17

149

16.3

123

16.1

I

in the iolest erinir s4 s7 s4 53

Indices of output %dine pet ILI

(median erour ,t,
in the hest ertnip 197 162 152 1-3 145 146

In the potnest -2 54 2 55

II ',I Li.0

faHns show a fairly equal percentage in the %...ous size groups. with a slight
hut definite declining tendency in nicasure with the increase in farm size
(from 23 to I(, per cent). Notahle in this respect is the 7 10 ha group
in which onlx 14 per cent of farms were classified among the hest.

Among the different size groups the weakest larms. of which the up to
2 ha group constitutes 32 per cent and the over 15 ha group half as r
are proportionally most strongly differentiated, Hence the tendency to a drop
in the percentage of weakest farms in metkare with the Inereik, in size
appears more clearly than the same umdency in reference to the hest farms.

txpressed in outrmt value. the extent of differentiation is still greater.
The hest farms obtain a 3 limes greater output value than the weakest farms
and as compared w ith the average value in the group ( 10(1). the devation
in both extreme ps amounts to 41; 50 poidts. If compared to the
output value per ha. (lie divergence is still greater. Most differentiated
IN MI tput value in the group of up to 2 ha farms and tile divergen,:e
.maller between larger frnis. The production structure (dr into vegetable
and animal) in the extreme groups ((he hes: and veakest farms) revealed that

different degrees of development of animal breeding exerted the strongest
influence on such differentiated production results. The weakest farms were
those with und,,rdexeloped animal breeding. An essential cause of this state
of alfaiis is the manpower situation. For it turned out that of the weakest
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11 per cent those %kith up to 5 ha iind 37; .411 per cent o. the ahme
' ha group were exclusixely operated by persons of the post-producti%e age.
lite inadequacy of labium pinver is thus an important. though not the
only cause of their lower than average output.

As it is known. in agriculture the resulr, of one year do not justify general
conclusions. A much more essential and convincing yii to assess the situ-
ation. which e en provides a basis ior hypotheses regarding the future
trend of pe,tsmit [arming, is observation over long periods. This is
We ;list) present thle rindin:.!s Pr research on farm differentiation in respect
of the dynamics of production in 2 live year periods.

That research established that the dillerences beMeen farms are not redu-
cible to xaried rates of growth of production, hut that they go much
deeper. While some farms during the same period attain a very high
production dynamics, the othefs show a Weaker tempo and still others
face stagnation or e'en a decline ir output value 1". All these 4 categories
of farms appeared in each region of the country investigated, in every
si/c group and during both research periods (Table 1 1 It may hence
he conclu(led that differentiation in this sphere is of a general character
and relativek constant phenomc

1 he fact that the _!roup of developing farms is the most numerous
on the region,d, structural or time cross-section is particularly important.
[here are more of them among (he larger than among the smaller farms.
[here is a groN% ng proportion ol these farms in regions of low agri-
cultural level (central-eastern and north-eastern) and they are declining in
regions of lughlx developed agriculture. This indicates that the further grov .11
of production in the laler regions is confronted r the obstacles and
!Imitation associated with peasam ''arming. The structural shift between

and %\eaklv doeloped farms in favour the latter should also be
regarded as an unfavourable phenomenon.

The growing difficulties expanded or e'en simple reproduction
are attested also by the tendency taking shape at the opposite pole.
i.e., in farms %kith a declining output value. True, this is a very small
group. hut it has hecn r wAing in number in the last 5 years in almost
all regions among H4 and small farms. A dei dled retrospective investi-
gation in 1972 01 all farms of this group slums that 8( per cent of
them fell rnto of economic c, kness hetv-ii 1967 and 1972 which
is a sign of a r;ipid tempo of differentiation. The vast majority of
I'arm operators here are old single people. ()Item single women. ineom-
plete families. etc . The future of the marginal group. or at least its
main part. is certain. the% % ill he liquidated. Their land will either he
absorbed ky the peasant sector (turned over to the family, sold, rented)
or taken oxer hy the state in return for retirement pensions.

The role of the shAe in taking over peasant land has gro%Yri r

In artas %%here the demand for land K Itm the state takes over most
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Of alienated land. But agcd farmers wiiilout heirs have been applying to
exchange their land for pe:isions also in areas of frarmented agriculture
where the demand for land is relatively high. The most frequent motive
fo- this is the financial independance afforded by pensions. An indication
oi the popularity of the land-pension -..ystem is the fact that 3 tirnes as
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111,111% lainls %%ere 1,1kell Mc( ill this Manil Lis( ctir than in preions
\ ears

We would like to call the reader's atlelll1011 to the group of fanners
defined heie i ".a.if.aititing-. Ihis group occupies a considerable place
in the farm total, 11141 moremer with few exceptions has recentl sh(mn

teinleiic ii giow both among smaller and larger farms. rhese
do not k.how the characteristics at present of c;onomic weakening. hut
some of thein are now or soon will he on its hunk. Therefore if possi-
bilities are cleated for solution of the problem of the weakest (or bankrupt)
farms. action is all the more necessar in relation to the stagnating group.
Its future cannot he anficipated as definitely aN that of the former groups.
l'his is indicated lira of all hN, the sue of the group, ;is by its demo-
graphic structure, equipment. etc. which correspond with those of the gene-
raht\ ot farms. It ma he that these farms have wG.se. natural conditions
(this tinc,..1,011 has not been imestigated). hut the prevailMg situation de-
mands fir,t of all increased output from every hectare of better of worse
land: secondl the rational. intensive husbanding of poorer sod enahle,
to rats,: ,onsiderahly.

Nlifite Of the farnr, the suhmargintil situation may he temporary.
dile to casual difficulties, calamities. chanres in the family. etc. In such
eases. prophylactic measures or aid must he ot in individualized character
on th .! of the lann's most urgent concrete needs. The matter is

different when stagnation is a constant characteristic (our research indicates
that tha 'ate has la,ted for Pi etr II rotOd every third farm of the
katcgor% in question). ft is then nec.. an, to seek other ways out. which
wouhl consist. among others. in seeking. out modern forms of Ittrming

hich would enable the farmers to introduce rapid changes in the scale
and intensity of production and in the rate of agricultural progress. It
ma consist of crop pecialliation cooperafion with socialized agricultural
enterprises (a kind oi erncal inte;pation) or joining a farmers' collective.
;In Agricultural Circle Cooperative or cooperative farm.

I \I( 01111 RENFI \ !ION IN RI.S1'1.(7
( \till IN( 0\11 \NI) 1.1..V1s1 01 1.11 I.

,111 11' '1111e h a %Cr% Ntrong factor of differentiatior among farms.
ditrenutnation exist, among farms of various areas and within the

,ame stze vlip
The st tpe ..Jicicnciation is expressed in the vaned average

income Yd. The sHead in this sphere between the group of smallest
and the group of largest farms is almost fourfold in relation to average
income per famik and tilmost threefold in per capita income.

Data on the ditIc entiation in the level of cash income ithin the
various size :troups are no less readable. There are farms in each group
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%ilh 10%%. medial And high cash incomes and the differences between them
MC Uulfle to the ziried relations between the three income levels.
I he stiongest dilferennation appears in the '` l0 ha farms, while both
extreme groups (the smallest and largest) shim Irtreater umformit except
that hwx income predominates in the group of srnall farms and high
income in the big form group.

fhe magnitude of (ash :ncon,e is not the ()MY manifestation or rarm
htrer:ntiation ri this sphcre. cry essential ildrerentiatine element here

.11 thc income. 00; ever third family cultivating the soil
maintains itself cclusReb, l'rom agriculture, 60 per Lent live from agri-
culture and Outside gainful employment II and more than 6 per cent of
farm famihes maimam themselves from income from agriculture and non-
income corning sources (pLmarily retir,ment an(i invalidity pensions). It is
charaeteristu- that 10 per cent or the farms in the larger size group
liac tw) s011f Ces or cash mccate: hut it must he noted that off the
farm earnings plm a miniinal role in these groups' total income. It is
otherwise with die groups of small farms where outside earnings greatly
mlluenc: the ma?: lude or total cash income (Table 12).

T\ Ill\ .111o11

Tohle 12
1 )111e1 L71111.111,111 I II Fes pc 21 v.11 11101111e

1
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pef 1.111111\ 11111
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i k 111 MOW lin 4.111C corn111-

. 1 j !Lk."' 9 i 1 7 1 1 ,i 4 11.3

1 dini, .1,1,,lin.., io ,onrce 01 ,n, onn: 11. pC:.,,

1 11111\ II 1111 .1k. C1111: Now

I.III,1111111: I 3 .7'1.(, 40 2 -.. 71.4
,:ilturc .11Id oHt.hic cm muv, 7s 1 711 I if, I, -11,,I 35.1 :4.7

' tol ,... t,: nom mt. oinc
C.,I . , smnk-e 1? .1 , 1 2 1 4 ,1.1)
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\ 1.11,11;1111k: \\ 11,IN ieII reCtirtICtl ITT teeeiil CAI ' ii Ille 111.1111her

01 Id VIII 1,111111IeN 111,11111.1111 e`-. Ir0111 tlTlL1tlLLtte ;Ind OUNIlle
1%11111111 C1111)111111eIll, I 111,, IN due prunarik to the iii ol olf the farm
emploxinent people till 197, a period or the delllogroplue

per.ons 01 produc(ive ;ice or flunk. lee prottps). I-urthermore.
the crim tit ()I mech)m/ation or peasant farms raised labour produeti\ ity
;Ind increased the ilfe'd 011 the I.:1111111 (2011111 CO11111111e larIllIng \I, lilt
\kork iill he larm in the summer. Another driving Force or that process
i s the hmer pioductkitv II lahour agriculture Luau Ti industrx and
the ,.onsequent lo\ker inci)Ille on the L% TI

A le\% consideration.. Ill CollellIN1011, dirferentiatnm in the sphere
of the 10\ el or hie Ihe research .stahlished that Families \kith thelark" (or o \er eNpetH,IIIV er ha) enjoxed the

standards ( tihle I.1). That table shims that dirkrenhatton

I ii lmy Ow 1.1 1\ Ic\L'I I IIIe

Icd ,yronp, tn 11,1

11,

I :Inn:\ ",\ t :n en1.1 ;.'

1'1 I

I I

191,

1.1bIe I I

I` and

1411 1114

1), 7 -16 ; 2S 4
14 7 ls s

7
I I 7 IS 4

heie is dear. hut \\ hat is ll,!nilicant is the dominance or families
(I 1 per cent) \\ ith higher ;ind the highest living standarik. Moreover.
old\ 10 14 per cent ot families hve on the lo\kest level. The 7 10 ha
and the 11;1 arc more diGrentiated than the others; hut
the larcest proportion here too are lamihes \kith the highest standards
I-I) 44 per cent) the fact that evcrx firth lamilx m these tr-oup. iS

let /..( Med 111 10 \\ CNI le, el indicates stronger dillrentiation.
Iii thc other croup 1.2 7 ha the differences are more consider;d.,iy

,methird 01 the rannhes tiC on the lo\kest level. the next llurd
Illet11,11 ,111(1 iiiolier third is on the ;Ind highest level of hying.
Uhl, 'hear that their cash income (althotich supplemented hx outside

earnings in ilinost one-tlinkl of these farms) tides out good IR mg standards
at the expense or expenditures on the firm, lt max he eon-

!hat ith the present le\el or production inte.a.,;(\ onk
oCI Ihi Ire ii a position to increase output to the extent necessarx
to assure .idequate hiiiic .indards for the ramik and at the same time
to L0%CF outLo. s requiret1 e\ tended reproduction.
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0 I'i!k the late Him stood it ; ici Lent
'11111 111111 ha pc! tem %%cot ,mall taunt 111, 11.1 (

ILI .19 11,1,1 ,ficd. ii LI. II) per cent " ha. 5 1 .10

III ha ond L:eni abuse I0
I lie riesent toI k the, the tindim., la a questmtmaue poll .0 a reptesentans sample

ol tflo toni inseslivaled IS he liisiiiiii. CSVIS \

I In Ins silt.' mse,intared ss hich int.:leased i hen aira IS tct .`, per cent III the op.
ymal si/e
I hi: ie-eao,li did mil comadei the deviee and tear Much is

\siu . the ieduction ot t)ie Sallie ot machmers is htisiCall eips Ident .Iedltle In

die 111.01111i' par k po.sessed

I he !el.lee or me...Wm/moo I iri,immmil ptmer amounted i I la cent m the total
irm, int esw..m.-1 and to )44 pei iii firms it. 011 tractors

II per cent oi peosam lariks mecharwation servicessi

anural Circles,
7 2 prices

%Selo classified in die lumh ianao manner. des1,0002 essentialI trom rive-
redirited those attained at leo-d In per cent, more than theiL

:utput ),alue in the gisen .Irca grullp. I arms st ere selected in that ),kay Sepa-

in caili Sillage .1f111 \vas hcIlLT mails the microscale ((he village)
the :ouption that all farms in the villave ha),e uniform natural conditions.

ic ::roups m respect to the etistung ditierentramm %Acre distinguished in that
:mei. mooch th:. group ii hest farms I m311 per cent :Ind more) and the worst

iter cent and lessf ll the other f,irms, those m,hose Output deviated from
'he a%, crave doe ti i maimum of 79 to 29 per cent ,Aere reckoned in the

and most numerous groups or larnis of ,ISerage production results.
In I he tmtpur Salm: Stas reckoned for that purpose in comparative prices. 'nvestigation

th ii dl mum,_ embiaLed more than 3000 liii ntis rcpresenlillIve of n of the area of
the :A hole or Poland rhe research wis Mimed to farms \% Inch :d not change their areas

rue hoili "-tear periods of im,estigaiiiin.
I I I Muitinv plots up to 0., ha.
' Hie equipment of 1,irm households ma) icihities unit durable goods wis the basis of

iii ::, classification accordine to the le,el of livorg.



LW MARIA SZWENGRUR

COLLECTIVE FARMING IN POLAND

Bogus law Galeski wrote in 1960: "The members of collective farms
constitute a distinct group with:n peasantry. Although now a small group,
it is worthy of attention. The historical trend of development in agriculture
and the Agricultural Circle movement developing in the country which is intro-
ducing elements of collective property and labour on individual peasant
farms, indicate that the group of collective farmers represent the future of
the peasantry. This is why that group, although small, occupies an im-
portant place in the rural social structure"1.

About 15 years have passed and those words have lost none of their
actuality. Only the reference to the Agricultural Circles requires slight
modification and compels consideration. According to the Statistical Yearbook,
the number of collective farms declined by 1/3 during those years. But
that is not the most important thing. For it is known that in 1960 1964

it is primarily the so-called "peasant" cooperatives that crumbled. The
favourablo situation for individual farming created in 1959 by the Agri-
cultural arveloprnent Fund and the Agriculturai Circle movement deter-
mined the djssolution of many collective farms. This applies to all whose
members remained only out of economic necessity during the time individual
farmers were restrained from forming cooperatives. Many were dissolved
then, more than one-third. The Statistical Yearbook operates with balances;
it does not show the movement, nan- the liquidation of old and emer-
gence of new collective farms. This means that the difference between
the 1668 collective farms in 1960 and the 1051 in 1973 is accounted for
by both liquidated (y) and newly organized ones (x). In other words, only
1668 +x--y = 1051. It is of course possible to fix the magnitudes of x
and but it is difficult to do so with accuracy.

Most important is the fact that group of cooperative farmers and
the number of collective farms are still small and that the movement
towards collective labour continues to develop very slowly. To establish
the cause of weakness of collective farming means to solve the problem
involved which is worth sociological amilysis.

I 3 Rural Social ... 193
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Whatexer e v ould say about the social problems of development of'
collective farming without pinpointing the cause of the existing state of'
affairs would he the same as a doctor cunng a disease without ident4ing
it or knowing its cause. Because of space limitation of the present paper,
we examine onlx the place of' the collective farm, as communit, in
Poland's rural structure.

There is a small group of' people in one village out of' 40. whom we
collectively define as a new stratum in Poland's socio-occupational rural
structure. The collective farms are small: 50 per cent of' them have less
than I tamdlies each. On the average there are roughly 29 families per
farm. In average size thex do not exceed ;%10 ... About I, of' the collective
farms are situated in villages inhabited hy 0 30 families, besides the
cooperative farmers, and .1 in villages of' 100 to over 500 families. While
there is a slight possibility of' exerting influence in the former because of
the lack of objects of' influence and institutions in such small villages:
in the large villages the small collective farms are lost among the multiplicity
of institutions and large number of individual farms. The close to half
of the total collective farms situated in the medium sized villages have
real possibilities to participate in village life. Although it is not easy.

For many years agrarian policy distinguished (and to a great extent
still does' three sectors of' agriculture: cooperative, state and private.
It strictly watched in order that each sector should be governed by different

The effect of that policy was a shift of certain social and cultural
harriers be.:ween people from the farmer-worker, owner-hired labourer basis
to the basis of sector affiliation. Elimination o: collective farmers' social
isolation was checked as a result. This pertains also to the state farm
community Thus the result of twenty old years of' the tri-sector principle
of agricultural or:o.nization are: socially, administratively and economically
determined three different types of rural local communities.

How deep-going that 3-member division is, it is best attested by the
1972 Ministry of Agriculture proclamation on cooperation by the three-
sectors:'.

It is not the fault of the collective farms that they are governed by
their own laws, which come from outside and deepen the old distinctions
on the basis of other motivations. The old cooperatives originated from
class and cultural differences. As the primary and basic traits of the new
ones should be reckoned the new forms of farm organization and management
represented by collective farming. All others derive from the first. The new
cooperative form has its distinct administrative-organizational structure and
stipukited privileges and obligations realized within its own sphere, outside
the village and the hamlet. They have their own supply and delivery,
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(hlrerent tio; regul,itions. other social benefits. their Own services and access
to schOols and C'llititre.

All that cannot but have Its soclal effects. The collective farms ilS it

closed thcInselves up to the village. Ihey do not need the village. For

one may obtain seed. buy or sell stickling pigs Or calves at the cooperative.
It may ako be a good customer for vegetables and fruit. Contacts are
then established. so-called economic contach. But the social barter is not

broken. The cooperators' good farms, high output and income do not
help the individual farmers forget some of them once worked on the
nearby estate and that their pots were empty before harvests. Their past
lineage tended to overshadow in the eyes of the individual farmers the
faet that their collective farm neighbours had newly built houses today.
homes with modern conveniences. furniture with a "high polish- and several
thousand zlotys in the bank.

It be assumed that the situation will change in a few years.
A new generation is entering production for whom the parents' differentiation
according to origin is alien and not understandable. But that is not enough.
Inter-sector differences are not disappearing. for they seem entirely normal
to the young people accustomed to inter-sector distinctions. These differences

thot !h. should not he maintained or deepened. On the contrary, they

ought to be eliminated, for the problem is not to have three different
villages in Poland hut to promote the socialist reconstruction of the rural
areas.

The socialist reconstruction of the village does not mean simply the
establishment of collective and state farms, but of large farms enabling
to apply technical progress, to maximize production and to ensure the people

employed in agriculture living conditions corresponding to the best in

obtaining in socialist industry. That would ensure similar conditions for the
entire rural population. For to effect such a change requires a programme
of social activity which besides ensuring the material base, would embrace
the needs of all rural inhabitants. That also would involve organizational,
professional and political bases which would guarantee such an important
and essential goal.

According to the data of December 31. 1973 data, cooperative farmers con-
stituted a group of 30 MO families associated in 1094 collective farms. The aver-
age farm area amounted to 289 ha and the average number of families per
::ollective farm to 28.9. Cooperative farmers constituted about 1 per cent

of the total employed.
The cooperative farmers arc a new socio-occupational group which ha.s

been taking shape in the Polish countryside over the last 25 years. It is
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a small .!2rouP (contrary to the situation in the German Democratic Republic
w here it is referred to. not a-. a :.troup but as i Ile \\ sOCIal class) of
a still uncrystallized social prestige and not very pkipular in the society
w Inch should he attributed to the fact that collective farming has not yet
won adequate recognition in the society . The lack of succes!, of many
coopera me farms in 194P) ;06 left a negative attitude to agricultural
colleen% ization among tow n and country people. While the recent achieve-
ments of the collective farms in improved working and living conditions
tended to reach onl\ their nearest neighbours.

The majorit of cooperative farmers orginate from the socto-occupational
category of the rural proletariat which enjoyed low social prestige and often
suffered discrinunation. Their families' poverty prevented their children from
even fitfishing elementary' school, made it difficult to learn a trade and to
advance socially and occupationally. The structural and economic changes
effected hv the Polish Peoples Republic, and concretely' the organization of
colleetke farms, created possibilities for today's cooperators of a start in
life and social advance. High earnings from their own labour, newly built
and well furiVshed houses, good quality dresses are signs that collective
farm members have attained an essential improvement of their living condi-
tions. .Fhey are concerned for their children and try to assure them a better
start in life than their own. They are friendly and intimate with each
other. Each collective farm is basically one large family. They celebrate
together annual, national and institutional holidays and the more important
family. celebrations. They. go on excursions, make vacation trips and send
their children to so-called summer and winter camps. '% have regular
county, provincial and national conferences. They have ii cooperative-
-production contacN with county seats, provincial centres and v,ith Warsaw
but their contacts with the villages in which the collective farms are located
are not as developed.

City and country inhabitants assess the cooperative farmers' socio-
-occupational situation to a great degree in relation to the place occupied
by the collective farms in the rural structure at the starting point and
thty regard collective farming as one of the roads to agricultural reconstruction.
This is borne out by the social rank of the cooperative farmer in the
Polish Peoples Republic in comparison with the German Democratic Republic.

All the above information, presented here in a highly condensed form,
are partly taken from the reports of collective farms, hut are mostly
the findings of the present author's ten years research on selected problems
of collective farming. The research was conducted in various communities
at different times and with varied methods. The findings were partly published
in the -Roczniki Socjologii Wsi- (Annals of Rural Sociology)3, Without
discussing here the research itself', we only indicate that the theme of the present
paper is only partly embraced in the current of our main interests, namely,
the place of cooperative farmers in Poland's rural socio-occupational structure.
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Their hymr. L.onditions are of much lesser interest (and we dispose of much
less material on this sull(ed). But that is not the only reason ror the
emphasis on the question of the place occupied by cooperative fanners
in the prestive hierarchy of the rural structure.

( 1)1.11( I IVI \ R \I NII \MFRS' S)CIO-0( HONAI. sr( 1 ri)N

It may he said laconically that the memebers of collective farms are
doing well. Income per family amounted in 1973 to 55 117 zlotys and per
employee to 33 582 zlotys.i. In general, as indicated by field research. to
cash income should he added income from kitchen gardens which basically
cover the family's food needs and all daily expenditures. That they are well
oft is also indicated by the way they dreSs, the number of new homes and
their furnishing. While there is a lack of complete figures on housing,
data of the Central Union of Collective Farmers show that the cooperatives
helped build 2 379 apartments 404 in 1971. These figures pertain only to
new buildings. without considering those built by collective farm members
themselves. And while there are no figures for the latter, it is well known
that cooperative farmers build a lot, and on the whole live in new,
comfortable houses.

The living standards of cooperative farmers are high and, in respect
of the culture of everyday life, are constantly rising. They arc learning
from their vertical contacts and from television which plays a great role
in changing their patterns of life and culture: dressing and hairdo, in
behaviour, manner of recreation, interior, decoration, manncr of receiving
guests. etc.

But money and housing are not everything. At a certain time, as a rule
when joined the collective farm, they were concerned with assuring means
of maintenance for themselves and their families. Although not the only
one, this was their principal need. And it was generally fully met and
sometimes exceeded present day needs. For instance, they bought washing
machines and electric sewing machines before they had power, or television
sets before programmes could be received in the locality. They built bathrooms
and outfitted them before they had .water mains and sewer systems. They
bought fur coats for their daughters to wear when they grew up.

Not only things bought for. the future use testify to the satisfaction of needs.
There is no cooperative farmer without a washing machine, radio and motor-
cycle unless someone in thc family does not want them. There is practically
no home without a TV and if there are several hundred and not several
thousand passenger automobiles, it is not because they are exprnsive but
because not all cooperative farmers feel a need for them. Clothing and
furniture bought:. are of thc best quality available. The same applies to
medical care. Although ,cooperative farmers have for many years been
covered by the system of free medical care they rather visit specialists
in cooperative medical institutions or private doctors.
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It may he s:od dim die need for money is mil Felt so much by these
people thoiigh ilie li,ic it. There 1%;Is ;I splendid period in the lives or
the oldest iollecti e larms in Poland when they already reached commtmism at
least in the system of inter-personal relations. Lvery member. or rather
each fannly in the cooperatixe received by decision of I general assembly
means or subsistence not on the basis of %\c.i, done but on the basis
of needs. Ti tie. this applied to incomplete fat ili5 tiOse vith many children,
generally all whose earnmo did not meet di . qa,idard or living of complete
families. On that principle (set hy the decision of the general assembly
of cooperative farmers) some cooperatives aid the sick and aged, and finance
stipends or dowries. There was enough for everything. They similarly did
not grudge immey For excursions. banquets during general assemblies. For
various family celebrations and official holidays or for receiving guests.
especially from abroad. That lavish period lasted For many years and was
ver beneficial for inter-personal sell-management and democracy
in the collective Farms.

An examples of the above such collective farms as Gorzyce in KoScian
County. Nowy tiwiat in Pleszew County. Jaglak in Ketrzvn County,
Plehanka in AleksandrOw County, Wierzhica in Pultusk County can be
mentioned. That system of relations thriving before modernization may be
defined as a socio-economic situation of communistic inter-personal relations
in collective farms. This was in the period from 1949 -1952 to 1963 1964,
when specialist production managers and combines appeared and plans of
production intensification and specialization were introduced on the collective
farms.

But their cohesion: their interpersonal human relations were then con-
siderably loosened. A second group. an alien group of hired workers and
specialists appeared alongside the cooperative members. With them came
differentiated pay for work done, according to qualifications. The principle
was correct, but since the qualifications were often formal the cooperative
farmers disregarded them and showed no desire to raise their educational
level and felt no need to acquire formal qualifications. Nor were they
convinced of the need for their children acquiring skill.

Cooperative farmers educate their children for non-agricultural vocations.
but sec no need to do so if' they are to work in agriculture. That tendency
is stronger among them than other groups employed in agriculture.
This is a disturbing phenomenon which requires intervention, just as does
the question of the continued education of the cooperative farmers in
general.

The Central Ilnion of Collective Farms exerts much effort to raise
their members' qualifications. But no special courses can raplace a normal
school education. Considering that the average age of these people is about
40, the picture is disquieting. One of the main tasks of the social and
educational commissions of' the collective farm unions and hamlet institutions
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should hence he to ensUre dial the Children or the cooperati\e farmers
should finish not onl\ elementar\ but also vocational technical schools.

I he whole ol inallay!enk'llt and orgam/ation of the labour process
IS closel\ connected with the educational level. The rise in the economic
le\ el of the cooperames and their moderni/ation are accompanied by the
shift of decision-making and management from the cooperative farmers to
the hired personnel. VVlule profitable from the economic viewpoint, social
effects which arc not consistent With the principles of collective farming.

Hie cooperative farmers socio-occupational situation will continue to
appear stibjeciRek as ofie of abundance, on the one hand. and as of

an unfa\ A,Hrable direction of doelopment. On the other. 13 the unfavourable
direction \\ c mean:

a) one not leading to the socialization of' the village and agriculture and,

h) not approved 11\ the rural inhabitants.
There is unfortunately no complete comprehension either of the lliets or

phenomena in this respect.

fir tir in SM'Iol.00CAL KNOWIT.DGE
C01.1.1.,CrIVE I ARMS

Not onl socialist countries are interested in collective farming, but for
\ arious reasons farmers throughout the world. And that has been the case
for many .\ ears. The\ have ako become the subject of rich literature,
hut luel) primarily considers economic and organizational questions. So-
ciological studies are rare, and decidedly few in the socialist countries. This

state of affairs may he interpreted in various ways, but perhaps the most
probable explanation is that of B. Galeski: "There is little sociological
research not because sociologists consider collective farming of little interest
hut because the subject of research is not yet precisely cIear".5

This statement pertains specifically to Poland, but in this writer's oi,,,non
may be extended to all the socialist countries. In no country has the sociological
suhject matter of collect:in farming been clearly formulated. Besides Galeski
(in the cited article) such an attempt was made by Kurt Krumbach (GDR)
who wrote: "The basic significance of Marxist sociological research consists
in the fact that it is possible on the basis of thoroughly scientific

data to collaborate in the scientific direction of the society. The special
importance of rural sociology lies in its investigation of social processes

in the sphere of socialist agriculture, in the disclosure of new social and
ideological driving forces for the creative activization of those engaged in
agriculture. for raising their cultural-technical level, development of their
socialist personality and social ties between socialist agriculture and the

The social development of the collective farms is taking the direction
of the agricultural enterprise resembling the industriJ -enterprise. C7.echoslo-
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\ 11 IIJC already .IC01111 plislied iIII s h \ Creating large NOeialiSt
.1111a h1.1111a t 1011s 111\11 Lill ;icrosN %illage boundaries and hy organizine the
cooperame members into specialized brigades irrespective of places of
residence. Dispersion of the labour force was thus eliminated. The large
socialist agricultural enterprises are not operated h a number of individuals
hut bv brigades. Local group homogeneity will he infringed to an ever
greater extent. This is the process of which (ialeski writes: "the 1.11111re

\\ Ill he at an rate Inghl Illechani/ed and specialized on the industrial

In the new situation memhers of the same family will work in various
agricultural and noon-agricultural enterprises. The family will cease to be
"a crew on its own farm". This will he equivalent to limiting the family's
economic function and converting it into the consumer family as in the
cib, which requires the same services as the urhan family.

The organization of services in the village and modernization of housing
on the city model will completely change the image of the village which

ill resemhle the city to such a degree that the term "village" will
no longer he descriptively useful. Galeski writes further: "Considering the
village model in the perspective direction of change. I see a considerable
Weakening of country-city distinctions and future forms where the term
village' can no longer be usees.

The situation in Czech villages fully confirms that prognosis. The Czechs
for at least lo 7 years and Slovaks for 4 years (since the Varna Congress)
have been referring to the disappearance of the village local community
there, with all its homogeneous traits. The same is happening in Bulgarian
villages which as a result of seientific-teehnical progress are being merged
into gigantic cooperative enterprises. Large specialized brigades arid specialized
jobs are formed on the model of industrial production crews. People are
rated there according to their fitness for the job they work on, or according
to function. Family and home life, spending leisure time, etc., are as far
removed from the situation on the traditional farms as in the case of the
factory worker's family and home.

The same direction of change has been observable in the German
Democratic Republic for several years. The cooperative institutions established
there (the KAP. ZBE or ZGE)" represent the transition to industrial
production (application of scientific-techpical progress), on the one hand,
and the dissolution of the old structures (necessary with the creatior of
large specialized enterprises) on the other h:Ind. The dissolution of the old
structures liquidates the rural local community. or everything involved today
in the conception "village".

It is regrettable that the countries where these processes have been
developing at a rapid pace. in general limit their analyses of these collective
farms to their organization and management.
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Poland does not have such ti rich infrastructure. Our collective farms
are far from the time %\hen the terms -village" or -local community-,
all their attributes, cease to lie tRkt.plate descriptions.
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SOC1OLOG ICA L PROtiLEMS OF
POLISH STATE FARMS

The present article is based on an attempted synthesis of all available
studies in this sphere as well as on this author's own research conducted
in the Institute of Development of the Village and Agriculture under the
Polish Academy of Sciences in 1964 1973. That research was conducted
in three Former provinces: Wroclaw (now Legnica), Poznafi (now Konin)
and Warsaw (now Nock Province). The crews were investigated of 43 state
farms situated in areas where new industrial complexes have been in operation
For over a dozen years.

In the concluding part of the study the author proposes what he considers
indispensable directions of future sociological research on Poland's agricultural
enterprises.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

State farms occur,. about 16 per cent of Poland's arable. Their distribution
over the country is uneven, since most of them are situated in the northern
and western provinces.

Together with family members close to I million neople live on stite.
farms. They hence constitute an important part of Polish agriculture Und
an essential section of the population. State farm workers are an entirely
new group in relation to the pre-war categories of agricultural labourers.
And their role in the Polish Peoples Republic will rise with the progressing
mechanization of agriculture, the state farm; socio-economic development
and their significance to Polish agriculture. A somewhat greater interest
by scientists is observable in recent years in the human role in the agricultural
production process and works have appeared on the conditions of state
farm workers. But the research conducted and number of puNications
devoted to this theme are still in their initi.i:

The state farms arose 1946, one yea: after t1 .:1 country's liberation
and after the Agrarian Reform. They were ..lablishe *. on large farms which
before the war were privately owned state, hjundial and church landed
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)iirinv 19, 19,6 about 1000 families wile Nettled on .kne rams
In die WeNtel n t I Iii c And iii oine cuiiiii Ic ul R /es/Ow and Lublin
pio ince. ;md more than .1"loo stead 1011\CIN Cle But that
'lid 1101 Mee! Ihe !Wed of the stale hit us in those reas. State larm agricultural
production stalled almost hom /ero WeNlerll and Northern proinees.
It sullices to Indicate Ilk II itr example that khcll the landed estates
were taken owi b the NIite thcte Cre one horse ;ind three heads of
cattle pet I00 ha 01. :11.ahle. III Ole 111.1 10 ears of existence the state
Iaiiiis ere charadert/ed I centralism and a s stem of planning and manage.
mem from the top. The were directed until 1957 b a specially established
State 1 arm Ministrv. Alter the liquidation of that Ministr until 1975 the
state farms were directed b an Inspectorate General under the Ministry
(II Agriculture. In each pro', ince ( 17 before the :ulministraliVe reform) operated
;1 provincial state farm amalgamation under the jurisdiction of the Inspectorate

industrial combines.
Since 1975 the state farms, now called "agricultural enterprises", have

been under the Jurisdiction of a newly created uniform orgatirration of
state agricultural establishments and grouped in the Central Management
of State gricultural Enterprises. This organi/ation is ',:on,idered a Curther
step in the development of the state larms and in the forms and methods
of their management. II should increase their independence. assure C:e.

necessary conditions for the creation or large, uniform agricultural economic
organisms. limn intermediate links and strengthen the functions of central
pliimm4! and operative management.

It should he noted however, that the state farms were to a considerable
degree made independent alter 1956. F or they were then empowered to
conclude independent transactions. agreements and undertake financial obli-
gations. Since then they have hegun to operate on the basis of internal
economic accounting. 1.e.. to cover current expenses from thcir own income.

According to B. Jalowiecki. the state farm settlement consCtutes an
ecological entity of a fairly uniform character. a subregion not or ly in the
economic hut also in the socio-demographic sense. The findings or research
conducted in 1970 hy .1. Pilch on state farms in 10 provinces show that
ahout 70 per cent of families in these settlements maintain not only
neighhourly hut also companionate contact and that many o: them are
related. There is some evidence that the state farm community. composed
of workers and their families. is a specific. fairly uniform occupational
environment like the village of individual farmers or some worker ettlements.
like coal mining. for instatice.

The objective of state farms' socio-economic actiity is to produce as
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iiioq model II tech itcal and ott,,inirational solimous III 1.1 K111111131 roduction.
I file o1 lilt tale huni intro! tam and difficult held, of actlYity Is

1,11011,.. 0\c, 1,o..1 how the Shile I .1 n d I 111111, k'spCl:1;111 Ill il.11 Is tit Illc
,%.1111 ititlI 1'101\111,111011N ;111tI t11151tICIONC lond I or Inc

`4,11t' 1,11 111', .WM1111111,11 tutIlltV 111,114,0 .111 \ 111,11 1, 1101 ;1 l);1511;
1,1t Ito( 111 1111t101 1,1k111) (+H01101011 tICCIN10115. I het .11111 111 111l'Ir planning

(luck II\ Cs hilln \ C And ill lleie.ise the itile Of CCM Onlie
InCentI I heir MAW imrpo,e it, MAC the threctiYes mole eitective
and hal Ihe inlet ests tit the stale with those of the wol kers.

New t 1Winik. 1:1)ntitillilV, \ e been Cledled for the slate !arms since 1971,
,1 iiiirotIlicetl reform., \us, oiller things, Int:metal

stabili/alion a, iesult of vonstant protitahilitY. Another :11111 is the state
Lulus' cyploitation and inyestment independence. The reforms further-
more aimed to "mutilate increased pioduction by means of ithiterial incentives
ii Inll,Wied working ,ind living conditions of the crews. Since 1972 new

collective agicements innothiced new sY stem of leimineration and premiums.
I he prentitiots depend priihviilv on increa,e itt net output, the enterprise's

fulfillment 1)1 file wain task. thumb., delivery of marketable
produvt. ;is specialiled activity and husbanding of State Land Fund
lands. ...11 imestment nd reltr:ation fund was introduced in 1,1,9,7slibiYIvilttliecsh,

Increased tlh' Cann.' ltorsIto',.:nt and L-apital renovallon
[ssennal is tlh. application of ground rent settlement %.k hlt:11 IY .aleulated
to owl:ill/v. tIi ditielentiated natural :mil economic conditions or different
forms.

The working Lominimit on state farms has thus far had rather an
organic than technicaborgamiational character. And the worker is incom-
parablv more attached to his place of yykirk th:ab the industrial worker.
Ile spentk 1 greater part of his life tlhin the memb;cs of other occupational
groups with his work-nhites ;mil has relatively little inter-eommunity contact.
['his renders i considerable part of state. farm crews and their families
the character ut a closed voiniminit. But progressing industrialization and
',wham/anon ;is well as the development of 11111SN culture are and will
continue to e\ert their influence on the transformation of this community's
traditional traits.

State farms consist of siin2le buildings or of farm comploes. The smaller
Ones of the fotter. composed of a 1-0\ farms. are colloquially called keys-.
The larger ones, consisting of or 10 farm!: and embracing several thousand
hectares are called eombines or multi-object enterprises. In the opinion
of .1. Kosicki, die combines. with the proper choice of managerial Nrsonnel
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and internal accounting in the production units may attain a rapid growth
or production and of productivity as well as a rational use of resources.
The vic s however convir,:ing that there are no absolutely good or
ibsolutel,. had organizational forms, since everything depends on the conditions
in which concrete forms are applied". Moreover, much depends on the
people ho make ur the working crew much more than on the organiza-
tional scheme.

Main is the subject of the production process. since he sets it in motion
to satisfy his needs. But he is at the same time its object, since he expands
his own labour. The role of the subjective character of the human fiictor
clearly rises in the socialized economy, since every worker is a co-owner
or the general social or group property. Observation of state farms indicates
that it is not easy to create an economic-organizational and socio-occupational
situation in w hich the agricultural worker feels himself truly a co-owner
or his enterprise.

An important new development in the activity of state farms is their
cooperation with the other sectors of agriculture. This was practically initiated
m 1972. Their collaboration with individual farms, the Agricultural Circles
and cooperative farms influences not only the growth of agricultural production.
It also creates possibilities of the planned influence by the state on the
socio-economic transformation of the rural areas. That cooperation contributes
to the more rapid completion of fiekl work, the better husbanding of
livestock as well as to the improvement of, social conditions and rural
services. Services in the sphere of mechanization are developing very rapidly.

The cooperative links of individual farms with state farms should facilitate
the introduction oi' new technology, of modern forms of organization of
the labour process, of specialization and the other characteristics of progress
on peasant farms. Expanded cooperation has also the aim of directly linking
the state farms with the evolutionary process of reconstruction of Polish
agriculture.

THE SOCIAL ANL, OCCUPATIONAL SITUATION OF STATE FARM WORKERS

Research conducted by the Institute of Development of the Village
and Agriculture on the situation and prospects of state farm workers in
industrialized districts of the country shows a greater fluklity of state farm
workers there than in other regions. For they found greater opportunities
in the industrialized districts to obtain well paying jobs. Socio-economic
changes are taking place more rapidly in industrialized regions in country-town
and agriculture-industry relations than on a nationwide scale. And it may
he assumed that those phenomena in the highly .industrialized regions are
forerunners of similar socio-economic changes in the rest of the ,country.

Perhaps the most important current problem or the state farms is to
niise the qualifications of their workers and their intellectual, cultural level.
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This became an urgent necessity in recent years due to the rapid i se

in the technical equirment of agricultural enterrrises.
An imrortant factor of the attractiveness or work in the state sector

of agriculture are the regular \%. orking hours, the equalization of rights
in this srhere with other occurations in the socialized economy and the
rrosrects of further reduction of the working day. Under the old coHective
labour agreements the working hours in animal husbandry were not fixed
and often amounted to 14 hours or more a day without overtime pay.
The new agreement which estaHished the 8 hour working day equalizes
the previous disrrorortions between workers employed at animal husbandry
and other grours of state farm workers.

That situation comrels management to seek new organizational and
production forms, in the share, for instance, of two shifts or a higher
degree or mechanization. This trend of change may he exrected to stabilize
working teams and emrloyment in animal husbandry. An imrortant develor-
ment is also the rrocess already commenced of industrializing anima rroduc-
tion by means of large rearing farms.

Research establishes that the cause of the flux of workers between
:tate farms is their search for better working and living conditions. In recent
ycars the main source of the influx of new workers were other state farms
and young reorle who started to work. The new rrincirles of distribution

rremiums helred stabilize state farm crews. In recent years one may
, observe the influx of young worke:s with better general and vocational
education. This has effected a considerahle imrrovement in pay and living
conditions as provided in the new collective agreements. The fluidity of
personnel nevertheless remains a rrohlem, for it negatively affects the state
farms' rroduction results. An irnrortant factor in the imrrovement of the
structure of working crews is rrobahly will he to a greater extent
in future the rank] arrlication of agricultural machines and equirment which
also imrrove working conditions. This should influence the workers to
raise their vocational qualifications and consequently their earnings, parti-
cularly since the new collective agreements rrovide high premiums rrecisely
for vocational training. The system of raising the workers' skills and effectiveness
is closely connected on the reed-hack rrincirle with the rise in the oc-
cupational prestige and in the working a I living conditions of state farm wor-
kers. There is reason to expect that the continued improvement of the hurry,
factor and level of life harmonized with the rational economic accounting
and organization of rroduction will assure the rrorer development of the
state sector Poland's agriculture.

The question of obtaining highly skilled rersonnel for_ the state farms
should he based on well thought out and organized activity geared to the'
time rersrective. A rreliminary hut very imrortant condition for this is

creation of the rossibility of child care and upbringing which has been
neglected on state I in comrarison with the city community.
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An analysis of empirical data suggests that general favourable changes
in employment ma he expected at least until 1980, despite the prognosis
of the negative reproduction by the state farms of their own manpower.
And the qualitative selection of peisonnel :;hould be advantageous to the
farms' activity.

The most important motives for going to work on a state farm are:
the lower cost of living than in town, the relative ease of obtaining a dwelling
and the liking to work in agriculture. Very striking in the opinion of
workers is the divergence between the feeling of the occupation's low
prestige and the conviction of its great social utility. In this author's opinion,
this is one of the key reasons for the difficulty in obtaining valuable
personnel and of the hitherto negative selection of the human factor. This
L-ontradietion has had a negative effect also on the workers' attitude to
their ocneral socio-economic situation as on the activity or the farms. The
attitude to the state farms and to the people working there may be considered
no longer actual, because of the considerable progress in production and
mechanization and the visible improvement of the living conditions of the
crews and their families. But that progress is perhaps too little known
in the broader society to change the stereotype view of the state farm and
its workers among the non-agricultural population.

It seems that we have the duty and possibility in a socialist country
in relation to a socialist enterprise to raise the occupational prestige of
.he worker in the state sector of agriculture. It must be noted that there
has heen an improvement in this respect in recent years.

Research indicates that the state farm workers are only entering the
stage of awareness of their place in the rural structure and socialist state.
The developing processes of the far-reaching modernization of technology
and the organization of the labour process, with living standards gradually
approaching city standards open up a realistic perspective of state farm
workers regarding themselves part of the working class. Not burdened
like peasants by an individual farm, state farm workers already seem closer
to the city way of life.

Until recently the attitude of the individual farm vil:age to state farm
workers was most often a passive and sometims hostile one. This was
closely associated with the low Prestige of the latter, their level of life
and not always imposing organization and production effects. But the situation
can be expected to change in the near future when the model of functioning
and organization of the state farms- probably in differrent variants as well
as the workers' status, structure and living conditions will be improved
and transformed. The changes are in the direction of better production
and financial effects and the fuller adaptation of the situation of state
farm workers to the fundamental principles of the socialist system. At
present we are still pretty far from implementation of the obligatory principle
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of democratic management of state farms and much must be changed
before the worker is in fact a co-manager. State farm workers identify
themselves to a small degree with their place of work and their personal
aspirations with the aims of the farm.

THE LEVEL OF LIFE AM) CULTURAL CONDITIONS

The level of life and cultural conditions as indicated above, the consistent
improvement of soci: ', living and cultural conditions is a key question in
the development of the state sector of Polish agriculture. It is a principle
condition for assuring good steady crews in the state farms. In the future
it will be necessary to apply thc r rinciple that proOuction expenditures
include a given, effective sum for improving the quality of personnel and
of their level of living. Otherwise, the losses from the inadequate utilization
of means of production may be serious. A properly thought out social
cost accounting should look ahead into the future when an essential condition
for raising the rank of and interest in work in the state farms will most
likely be the definite and consistent improvement of social and living conditions.

An analysis shows that the per capita consumption fund in the state
farms was primarily determ'ned by the number of children in the family,
which is large in that community. Furthermore, family al1owances equalized
to a small degree the differences in this respect. 'file large number of
children per family of state farm workers is due to the low educational
level. To normalize the living conditions and regulate the family budget
it is necessary to guarantee an appropriate income level in all seasons-
-hitherto considerably differentiated. Data from :.! :f.nsively industrialized
region the socio-economic phenomena of which rm.. anticipated to develop
on a country-wide scale show that labour must be paid higher also in the
state farms because of the manpower deficit. In such situations the group
serving mec:t.iiization is the highest paid. Wages and gross income have
risen considerably on state farms in recent years, particularly since 1971.
It is necessary to strengthen this tendency for many reasons and that
is the direction adopted for the development of the state agricultural sector.

Empirical dati: attest that young workers with brief employment are
satisfied with the situation of their families on state farms. But their needs
are greater than those of older workers and they expect greater improvement
in their living cOnditions. That should be considered in shaping the structure
of personnel as well as wage and premium policy in the further development
of the state farms. Of importance would also be the aid to young couples
and a clearly understood system of promotion.

On state farms with little differentiated crews of the manor type a new,
ever more complex employment structure and varied occupations is taking
shape. That will require an improved and more precise wage and abandonment
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of \ mein in kind. It will he indispensable in tl-e introduced changes
to check, at least periodically. the worsening of th: gesieral situation of
some families. For example. payment in kind can be abandoned only with
a decided improvement of the possihility of obtaining the full money equivalent
of the lomktulfs. An accurate know ledcte of the hudgets of various types
of families. especially of those with many children will he necessary.

Housing conditions. the important element of the level of nving, are
today and probably will he to a greater extent in the future a decisive conside-
ration in going to work on a state farm. This will depend primarily on such
factors as: standard of the dwelhng. organization of' the services and the
settlements' social and cultural conditions. In the future building stio.e
farm settlements should utilize to a greater extent regional traditions.
configuration of the terrain, the state of aforestation and the existing water

'cr \ es ihis e ill edahle in many cases !o render settlements original
nd distinct characters and would eliminate the Olen observed today monoto-

n:, Of state farm housing settlements. Studies conducted by the Inst'tute
of Housing Economy (now the Institute of Environment Shaping) show
that it would he most advantageous to apply building in series, linking
the behaviour of rural life with the economical husbanding of terrain.

Assurance of proper housing conditions should be linked with appropriate
spatial solutions which are geared to the organization of the inhabitants'
lives in accordance with the principles of humanitarianism and economy.
The state farm settlement may be regarded as a kind of workers' village,
evolving from a rural agricultural towards an urbanized settlement where
the population combines work in the enterprise with running a garden
plot. State farm workers prefer one or two-family houses. Only a small section
prefer to live in multi-storey housing blocks, which indicates a disinclination
to the city type multi-family housing. Young people who like to work
in agriculture and are attached to the village seem to prefer single or
two-family houses, with a separate apartment and garden, equipped with
electric light, running water, a sewage system and gaz. Contact with the
benefits of urban civilization may be maintained hy convenient -communi-
cations, including a private automobile in the future.

The provision of the families of state farm workers with means of
spending_ leisure time and with household facilities is rapidly improving.
A large naumher of families have television sets and its general diffusion
can he expected soon. The indices of equipment with many durable goods
are high in workers' families and the introduction of new hitherto unknown
equipment and apparatus attests to the rapid modernization of life and to
the fact that the state farm workers' settlement is catching up with the city
community.

In relation to vacations, there will he a stronger tendency to follow
the example of young people who prefer to spend them outside the state
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farm. Cireater mobility is to he expected and a broader range of needs
in this respect. At present there is small diversification of these needs.

In the sphere of cultural life the most beneficial and dynamic chtm,!.es
are taking place as a result of the diffusion of the mass media, especia:.y TV
among state farm Workers. It is already evident that television programmes
are exerting a beneficial influence on the cultural level. The situation will
prohahly look different in the future when crews will be composed of
hetter educated and mor: qualified workers.

:,tate farms have thus far heen inadequately equipped with local cultural
isti!i.nions and there has heen little progress in tLeir activity. Probably
tht. Aost important element in informal inter-personal relations will be

breaking the still prevailing isolation of the state farm settlement as a local
community. Progress is already noticeable in the sphere of culture in

connection with industrialization and urhanization processes and the national
development of the mass media. There are grounds for believing that the
relations hetween the state farm and the peasant village are improving.
This is associated with the developing cooperation in production by these
two sectors. It may he expected that changes in the sphere lf culture
will in the future flivourahly influence arid transform the traditional traits
of the state farm workers community. The decided majority of these workers
feel the definite improvement in their living conditions in recent years,
although their need; have not yet been fully satisfied. In their opinion,
besides improved remuneration and housing, the working time should be
reduced and they should he able to take vacations at convenient times,
which k connected with hetter conditions of rest and relaxation.

Most state farm workers consider their cenditions worse than those

of industrial workers, hut better or at least not worse, than on individual
farms. The majority of respondents were also of the opinion that state
farm workers will soon have a better hfe than individual farmers. They
also expect their work to he made lighter by the introduction of new
machines zind equipment and a shorter workday.

DIRFCTIONS OF SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON AGRICrLTURAL
ENTERPRISES IN POLAND

I MU sI'KtI It I I, NI1 RS NU FVOLIc OI LAIIOIrt !MATIONS IN AGRIC[LTURAL FNTERPRISES

This author has a somewhat different conception from that of B. Ga-
leski who considers that the state farm, because of its social character,
is closer to the industrial enterprise than to the peasant farm and that
its sociological subject-matter is to a considerable degree identical with that
of the non-agricultural production enterprise. In my opinion state farms
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still have specific features of their own. For land is the chief* means of
production here and there is a tie to the land as the place of residence
and the centre of life. Alread ohsenahle toda are agncultui al enterprises
which form distinct and closed local communities. and which undouhtcdly
represent an adaptation of the state farm to the hfe and work on the
indmdual. farm. ..1t the same time, the spatial system, often traditional,
the or,,2,Inliallon or some jobs or their terminology as well as the partial
remuneration in kind show that the state farm has dot entirely shed some
characteristics of the former manor. True. urbanization. improved transpor-
tation. industrWization. new production techniques and particularly the
building of large industrial animal breeding farms all this brings the s!ate
farm close to the industrial enterprise. But this is only a developing process

hia must he observed, investigated and analysed. We will then be able
to anticipate further changes and steer in a desirahle direction from the
iew point of the society and the workers involved.

It is certainly worth-while studying and hastening the disappearance
of the old, consolidated traits in many regions of manor labourers or the
stereotype of the hired agricultural Wage worker. Future research should
also analyse the charees transpiring in the state farm community and
the development of central establishment settlements in ;Igricultural or agricul-
tural-industrial combines. Better practical cognition of the changes in the
socialized agricultural enterprise requires also a penetrating study of the
specifics of life and work in various types of producers' cooperatives. It
is important to perceive the differences and similarities between the state
farm and the cooperative farm, and the trends of change in that respeLt.
The two may he expected to approximate each other in the future. This
is indicated hy the example of other socialim countries such as Czechoslovakia.
J. yszk.owska-Dahrowska' clearly pointY, to the evolution of cooperative
farms in the direction of state agricultural enterprises. On the other hand,
the authoeess perceives in the state farm model a certain approximation
to the cooperative form. When taking over land from the State Land
Fund the cooperative farm organizes so-cal.led annexes and there thus arises
the multi-object cooperative, In Dabrowska's opinion, the cooperative farm
is to an ever lesser degree an association of former individual farmers.
And if changes continue in the same direction, the nu.d will arise of
special legal regulation and uniformization of property forms which would
enable the cooperative farms to operate rational, large modern agricultural
enterprises. H. Cholaj" considers that the cooperative farms have entered
the field of industrial activity in the sphere of processing agricultural produce
and are on the road to becoming agro-industrial complexes. The latter
are not only a given organizational .structure but also an important socio-
-economic phenomenon expressing the process of convergence between the
state and cooperative forms of property in the agricultural economy.

In connection with the above, the legal questions of the two types
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of farms as agricultural enterprises becomes a subject of reseaech. Of great
importance here seems to he the rapid ehmination of the traits of peasant
farming in the activity or the cooperative rarms. with the already great
share of state land in cooperative farms there is a proposal for converting
these enterprises from cooperative farms into workers and eventually at
times into handicraft cooperatives.

i \ (.1 ", I iii i \ ii I I it \

A proper employment policy in agricultural enterprises. especially in

view of the difficult rural demographic situation in Poland, requires first
of all a good understanding of the structure of working crews and the
changes they are undergoing. Only that enables to apply apropriate measures
in order to acquire the desired situation in the future. At present there
is ako a lack of documentation and research material for drawing
accurate conclusions. Such research should con:.ider the fact that state farm
workers constitute a new complex socio-occupational group which is not
yet fully. crystallized. It will be important to comprehend the directi',ns
and tmipo of change in the employment structure. A study' will be necessary
of' changes in the social structure of cooperative Etrm crews. An important
phenomenon inadequately stiessed in existing rese4rch is the division of
labour and occupational-prossional specialization in enterprises. Wider
diffusion of the model of organization of the laboto: process will require
intensification of' the processes of' professionalization. particularly in animal
breeding and of the functions of auxiliary groups of workers.

This author fully agrees with Z. Serega io that the problem of the
qualifications and proper preparation of nersonnel in view of progressing
mechanization and introduction of new production technology assumes ever
growing importance. And technical transformation may in the near future
effect a change in the social role of workers who acquired the skills and
know-how in long years of work. The statement is almost a truism that
the growth of specialization and marketable pioduction in agriculture creates
ever new demands in the sphere of labour skills and their constant improvement.
The main trend in the future will be toward a basic rise of general
qualifications and intensified division of labour. And that will in turn cause
the shaping of specialized agricultural professions and occupations.

indispensable condition for effecting these desirable changes in the
formation of modern crews will be the assured transition from a negative
to a positive selection of the human factor in the socialized agricultural
enterprises. According to T. Ko§cianski ii, employment on state farms is not
only a matter of supply and demand or just the utilization of labour
power. It is a highly complicated question of' a socio-psychological character
flowing from the previous nature of' work and living on the individual
farm or in town and the need of going to work and often also living
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on a state Linn. K. (iroszynski 1-7 considers that acquiring adequate agrono-
mically trained personnel for the state farms is still an Open question.
It iN especially urgent to draw in more young people from vocational
,whook Ind train them for work on state farms. The Ongoing processes
of intensive modernization and of considerable expenditures. make it impossible
for the !.z.rat majority of workers remaining without the qualifications acquired
in voczlional schools.

J. ,Zzyszkowska-Dahrowska maintains that in the past relatively few
educaled and good farmers were to be found in cooperative farms but
rather those ..:-,rnpelled by difficult family situations. But en improvement
i., noticeable in recent years. Cooperative farm workers h;zve been acquiring
a new economic status. th&r social and living conditions have been improving,
3i,t the ,iuestions of the plaee and number of specialisL and hired workers
Andoubtedly remains a real problem in cooperative farms. In recent years
there has been a rapid increase in the number of steadily employed hired
workers, mainly specialists as well as of unskilled seasonal workers. In Dabrow-
ska's opinion. the incomplete utilization of their own manpower reserves
And the yearly rise in the employment of hired workers indicate the emergence
of a new problem in cooperative farms. Thus agricultural and non-agri-
cultural specialization of production requires ever more specialists who agree
to work in the cooperative farms but are not wilLig to become members.
It may be said in rneral that the need for specialists will arow in measure
as the state farms acquire the characteristics of enterprises.

(ill S()( '1)-()( ( I V% SIO (Il Sr \ \NI) (0(.1.17(TIV1 . I ARS1 WORKERS

The question of occupational prestige and sncial position is without
doubt one of the most importa'l problems in this sphere. It is directly
associated with satisfaction deriving from the work and with the self-evaluation
of its utility to the society. A complex of such problems is accented by
the conclusions of his 'uthor's research in 1972. Very striking was the
gap between the low level of prestige of the occupation and the state
farm workers' awareness of the great social_ utility of their work. In the
author's opinion, this was a key reason for the difficulties connected with
acquiring valuable personnel and the until recently observed neeative selection
of the human factor by state farms. This contradiction undoubtedly had
negative consequences for the general social and vocational situation of
agricultural workers and on the production activity of the farms. Future
research should establish whether that situation still prevails and if it is
related to the size or type of enterprise or to the agricultural sector (state
or cooperative). This may enable conclusions with respect to adjusting
this subtle and essential factor.

This is emphasized here since previous 'research clearly established that
the degree of identification of the workers' personal aspirations with the
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aims of the enterprise has been low on state Umis. That research suggests
that at the heginning of the 70s state rarm workers were only entering
the stage of awareness of their phices in the Polish rura. structure and
in the socialist state. According to Z. T. Wierz5icki14. the fact that most
of the land of the collective farms are now state property eliminates many
conflicts and weakens centrifugal tendencies in the class consciousness. On

the other hand, this fact mai:es more difficult the members' identification
with the cooperative because they feel more like workers than cooperators.
It is extremely important in concrete cases that the workers tie conscious

of the principles and character of work of state and collective farms as
institutions and enterprises. The situation with this consciousness is still

unsatisfactory. and that is perhaps another theme for future reseaich.
In reference to the collective farm, an important question will probably

be the relations and attitudes hetween the founders of the cooperative
i:nd their successors. Another research subjest may by the comparison of
social rehitions in the collective farms in their evolution and the degree
of advancement of l lecti ye activity.

1111 IF( fINI( \,, f) i)116 \\I/ \ HO\ \I 11 vl I S 1/1 1111 1 NII RPRISI AND IH1 ROLF 1/1
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Important in this group of problems will be observation and an active

attitude io certain causal relations in this kind of chain of interrelations.
Thus the degree of mechanization in agricultural enterprises is undoubtedly

associated with the extent of the workers' raised qualifications. A rising

level of these skills in turn influences an improvement in the conditions
of life and work. While ,changes in these important factors will certainly
be accompanied by changes in social relations in the interprise. The links

and relations in the sphere of technical and organizational level will be
the factors of the Orkers vocational and material advancement. Evalua-
tion of the tempo and regularities of these links and changes in them
will require penetrating investigation. It may be worth noting here certain
aspects in connection with the size of the agricultural enterprise. so important
especially in a peribd -of such numerous reorganizations. The problem of
optimal size should be investigated not only in respect of mechanization

or the economy of production. It is also necessary to consider the crews'
ability to work together in order to assure their proper participation in

decisions on the enterprise's activity.
The general agreement that the future of socialized agriculture belongs

to large enterprises does not rule out methods of concentration. For it
is a matter of developing enterprises of a structure which corresponds
to the maximum to the applied instruments of production. means of transporta-
tion. etc.. but which at the same time accord with crews' qualifications
and know-how of directing personnel in managing large enterprises".
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It may he best first to establish what tpc oi enterprises may be regarded
as local communities. The directions of development of these communities
slwuld be studied and the emerging processes of urbanization and industrial-
ization on the one hand, and the modernization of agricultural production
and the shaping-up of a complex of foodstuffs economy, on the other.
It would he important in the research to note the trends of change in
relations with indk..idual farms. probably focussing on the progressing elimi-
nation of the isolation of socialized enterprises. It would also he necessary
to observe the interest shown by individual farmers in the life and work
of the different types of agricultural enterprises.

State farms. especially in the western provinces, constitute a kind of
entity. embracing both agricultural enterprises and communities of industrial
settlements. In this situation the coliving with the inhabitants of settlements
exerts an essential influence on cojective work in agriculture. For the
social contacts of state farm workers are not limited to the working hours
a: is generally the case in industrial enterprises. The research of J. Kierui
shows that the inhabitants of state farm settlements are linked with various
branches of the national economy. There is hence no basis for creating
separate infra-structures for the state farm and for its settlement. It must
he one settlement network geared to the needs of the entire population
living permanently or temporarily .in the district as well as to the property
stock, which should be systematically analysed. This would enable to separa-
tely examine the optimal size of the settlement and its services as well
as the maximun area of the agricultural enterprise. Freedom of decision
in this sphere is thus increased.

H. Zaniewska I- has come to a similar conclusion. She advocates basing
state farm housing construction on the role of the settlement network
and the farm's organizational form. This may be done on the basis of the
existing state farms or population aggregations. Location of settlements
on the terrain of hamlet villages makes it possible to utilize the services
by the generality of rural inhabitants and settlements equipped with servi-
ces located on state farms will attract village inhabitants who have no
such services. A decision to build common hamlet settlements for various
groups of rural inhabitants, including state farm workers, will concentrate
on the rural settlement network and thus help assure proper housing conditions
for the rural population generally. But the integration should not be limited
to concentrated housing construction but should be social integration, the
kind assuring proper planning and functioning of rural settlements.

Sociological research on agricultural enterprises should not centre exclusively
around the social aspects of labour but should be a broad analysis of the
life the entire settlement community.
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As is known, besides the formal organizati)n of production, enterprises
hae more or less developed personal relations among members of working
crews hich shape their informal structure. As Z. Piotrowski correctly
indicates. the exploitation of new means of production often requires also
changes in the inter-personal relations of working teams corresponding to
the division of lahour and of responsihility. Relations at work and forms
of companionship undergo constant, though often unnoticed, change in that
connection.

Investigations of inter-personal relations in agricultural enterprises should
centre attention on their relation to technical progress. to changes in the
organization or the labour process. the growth of skills, to workers' specializa-
tion. etc. It is also important to disclose the main areas of potential
conflict. In cooperative farms this may he related with a kind of two-level
management causing misunderstandings hetween the individual specialist and
the management col;ective sometimes composed of non-specialists. Dilbrowska
considers that the introduction or specialists in the cooperative farm man-
agement is an element in their evolution from the artel model of producers'
cooperative to a modern socialist agriculturai enterprise.

In his investigation of 3 cooperative Farms in Upper Silesia Z. T. Wierzbicki
estahlished numerous kinship ties and nepotism among their members and
the lack of any but the economic ideology. In his opinion, protectionism
can develop more easily in this system than elsewhere.

It seems necessary to concentrate research in this group of problems
on the existing and desirable models of social relations, to evaluate the
degree of democratization and the crews' exercise of self-management in
measure with technical progress and rise in the workers' educational level.
It is already evident that scientific research in this sphere will be particularly
difficult. Of help h c may he the studies of inter-personal relations in
industrial enterprises.

7 p4IN( \I III li tils (fl Fill iiVii ()I ill i, \ NI) Tiii.IR 151 IA Util F ()N SIX I \ I 41.1 \TIONS
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A key question in the development of the socialized agricultural enterprise
associated with relations at work and quality of the working personnel is
a consistent improvement of working and living conditions. As pointed
out above, rising the level of life should assure good crews steadily
attached to the enterprise. Research should herre study the scale and tempo
of approximation of working and living conditi.)ns to those of non-agricul-
tural enterprises and institutions. It is significant that the KetrzyLki Agricul-
tural-Industrial Amalgamation of Olsztyn province proposed in its experimental
futurist solutions a new housing -settlement and services as well as social
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and cultural centres on the level which would create the same living conditions
in the country as are enjoyed by the inhabitants of a well equipped city.

M. Swietlik 1` concludes from research in Olsztyn province that the
uissemination by the mass media of the urban way of life and promotion
of closer contact with the city have conspicuously raised the asp;rations
of state farm wo;-kers. They now postulate a shorter workday, elimination
of excessive physical strain. cit y. housing standards, an effecti l. health service
and various forms of child care and youth upbringing. The material collected
in that research justify the assertion that a considerable part of state farm
crews intend to retain steady employment on state farms. This intention
should he ronforced by concrete benefits.

In relation to coopaative farms it will he important to examine thc
significance of the equalization of their rights and privileges (in 1971) with
those of other branches of the socialized economy. For that decision made
the level of social benefits dependent on the situation of individual cooperative
farms, since the state took over jurisdictiyn over such benefits for their
members. One got the impression in previous years that in raising the
skills of state farm workers or in improving their living conditions, matters
of production were too often left in the shade. This time,workers' suitability
and labour relations are strongly connected with production and financial
effects. It seems necessary t,) adopt the general principle in the future
that production inputs be associated with really effective budget allocations
for the improvement of personnel and of the workers' level of living.
Moreover, a properly thouuht out social cost accounting should be geared
to the future.

In the time perspective one of the most important factors of raising
the status of work and interest in it on an agricultural enterprise is sure
to be a conspicuous improvement of working and living conditions. This
is indicated not only by production considerations but to the same extent
by the social and occupational conditions. Research on this theme may
propose, among other things, such important elements of life as: remunera-
tion and income, housing conditions, equipment of consumers with durable
goods, nutritional level, health protection, hygiene, rest and recreation
associated with leisure time and cultural life. Another subject of research
will he the. situation of old people in agricultural enterprises. That of
course does not exhaust the list of essential elements of the level of life
which require research.

The significance of broader research on the social problems of ::gricultural
enterprises results, among others, from the serious changes they are under-
going in connection with mechanization and the concentration of production
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and settlements. Reorganitation of the enterprises has not been accompanied
by an appropriate literature analysing the social aspects of production.
although the transformation of social life M these communities may be
of decisive significance for the future development of Pohsh agricultur

One of the most important objections to big farms has been the lack
of concern with the results of coll-ctive work as compared with the care
shown by the individual farmer for his own farm. Good organiz;:tion of the
labour process. assurance of the entire crew's proper cooperation and an
appropriate moral climate may' contribute to the solution of this problem.
Such problems chiefly pertain to inter-personal relations in the agricultural
enterprise and its housing settlement.

The above proposed grocps of problems for research are primarily
based on the existing state of knowledge of the situation in previous years
kind the resulting feeling of the most urgent research needs. The set 01
research proposals may include controversial ones: it is certainly incomplete
and at the same time repetitious in relation to some questions. This is

due first of all to the complexity of the subject-matter and the still inade-
quate degree of cognition. associated with the still limited experience of
social research on agricultural enterprises in Poland.
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EUG.ENIA JAGIELLO-LYSIOWA

TRANSFORMATION OF THE WAY OF LIFE
OF THE RURAL COMMUNITY

For Polish villages with a given socio-economic past and distinct gultural
traditions the question of the transformation of the way of life involves,
for most groups of the rural population, the degree of attachment to or
breaking with the peasant tradition. Our main concern here are groups of
peasant socials origin individual farmers for, as it may be assumed, the
direction of sociai transformation of these groups will determine the social
and cultural life of the Polish countryside in a future.

Considerations on the present way of life of the rural population, focused
on the groups of the peasant origin, require, at least, two frames of reference.
One of them is k. schematically conceived level .of the so-called traditional
peasalit culture, including eleMents of modernization in the groups of
emancipated peasants. The other is a level of modern urban culture in
a broad sense of the word. This scheme takes no account of regional
differentiations in culture and peasant tradition we only indicate some
general and, to a certain degree, hypothetical trends of changes.

The present compilation, based on sociological and as well as on
autobiographies of some rural inhabitans ethnographic works describing
various spheres of rural life, ,cleals with certain aspects of the way of
life. Thus only the spheres of grgater significance to the changes in the way of
life have been singled out in this paper:

I. the realm of vocation and work;
2. t'le realm of recreation and leisure time.
In the past there were two main and considerably different rural ways

of life in Poland, represented by the peasants and the gentry. In that
historically formed social system the way of life was primarily determined
by a class membership. The lordly" way of life was obligatory even for the
poorer gentry. While the way of life of even rich peasants differed from
that of the gentry, it did not vary considerably from the way of life
of small or even landless peasants, although their social position in the local
community, the level of their material consumption and the general standard
of living were undoubtedly higher. For the various social barriers: educational,
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esultiti. legal, etc. were a hindrance to all peasants. although it was
orillew hat easier for the richer ones to surmount some of them (education

for insta net:), Besides tradition, and social, barriers, the uniform
rc'll' ,I- hie w;ls ills° influenced hy the peasant system of values shaped in

'Itive isolation from other social groups and strata, i.. by the fact that
w?i,111

culture w.
rural ork was obligatory for all members of the community

'.1k)ui exception, that all peasants were manual labourers.
in 'loredeveloPed differentation in the rural community was already noticeable

DI
Ill inter-war period

ti.'N,nied (1918 1939). A larger group in the village still
the _classical- rustic way of life: while the other, representing

:Iile11101erilightened,
erk:Ityling

Politically and economically organized groups of peasants,
the resistan of their own traditionally oriented social environment

ti)
economic and educational harriers, modified, up

i( llir ailostshiehiloitbijeesc. tietch.ee classical peasant way of life. Once a peasant,
peasant", and reading is not necessary for the peasant", those

000ia gspr sayin characteristic of the peasant", those were popular
thk N (Ma

11 , racteristic of the traditional rural attitude and way of life. Within
of the ideologically emancipated peasants there was the oppositeall'llre share the values of social and political life of the country

k)t national culture.
eec,

. This was associated with the rejection of the rural

0"c)pnie

situation and the peasants' low social position and with violent
unckit (esPeciaY or the youth groups against the peasant philosophy of

-Itin ileable destiny.

in ,-12hQ process of cultural changes proceeded in a differentiated manner
`tin1c. and space. Thus, certain elements of the way of life now becoming

intelill in the Bialystok region appeared in the Poznan region in the
rsvar period (and even earlier), for example farming viewed as a profession,
tik)Ibie organizations, agro-technical schooling, agricultural periodicals,

an 0,ization of work, etc. This process was undoubtedly selective and
1.yei.it

regressive
(Q1E14

Phases. There can be no doubt as to its differentia-
within a region or a village but also within a family

th1\iot
.,d4\'en of personalitY traits. Individuals and families accepting certain
in 1,Qrtlt" 0r "new" elements of the way of life, could be found even
the most traditional regions, while families or individuals living in1-'

welasjeal peasant Way even in the most modernizing regions.
11.

"wer
bisie structural elements of rural culture and system of values

eseniini f or th e two discussed ways of life, each taken in its classical
-rtIlk k)dernized form?

,;,,it 'le central structuring factor of the peasant social, economic and cultural
:a

I'

eni been land and work on the soil. This was a kind of
and ntric system in

111
which land determined the place of the individual

family in a local community.
()

solitted to a great degree and self-dependent, the peasant community
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had to create its own specific defence mechanisms both economic and
cultural, as it constantly laced economic, legal and other threats. One of
these defence mechanisms was a certain' idealization of its own communal
and cultural characteristics-'. This was expressed in the desire to advance
primarily within one's own group and t critical attitude to communities,
occupations and professions not connected with farming. For only ,;bread-
giving" work was held in high, esteem. The sense of the value of land
in its economic insurance and social prestige functions shaped for generations
the peasant personality and mentality. This mentality characterized the
peasants identity and the conception of life connected with land
as the vocation and destiny". In that sense there should also be stressed
the social role of possession, or landed property. Work for a land-owner
or, generally. For someone else made in that social system a great difference
not only in economics (in the standard of living) but also in prestige.
The larger property the greater social prestige. Hence the common desire
to have one's own piece of land, however small and the urge to increase
one's possessions, and save up in order to buy more land. With thus
shaped conception of life landownership seems to have had a certain
autonomic value, a value in itself, and work on the land was among the
deeply internalized moral values3.

As indicated above, the groups of emancipating peasants broke with the
philosophy of the unchangeable peasant destiny" in favour of rural moderni-
zation and progress. Their understanding of the general social organization
of labour was accompanied by specifying the place and role of the peasants
as the bread-winners of the nation" and sometimes by the idealization
of their way of life (based on land, nature and communal ties) as being
closer to nature and socially healthier. The mental horizons of the traditional
peasant are broadened here by elements of rational farming, education,
general culture and awareness of the general social role of the enlightened
peasant-citizen. We already see here the premises of the professionalization
of farming and the process of activt access of peasants to the general,
national culture*

The traditional and modernized systems of rural culture are characterized
by the following social aspects of the peasants' style of work. The first
aspect was connected with the ethical aspect of work. The esteem for work
put its character and conditions (the physical strain and duration, for
instance) beyond criticism. Criticism smacked of an immoral attitude, was
outside the canons of the traditional view of labour and aroused the
suspicion that the critic is not willing to work". The measure of the
value of work was the physical effort expended hence the cult of strength,
endurance, patience in the ideal image of the peasant farmer.

The moral rank of work, a certain humility and subordination to the
little known natural forces as well as technically primitive implements of labour
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constituted the specific traits of peasant industriousness. the traits of accuracy,
orderliness, reliability, steadiness of effort. thrift. This style of work had
undoubtedly sonic necessary characteristics of rational farming, i.e. it enabled
higher labour effects and gave employment. even though seemingly, to
ucdundant famils members, for instance, in periods of agrarian overpopulation.

Another social aspect of the style of work was the fact that the family
member, worked to a considerable degree to satisfy their own needs. It
possessed a certain value of a family autonomy, what was connected with
the structure of the community. since the individual's position in community
was the same as that of his family. If there were certain ambitions with
regard to the farm and work (enlarging the farm area or the livestock
herd, etc.), they pertained more to the family than the individual. Great
devotion to work on the farm was very characteristic of each member of
the family.

Still another aspect of the former style of work was the strong, although
non-uniform attachment of family members to the farm. The most attached
was the farmer himself, his wife and children. The grown-up children, especially
before marriage, enjoyed a certain easing of the rigour of work but only
in the periods of less intense labour or during the holidays.

Strongly marked in the peasant style of work was the division of labour
according to sex and age. Men were to a grCate:- degree engaged in strictly
agricultural work in the field; women, in animal husbandry, the. household
and upbringing of children.

An essential element of that culture and style of work was socialization
of individuals through useful productive labour from the easiest to the most
difficult jobs which consisted in the transmission of know-how through
learning and family experience. Undertaking certain tasks (for instance, the
tirst unaided driving a plow by a boy, the first unaided distaff run by
a girl) constituted a kind of social initiation, for they closed a certain
stage of adaptation of the individual to the process of labour.

The technical style of work by means of simple implements (following
the plow digging with a horse, reaping by sickle or scythe, hauling grain
by horse) was rather slow, although people worked efficiently in given
technical conditions, especially during harvests or potato digging. This kind
of efficiency was even a matter of prestige and satisfaction as a component of
personality model. The social rhythm of farm work, linked with the biological
rhythm, pulsated quickly in summer, only to slow down in winter. On
the whole. life in the country flowed slower than in town. The traditional
peasant farm was linked in the labour process (and not only in that process)
with other farms within the local community. One could observe here
e\amples both of specific competition (mostls concerning the size of farms or
area of arable land) and of cooperation, but there were no institutional contacts
with broader collectivities, except for the market. This determined the style
of work as open" in relation to the local community (mutual help in
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work, working off debt, unselfish aid in cases of accident or natural
disaster comnmn labour by working in groups). But the style or work was
a dosed one in reference to the hroader communities.

While the urge to satisfy needs of the local community by work on
land and the feeling of collective responsibility in periods of danger were strong
in the farmers awareness, it seems that a specific consciousness of the
general social significance of the farmer's work and role was rather rare
among them.

The style of work of the group labelled as emancipated peasants did

not differ considerably in respect of the family organization of labour, such
as: attitude toward the farm, socialization through work, lacking autonomy
or an individual in the family (although there could be observed generation
conflicts concerning. for instance, reader's interests organization of work and
mo(lernization of farming in, general), and to some extent also in respect
of the rhthm of agricultural labour. Rut it did dilThr in readiness to
undertake for technical and agrotechnical innovations, as well as in the

social and moral motivation of work and openness to the global society.
It was due to the wave of criticism of the traditional peasant style of
work as irrational together with new proposals for improvement such as
modernization of labour process or economic calculation. They also tended
to prefer agricultural training hence the elements of professionalization.

Owing to this group and, particularly, to the peasant socio-political
movement there appeared a system of peasant institutions and organizations,
mainly of a cooperative character with the aim of defending the peasants'
socio-economic interests. The cooperation of families and farms within those
institutions modified the family style of work (for instance, baking bread
in cooperative bakeries, delivery of milk to cooperative dairies) and influnced
the sphere of culture (organization of performances and courses, schooling
in 'agricultural circles, rural housewives' and youth circles, etc.). Local
communities, institutionally advanced, constituted specific economic, political
and cultural centres.

The style of work of the traditional groups of the rural population
was oriented mainly on the reproduction of basie social, moral, technical
and organizational values. The style of work of the emancipated group
(in aspirations and often in behaviour) was to a large extent oriented on
modernization, rationalization and institutional development within the frame-
works .of the basically peasant culture of work.

What were the characteristic styles of the traditional and modernized
patterns of leisure and culture?

The use of the concept "leisure time- in reference to peasant cultural
tradition rises certain doubts. If leisure is understood as being autonomous
in relation to the process of work, and if spending leisure time is regarded
as depending on one's own choice, then we should say it did not in
fact exist in the peasant community. The style of leisure (its amount,
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duration. content) constituted here a component of the total socio-econonnes stein and of family system as well as a way of life, while the various
forms of rest and recreation were of non-alltorOMOUS character as parts Of
economic-productive of a social-ritual activity.. Hence the social functions of
leisure differed here from its functions in urban environments and organization
of leisure was also different.

Characteristic of that style of leisure was staying "at home", withinthe reach of the larm, since it depended on the needs of the cattle, thecycle of agricultural work, etc. Leisure was thus very limited, it could
not conflict with the Obligations of individuals as members of the familyworking team and it could be spent only according to the norms obligatory
in the local community for different age groups. The style of work and
way of spending time free from work were interlocked in this system to form
one cultural unity. The rhythm and nature of preoccupations during leisure
were determined by intensity of work and its duration in different seasonsof the year. In case or unmarried young people, especially males, the styleof ,pending spare time was somewhat less rigorous. They enjoyed greater
social mobility in leisure time.

The social content of leisure was, of course, connected with the general
substance of peasant culture. Older people spent their spare time on chatting,
gossiping witb neighbours, the young people-on dancing and amusements.It may be said that, like the style of work, the way of spending leisure
time was also "open" to the local community, with the stress on social,
collective rather than individual elements.

The content and forms of spending semi-leisure time a frequent categoryin this milieu showed a similar "socialization". It consisted of various
forms of work-game, work-amusement which fulfilled productive, collective
recreation and social functions.

The way of spending leisure or semi-leisure time may be differentiated
according to sex, age. position occupied in the family, division of labour.It seems however that no considerable differentiations according to wealth
can be observed. And the main role was played by forms based on
neighbourly or kinship ties.

Thc strong family, neighbourly and local ties were perhaps the basic
elements which cemented the rural community. The bonds were based
on a strong feeling of local indentification and a certain feeling of enemity
with respect to other communities. The highly developed family and local
ties constituted, at the same time, a form of strict social control of the
individual and the family. Belonging to a given family "by birth" determined
the place, and even the social role, of the individual within the local
community: whereas self-identification by one's personal traits and qualitieswas very difficult.

The emancipated group was characterized by extended and more differen-
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tiated !Onus and content of leisure. This pertains primarily to such forms
as reading, listenine to the radio, attending amateur theatre performances,
sight-seeing, attemling meetings of political. economic, edueational-eultural
organizations and some forms of self education. These forms of spending
leisure took the direction of social and cultural development of personality.

As far as the content of leisure is concerned one may speak of their
continuation, modernization and introduction of entirely new elements. Thus,
all the rural youth organizations while accepting peasant cultural traditions,
intellectualize their content and change their social character (for example,
harest wreathes were offered to illage eiders instead of landowners),
restivities arc linked with educational-cultural and political ideas of a cross
local or even general national character. While remaining open to the local
community, the way of spending leisure time has also become open to the
global society.

We should also stress the significance of increased social mobility of
those groups on the village-to-village plane (for instance. information about
the economic and cultural achievements of other villages and communes)
as well as on the village-to-town (excursions, attending conferences and
meetings).

To sum up. the transformations in the group of emancipated peasants
may he defined as adaptation of the basic peasant model to new forms
and content as modernization of the rural way of life. But this was not
of a universal character, although the economic and socio-cultural peasant
centres brought into being by the activity of the peasant socio-political
movement exerted a great influence on villages with a lower level of insti-
tutional development. Objective factors of the rural, political and economic
situation faced here the social and cultural resistance of the traditional
environment, which slowed down the rate and universality of the changes,.

Let us characterize now generally the "classical" peasant way of life of
the rural community in the inter-war period. That way of life was
characterized by subordination to the requirements of the land and the
farm and by dispositional character of work.

Peasant culture and the way of life associated with it were distinguished
in various spheres by stability of behaviour and a great degree of internal
harmony, despite of considerable differences in wealth and prestige. The
classical way of life of a peasant was characterized by conformism of
attitudes, thought and behaviour. This gave the well adapted individual
a feeling of safety and stability even in case of serious economic difficulties.
The way of life of the peasant community was also characterized by a high
degree of public control and intolerance toward individuals unadapted to,
or violating, the community norms,

That way of life was internally directed, open to the local community
and closed to a considerable extent to everything outside the local circle.
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This was associated with great friendliness within the group and marked
distrust of strangers, This style did not stress individuality or personality
hut empliaNi/cd the allihation to the faintly and local group.

Within the family the way of life was. in general, uniform, but considerably
dependent on ses. age and the family inenther's social position. Here too,
not individuHity and personality of its members but of the head of the
familv (the father) were stressed. There seems to have been a high degree
of satisfaction connected with belonging to the local group and with the
life ambitions connected with it.

Another characteristic of the traditional peasant community and its way
of life is the fact that it was geared to the continuation of its values.

As we have seen above, the way of life of the emancipated group
accepted many elements of the rural cultural tradition (particularly in relation
to the family and local community). But they extended it by modern
technical and organizational elements and by contents adopted from general
culture. This signified a considerable openness to nonpeasant cultural patterns
which was hampered by the objective rural situation as by the conservative
peasant masses. Contrary to that of the majority of peasants, the way of
life of this group was marked by considerable nonconformism, which often
placed it in a conflicting situation with its environment. This was associated
with dissatisfaction with affiliation to the group and was expressed in formal
(institutional, organizational) or informal activity aimed to raise the socio-
economic status or the local group and the entire peasant society.

It may be said that the way of' life of' the emancipated group was
oriented on the acceptance of the most valuable elements of the old
peasant culture and the general national culture within the frameworks of
the basic rural way of life. In its general character this constituted a
change connected with the emergence of local leading groups. It is significant
that such advanced local communities could be found far from the trans-
portation routes or cities.

The groups of the emancipated peasants played an essential role in the
transformation of the local communities and in the country's social life. Their
influence was dominant in some traditional local peasant communities and
the general character and way of life they represented had a considerable
impact on other villages.

The peasant village as a whole, and the rural local communities, entered
the period of rapid changes after World War II as a result of' the agrarian
reform, industrialization and urbanization accompanied by the occupational
stratification of the village, dissemination of education and culture, technologi-
cal changes such as electrificatioi . mechanization, motorization as the com-

-
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mutinies dillercnnated to a certain degree in their socio-economic and
institutional development within a basically uniform culture, the peasant
culture. Iim shall Ae characterize the post-war socio-cultural changes

connected with transformation of the way of life?
It should be noted that the socio-cultural changes of the post-war

period are not only more universal than those in the past, but their spatial
expansion is dillerent and their sources are more differentiated. Some regions
and local communities develop because of their location near cities or
industrial centres where considerably close contacts with urbanized culture
are attainable. 'I'he development of others is rather due to the modernization
of apriculture and diffusion of service institutions.

As for the sphere of values, the most essential is the departure of
peasants, from the "agrocentric" system of values (which determines "by
birth" the individual's place in society and his occupation) in favour of
a professional conception of life based either on a non-agricultural vocation
or farming as a profession.

It is obvious that under the changed. modern conditions the former
specific defense mechanisms and those securing rural culture have ceased to
operate or their influence has been reduced. Thus the idealization of the
environmental and cultural traits disappetirs and is replaced by evaluation
of one's own community as compared with others.

Furthermore it appears that even a reverse situation has taken place
.in some groups, especially among the rural youth in regions of rapid
industrialization. There is a certain idealization of non-peasant cultural
values, particularly those connected with urban pattern of life and the
values of employment outside agriculture, expressed in the strong tendency
to seek social advance primarily through occupations not connected with
work on the land. The former philosophy of the unchangeable peasant
destiny has certainly ceased to operate even in the most traditional com-
munities. It has been replaced by the universal desire of peasants and
villages to catch up with, become the equals to other communities and
occupational groups in all spheres of life. Land seems to have lost its

significance as the factor determing one's place in society, although there
may still apper differences between regions or generations as well as certain
relicts of the past 5.

The elements of professionalization of the farmer's vocation() (education
and instruction by institutions and the mass media, improved organization
of the labour process, specialization, etc.) are being intensified in the indivi-
dual farm. in the community (development Of agricultural service institutions)
and on the extra-local level.

Personality patterns have become differentiated. Two basic patterns may
be distinguished among the population engaged in agriculture: the dynamic,
expansive pattern of the _good modern farmer" (the feeling of professional
identification may be very strong here) and the pattern of the nondynamic,
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backward farmer (shortage of manpower, underinvestment, traditionahsm, old
age, instruinental functi(ns of' the farm connected with children's career
outside agriculture). One observes also a pattern of a part-time farmer wor-
king in industry or in an olfice.

Work in agriculture also becomes a relative an comparable value with
other occupations. It may be said that conditions operate here associated
with worker's culture or culture of an occupational type. We will now
characterize the contemporary style of work in the rural areas, in agriculture.

In our further considerations we will deal with the more dynamically
developing farms with strong professional characteristics which does not mean,
however, that the more or less traditional style of work, described above.
has already disappeared altogether. Sonie of' traits or the traditional peasant
community are decaying, others are continuing side by side with the
development of the characteristics of a modernized peasant style of work.
Changes in this respect, as in the way of life, are taking nlace here
under a variously interpreted slogan or modernity.

The conception of industriousness still contains universal traits such as
reliability, precision, thriftiness, formerly strongly emphasized but less appealing
at present. The stress falls today not on industriousness in little things
but primarily on the dynamism and elan of work, e.g., on swiftness,
resourcefulness, purposefulness, versatility, organization of the labour process,
rational calculation. This is connected with changes in the technology and
scale of production. In other words, the stress is laid on the traits associated
with good husbandry, ability to deal with problems, ease of making
advantageous contacts. The principle "maximum output minimum input"
is dominant today. The most desirable personality traits of* farmers, besides
physical fitness, are: organizationaf ability, creative initiative, deeper professio-
nal knowledge. This is then release of individual initiative in work and
extension of its intellectual set-up that involves specific abilities and personality
traits. The trait of being distinguished in the community by one's work
also seems to have changed. It is now possible to win distinction for
a style of work even if it is incompatible with that of the family or
community. For example, a young person takes over the farm because he
has better brains" for farming than his father and is apt to experiment.
The old style of work is sometimes for no apparent reason rejected,
especially among the young generation. There are examples of rejection
of the total experience acquired in the past and accepting only bookish
knowledge and that coming from the mass media often without knowing
how to apply it to the conditions of one's farm.

The conditions of' work and the traits of industriousness become nowadays
subjects of observation and criticism. They arc compared critically with
work in other occupations, for work is no longer a value beyond any
discussion. One can speak in this connection of a certain psychological
threshold in relation to such features of' work, as its duration or arduousness.
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In the case of farms which have exceeded a certain material level there some-
times begin to operate with greater force some humanistic factors which op.
pose working beyond tme's strength. People bei!in to avoid hard work. which
is expressed by the stereotype "to get something out of hte (of course,
life outside work).

Dealing with personality-constituting values of work, we have probably
to do with emerging of an ethos .of work based on the former peasant
cultural tradition of solid work, and, on the other hand, on accepting
and disseminating a rational and efficient style of work, based on ever
higher technology accompanied by individual accomplishment and culture
which enables sell-realization also outside the sphere of work. Work is no
longer regarded as one's "We", but it still constitutes a high moral moti-
vation as a duty to th.: family and also as a civic, social obligation.
Individual initiative and ingenuity, the extension of individual attitudes .41
agricultural work in general influences the shaping of a more individualized
style of work (in respect to personal characteristics and know-how) which
is at the same time more-closed to the environment. Special know-how brings
financial profits and higher prestige. A competition for professional success
weakens, or even renders impossible, the former style of work based on neigh-
hour aid or local ties. The reified relations are more and more frequent.
New social ties are developing as a result of using socialized mechanical
equipment and establishing production teams by individual farmers.

In relation to the changes connected with agriculture's material base, the
significance of the transformation of the work implements should be stressed.
This involves both acceleration of the rate of work and the possibility
to increase production. Electrification, for instance, changes not only the
technique of the household economy (electric sewing machine and iron,
washing machine, refrigerator) and of farmstead work (power engines), but
has caused far-reaching changes in the organization of the labour process:
work schedules, distribution of duties among family members at different
hours or for longer periods. Mechanization of part of field work (the .

tractor, harvester, sheaf binder, excavator and other machines) have diminished
purely physical tasks and increased the rhythm and productivity of labour,
This is especially evident in such jobs as ploughing by tractor or collecting
grain by sheaf binder or combine. Return to the horse?, commented
a young farmer on the increase in price of tractor fuel, at first, after
the increase, I thought I would plough by horse; but no, that is impossible.
I have neither time nor patience for that". -This year I mowed traditionally,
by sheaf-binder", stated a young Bydgoszcz farmer in 1972 in justification
at not using a combine because of constant rain. This is not just a change
in the style of work but in mentality. The great majority of farmers has
gained a considerable knowledge of modern technology; many of them know
not only how to use but also how to repair even complicated agricultural
equipment.



fhe use Of mat:Inners in field work and increased rate of work and
productivity broke flow n, to a preal 01011, the rOilllet 111111111 gricultAral
labour which consisted in systematic, similar activities of all families in
different seasons or ihe ear and at the sante time or the day. Nos

(of course,the farmer goes to the field when it is most convenient
continuum to obserse agrotechnical deadlines) or when it is his turn when
he uses collectivels owned machines. File rhythm of work is different when
collectivels owned machines are used, since such services are planned on
the local community, or even wider, scale. 'lime is a great demand for
;icricultural services of high technical standard, particularly in regions of
high y ields of the marketable agricultural products.

Despot: the grossing scale of production and increased work. one may
speak of a decreasing tendency to do farm work on the part of famil
members. This is related to the general cultural changes, with changing

oduction technique and the more rapid rhy thm of work (one does not
"hang around" for %seeks on the sante job), but first of all perhaps with
changes of consciousness and values. This is especially evident in the work
of young and adult children of the farm-owner and in the general changes
in the process of socialization through work. Their attitude to working on
the farm has mainly been replaced by a trend to combine work with
education or a play proper to age. Hut this process is also complex,
depending mainly on what trade farmers want their children to choose.
The general tendency is to protect young generation from hard work, to
assure them a happier childhood and youth. At the same time the severe
rule of socialization of children through work, even of overwork, continues
to operate in soine farm families. This is sometimes necessitated by the
shoriage of manpower. Not a small role here is played by the attitude of
farmers' children following non-agrieultural occupational patterns according to
which people ought to have some leisure: the farmers' children want to
have the same rights as children of people employed outside the farm.
This suggests the far-reaching individuation of the style of work, depending
on the type of family and dispositions of family members, what is connected
with an increase of individuation of the farm family's way
of life. These tendencies are most clearly observable in industrialized regions
%kith greater occupational differentiation.

There has been relatively little change in the division of labour among
family members, especially among woman and men. The housekeeping
and bringing up the chidren continue to be the woman's domain. Men, whose
work is now highly mechanized (mainly field work), are very reluctant to
participate in little mechanized animal husbandry. True, many women now
engage in social, economic and cultural activity in their local communities, but
they confront resistance here in the family (the husband, his endangered
prestige) and in the local community. The model of a partner marriage and
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family, meets with considerable resistance in the peasant environment.
although rural women have always been full-valued partners in work.

The present-day farm in its "external" style of work is becoming ever
more open to the global society due to the system of objective relations
(contracting and financial-credit systems, utilization of socialized means and
facilities, etc.) and subjective ties. There has already developed a widespread
awareness of the general social utility and role of farmer's profession and
the consequent increase of egalitarian aspirations,, of the desire to achieve
all privileges accessible to other social groups.. This is therefore, to a growing
degree a social consciousness which is 'open to the broader collectivity
and, at the same time, more and more closed to the local group.

As pointed out above, this is in a greater and greater degree due to
economic competifion and other elements of the style of work associated
with the professional conception of life.

It is doubtful whether one can still apply the concept "peasant style
of work" in reference to an extending group of developed farms. All
this tends clearly towards a style of work based on modern technology
and organization of the labour process and motorization hence in the

direction of universal patterns.
As to the contemporary tendencies in the sphere of leisure, changes

in this area depend on general cultural change and are connected with
modification of the style of work. The process of autonomization of the
individual in his work is reflected in his autonomization in the culture of
spending leisure time.

The opinions on leisure as a value have changed considerably. This is
a complex 'question, conditioned by economic and socio-psychological factors.
Some groups of the rural population, especially the young generation still not
responsibile for the farm, consider independence of their time-schedule from
farm and family as essential as individualized choice of content. Non-
acceptance of leisure, still present among certain groups, rarely stems from old
cultural traditions or the criteria of values of the former peasant. It is

most often connected with the orientation towards dynamic development
and high productivity, with the traits of a new type of entrepreneur.
The rejection of leisure (and associated cult of intensive work) function
here as elements of raising the standard or living and of modernization7.
The second attitude differs basically from the first, which does not mean
rejection of the idea of leisure but is rather a socially conditioned necessity
or is linked with professional ambition like in other environments and
professions.

The break-up a the former attitude toward manual work and adoption of the
modern cultural conception of leisure, as indicated above, stimulates in the
peasant community an awareness of the values of life realized not only in,
but also, outside of work, of individual self-realization in non-production
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values or values little connected with production. The emer2ent new personality
pattern admits participation in universal culture, which is a trait or moderniza-
tion of the community's way of life and which raises the rank of the farmer's
labour and profession.

Access to leisure and the possibility of spendiniz it attractively is today
one of the most important social problems in the rural areas, for it may
be a psycho-social factor of accelerated modernization of agriculture.

The aspiration to cultural values during leisure may now be realized
in the rural areas on two levels: the social (local or extra-local) and at
home. Only a dozen years ago or so the social infrastructure of modern
culture in most local communities aroused a feeling of evironmental handicap
(particularly among the youne generation). The divergence between the world
of acknowledged values and culture and the social reality created sometimes
a feeling of cultural backwardness, of incomplete sense of life, and a convi-
ction of the lower value of the rural community as a milieu of life
and work. It even shattered in a certain sense, the belief in general change
and advancement of the village. The situation seems to have changed now.
For example, recent autobiographies by country population show a decrease of
town-country cultural tensions (formerly a strongly stressed characteristic),
prohably influenced to a great extent by the diffusion of television at home,
improved transportation, etc. The irreflective cultural fascination with the city
because of the attractive facilities to spend leisure there also seems to have
weakened. The conviction that -it is possible p live a cultural life in the
village, too", and that "it is possible to be a cultured person also in
a village- seems to gain popularity.

Radio, TV, the press reach the most remote villages bringing the inhabitants
beyond the horizons of their village and region, who at least by their
participation in mass culture, go outside the local community. The growing
influence of the society at large and its culture on the personality of rural
man is indisputable. The world of modern knowledge and culture has
become accessible to virtually all local communities and this is associated
with the atrophy of past cultural patterns. But it also seems that the rapid
changes in the way of life which have brought -larked advances in many
spheres have also caused a certain cultural disorientation which is connected
with a partial loss of social identity of the local community.

Generally speaking, there is a diffusion in the rural areas of a social
participation in contemporary culture, in the broad sense, and the parallel
emergence of enlightened and cultural strata also among all groups of the
rural populations. The former, relatively uniform, system of values, aspirations
and patterns is thus repelled, what contributes to the elimination of the
cultural isolation of the village. The manner of spending leisure time (in
behaviour or aspiration) may be said to reflect most clearly the unifying
influence of the contemporary culture. The rural cultural development even
in its limits basically coincides with the level of the global society. The funda-
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mental tendency of development is toward a uniform style of culture and to
the adopfion of urban facilities.

Does this mean that the cultural values of the rural community are
today exclusively based on patterns coming from without, on urban facilities?
Despite the tendency to separate from the former world of rural tradition
(in all its differentiation, both valuable and worthless), the break is undoubtedly
selective. Sothe important values of i:-te peasant cultural tradition continue to
be cultivated perhaps in other forms, on a higher economic and cultural
level. Some old cultural traits have been preserved till now, e.g. song
and dance groups, folk-art, etc.

Cultural tradition of a community undoubtedly modifies to a greater
or lesser extent both attitudes and behaviour in that cultural melting-pot,
but that is still a rather vague phenomenon at the present stage of
development. It does not seem to lead to very constructive and indivi-
dualized aspirations and behaviour and may even lead to the destruction
of the creative personal ambitions of the former peasant culture. The temporary
stage of satisfaction with passive reception may be followed by a tendency
(though not universal) to creative participation in culture, particularly since
such traditions are still alive or are easy to revive in the rural local
community. It is possible on this foundation to reconstruct and restore the
social values and prestige of folklore, of everything constituting original,
unrepeatable wealth and beauty.

Elimination of city-country distinctions and urbanrural cultural equalization
do not mean uniformization of culture or discrimination against properly
understood traditions of a community or a region. The possibility of full
participation in contemporary culture while retaining and cultivating the
characteristic regibnal or local cultural features seems especially valuable
from the viewpoint of proper social diferentiation, constituting the cultural
wealth of the nation. Even the "primitive" elements in the tradition may
be valuable, since they are no longer by themselves expressions of primitivism
of the community and of its isolation, but of a conscious reference to
tradition, of a quest for social individuality and authentism.

How can the changes in the rural way of life be characterized in
general? First of all it may be said that while such changes are universal,
communitie already advanced in their peasant" development (individual
and collective) in the inter-war period are more receptive than those which
entered the modern rhythm of change as classical peasant communities.
While changes contemporarily tend in the direction of universal patterns,
though with local, professional or other modifications, this is still a situation
in statu nascendi. Certain elements of the old system remain, but they
are not cohesive: some have changed their functions and readapted to the
new conditions, while others serve as relics in some spheres, groups or
generations. In the absence of any counteraction they will be limited in the
future. It will he due to the fact that the values of peasant culture, the
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WI ADYSI AW ,1 DAMSK I

PROCESSES OF RATIONALIZATION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES OF
POLISH PEASANTS

I. THE AIM AND METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

The prinripal aim of the present research is to investigate the processes
of rationali .ation of social *attitudes among Polish peasants. The main
objective in defining the subject, choosing the research devices, and clas-
sifying and analyzing the obtained material was to detect, among the
general symptoms of changes in the farmer's state of consciousness and
in his forms of behaviour, the basic manifestations of such attitudes and
behaviour, which can he hypothetically explained as caused by different
rolitical situations, differences in the economic and industrial levels of
various regions, and different age groups.

In accordance with the methodological approach dominating in similar
research works. the first field investigated was that of diversified reactions
of owners and usufructuaries of petty farms, the reactions which are mOst
visible in the period of the transition of the peasant farm from the natural
or seminatural system of production to that of supplying for a specific
market. Assuming that some peasant families quickly and eagerly accept
innovations which reach their farms while others accept them more slowly,
even with some resistance, we have tried to distinguish, on one hand, the more
or less rational types of attitudes and forms of behaviour, which are the
result of extensive adaptation to new conditions, and, on the other hand,
the attitudes and behaviour of the traditional conservative group which,
without consideration, repudiates innovations, or accepts them only with
great resistance.

Although often verified in Western Europe and the U.S., the general
concept, methodology and technique of research work in the field of
rationalization of farmers attitudes to the process of industrialization and
urbanization', cannot be applied to the contemporary Polish conditions without
thorough modifications. The necessity of introducing changes and addenda
arose out of the author's initial assumption that the farreaching and
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visible at a glance distinctive features of the objective economic, social
and political situation of peasants under the socialist form of government
must lead to an understandably specific course of universal processes of
the rationalization of attitudes and forms of behaviour. The specific dilem-
mas and "crossroads" which every Polish farmer and the rural society

as a whole faced during the post-war period with its social and political
changes can be best observed in the changing attitudes towards

the rural areas as the place of employment and residence, and in the

manner of treating farms and socially-owned farm equipment. But while
the consequences of the first change are mainly expressed in a tendency
to country city migration (this includes the large intermediate category of
person with dual occupations, i.e. peasant-worker, etc.). the second problem
primarly concerns those peasants who have decided to bind their future
to the rural area and the farm, the polarization of whose attitudes oc-
curs within a traditional context, namely the farmer's relation to his own
farm and the attempts to socialize the farm.

The basic questions. which the research work tried to answer, were
aimed at determining the following: how do Polish peasants react to the
multilateral influences of socialist industrialization, to the strong government
policy concerning the rural area and agriculture, and to the penetration
into the villages of non-traditional modes of work culture. What was
important. from both the practical and scientific points of view,
was to make an attempt to clarify not only the universal non-political,
but also the specifically Polish contents of the processes of rationalization
of farmers' attitudes and modes of behaviour, which are occurring in a
rather exceptional period, characterized by an accumulation of intensive
economical, political, technological, social and cultural transformations. Under
such conditions the observations of changes in the social attitudes of farmers
can be used to confront both the general programmatic concepts of socialism
and the concrete "modek of rebuilding the rural area" with the actual
developmental tendencies of attitudes and forms of behaviour of particular
agricultural groups.

IL THE BASIS OF SELECTION AND THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE TESTED GROUP

The research work was conducted in two stages. During the first stage,
held in the fall of 1968, a group of 825 peasants, managing farms of
two or more hectares was interviewed by means of a classificatory question-
naire.. This was an attempt to select from the census land-owners and farm
usufructuaries from three random-chosen districts (Kazimierza Wielka, Wy-
rzysk. Zlotoryja) which respectively represent a low, a medium and a high
level of ecOnomic development. (The first drawing was made from a .list of
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391 districts. ahgned according to tlie synthetic index of 1HS showing
economic development. and was based on source material from GUS and
kornisja Planowania). The geographical location of the chosen districts and
the cultural level of the farmer-peasant inhabitants entitles us to treat them as
for our aims, sufficiently typical representatives of the main regions. dis-
tinguished both by their level of economic development and the distinctness
of modern and traditional cultural influences.

The largest concentration of privately owned farmland exists in districts
of a medium level of development, in which 25 per cent of the farms
consist of 1 5 or more hectares and only 11.6 p.c. of the farms consist
of 2 5 hectares. The least developed district (68.1 per cent of the farmers
are 2 5 hectares. and no farrhs of 15 or more hectares) represents a
contrasting structure. while the most developed district holds an interme-
diate position. The most conservative agricultural district is characterized
by the highest stability of village inhabitants: 94 p.c. of the fami-
lies interviewed were horn in their present place of abode. In districts
of a medium level of development this percentage is 52. In industriali-
zed districts the -farmers are mainly settlers from the eastern territories
and from central Poland. Because of colonization they found themselves
in the most relatively advanced conditions of industrialization and urbaniza-
tion while at the same time they were subjected to a cultural heritage
similar to or lower than that of the underdeveloped districts. This can
be see from the level of school education of the testees: in an underdevelop-
ed district 29 p.c, of the heads of families have completed four classes.
10 p.c. have completed eight or more classes while in industrialized dis-
tricts the respective percentages are 53 and 70.

If we consider the question of non-agricultural employment, 42 p.c.
of farm householder in highly developed districts have at least one person
who receives a salary from a non-agricultural form of employment, while
in districts of low and medium development the percentage is 13. The
age group of farm usufructuaries is the highest advantage of poorly develo-
ped districts (26 p.c. of the inhabitants are in the 20-40 year age group,
in districts of medium development the percentage is 14, while iri highly
developed districts the percentage is only 10).

During the second stage of the research work, young people from two
of the previous groups of farthing families were tested. In December 1970
all young people from tb..: age of 14 onwards, who were expected by
their parents to. succeed .':.hem on the farm, were interviewed usually with
an identical questionnaire. This time, however, for economic reasons the
medium-developed district was excluded from the research work. The tests
were thus conducted on 261 peasant "successors" from the most and the
least industrialized districts. In highly developed communities 36 p.c. of
the families were characterized by a lack of successors prepared to ac-
cept the farm. while this situation was true of only 23 p.c. of the families
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in the underdeveloped districts. The age group of the testees showed
that approximately 38 p.c. of them were over 25 years of age F.nd 25
p.c. were over 30.

III. MORE IMPORTANT RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH WORK

How are the attitudes, aims, and aspirations of the teSted group ex-
pressed, and how do they relate to the distinctive overall conditions of
development of the rural area under a socialist form of government?
We will now attempt to give a synthesized answer to these questions,
limiting ourselves to the basic types of rationalization of social attitudes
and forms of behaviour.

I. THE FARMERS ATTITUDES TO LAND OWNERSHIP
AND TO FARMMANAGEMENT

The changes of attitude of Polish peasants examined in the perspective
of the last 30 years, have undoubtedly deep significance and great importance
in their consequences for the whole society. What has for ages distinguished
the peasants rrom the rest of society, especially from the inhabitants of
cities, was a set of socio-psychological images concealed under such household
words as "peasant sense", "peasant mentality" or "peasant life style". The
resulting different attitudes and types of behaviour of this social group
were particularly evident in the field of motivations to produce. According
to the unanimous statements of the majority of rural sociologists of the
prewar period, farming differed from other productive trades in that for
its own employees, i.e. the peasant family, farming was, first of all, a "way
of life" and not an enterprise aiming at maximum gain and profit2. The
reasons for such assumptions arose from the fact that in contrast to other
professional social groups, peasants distinguished themselves by exceptional
attachment to their land and were constantly attempting to maintain or,
if possible. to increase its size.

In the farmer's life, land had a duoble function: it guaranteed present
material existence and was. a safeguard of the family's future and at the
same time it was the fundamental means of fulfilling social and prestige
needs. The cultural homogeneity of traditional rural societies and also the
limited contact with other communities made it difficult for the peasant
to compare his society with a non-rural environment. As a result of the
isolation of peasant culture, which continued from one generation to the
next, the highest ideal for the peasant was the popular model of a
rich farmer.

What is the main tendency of changes in the farmer's attitude to his
land and household in the post-war period? Representative statistical research
work shows a quick, sometimes even a sudden, decrease of the traditionally
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strong peasant attachment to private or usufructed land4. Also cogent mono-
graphical studies (private ownership of land ceased being a basic factor
of social importance in the group, and the criterion of the development
of uroup hierarchy): as well as research based on journal-type material
("progressive tendencies create negative attitudes towards the land, deprecia-
ting both its social and prestige function, as well as that of the economic
safeguare)" testify to the degeneration in the farmer's state of consciousness
'.oward this basic agricultural factor.

Unfortunately, we do not have a sufficiently detailed scale of inter-
national comparison in this field. It seems, however, that without risking
error it can be said that the degree of depreciation of the social value
of !and and agricultural workshops ,s relatively higher in Poland than in
non-socialist countries of a similar economic structure and with similar
influences of industrialization and urbanization on rural districts.

How are the farmers,' changes of attitude toward their own agricultural-
workshops expressed? The following items of the questionnaire were accepted
as a criterion: How should a farmer who, because of advanced age or
bad himIth, faces increasinu difficulties in the management of his farm, act'?
Because of this indirect manner of questioning, it was assumed that the
questionnaire would give reliable data about the farmers' private opinions.
Direct questions, concerning the interviewed person (eg.: What would you
do in a similar situation?) completely confirmed this assumptionthe number

of answers for the first and second question were almost identical, differences
appearing only in the case of undecided persons who were twice as numerous
in the second instance.

The progression in Table 1 of the possible ways of handing down
the management of the farm and the farm itself forms a scale, in which
the first proposition shows a highly traditional attitude, the third and fourth
are expressions of advanced rationalism, while the second and fifth are

manifestations of intermediates behaviour. According to this interpretation
of the results, we can state that in the tested group only an insignificant

percentage of farmers demonstrate an extremely traditional attitude toward
their farms. About half the group manifests highly rational attitudes: the
rest, however (about 40 p.c.), demonstrate an intermediate attitude. Of
those who wish to hand down the farm and its management, two groups
of farmers mUst be distinguished: those who combined the possibility of
complete resignation from the position of manager with handing down all
farm-related matters to their inheritors, and those who either because they
lack heirs or for other reasons, think it appropriate to hand over their
farms to the state in exchange fon old-age pensions.

Advocates of extremely rationafisdc attitudes, however, are both those
who seem to identify themselves with rather prosperous farms, as well
as their opposites, owners of petty farms. This is caused by the existence
of two types of rationalized attitudes in farmers: the first type is the
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Table 1Opinions concerning the way of handing down a farm and the position of manager

What should a farmer do if he is unable
to manage his farm properly?

I. Kccp both the farm and his position as its
manager

2. Keep part of the farm and position as manager
3. Hand down both the management and the farm
4. Turn it over to the state in exchange for

a retirement pension
5. No opinion, or other solutions

Percentage answers concerning
the farm

in general

N 825

6.1

34.7
30,1

23.4

3.8

. _

one's own

N 825

6.7

36.6
29.3

18.1

9.3

result of an intergenerational replacement of the position of the farm manager:the second, through resignation from the managerial position, is equivalentto the liquidation of a socially unprofitable agricultural workshop. Thefactor which combines these two attitudes and justifies their being calledrationalistic, is that both situations are characterized by the loosening ofthe farmer's emotional ties toward his land and his position as manager.
Both these types of farmers consciously realize that .the farm as well asits management are only a means and not an end in itself. Therefore,if one group decides to remain on the farm and continue to work asits manager, awhile the other rejects this value, then the difference liesonly in their estimation of their chances and possibilities of success inthis field, and not in their fundamental approach to life.

For traditionalists, however, retention of both the property and theposition of manager is a supreme value. Therefore, they do not even allowthemselves to think that if the duties of manager become too difficult,they should hand them down to a younger, more qualified generation
or leave the farm to the state's disposal. Fortunately, the advocates of extremely
traditional attitudes belong to the insignificant minority of land usufructuaries.

The main source of inhibitions of the course of rationalizatory processesin petty farming should be seen in the existence of a group representing
intermediate opinions. In a situation of clearly inefficient management of thefarm this group advocates halfway course, that is handing down part ofthe land to their heirs or leasing the land. Why is the halfway solution,
advocated by one third of the questioned farmers, so popular? It is onlybecause of the possibly still-present emotional ties with the farm anda strong belief in the traditional peasant myth of independence, whichthe ownership of land allegedly guarantees? Certainly these factors are
present. But the resistance to radical solutions in such an important socialmatter as the retirement of an inefficient manager, probably inheres in
contemporary social and economic realities in the as yet minimal attractiveness
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of the retirement pension when a farm, particularly a small one, is submitted
to the state as well as in the discouraging (even at present) social position
of old people who have handed down their farms to, their children. An
additional Factor is the present trend tci limit the area of the farm in
order to take up non-agricultural employment.

The rapid rhythm of the process of rationalizing the Polish farmer's
attitude towards land and farm has both positive and negative consequences
for farm development. It appears that the advantages run along two, seemimtly
incompatible tracs through a subordination of the farm to the needs of
the family, which leads to: (a) either its intensive economic development,
strengthened by the owner's keen desire to hand the land down to his
heir at the proper time, or (b) to a neglect of farm matters, and a readiness
to submit it to the state in exchange for a retirement pension for the
owner. The extremely traditional tendency which rejects both these solutions
is now rapidly disappearing. What is at present a problem of practical
and scientific nature is the unusually strong preference of the testees for
the type of instrumentalization of farmers' attitudes toward land and farm
which finds its expression in the tendency to limit the area of the
owned property.

The counterpoint for such disadvantageous (for agriculture as a whole)
solutions can be found in the subjects' change of attitude toward land
as a social benefit: contrary to the peasant tradition, the majority of the
contemporary Polish farmers disapprove of bad management which arises
from the behavior of farmers, and in such cases they see the need for
lar-reaching state intervention into the innate prcblems of the farm.

2 liii. \ rni it DE TOWARDS SOCIALLY OwNED MEANS Or PRODUCTION
ON PEASANTS FARMS

An extremely useful point in the raticanalization of the testees attitudes
proved to he individualism socialization questions, which induced the farmers
to declare themselves either for state-owned or for private farming equipment
as the highest guarantee of the best economical results. The tested group
was asked to express their opinion on the question: Under what conditions
does a farmer achieve the best results in farming? This was an attempt
to establish the farmers' preferences on the basic means of acquiring farming
necessities and essential productive services.

In the question to which the answers are presented in Table 2, the
testees were asked to choose one of five possibilities. The answer scale
items reflect two contrastive solutions: one for extreme individualists, the
second for persons who advocate paying for the services of socialized institutions
for fulfilling the productive needs of the farm. It should be kept in mind,
however, that this diversity of opinions is probably the result of the influence
of two combined factors: I . the actual state of particular farm's private
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production equipment and 2. the prevailing aspirations and cultural aims
of' the farmers.

On the basis of the peasants' attitudes toward farming equipment, two
types of farmers are apparent: strict individualists, and moderate advocates
of socialization. The first group seems to subscribe to an idealized type
of absolutely independent farmer, which is best seen in the firm belief

Differentiation of opinions as to the most effcv.!".- A..I.S of farming

Opinions about the most effective Ways of farming

I. Reliance mainl !. on one', ovvn abilities, experience, and farming
equipment

2. Asking neighbours for help and advice
3. Partial use of the services of the Farmer's Association and of

the services of other socialized institutions
4. Maximum dependence on the services of the Farmer's Association

and other institutions
5. Other possibilities. or no opinion

Table 2

_

Anssvers percentage
N=

44.4

5.3

36.6

12.7

4.0

that reliance on one's own strength and farm equipment is the best way
to obtain high productive results. The second group expounds a rather
different opinion, namely that the best results under present day conditions
are obtained by using indispensible productive services, even though these
may meet only a small portion of farm needs.

This division of attitudes and opinions regarding the effectiveness of
state owned and private farms the use of farming equipment on peasant
farms is certainly peculiar, and conditioned not only by the general influences
of our social form of government, but also by Poland's unique process
of gradual institutionalization and socialization of petty farms.

3 .x-TrITtOE TO THE PERSPECTIVE OF STRIATURAL CHANGES
OF PEASANT FARMING

The testees ideas about the future structure of agriculture, and especially
their opinions about the family system in peasant farming have been the
most vital source of different opinions. Specialists are interested both in
the actual state of preferences, the dynamics of changes, and in the causative
factors of evolutionary trends in peasant attitudes. In the process of our
research it was most difficult to determine the trends which for years
have been moulding the peasants' opinions about particular ways of reconstruc-
ting agriculture. Although detailed comparison has not been possible with
a high degree of certainty, with the help of results obtained by B. Oolgbiowski
in 1959 and 1960 we have been able to identify two closely linked subsequent
courses of development of the Polish farmer's attitudes and opinions.
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As appears in Table 3. in the three periods we can observe: (a) a strong
trend in the reduction of the number of peasants convinced that the family
farms is unchangeable. and (b) a clearly increasing number of peasants
who see the future as dominated by the socialized type of farm.

Table 3
The future structure of farming according to the opinions of peasants in 1959 and 1960

Research work done in

The future of farming as seen 11), testees lies in 1959 1960 1969

percentage of testees

I. Private farms such as the present 49.2 58.7 18.1

2. Private farms, cooperating with the institutional
system 25.6 10.9 24.2

3. A productive cooperation 1 ._1_ 1.1 9.7

4. State owned enterprises 5.6 .8 17.2

5. No opinion, or a different one 16.8 26.3 23.3

6. No answer 0.6 1.2 8.7

The results of the research in three districts allow us to state that
the number of farmers anticipating the socialization of the majority of
peasant farms within the next 20 30 years exceeds one-fourth of the entire
farming population. and is larger than the number of those who see the

future as a continuation of the present conditions.
Investigating the reasons for such attitudes towards structural changes,

the tested farmers' objective, financial position was the only factor considered.
What must be pointed out is that the tendency to anticipate socialization
of peasant farms is not connected in any significant way with farm size.
Attitudes favoring socialization coincide with a higher level of the farmer's
general education, with the farms colonial origin, and partially, with the
usage of socially-owned equipment in farm work.

The analysis did not include the psycho-sociological sphere of motivations,
which influenced certain opinions of the testees on the future structure
of peasant farms is not connected in any significant way with a farm size.

a much closer examination. What seems of specially interest would be to
empirically verify the classification which has only been hypothetically sketched
in our research, of the types of motivations which would favour rapid
reorganization of agriculture. The analysis of answers to the following
question can serve as a hypothesis for further research work in this field:
whether prosocialistic attitudes in connection with the farm's future arise,
and, if so. to what degree, out of: I. a negative estimate of profit
possibilities of the peasant farm and a tendency to leave farming; 2. a passive
subordination to the objective developmental tendencies of agriculture in
socialistic countries; and 3. constructive criticism of family farm, which
leads to the farm's modernization according to socialist principles.
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The above mentioned tendencies of farmers. who represent the typicalPolish rural society, to exhibit changes of attitude, clearly show regional
differences. As was assumed during the research program the dominantattitudes of behaviour, determined by the socio-political situation of all
the inhabitants of Polish rural areas, are still partially dependent on specific
environmental characteristics, conditioned by the distinctive economic situationof each region, the structure of its peasant and its cultural heritage. The
regional specificity finds its reflection both in the productive activities of thefarmer and in his attitudes and aspirations.

The strongest attachment to private land and the farm, reflected inproductive activities and in social attitudes, is noted in the inhabitantsof underdeveloped regions, which, at the same time, are most heavily
subjected to the influences of traditional peasant culture.

In such regions, where numerous petty farms, untouched by post-warchanges, are most dominant and the influence of industrialization and urbani-
zation is comparatively weak, the farmers' tendencies to abandon farming
appear to be only one-third as strong as in well developed districts. Thisrelationship is also consistantly reaffirmed in other attitude determinants,that is in the opinions concerning the ways of handing down the farm (onlyin the highly developed regions is there as strong tendency to submitthe land to the state), as well as in the degree to which state intervention
is permitted into the affairs of the peasant farm. However, the opinions about
the effectiveness of a given type of ownership of farming equipment showthat the advocates of the most individualistic attitudes, who also strongly
oppose socialized forms of agricultural services in peasant farming, are
mainly farmers from the intermediately industrialized regions, which wereunder a strong influence from the capitalistic ideology present in Polandup to World War Two Factors causing this phenomenon should belooked for not only in the favourable areal structure of the farms in
this region, but also in the strongly rooted cultural ideals of the individually
operated farm.

The often revealed and relatively high degree of traditional attitudesof farmers in underdeveloped regions deserves very careful interpretation.
As has been proved by additional studies traditionalism usually arises outof the objective set of conditions in which the testees :worked and lived.Subjected to the strong pressure of the communited agrarian structure,
and having no possibility of obtaining non-agricultural employment, farmers
from underdeveloped regions display a relatively high, sometimes even an
extremely rational, tendency toward modernization of the farm, which, however,does not lead to any visible loosening of emotional ties to the land.
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lntergenerational comparisons obtained from the testees. farmers and
their prospective successors, show a significant difference of social attitudes
of the two peasant generations. These differences concern mainly their attitudes
toward private faim.,. social productive factors, and opinions on the future
pi rural areas and agriculture.

Contrary to initial expectations, however, the heirs process a stronger
attachment to individual private farms than their parents. This tendency
and the resulting intergenerational differences of attitudes and opinions
exist only in highly .developed regions. interpreting these results which are
different from the assume(I laws of rationalizations, we should probably
look for tendencies to oust the so-called feelings of temporariness among
repatriates and children of colonists, as well as for greater possibilities, in their
regions, of attaining the ideal or peasant-worker.

A different region structure points to generational differences in opinion
concerning the amount of accepted state intervention in farm matters: in
all regions of Poland young people who are expected to he farm managers
show much less restraint than their parents in recommending drastic measures
to punish incompetent land usufructuaries.

The research work shows that young people from underdeveloped regions
aim at having much larger farms than their parents, while heirs from
the western industrialized regions show opposite preferences. These can be
explained mainly by the existence of different pressures exerted on the
two groups by their actual possibilities of access to land and to non-
-agricultural employment.

The generation of farmers who are expected to take over the farm
from the present managers shows a lesser tendency than the old generation
to yield to the extremely individualistic mode of farming. They are also
almost twice as much in favor of social agricultural services than their
predecessors. Among the factors which accompany this type of orientation,
one of the most important is the productive connection of the family
farm with farming cooperatives. The positive influence of such connections
on the attitudes of the younger generation seems to be unquestionable.

What is surprising is the fact that young people who are prepared
for future roles as independent farm managers do not anticipate the domina-
tion of socializee forms of farming. lt seems that there are two tendencies
which characterize the young generation: (a) relatively more confidence
and faith in the stability of the family farming system: and (b) greater
reserve towards radical changes in the agrarian structure.

The reasons for this type of evolution of attitudes in the younger
generation deserve further and more detailed research. Since we lack more
certain data, we can only express the hypothetical assumption that the
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noticeable attachment of the young to land ownership may he the result
of a strong belief that it is possible to actively participate in the development
of the rural area and agriculture as a whole. Their visible readiness to
play an active role in the process of further specialization of Polish agriculture
induces us to assume that the younger generation more strongly approves
of modernization, based on cooperative, rather than on state principles
of organization.
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JOZEF CHM.ASNSKI

THE YOUNG RURAL GENFRATION IN
THE POLISH PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES. PERSONALITIES, THINGS AND EVENTS
BIOGRAPHY AND HISTJRY

The French author Jean Paul Sartre (born in 1905) whose philosophical
troubles with the problems of existence and non-existence became very
popular in the capitals of the modern world, entitled his recently published
autobiography Les Mots (Words)1. The title comprises characteristics of the
environment which moulded his psyche from early childhood. "In vain
would I seek within myself, writes Sartre, "the surging memories of sweet,
unreflective rural youth. 1 never dug the soil nor did I search for birds'
nests... My books were my birds and my nests, my domestic animals,
my stable and my village".

Various are the "villages" of childhood in which the shape of human
personality is constituded. At times a book is dominant and there are
no birds, elsewhere there are birds without books. People and animals,
things and events enter a person's biography in different ways. The goat
and cow in Gandhi's biography are something different from a petdog
in the philosopher's biography that accompanies him in his morning walks.

If I were to follow the example of the cited French philosopher (and
my contemporary) and write a similar diary, I could not omit cows. In
my autobiography there would be linked together not only cows and history,
but also cows and philosophy. As a small boy I was a cowherd at the
beginning of World War I and in various circumstances during that war.
I did the same during World War II and 'during the uprising when Warsaw
was burning. That picture is vivid in my memory September 1944. The
village near Warsaw close to the SovietGerman front, on the east
bank of the Vistula River. in which I found a shelter. The villagers are
were digging potatoes. As an intellectual, pretwar assistant-professor and
Director of the State Institute of Rural Culture I chose a more con-
templative function than potatoes digging the function of a cowherd. I
and my "staff a seven years old boy and a dog were responsible for
aH the eleven cows of the village. Burning Warsaw, the horror of the war
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and tr:Igedy of the uprising on the other side of the Vistula. Satiated,
the cows, sat in the meadow and peacefully ruminated. 1 had much time
on this pasture for a philosophic mediation, but nothing remained in my
memory of what went through my mind then. not even a word. It was
at that point in m autobiography that a cow crossed with history and
the philosophy of lite, existence with non-existence and I had a stronger
than ever feeling of the unity of a personal being with that of the entire
coun try.

It is interesting that the episode with the cows tenaciously clung to
my biography of an assistant-professor and professor but in a wordless
form and rather in an impersonal landscape form, similar to the episode
with cows in the. preintellectual period of infency. I recall that because reading
diaries always raises the problem of the Mechanism of memory which
selects that which enters permanently into an individual's biography not
only by means of words.

There is nothing unusual today in the fact that 1 commence considera-
tions on the diaries of the young rural generation in Poland with the
biography of a Parisian writer. Keeping diaries was once a privilege of
unusual people, now it has become a source material and often an irreplacable
instrument of research on human culture treated in association with the
human personality. Autobiography serves, within the framework of the
newly developing field of cultural anthropology, as an aid in research on
culture of various levels of development, both of the intellectual 'elite of
our times as on the only commencing literature on primitive cultures
until recently based exclusively on the oral tradition.

It is a pleasant fact for the Polish reader that diary writing extended
to the working strata was inaugurated in social science half a century
ago with the publication of The Polish Peasant in Europe and America
(issued in the English language in the USA). Published in 1918 1920,
this was the result of collaboration of the Polish scholar and writer
Florian Znaniecki with the American scholar William I. Thomas:.

The further development of working people's diary literature, in which
Poland occupies first place, exceeds the bounds of this introduction3. The
reader, interested in a comparative view of new Polish diary publications
may turn to the collective autobiographies of American workers published
in 1963 under the title The Anwrican Worker in dw Twentieth Century
A History Through Autobiographies. An American reviewer writes about it,
that in America "...it is an expression of the delayed recognition of the
fact that biography must not pertain to the great and wealthy to be
worth reading"4. It is not a revolutionary publication, but it is interesting
as another expression of the quest for vivifying sources of culture in a
country where the ideology of business and economic success have weighed
heavily on culture for a number of generations.

Interest in biographical and autobiographic literature is characteristic
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of Our epoch. The more impersonal. schematic and anonymous qatly inter-
-personal contacts under the conditions of contemporary civilization, the
more the culture of friendly conversation disappears, the more the writer
and reader of diaries reach for them for the elements of life and culture.

I put a personal element in first place here since the basic element
of diaries is the author's meniories or recollections, the theme of which
is usually the writer himself, his personality in relation to other people,
things and events. Such is the character of diary writing on the initiative
of the writer himself', which has a long tradition, and such diaries as
contaMed in this study which originated in connection with contests.

To write his diary Sartre had not only many incentives in his con-
temporary literary community interested in the human personality. His
autobiography belongs to the type of literature which flowered in the 18th
century but had come into being much earlier. Sartre had many famous
predecessors whom he knew about and with whom he was linked by
the tradition of intellectual curiosity in the human personality, of the
fancy for the analysis of the mysteries of the human spirit and of one-
self. The analytical passion of the writer-psychologist is mixed in his
diary with the desire to perpetuate his image by transmitting it to
others.

The diaries represented in this work show a dominant need for self-
-expression, for shaping one's image and transmitting it to others. This
motif is aroused by contests though not only this one. This motif may
appear only in the course of writing which is caused by other stimuli,
such as testing one's writing ability, obtaining a reward, acquiring help
in a difficult situation etc. "When I began to write this biography",
we read in one of the diaries in this work, "it was with the thought
of contest. But when 1 ail finishing it I want to dedicate it to Olenka
only less than a year old".

After fifty years of diary writing on the request of sociologists, by
people who were not known as public personalities, there appeared diaries
which as cultural documents were not inferior ,to biographies of famous
persons. Almost 5 500 diaries were submitted to a contest on The Young Ru-
ral Generation, held by the Union of Rural Youth with the participa-
tion of the People's Publishing Cooperative and interested scientific centres.
At a similar contest held at dile same time on One Month of My Lik
by "Tvgodnik Kulturalny" and the Polish Radio netted about 2000 diaries,
not to speak of similar contests. These attest to the fact that the call
to participate provided an outlet to the existing need for self-expression.
Nor is it accidental that the question of one's own personality, its
shaping and finding its place social and cultural life was at the centre of
the writing effort.

The person as, the subject of diarles can never be separated from
the socio-cultural environment. ft always appenrs in the many-sided social
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and cultural links proper to the historical epoch and social environment
to which the individual belongs, The human personality, society and culture
are three inseverable sides of the reality. The young rural generation
appears in these three sides in the diaries. They point to the formation
of the personalities or the young rural generation in the process of their
emergency in the national and social culture in tly. historical period of
transpiring deep transformations in the Polish People's Republic.

Roughly considered, what distinguishes man in nature is his autonomy,
freedom, inseparably linked with production. Freedom and production consti-
tute, the background on which culture and personality arise. Freedom
distinguishes man from things. This is why the conception person is inse-
parably linked with the conception culture. Culture is something created
by mansomething he does not find in nature. And the most essential
element of culture is man himself, his own work, his personality which
is shaped by co-existence with other people, in work developing culture.

Culture has not started with writing but writing characterizes a higher
stage of human culture. The development of diary writing signifies a greater
range of autonomy, a higher degree of spiritual independence not only
from his environment of things, nature, biology, but also from the surround-
ings, imposed by biology and birth without individual choice.

Th diaries collected in this study, like the collection as whole are
vaiJahle not only as a picture of human life, but primarily as a depiction
of 0 c formation of the diary writer's personality. They are parslcularly
valuable, since they pertain to a category which in the class structure
of pre-war Poiand belongA to the rura poor who were condemned to an
impersonnl eyistence. The diaries point out the process of the emergence
and development of spiritual autonomy among this category of people
in connection with the historical transformations of the Polish People's

Republic. The history or Poland is reflected here in biographical diaries.
1 he very fact of writing constituted for the diarists an act of affirma-

ti.n of their personalities in the au .onomy won by the authors through
parti..ipation in the process of transformation transpiring in the country.
The v.riting expressed a desire to consolidate that Autonomy by strengthening..
personal ties with the muional and general hurnan culture. It is also

the case that the transition from the :oncrete environment to that of
words and writing results in vastness of diaries. It often goes hand in
hand with noetic, novelistic or publicistic ambitions. Once begun, writing
creates its owr incentives for further writing. This phenomenon is widely
known in the history of diary writing. Both the bird of steady amateur
writing and the beginning of professionalism are connected with this problem.
Contest participants are predominantly of- the newspaper and magazine
reading public accustomed to reading and writing, to participation in
various kinds of coo:petitions. But this should not overshadow the basic
question, name:., .he liberation of people from the pre-writing impersonal
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environment of "peasants", traditionally regarded as a class of lower beings,
spiritually dependent and requiring the care of lords, and their discovery
of their Own. autonomous. independent personalities reflectively participating
in the national and allhuman culture.

.Al-roNomil.vrIoN OF THE PERSON AND THE HISTORICAL PROCESS.
NATIoN.Al. SELE-AWARENESS AND IDENTIFICATION WITH THE POLISH

PEOPLES REPUBLIC'

The diary of a hamlet councillor near Krosno (No 4365). the first
in this collection, belongs to those whose author's childhood reaches bad(
to the pre-war period. Born in 1929, the authoress was one of 14 children
who came into the world practically every year during 1929 1942. Two of
them died. Besides, there were 5 children from the father's previous mar-
riage.

Her father ploughed his small field with cows. He harnessed his chil-
dren to help two cows. Cows were very necessary in that family: chil-
dren were not. "He was very angry at us because we were so many".
We prayed for the death of a newly-born. It did not help: the children
lived. When the fourteenth child came into the world mother named him
alter a dead child. It was believed in the village that a child named
so would also die. But it did not. When the authoress was six years
old her mother had to send her to work for a neighbour taking care
of his child.

This short diary is mainly devoted to childhood in which the satis-
faction of elementary biological needs is dominant over everything else.
The family did not normally conform even to the borderline between
biological existence and human culture. depicted in the diary. The father,
a drunkard, is not the centre of the family ties here. The elementary
group linked in a common destiny are the mother and the children.
Very striking are the bonds of kinship and attachment to work on the
farm Work in a factory in a neighbouring town happily freed the autho-
ress from the fate of a servant. But she was glad to return to her
native village in 1950 when MI, married the owner of a 7 ha farm.

The decade 1950 1960 was the period when the authoress adopted
new social roles: independent erson in her own home, on her own
farm, initiator of a Housekeepers Circle, Hamlet Council woman and
public activist. She recalls with gratitude the five day excursion to Cracow,
Ogwiecim. Nowa Huta and Zakopane as a reward offered by the Peasants'
Self-Help Cooperative for her fruitful public activity.

I describe here the elements of that diary in which the childhood environ-
ment is quite different from that the philosopher called an environment
of words. Neither her father, an illiterate, nor the mother, overburdened
with toil and trouble, read books. Under these conditions, the authoress'
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.1cpoi tr. e beyond the biological sphere of life, the entire process leading
her to th ,! role of a public figure, did not have any basis in the family,
bus was elkcted by external stimuli. Working as a servant at a neigh-
bours. making sure that she should attend school, joining a circle of the
Union of Polish Youth. work at a factory in a neighbouring town all
these are the stages in her personal development. It is significant that her
life path, as a great personal socio-cultural success, is depicted in the diary
without egocentrism, with the clear tendency to exhibit her life in relation
to what is socially useful and not from the angle of personal feelings.
Neither her family nor rural tradition habituated the authoress to contemplate
her ego and to share personal feelings with others.

The authoress of the diary actively participates in public life and conscio-
usly desires to transform various spheres of life of her farm and village.
And she is anxious to take part in the process of transformation of the
Polish People's Republic. She has in that sense historical awareness, the
consciousness of participating in the changes transpiring in the country.
This historical awareness is a part of her personality structure. But it is
interesting that the historical awareness reflected in her diary has only
two links: the present and the future, without a historical past. The
starting point of everything in her biography is the fight against hunger.
It makes no difference for her who were her forefathers.

One cannot know reading the diary that its authoress lives in an old
village which reaches back to the times of the Piast Dynasty, that her
forebears settled there several centuries ago and that her indigenous name
figures in the 15th and 16th century chronicles. It is also known from pub-
lications that more or less strong echoes have been preserved in the oral
trditions of the neighbouring population of various historical events reaching
hack not only to the peasant forays of 1846, but also to the period of the
Swedish invasion. But it lacks the traditions of the peasant political mo-
vement. The village and its neighbourhood, produced a handful of intel-
lectuals hut not a single political leader. As to the national awareness
of those villages towards the end of the 19th century, we may refer to
the world of a famous humanist and scholar, a diarist of these parts,
that there was -at hest uncertain". The village had no'traditions of peasant
radicalism.

All that information comes not from the diary in question but from
another source. Local political enthusiasts were not created here by the
times of the Austrian annexation nor the inter-war period. The villages
and their environs were dominated by the manor house and the very tradi-
tional parish, indifferent to a political activity. The estate owner was usually
abrc.id. "The manor and village were two worlds completely alien to each
other", we read in the above mentioned diary. The squire was sometimes
seen in church. "He came, preceded by his lackey, usually in the middle
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of MIsS... Il.i Mt! seMed himself, he put on his monocle and like in
a theatre performance looked around the church tilled with people, And
that was for him the only occasion ror looking over the village .

The village which is not portrayed in our authoress diary, is one of
small and landless farmers, And it is not accidental that this community
of the rural poor. of the menial class, has no historical memory. Historical
memory takes shape in people who create history. It is the recollection of
history to the extent that it is one's own history. The forebears of the
authoress of the diary existed in the past over many ,:enturies hut did
not create their history, since they constituded a class of menials. History
is made h), people not things: people who figure in history in the role
of manor ,inventory have no historical memory. This diary is worth reading
mainly because it shows that the authoress' approach to the twenty year
history of the Polish People's Republic is inseverably connected with the
genesis of her freedom, with the'autotwmy of her person.

The historal process is truly historical provided it is autonomous. Its
essential parts are this respect the autonomy and freedom of person who
CR aie it. There is no history without freedom. History is not made by
slaves. The slave has only the present, biological neither historical nor socio-
-cultural awareness. He is a person without past or future. He is not
a historical person. But it must be added that there are no absolute
slaves.

I deal at length with this diary because it is in many respects represen-
tative of that category of the young rural generation which occupies a
principal place in the collection of diaries in this work. It is the formerly
most poverty stricken section of the rural population, which during the
period of the Polish People's Republic and in connection with the trans-
formations it has undergone, made the greatest social and cultural advance
an advance from the situation of a class of menials of the landed estates
and richer farmers to persons with spiritual autonomy, from the role of
raw material for history to that of co-forgers of the historical process.

The diary also demonstrates the process of transformation of toil
which is close to the exertion of draft animals to work which enriches
the human personality and is integrally associated with culture.

Another woman diarist, financial manager of a cooperative and a public
activist (No 2078) in a country, was born in 1933. After completing a seven-
-month stenography course in Wroclaw she took her first job in her family
parts. Both diarists come from the same province. Their start in life was
similar in some respects. In both cases poverty and undernourishment in
ishildhood. lack of the tradition of the populist movement in the family.

The fathers of both were drunks, which was connected with their music-
-making at weddings. One played the violin, the other the trumpet and
also sang in the church chorus. But there was a considerabie difference
between them. The father of the former "never set foot in school, did
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not k iio ii how to read and W mt.. nd con.adered that One could do very M,cll
without that". W Ile the rathei or the lattei k'alued his 4 limns of
elemental \ school. owing to which he worked 111 the hamlet administration
and was concerned about Ins daughter's education. For the second diarist
school opened new horizons not (nil\ with her learning, hut also because
of the youth organization. The authoress includes her participation in the
scout moement among her most pleasant memories. She writes about
the year between the fifth and seventh forms of elementary school: "I was
chosen troop leader (of' girl scouts) and from (lieu Oil there M, as some-
thing new to do besides cow herding almost OVer Sunday-.

The end of the W ar opened new horizons before both diarists. "Poverty.
began to %iinish from the house", W rote the first, "It Was possible to
uet work ever\ where". Utilization of the economic upswing proceeded
differentk in the two Viimilies. The first diarist, 16 years old in 1945,
beuan to act on her own account: left-home to \kork first as a domestic
ser%ant, then in a factory at Krosno. It was difkrent with the second
diarist. Iler father. the party musician .and hamlet worker, went out into
the world, to the Western Territories (regained by Poland). In Boleslawiec
he obtained work as an office manager ill the County Agricultural Service.
Ile brought over his family, and his daughter entered the 8th grade of
elementary school. He did hut because of the rumour or a new war,
returned to his native parts. The authoress of the diary spent less than
a Year in lioleslaw ice hut already discovered the wide world and the way
to become independent. The wide world entered her biography via the
Western Territories. Upon his return to 13oleslawiec her father took a
special course and became an employee of the County UMon of Hamlet
Cooperatives. The situation at home improved, "I was well dressed and
had money to spend-. She wanted very much to have money of her
own. After completing the 9th form or general elementary school, she
and her friend went to Wroclaw for a 7-month stenography course. When
she finished it in 1950, she got work in a hamlet cooperative in her
native parts, in the same cooperative where her father had worked and
owIng. to his efforts.

The description in the diary No 21178 of the period of drunkeness which
dominated the cooperative and affected also the diariA, points up the
danger oil the road or individualization and advancement of social disor-
ganization efkcted by the processes of rapid transition from the traditional
rural to a modern urban structure. The authoress surmounted the diffi-
culties of this period and was glad to supplement her vocational activity
with public work. She is now interested in graduating from secondary
school. She is active in many' organizations and is a member of the
Board of the Estabilishment Council as financial director.

'Fhe career of this diarist thus differs from that of the previous one in many.
respects. Rut we are confronted hvre with two variants or the same general
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li,tlii.-sI)Li(if0L'Ict iikI socio-psychological process. I his process consists

of automawation of the actilli111011 h the individual of spiritual

independence, a feeling of freedom dignity in connection with a self-
-chosen occupation and oluntar public activit felt as an Intel ,,al necessity.

Thus both diarists identification with the Polish People's Republic. the

formation of then socio-lustorical awareness and their entrance into the nation's

historical process were eGeted k autonomization of the person, vocation

actIVth
The processes of autononutation are more characterlstie

than men's diaries. If the former estates-class social structure of the village

in general 1k;Is marked by. servitude and lack or iiutonomy. then women
more than men were branded by historical and folk tradition as a non-
-autonomous being. a household chattel whose life was encompassed by the

hlind-alley hetween the cottage and the church parish, far from the broad high-

way of the nation's history. It is on the hackground of the past that the
spiritual autononutation of rural Nolliell is so significant for the entire
process expressed in the diaries of the young rural generation.

The diaries ako indicate that the process of autononlization of' the

person and the development of national awareness. by the identification with
the Polish People's Republic. takes place in relation with the destiny of
the diarists and their lannhes uprooted by the war and occupation. The

diaries of repatriates settled in the Western Territories are in a separate

work. They depict the story from the adversities of homeless families to
their settlement on those territories where land was in plenty. From the
-Polish pilgrimage- during the war these diarists' road of life leads to

excellence in the agricultural profession and other occupations. The Western

Territories played a tremendous role in the formation of our diarists'
historical consciousness.

The transformation of agriculture in accord with the requirements of
contemporary civilization noted in the diaries is accompanied by the same

general process of automatization which characterizes the acquisition of
independence hy means or non-agricultural vocations and professions and
emigration from the village. The desire for the autonomization is expres-

sed in the farmer's ambition to he an enlightened cultural individual on

the level of the contemporary epoch. ft is also expressed in the desire

to convert agriculture into a prossion intelligently guided by contemporary
agronomic science. The farmer wants to he an autonomous person. not

pushed around from the outside as in former times. hut acting independently

according to his understanding of things and according to his convictions.

That is not a simple process. Modern agriculture is an integral part
of the contemporary economic system. The more highly it is mechanized

and the more it meets the needs of contemporary technology and agronomic

science, the greater is its dependence upon the total national and world

economy, Autonomy of the person. on the one hand, and the growing
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dependence of various occupations and professions within an impersonal
NAelll of technical and economic functions, on the other hand, characterizeman's reneral situation in contemporary civilization, With urban civilizationthe situation extends ever more to the village. and it is not free or conf-
licts. The diaries indicate tirst of all the subjective, psychological, consciousside of the process of the village entering the stage of history of thePolish People's Republic and the diffusion of contemporary civilizationin the rural areas,

'Hie second fundamental side of this process, the linking of agriculture
with the techno-economic system or functioning of the whole nationalecommiy, within the world economy. did not and could not tind full expressionin documents of this kind, Rut the components or the historical processare not only autonomous persons but also the material-technical environmentcreated by man. The weight of the material. technical side of the processis directly p! oportional to the extent of technical progress. When precise
machines repiace so many of man's former activities and computers accomplish
complex operations which no indlyidual human brain could possiblycope with. then the question arises how much spiritual autonomy canman have and or what kind. In this respect. the question of autonomyof the individual which occupies first place in the diaries is not the problem
or a backward section of the population but the general problem of contem-
porary civilized man. Seen in this light, these diaries dispel the illusion that there
are ready-made solutions in the city for rural problems,

DIR [CT Ex PLR IFNCE AND HISTORICAL AWARENPSS. YOUTH AND THE
R EVOLUTIONARY SPIRIT OF ROMANTICISM

We have stated above that the biography of this study .ris as iffrom the very beginning. that it has no roots in the past. for the familyin Which the authoress came into the world had no historical memory.
Certain conceptual distinctions are now necessary.

Eiv lack of a historical memory xxc mean the lack of a certain kind
of knowledge of the past. not ti;at 1re is no knowledge at all of man's
past. The human being is unthinkable without some memory of the past,ithout some memory in general. A state of mankind in which some
knowledge of man's past is not cultivated is unknown to us. Some knowledge
in this domain, primitively of a religious character, is an inseparable partof the history of culture from its inception. Thus, irr reference to thefamily of the first diarist not having any historical memory. I did notrefer to the religious tradition nor to the folk philosophy of life as immutableand eternal. I had in mind the knowledge of the social reality seen in itsdevelopment. as shaped by man himself, the knowledge which embraces

awareness of the historical heritage, of its continuation and transformation.
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Such historical menior, as the individual's histoncal awareness, is not lust
a knowledge but a moral inyolvement, I feeling of responsibilit for the
cultural heritage of the posi generations.

Historical awareness of this kind is based on inter-personal contacts
within various social institutions. It is manifested in various degrees alreadv
in the famil y. which in this respect constitutes an especially important link
because of its educational function. Stimulation, organization inn] development
of Instoncal awareness is the fundamental task of the school. Literature
acts as th,e orgamier of the historical memory, it perpetuates the nation's
history as . human activity and transmits it to the coming generations.

While the first diarist does not reveal this kind of historical memory
in her childhood recollections, in others it appears in the family as home
tradition in early childhood. Thus a 20 year old zootechnician from Silesia
(No 4440 among the youngest (liarists, born in 1940) recalls his grandfather,
a participant in the Silesian uprising.

In the diary of the director of a cottage handicrafts section in a Podhale
village, born in 1931, there are no traces of historical memory, but a stock
of systematic knowledge of the history of the village and region and their
contribution to the national culture. The diarist was 16 when he organized
a Scout troupe in lik village. He names the populist writers from his village
and its environs. Ile collies from a farm of 2 ha and is not a professional
writer. There is a live tradition of the Populist movement in his and the
neighbouring villages.

A Ciarwolin farmer born in 1929 writes: "At home I grew up In an
atmosphere of books and the works of 'Wici' leaders (peasant populist
organization)... Father was also an active member of a cooperative savings
and loan society, of food and dairy co-lperatives. A "Wici" circle was
active in the village". At the opening of his diary he writes that he

associated "Peasant diaries" with the biogaphies of the great national
personalities which he read. He mentions KoSciuszko, Mickiewicz, Konopnicka,
Sienkiewicz, Orzeszkowa and Prus.

Here we hit upon the essence of the question in what manner concrete
lorical events enter into the individual's biography and personality structure.

question is little investigated. The life of the individual embraces
.1 say brief fragment of the nation's history. The individual's historical
awareness has the character of knowledge of the past as symbolized in
literature and other contents of the national culture, The individual's direct
personal experience with great historical events taking place in his lifetime
constitutes but a tiny particle of the totality of the national history. But
this kind of direct historical experience always exerts a basic influence
on the individuals general historical awareness.

In the diaries cited here as in the whole collection of that contest
the war and occupation and their consequences for particular individuals
and families and for the nation as a whole are the limen of the national
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AssoAdted III %;illous %%;is, wok! or less threcll, ith the personal
t".1,C1 I/1 I1111 Piller:111On of il1;11-Hs

I Ii 11.111s1 111 %k s 3 Years ill pe 111 SerIellther 1939,
In Ins (ILO 11 re111. I he Germans .1re entoing the village. I errihle
thunderous rattle... Yes. lhose were Germans. It was in 1939. It is interesting
that im 111c11101. preclsel then. II does not reach further hack .

not e\en iii how .. I do not remember Polish sokhers although they
had probably fled a inmate before the Germans arrived-.

\ half yeilr older 1% oman diarist. No 3556. begins with the monlent
m 1939 when her father wits enlisted as a recruit. The diary of a female
sur,con.. ssistant. No 4725, born in 1935, begins with memories of her
Helmcd Idther killed by the Germans in 1942. Her brothers. 18 and 20
years old perished in the defense of Warsaw. The diarist nr 1334, horn in 1940,
begins with his transportation by Germans. Such examples can be multiplied.

Ihe 1k dr and occupation constitutes the direct historical experience which
fused the personal fates ol the diarists of that generation with the destiny
of the entire nation".

A basic role in the process of formation of the historical self awareness
is played by the school and the hook. Fine literature occupies a special
place here, Here is what the diarist No 3302 read in 1952 when at 16 years
if ag.e he rode to school in Jaroslaw: -I delighted in reading MIMS, Pals,
Conrad, Tolstoy, London, Sienkiewicz-. His contemporary diarist No
5285, study ing at the Tarnobrzeg secondary school, also plunged into
tine literature. "This is how-, he writes, -I got acquainted in the 9th
form with ).cromski. PRP+, Sienkiewicz. Orkan, Slowaeki, K111(7.-
kowski, Hugo, Bal/ac. I,. Tolstoy. London, Dostoyevsky and many 'others".

It is not only the type of literature that is similar in the biographies
of the two contemporaries. Having torn themselves away from their grand-
fathers' life of vegetation. they fused the natural impulciveness of youth with
the Fey olutionary spirit of the times. Such literature seems to satisfy a definite
need. It is not necessary to guess the sense of absorption in tine literature:
that is made ohytous in the diaries. Part of the diary which speaks of
delighting in Dumas. Pills, etc. is entitled Goal A Place among People.
In relation to the literature read, the diarist nr 5285 comments that he decided
"to cast the aqe-okl skin of the peasant-.

".\ place among people, other than -the age-old skin of the peasant"
dus is what 1 deline as the desire of this rural generation for spiritual
autonomy. This is a direction taken by the teenage rural youth in 1945 1955.
History opened-up great opportunities before them. The social revolution
abolished class barriers and paved a wide road to the city, work and
education. In that period. in 1951, the author of the diary No 3302,
recently an acolyte, becomes the President of the UMon of Polish Youth
and as a 15 year old youth participates in conferences of the Pedagogical
Uouncil of the pedagogical secondary school which he attended. "I was
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seated". he writes in his dian, "anlong grev-headed professors". The class

struggle suited a generation of the teenagers, the generotion Which broke

ith the age-old constraints of the village. The idea of socialism carried

a great revolutionary content for that generation. The personal consequences
()I. that revolution were various for these diarists. The revolutionary spirit
rebelled against the kulaks and parents. The rebel was sometimes beaten

by the father, according to diary No 195, for describing the neighbouring

kulak in a newspaper. Poland's rural youth had never experienced such

a revolution before.
1948-diarist No 3666 was then 16 years old. He attended commercial

secondary school at Wadowiee, belonged to the Union of Rural Youth
and organized a Scout troupe in his village. He writes about that period

"This was a period full of youthful vitality... It was a truly idealistik.

youth". Having completed that school in 1950 he worked for 2 years at
Bielsko. But he had had enough of the city and returned to the village.
When writing this diar% he was director of the cottage handicraft section

at the County Union, of Agricultural Circles. As we read in his diary:

"I have a well paid job, my own apartment, motorcycle and a TV
set which I have recently bought".

This diarist comes from a farm of 2 ha. His grandfather was three
times in America, and his father spent two years in France. The character
and direction of migration changed after the last war. About 20 families
left the village for Poland's Western Territories.

The diary No 1355 hy an author of the same age group comes from another

part of Poland. Born in 1931, the diarist was 8 years of age when the
war broke out. Among his pre-war memories he notes that he recited
a poem in honour of Pilsudski at a school celebration when he was in the

second tbrm. Poverty was an eternal problem in his family of landless
manor clay labourers in Poznan Province. "I remember", he writes about
those years of his childhood, "that I even envied colleagues because they

could in the summer time water flowers in the cemetery. No member
of our family was ever buried on the cemetery". When the war and occupation

came, the boy went to work as a servant in a German family. There
was no possibility of studying. "One of the older farm-hands found somewhere
a copy of Sienkiewicz's Tri/ogy-.

After the liberation, with four forms of elementary education, he entered

a gardening secondary school and then a pedagogical high s&ool in the
Western Territories. "There. he writes in his diary, I really started to feel
the advantages of the new system on my own skin. Boarding school,

a dining room. my colleagues coming mainly from the village. It was

a paradise for me". Having completed it he remained in that high school

as a teacher. He was then 20 and became chairman of the Union of
Polish Youth Teachers' Circle. There in the Western Territory they read
philosophv. "As a teacher I felt a h put of my class'', he writes. He
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undertook extra-mural Polish studies and graduated from the Cracow Higher
Pedagogical School with a Master's degree and his professors' recognition.
He somewhat later became assistant director of an agricultural technicalschool in the Western Territories. At the same time he worked on his
PhD dev.ree and had in mind further scientific work and the assistant
professorship. Devoting much time to the affairs of Lubuski Province, he
cooperated with the local newspaper. He is a member of the Polish UnitedWorkers Party.

In his diary the author looks critically on the hyperthrophy of the
youth movement, which in the name socialism and struggle against
the class enemy rose, in his opinion, above all authority. That phenomenoninterests us at this point as a phase in the process of formation of the
personalities of participants in that movement. The social awareness of
the diarist 1355, who was so active in that movement, commenced when he
was a forced land labourer in Germany during the occupation. It waS
then when he secretly read Sienkiewicz's Trilogy and later entered for the
youth movement. There is nothing new about the fact that young people
discovering them,olves. become ideological zealots of the social movement.The spiritual aw :Rimy of one's own personality is not attained in a socio-
-cultural vacuum. One acquires it by devotion to some personally chosen
cause considered worthy of the chooser.

It is not surprising tO the psychologist and sociologist that young people
who have at times been troublesome and unjust to older generation andto their educators took inspiration from the same fine litem;tre which
nourished their educators a quarter century ago Mickiewicz, Sienkiewicz,
Prus, Zeromski. etc. For the first time in the history of the Polish nation
the prospect opened-up on such a scale for the peasant and working class
youth to identify themselves with the Polish youth. The privileges of self-
-realization, i.e., the privileges of upper class youth, became the prerogatives
of peasant and working class youth. The right to such a youth is the
highest attainment the revolution brought the young rural generation.

The diarists quoted here are of the age group born in 1931. These
may be complemented by the diaries of younger authors. Thus, the diarist
No 5397, a young farmer born in 1938 was 14 years old. He finished
elementary school and remained on the farm with his parents. "School
exerted a great influence on my life-, he writes. But he did not continue
his schooling. "Books-, we read in his diary, "that was my second school.
I liked deep and difficult books. I wanted to know why we live and
what for, what is the universe and if God exists. What is the cause of
much evil on earth? 1 wanted to understand what capitalism and communism

I believed in socialism, that it had arose for-people in order to make
. ings better for everybody... In 1955 I was chosen chairman of the Union

Polish Youth... I like that: it ;.; beautiful to love everybody. I liked
2 2
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such Soviet films as Ba /hide about a Soldier and The Cranes Are Flying_
The better Polish films do not reach to us. I would like to see The
Sewer. Ashes mul Diamonds and of course The Teutonic Knights... I have
read Mickiewicz, Slowacki, Konopnicka, Staff, Tuwim, Broniewski, Galczyfiski
and a w poems by Jastrun. I like the verses of young poets.
1 read their poems printed sometimes in "Nowa WieS" (a magazine J. C.)...
Although the times were hard, my youth was beautiful. Sometimes, when
I went fishing 1 liked to discover the beauty of nature and compare it
to the excerpts of poems I had previously read. That was my hobby
together with writing verses... When I fell in love for the second time
in my life at the age of 17. I experienced joy and tragedy".

Where and when did a youth appear in literature in which poetry
and belief in the beauty of life pervaded the nation and humanity and
where the discovery of one's self went hand in hand with devotion to
ideals'? Such was the youth of the Philomaths and members of the Filarets
(Society of Lovers of Virtue at Wilno University, 1819 1823 J.C.) in the
time of Mickiewicz. The cited fragments from the diaries relate to the
Philomaths of the period of the great transformations in the Polish
People's Republic.

A quarter ceidury ago 1 took as my motto for The Young Peasant
Generation the followine fragment from one of the diaries of the time:
"Youth the word denoting the selvage of the most beautiful life in
nature, 1 subconsciously felt in poetry, in the flowering springtime, in the
chikiren and young people at summer resorts in the country. 1 myself
do not remember if' I was young then... I dedicate the description of
my life to my several million contemporaries, companions in peasant adversity
whose lives were similar to mine and who are nevertheless paving the
road for those who come -after us-. Thus wrote a then 26 year old diarist
from Lublin who never really experienced being young and only saw it
among summer vacationists. Diarist No 5397, a rural philomat of 1955,
had a different youth. It is his father of Lublin province with a. few
hectares of land and 6 heirs who had no youth.

No 5397 a farmer in the regained territories is not the only romanticist.
His contemporary, the diarist No 5223, born in 1937, a young farmer in
the Bieszczady foot hills, is also one. "In the spring of 1957", he writes,
"I fell in love. This was my first love... I was shy and reserved... I did
not dream of living together, for I didn't even kiss her. This was my
first pure love and that was enough for me... There remained only memories
and fragments of verses 1 wrote to her.,. For me a verse written by Mickie-
wicz or Slowacki are almost as valuable to me as those I wrote, for
even my worst one speaks of my own dreams and this is important to me".

Not all diarists, even the romanticists, write according to romantic literary
patterns. A zootechnician near Katowice, No 4440, may be less reserved
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and shy in love. hut is very shy in relation to poetry. His .treat feeling
of responsihility for everything he does is also a kind of romanticism,
in NA, hich his personal dignity is fused with civic responsihility.

That zootechnician. horn in 1940. is among the oungest diarists. 2 year
younger than the farmer. No 5397: hut he lost his Youth too early. In
non-agricultural occupations in the rural areas one can hecome vocationally
independent earlier than on the parents farm. And that is the souree
of a serious prohlem. This diarist hecame a memher of the Hamlet People's
Council at the age of 21.

In descrihing his youth the zootechnician is not poetical. He declares
that he read "Polityka-. "Tryhuna Ludu- and many hooks. hut he does no
say which. The heauty of his youth is contained in the last sentences
of the diary. He left for the army with his colleagues' farewell. "Everythin,2
smelled of spring. The train moved leaving hehind the family neighhourhood
where I had spent the hest period of my life-.

The youth indicated in that diary has the same significant feature as
the previous ones. That youth and the newly emerging world of the Polish
People's Repuhlie are one. That youth takes part in the creation of the
new Poland and the new world. The feeling of that participation is its

essential element. This is youth in a young world which has hroken its
old crust and is acquiring a new image.

The new pattern of life is not only the new world of dreams and
of the spirit, it also constitutes the transformation of the ma tHal conditions
and environment. One or the symptoms of deeply-going change is electricity,
which to the city dweller has hecome something hanal. natural like air,
and which is noticed only when spoiled. In the rural cottage electricity
is a profound revolution. With that revolution commences in the diary No 4440
an entirely new post-war epoch. Right after descrihing the atrocities or
the occupation. the diary goes on: "A team of workers came to the village
and installed electricity. The old people are saying that it must he a pretty
good government, since electricity is installed so quickly-.

In these diaries romanticism is associated with the question of human
ditinitv. as indicated, for instance, in the diary of a Bielsk working woman.
No 4557. She was horn in 1938 on a dwarf farm in Wadowice County
one of a family of 12. She finished 7 forms of elementary school and
since 1955 worked as a spinner in Bielsko. She was a memher of the
Union or Socialist Youth. The Polish United Working Party. The Polish
Tourism and Hiking Society and of the self-management hoard of a worker's
hostel. She took refresher courses in dress-making and in ideological self-
-education. There is no time to continue formal schooling. The parents
refused to let her go to town, hut she was stuhhorn and went out into
the world. That was the career of a "heggar- as she was .called in the

village. "f grew in spiht and in heart and I fell in love with the city-,
she writes.
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'Ellis diarist reads the journal -Nowa Wi6". She likes public activity..
Very interesting in this biography is the womanly thread. She defends
her honour against the boys. Womanhood is linked here with dignity,
Love is honour plus dignity and love should prevail over sex.

Worth noting is also diary nr 1318. The authoress, horn in 1936, also
takes advantage of the opportunities created by history. Unwilling to remain
a drudge at home she emigrated to the Western Territories. Her home,
difficult to call a family home, was broken up. Her lather was in prison
for theft. Her mother neglected her domestic duties and the daughter felt
unnecessary to anyone. Her mother took her out of school and sent her
to work as a servant on a state farm in the Western Territories.

As a compensation for her loneliness the diarist falls in love. What
kind of love? The kind we know from the romantic poetry of Mickiewicz.
Writers have situated such love in the manors of' noblemen we find it
here in that diary, on a state farm. Romantic love hetween a female
and male-state farm workers.

Of course, rural romantics 1962 model who feel in their element behind
the wheel of an automobile like woman diarist No 5503 are not identical
with those from a half century ago. Like them they dream of true love,
hut they know that without hired help love must wait on obligations,
first of all the needs of cows, calves, pigs and not on one's person. Marriage
is a serious question for a farmer, even the most cultured and modern
one. It is not easy to find an attractive and cultured woman who is
willing to live on a farm. To .marry a city girl not accustomed to the
country life is out of the question, hut such a decision for a country
girl is not easy either, who has a choice of independent occupation.

The diarist No 4329, a farmer born in 1937, a cultured person and reader
of "Gromada" since its foundation, met a young lady. They fell in love.
A crisis developed when she found out that her beloved works on a farm
under difficult conditions. They did not marry. The farm was not small,
12 ha. and not far from Warsaw. But the cottage was old and -the
time was past when girls married acres-. The diarist did not give up. He
did everything to "improve the house and raise.the farm to a high cultural
level", on which his marriage depended. Despite difficulties, he values the
farmer's profession, for it- is the farm, he writes, that gives "the feeling
of not being dependent on any one". In his opinion, -a city dweller is
more uncertain in some historical situations. Many young peOple have
already stopped thinking .of the city". A young woman diarist, No 5060,
dreams of true love, television set, a personal library at home, on the
farm, which she did not want to change for the city.

With reference to romanticism it is worth noting the popularity of the
poet who is a kind of liaison between the romanticism of the Mickiewiez
epoch and that of the present generation. I have in mind Wladyslaw Bro-
niewski. popular among the diarists. "I liked him very much", writes the
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ai,ove-cited farmer, diarkt No 5397. -and 1 krpw sorrw Df his verses by
heart. My oldest Nother was once Meh:-iated with his poetry-. That oldest
brother wv:: 1-,orn ;3. 1)32.

Why is romilm.,,sm so close to thfu younl: generation of the 1?olish
People's Republ!..2'; The ansxer is not difficult. For it is romanticism that
made them .11..icover the autorvnny of the human personality and linked
;t with .::e freedom of the i:Ition and the highest ideais of the national
culture. It thus led to the discrvety of theii own autonomy. the liberation
of the personality from cla:;s bonds and its union widi the highest ideals
of humanity in a climate of nat;onal freedom, the socialist revolution brought
that generation.

That youth regarded adversely the recent east of war and occupation,
episodes of which they knew from childhood. That past contradicted their
faith in mankind and they detached themselves from it. This is why young
people were often impatient in their desire for social change. They wanted
to separate themselves as quickly as possible from the horrors of war
and occupation. While the picture of the recent past did not strengthen
respect for the old order and the people associated with it and responsible
for the war and occupation. "Sonie time ago", writes diarist No 5397, "when
I went to school 1 liked war films and books. Today they repel me.
I prefer psychological, moral films and books".

Moral elements are essential to the desire for self determination. It
pertains not only to the romantic youth of that generation but also to
its relation to the occupation.

THE PERSON OCCUPATION NEED FOR IDEOLOGY

The desire for personal autonomy is the basic element of all the diaries
in that volume. Their content is always the human 'destiny depicted from
the angle of its emancipation and the formation of autonomous persons.It may be said in this respect, on the basic of analysis, that the book
is well represented by the 150 diaries rated as the best which were analysed
as a unit 1". There is no doubt that that is a significant feature of ,all
the diaries submitted in the contest as of the general processes taking
place in the young rural generation. We now examine the attitude to
occupation in relation with that feature.

The diary of a graduate nurse. No 4725, born in 1935. focusses on the
question of acquiring a vocation. The diary shows the obstacles on her
road to the medical profession.

The link between the rrocess of autonomization and occupation is clearly
shown in the diary. The process of acquiring spiritual autonomy by means
of occupation harmonizes in this diary with recollections of the family
home. The childhood memories are marked by pride of the father. a farmer
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who nmked to town and hecanic a lk orker. The authoress is not only proud
of the fact that her father was "educated- completed several Corms of
elementark school and had the reputation of a reasonable man and that he
was a worker public activist. She is also proud of the fact that he was
disinherited because coming from a large farm he married a poor girl.
This diarist thus had in the family, in her father. an ideal of spiritual
iiutonomy. That ideal is associated in her biography with the ambition
or an independent profession of a doctor. The doctor's profession is associated
here with the deeply-felt death of her father who beaten hy Germans in
1942 died from lack of a medical care. She was satiated with fatherly love
for many years and did not seek love. She has cultivated her father's
image as a cultural person. "My father played the violin beautifully. I like
music and understand it. especially serious music. Whcn they' play Beethoven
I am somehow strong and brave. With Mozart I feel completely happy
and peaceful. Bach's music somehow imbues me with repentance and greatness
at the same time'. It seems to me in general that a person indifferentto music is somehow an incomplete human being. The love for music
was instilled in me by my father. On the whole, memories of the time father
lived are my most plesant. Later hard times came for me and my family".

The ideal of being a cultured person, of an independent vocation useful
to and respected by people. such is the content of personal autonomy
here. The authoress does not consider herself a peasant woman. "I am the
daughter of a farmer and later a worker-. She has no peasant complexes
and feels at home in the national culture. In the "Polish Service Brigade"
she made friends with the daughter of a lawyer and the workers regarded
them hoth young ladies.

Vocatipn as the foundation of personal autonomy becomes a leading
trait in the diary No 3556. The authoress, with higher education and
employed in the agricultural service, was born in 1936. The "peasant complex"
is strongly stressed in this diary. Although this authoress had a better
start in her family she was also broken up by the war her father was a slave
labourer. She was ohssessed from childhood with a complex of being unwanted.
She was needed, hut only to herd cows. She was haunted by the- feelingthat she was an ug,:y, clumsy child. School aroused the ambition in her
to become somebody. The ttacher*s friendliness captivated her heart. She
needed recognition. She eagerly lapped-up her teachers' praise. She has
suffered since childhood from the lack of company. She had no friends
and no professional colleagues. Haunted by a feeling of being ugly, she
craves distinction. "The dream or my childhood was to write novels, and
or my girlhood. to he a teacher-. Both dreams instilled by adults, arose
from the lack of friends of hcr age.

What is very significant in this diary is that the authoress has no
feeling of spiritual inferiority hut suffers from difficulty in associating with
her contemporaries. out of fear of appearing badly brought up, inelegant.
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Sh,.: is unconlfortahle at the tahle out of fear of not hehaving well. She
is glad to he seen dancing with an elegant young man.

Against the hack oround of this way of life, the diarist forms a philosophy

of faith in people. "1 consider the most important thing in life", she

writes. "despite everything. to have confidence M people, in their nohility,
000dness and strength". She hence feels as a spiritual stain her hostile

treatment of a Jewish child during the occupation who asked for some
potatoes. The personality pattern is autonomized here by the ideal of a highly

moral person.
That ideal is negated by the reaction of some people to her peasant

origin. She does not idealize the peasant ways. work and culture, but

humanity. For the sake of humanity it is regarded proper to acquire education,

hence her craving for the upbringing work of a teacher which she,

although she did not meet with a friendly reception. Her ideal of humanity
find: no support either in the environment of her contemporaries or in
the or.anized socio-political nlovenlent in which she does not participate.

That ideal is negated even hy her hushand from an intelligentsia family

with class prejudices in relation to peasants and the "hoorish" origin of
his wife. Conflict in this respect leads her to doubt whether it is worth
giving a higher education to people like her husband.

Another woman diarist. 937. born in 1937, became a teacher after

a childhood of hunger. She traversed the path from a situation of dominant
biological needs to that of personality. School was a decisive factor in
her career. "I kno% only one thing", she writes. "there was no life for

me except in school". She deeply felt failures in school. Her family lacked
historical memory.. Everything in her biography begins with the present-
-hunger and trouhles during the war. The teacher's profession is everything

to her. The school inculcated that ideal in her, as in the previous diarist.
She is unhappily married. "1 do not imagine life without constant work".
She supplements her professional activity with puhlic work. She belongs
to the Union of Rural Youth and The People's Party.

Significant here is that she considers her profession to be a mission,
although she does not use this term. One's profession as a mission is

an idea close to romanticism.
The diary of a young woman teacher. No 5387, horn in 1943, occupies

ZI separate place. Here the teacher's mission also comes into hold relief,
hut it is accompanied by a capital process of national identification. The

linking of the mission with the national idea is glaring in this diary,

-File idea of humanity associated with that of the nationality is the

ideological superstructure of the occupation belonging to the old tradition and

strongly consolidated in the romantic period.
interesting in .this connection is the different ideological superstructure

in diary No .5285. This diary is an excellent document, for it not only
traces the stages of advancement from the poorest strata or the rural population
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to the cipital. It also demonstrates the conscious systematic intellectual
effort to organize the historical memory. to acquire historii:al national awareness
the core of which is socialism. The diarist. horn in 1932. does not remember
much of his life experience before the war. But that period is integrated
in his hi:torical knowledge conceived in a complete system of views on
the totality of the historical process hased on the theoretical foundations
of Marxism. This diary shows how his vocation became for the author
a means of cultivating socio-political ideology.

It is interesting to compare that biography with the previous ones.
The social origin is the same. a similar role of the school and excellence
in studies. the same absorption in books, married to a Warsaw woman.
there is a like ideal of hunianity. But that ideal is anchored here in
socio-political ideology. While the social awareness of the above cited teachers
was rather of an ethical character with an aesthetic admixture. the social
consciousness of diarist No 52s5 is that of a political activist. For the
former the frame of reference for their personality pattern was an abstract
ideal of humanity, here that pattern is activated in the political movement
and party affiliation.

The childhood nbAllories in this diary are treated by the author as
an exprecsion of the fate of peasant children in general. These recollections
are linked with a synthesis of historical knowledge regarded by the author
as his own history. According to that synthesis the revolt of Jakub Szela,
the peasant rebellions in the days of Pilstidski and the socio-political movement
to which he belonged is one continous historical process with which he is
personally identified. He acquired spiritual autonomy. while voluntarily joining
the historical process of the struggle for social justice. The point of' departure
of that process is personal autonomization from boldage to the peasant
past, identification with the leader of the peasant revolt, his forbear Jakub
Szela and with the idea of socialism.

The farmer's vocation is a separate problem. When one hears in mind
the period of that generation's youth, then many questions appear in a new
light. Not those who have left but those who have remained on the farm
constitute a psychological puzzle. The period in question, 1945 1955, not
onlv. wide opened the gate lor the efflux of the young rural generation, but
also aroused the desire individuation. Thc individual farm was endan-
gered at the same ti! : kulak became an enemy of the people.
Heightened aspf ation.. tor iroividual advancement together with declining
opportunities for success in individual farming effected the great flight from
agricult u re.

What then, were the motivations for remaining in agriculture? They were
as a rule latent in the strong family ties. The incentives for remaining'
on the farm did not come from the environment of age niates which, on the
contrary. greatly stimulated enligration "... many lads, especially older
ones". writes a oung 1:trmer. the diarist No 3655. born in 1944. "left for
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work. They travelled mainly to Silesia, to the mines where they earned
inoney and hat 2ood time. The rest of the youth, those who remained,
envied them and only waited to become 18 years old to follow their
older colleague. young people left to study in various cities... But
not all managed to leave... I am among them... a grey, colourless, life

ai led us".
However, the diaries ako show that on individual farms it is the young

generation that strives most to modernize the farm and to establish various
forms of org.anization. The young farmer on a 12 ha farm. diarist No 4329,
writes: "Perhaps we will reach the conviction that we should make one
farm in the village."

The young farmer remaining in agriculture does not want to be a slave
any longer but a master. He gradually discovers many advantages of living
on the farm, he has not observed before. The greater effort he puts into
the farm and the greater his ambitions, the more he lesires to see it
not only beautiful but also important to the nation.

That evolution is indicated in the diary of a young farmer, No 3655.
It is aH the more interesting since he is one of the youneest: born in
1944. First. the diarist revolted against thc fact that he must remain in
the village. Consequently he went through a period of hooliganism and
subsequently became a member of a youth organization dedicated to the
transformation of the village into a centre of culture. In this evolution
there again appears the characteristic merger of autonomous self-fulfillment
and noble aims. Romantic love also appears in that context in the diary.

This diarist fell in love and spent every free moment with his girl.
"... with her present" we read. "I was calmer in spirit, life became colourful.
In her presence I learned to be always polite. It is she who imbued
me with love for hooks hy relating various fragments from literature. I began
to read whatever books I could obtain... The book Which left the deepest
traces in my memory and aroused new thoughts and conclusions was Jack
London's Martin Eden and to a lesser extent The Pearl by Kornel Maku-
szyfiski. All thk made me to think of a change... a library became
a necessity... for the present at home. There were just a few readers".

This beginning led to the organization in 1961 of a village circle of
the Union of Rural Youth. "The affair of two years aeo, that is the
hooligan escapades", writes the author, -have gone never to return. Now life
aspires to other goals, we have an aim to struagle for and we are struggling...
With the Union of Rural Youth came into being a small artktic ensemble_
We as the members of the organization decided to haul wood from the
forest and cut fire wood for every old man and woman in order to
lighten their burdens".

They got together to build a cinema which they named "Public Deed".
The diary concludes with the writer's intention to continue hk studies
at an zigricultural technical school.
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These processes are aided by new forces, i.e.. new occupations which
arise in the village but off the farm. Non-agricultural occupations in the
rural areas open up possibilities for women to remain in the village outside
the farm. From the village one may also travel to the capital. like the
young. librarian. diarist No 3558. horn in 1943. The former "Warsaw goose-,
as a young farm wife horn in 1943. diary No 5503. puts it. no longer
impresses culturally the young rural generation.

Other circumstances act in the direction of uniting the forces or those
of the young rural generation who emigrated to cities. Experience teaches
them that there are still many prejudices in the cities towards people of
the peasant origin and that there is not only little understanding of agriculture
and the village. But that . there is as well ever less justification for the
claims of superiority in the sphere of culture.

Interesting in this respect is the diary No 3396 which closes the Volume.
The 211 year old diarist who finished general secondary school in Bialystok
in 1958. riding 22 km by train, writes about his village. There, he says.
"the word student has lost its glamour-. Nor was it an unusual event
in the family when he and later his brother commenced their higher education
at the Warsaw Polytechnical School. For his older brother had started studies
before him at the Central School or Rural Economy in Warsaw. They
overcame the rural complex and convinced themselves that they were not
worse than others. The young rural generation no longer has to fight
for the right to education. That was won by their predecessors. "I am
aware-. writes the diarist, "of the typicality of my life- the life of one
horn during the last war. The direct road to school and higher studies
did not create any great and absorbing problems. there was nothing adventurous
in it... it is not we but the older people who provided the conditions
in which we live-.

While the city has not yet lost its superiority over the village in relation
to culture. there are many pluses on the side of the village. Why therefore
not to choose an . occupation which does not completely detach one from
the village? "I did not want to remove myself from the affairs of the
village, from the environment in which I live and which I know better
than any other. This is Why I am satisfied with the direction of my studies
(geodesy)... writes this diarist.

All those professional careers, however differentiated, have one common
feature: the careers and their material position are not enough for these
diarists. Nor does the prestige attached to the professions suffice. The diaries
are permeated with the need of socio-idealistie consecration in their pro-
fessional activity. This professional con cration is attained by the diarists
in various ways: hy rendering the profession the nature of a mission (as
in diary No 937). associating it with the idea or humanity. by linking
it with the national idea (as in diary. No 5387), by the ideology of socialism
associated with party affiliation (as in diary No 5285 entitled To Pay
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1/1 /)e. This is his need to render his life and professional activity
an idealistic sense by linking them with the content transcending the individual.

The need for a superstructure based on occupation is all the greater,
since in he traditional rural structure from which this generation broke
away the i,Idividual's entire life was subordinated to extra-individual authority.
The greater and more complete the break with tradition, the more deeply
felt is an ideological vacuum that needs to be filled. Settling in the city,
which provides better conditions for satisfying various needs and new aspi-
rations. does not improve the individual's ideological situation. Contrary
to the traditional rural structure, the modern city is in essence non-
-Ideological. In respect of the ideological sense of life. the city causes our
diarists many disappointments: it provides many things hut not the climate
of ideological life. It compels an individual to search for ideas by himself. And
the ideological vacuum is all the more painful when the professional atmosphere
lacks friendliness and comradeship. The need arises then for strengthening
contact with the village one left. The forms of contact vary from streng-
thening family ties to participation in movements devoted to village needs
and development.

The quest for an .ideological superstructure based on occupation is
(me of the most striking features of the diaries. The feeling of this need
was undoubtedly one of the motives for writing diaries. Those took to
writing for whom professional activity was not enough and who felt the
need for inter-personal contacts on the basis or common ideological extra-

and heond-professional values. It is difficult to determine the
dimensions of this phenomenon in figures. But the fact that his feature
is so pronounced in the large number of pariicipants in the contest,
who are undoubtedly among the more active culturally, is highly symptomatic
ut thc- socio-cultural trin:slormation transpiring in the country.

Ver% imi-lortant of the nature or the diaries of this kind, written in a short
time, is not only the writer's age or the phase of lifeand not only the
period covered by the diary, but also the historical period of the country
during which the diary was written. Optimism and faith in life pulsating
in these diaries stem not only from the fact that young people wrote
about their youth, hut also that they wrote in October 1956.

it should also he noted that in 1961, when the diary contest was
announced, and the beginning or 1962, when they were written there were
no important signs or a check on the large scale migration of young
people from rural areas to cities and industrial centres. But statistics
indicated then certain processes, noted also in the diaries, which were not
however their dominant feature. I have in mind the easier access of urban
outh to secondary and higher education.

.1lthough. as the diaries clearly indicate, the rural areas and the pro-
vinces in Nneral have undergone vast socio-eultural transformations, thcre
are still sonic disproportions in the cultural conditions or life between city
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and country. This continues to be a dominant socio-cultural problem of
the country's structure. The satisfaction of cultural needs lags behind the
rising aspirations. The school situation wzis disquieting in this respect: the
rural school was a weak link in the school system in respect of teachers'
qualifications and teaching level. This, plus the general overcrowding of
secondary schools, made the access of rural youth to secondary and higher
education more difficult.

The data for 1960-- 1961 show that of the total number of 260. 418

pupils in general secondary schools. 42 per cent, come from the intelligentsia.

about 23 per cent are workers children and not quite 20 per cent are
children of farmers! I.

"Tygodnik Kulturalny" and "Nowa WieS" wrote as follows on the

schooling obstacles faced by rural youth:
"It is calculated that in the school years 1961/62 and 1962/63 70 per

cent who finished the 7th form were able to continue in secondary and

..ocational schools of different types. But this unusually high proportion
breaks down unevenly for different environments. Urban youth has in-

comparably greater possibilities to choose a vocation and undertake studies
in desired directions and in accord with their aptitudes than rural youth.

-Let us consider the following figures: in 1962 a total of 203 194
young people were admitted to secondary schools, of which 73008 in rural
areas. To general gymnasia 103481, of which 32803 from rural areas.

Of the 77 935 admitted to the first year of vocational schools, only 27 595
were from rural areas. Only 295 of 2217 admitted to secondary art schools
were from the countryside.

"To make the picture more concrete-. we read further. "let us take
some figures from Warsaw Province. According to the estimates based on the

data of the 1960 aeneral censuv. the city of Warsaw numbered 1 162500

inhabitants in 1961 and Warsaw Province-2 359700. of which: towns-
733500 and villages-- 1626 200 inhabitants. How does the distribution of
pupils in secondary schools of various types appear. in relation to the

above figures?
"There are counties in Warsaw Province where the index of young

people admitted to secondary school does not exceed 20 per cent.

The Warsaw office of the Inspector General of schools, for instance, of
about 28 000 pupils to the first class of' secondary schools of all types

admitted a little over 5000 youth from the province on the principle of
a fixcl limit and from the nearest counties at that. Of that number about
500 admiued to general secondary schools from the rim of the
capital.

"The educational authorities of large cities explain the application of
local limits by their cities' economic development plans. They point out
to the difficulties in meeting the needs of their young people with the

available funds. etc. etc.
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"That these explanations have certain grounds cannot be denied: but
such a viewpoint somehow dashes with the principle of our social system,
or, at least with the fact that .schooling in Poland is not accidentally
centralized. that it bears a state character. But not only this is imolved.

Table 1

General s econdary schook
Elementary vocational schools
Technical vocational and vocational

schook of the gymnasium degree
Extra mural vocational technical school
Art schools. first and second degree

Warsaw City

24 6(671

29 166
15 868

3 137

--_-___ -- --
Warsaw Province

_

22 991

17 932

14 010

2 215

372

The desire to recruit intelligentsia and specialist personnel from every
social environment results from the concern to assure our economy and culture

an inflow of the most valuable individuals capable of bringing new
content into our social life. Assurance of an equal start to rural youth
is a postulate not only in the interests of the rural areas but in the
general national interest-12

I quote the above statistics for they supplement the picture drawn in
the diaries. While the diaries depict the great transformations of the last
two decades, the statistical data cited signalize the limitation of those
processes flowing from the objective social and economic relations, such as the
quantity and range of .i.hools of various types and their location and
ztceessibility to youth of various environments. '
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TM YOUNG GENERATION'S ASPIRATIONS AND ORIENTATIONS

"The young g.ttit,,- is a category which embraces all peers born
i n a few consec c5, who as a whole have specific aspirations
and attitudes that wn to constitute a new social value corresponding
to certain changes wiliL11 nave occurred in the social structure and culture.
nd whose aspirations and attitudes are sufficiently different from those

of the preceding generation of young people who formed an immediately

antecedffit link in the cultural genealogy. On the basis of this criterion
we can identify three different generations living in Poland in the middle
of the twNitieth century!.

1, The 1eneration of the turn of 19th and 20th centuries, encompassing
people who were born between 1890 and 1915, and whose adolescence fell
in the 2 years' long period between the world wars, Most of the authors
of biographies included in a publication on rural youth of that period.
which served as a source material for the four volume work by Józef
ChalasinskiIllode pokolenie c'hlopów (The Young Generation of PeaSYM/S),
1938, recruited from that generation. Among 1544 participants in the

hiograph) contest whose contributions were collected to form those four
volumes, 922 persons were born between 1890 and 1916. and 501 between
1917 and 1924.

2. The generation of the first half of the 20th century, born in years
1916 through 1940, whose adolescence fell in the forties and fifties. Members

of this generation contributed the largest collection of young people's
diaries ever amassed in Poland. The diaries were written by the participants
of a country-wide contest organized in early 60's, The bioe,raphies submitted
for the contest were collected in a series of scientific publications on the
young rural generation in People's Poland. 5290 authors of diaries were

' be, included in a statistical report which showed that 2500 authors had been
born between 1916 and 1940, and approximately 2400 between 1941 and 1954

(for the remaining 550 persons pertinent data 'nave not been obtained).

(9 A major part of the authors who participated in this biography contest
(7) h..e.onged to the youngest cohort of the contemporary population.0 3, The generation of the middle 20th century, born in 1941 throuL.,n

fr.)
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1965, whose rilolescence started in eark 60', and %k ill continue to materialize
as a social alue in the 70's and 80.s. This generation includes authors
of se\ eral buTraphical colic lions. .1/n/i ricrit.s.:( Arai iv gospodurvirie,
1968 .1/1. hrst Steps (vn the Farm). (.1,., ate/si, Ic e,v/io.yo,; inlodych. 1969
Yon/a; ( EV,Mt:), Pamicoilki mlockle:2). robontic:0, 1974 ( )oung

Walker', 11torics), etc.
-1111s pdper concentrates on aspirations and hie-orientations of the

youm!est generation of the contemporary. population. It will offer a proposal
of typology. and endeavour an analysis of the evolution observed within
this generation, and an attempt to characterize the main trends or changes.

Hy aspirations I mean interests, leeds and drives that an individual
intends to carry out, claims to tbeir fulfilment, without eertain limits
of time and in certain conditions, through his own activity, other people's
efforts or hoth. An attitude is a long lasting readiness and determination
to L.arry out the domimmt aspirations. They are the motivating force of
this characteristic behavior of an individual with which he responds to
eYents and objects of the social reality taken as a whole, An orientation
is simply an attitude in its preparatory stage. direc...e. towards a particular
activity or towards the occurrence of sonic lwaited activities and occurrences.

There is a strict dialectic interdependence between aspirations and orienta-
tions. Aspirations are the motkes of attitudes and consequently the mo-
tives of interactions: through these int.eractions they become components
of emerging new personality traits which stimulate occurrence of new
orientations, etc.

A surve of aspirations and orientations was conducted in the 60's
marilly on the bdsis of diaries of young people from different social
cnviic iments. At the end of 1971 a survey based on questionnaires which
had been elaborated a few .years later was started and carried out with
the professional assistance of sociological interviewers from the Public
Opinion Research Center and Program Studies. In November 1971 inf:'ryiews
weie com'ucted with persons in a representative sample, which brought 1948
filled out oestionnaires (against 2000 expected responses). The survey
was emi(1c1 Young People, Self-Assessment and Life Goals. The questionnaire
contal 28 principal questions and 14 reference questions concerning
persona. identification data of the respondents. The survey covered.a lew
peer groups of the generation of persons born in Poland in the middle
of the 20th century (14 age groups born between 1942 and 1955, being
it the time of the survey from 16 to 29 years old)-".

\sprk ju,Ns (il yon's,(i pkol'It AND I, ,:FCTIONS OF 1IIEJR EVOLU LIoN

The analysis of young people's aspirations as they have been witnessed
in the diaries collected in 1966 shows a quantitative preponderance of
aspirations to cultural values (asp.rations concerning material and vocational
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values, particir m in culture and organized leisure, skills and knowledge.
personal development, acquisition of sociai status and prestige-- combined
total approx. 41 per cent) over aspirations to assume social roles (those
of a social refornwr, acti%ist and leader, citizen, moralist, promoter
of cultural development combined total approx. 33 per cent; and
over the aspirations concerning social ties and relations (ties witIhn formal
groups, state and national ties, intergenerational ties approx. 25 per cent)

This analysis was, however. of a typological character and could not he
claimed to have not the criteria ,f representativeness. Quantitative evaluation:,
were only valid if directly referred to the population of the authors of
the diaries. Hence the question arose, to what extent the results of the arvey
made in 1971 indirectly corroborated the typology of aspirations suggested
by the diaries, and, what was even more important, what trends of changes
were revealed hy the material available from the survey?

It has been found that the answers to the questions included in the
survey attested the dominance of the aspirations concerning vocational
and material values, aspirations to skill and knowledge and to informal
ties, just as it has been the case with the findings made on the basis
of the diaries collected ten years earlier. The survey ,o supported another
conclusion dravn from the analysis of those .aaries, namely that the
aspirations of the rural youth were not far different from the aspirations
of the Polish youth taken as a whole, which means that certain common
ideals of life. a common model of culture and .a common system of
values were prevalent among the whole young generation. Dissolution of
environmental harriers proved that any characterization of the rural youth
as a separate social group notably different from other peer groups was
theoretically unsound. This conclusion will now be supported with some
specific findings of the survey.

The survey included a question concerning principal ends !iieh constitute
components of it happy life, requiring of the respondents to pick otE.

three from ti!'teen suggested values. The results of these choices of' value !
instrumental in creation of happiness which gained at least 25 r cent
of support are shown in Table 1.

We mav wish to know if in the light of these findings the piration
to have -an interestiRg work- was sufficiently rulfikd.

All the people who w..:re employed gainfully, including farmers (1514
persons) were asked the question: -Can you say that your work is...-
and 6 different possibilities were suggested as a continuation the sentence.
The responsc, ,,re presented in Table 2.

38 per cent t respondcilts claimed to nave had full satisfaction from
their work. 31 pet took their work instrumei.tally (as a source of financial
remuneration), .7'.() per cent believed it was a necessity or even a calamity.
This distribution convincingly showed that the interviewed generation was
not able to sufficiently fulfil their aspirations to having a satisfactory job
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1 s

Successful family lue
High tlicome
Peaceful life nhout

unpleasant surprises
Great love returned
Satisfactory tsolk

( ontributing to a Happy Life

City
population

s1.7

41.8

29.1

27.1

26.7

R u a I

population

Table 1

Total
population

rexpondentx

39.3

32.7
25.2

27 9

52.5
39.8

"in 2

29.5

27 5

* Including cities over 100 000 population only. Population of tovns below 100000
have been excluded, since. against to my expectation, they did not contrast with youth from
other categories. .Fhe excluded category was very numerous hut did not affect the per cent
results in the category "total population-.

Self-Evaluation of Work Performe,1 by Respondents

I. valuation of ork

Table 2

City Rural Total
population" population population

per cent of respondents

Principally.. it is a source of milking money 32.4 29.2 31.2

File work gives me satis)action 33.5 26.7 29.5

My work is a necessity 23.2 24.3 23.4

The ork I have is my vocation 5.5 10.6 8.3

No opinion 2.2 3.6 3.4

It is a miserable burden 2.8 3.1 2.6

No ansxver 0.6 2.5 1.5

Inclutli4 cities over 100 00n population only. Population of tm below 100000
have been excluded, since. against to my expectation, they did not st with youth
from other categories. The excluded category was very numerous be. ; not allect the

per cent results in the categorv "total population-.

or an interesting work. This problem partly stemmed from a partial hampering
of the vocational and family ideal realizations within the population of
young persons. Effective remedies against these obstacles were instituted
hy reforms and countermeasures undertaken from 1972 to .1974provided
fir hy the resolutions of the Seventh Plenary Convention or the Central
Committee of the United Polish Worker's Party (Polska Ljednoczona Partia
Rohotnicza), such as: a reform of the national system of education,
o of policies of vocational employment, intensified vocational prepa-
ration of youth, new housing policies, etc.

he hi,:rark_hy of needs concerning material values as stated in the

answeN to J).e questionnaire proved to be similar in the town and in the
village. In tht.! preceding generation such congruence was hardly conceivable.
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I he pertinent quesi::in was worded as follows: -II you had at the

about one hundred thousand zlotys at your disposal, how would you spend
The respondents were requested to pick out three from nine possibilities,

or if necessary, add new possibilities which had not been included. The
results are shown in 'Fable 3.

Hierarch). of Needs and Material (i(wds

Nceds and goods

Table 3

Cit!. Rural Total
n population population

Appartment (getting one. having II turnished,
moving into a bigger one. etc.) 57.0

Making saNings 30.9

Buying cloth, a tape recorder a TV set.
sports equi inent. et. 38.2

Helping family. brothers, sisters. etc. 29.1

fin tertainment . .gostig abroad. partIcIpation
in culture and social life 15.4

Automobile 23.4

()citing married. hasing children and making
a good start 10.4

Studies (continuant:, oi changin)u profession) 19.4

Getting ',Mlle rest hum overisork 8.7

Others
No :insi%er

per cent of respondents

38.6

30.5

34.0

19.7

25.8

57.4

34 7

32.4

31.2

15.4

23.0

27.2 23.5
11.1 21.7

8.1 8.2

2.0 1.1

0.1

Including cities INer IOntio0 population only. Population of towns 100000

have heed excluded. Nincc. against to my expectation, they did not contrast with youth
from other kategories. The escluded category was very numerous hut did not affect

the per cent results in the category' "total population-.

It is clearly evidem that by far the most important investment to be
made was obtaining an apartment of one's own. Three next choices,

each gathering more than 30 per cent of votes were also connected
with plarring lo: future, with the intention to build a home or with a oesire
to bring help io the family. brothers or sisters to share the sudden
stroke of luck with thc persons of the closest family. Luxuries. like Lin

automof)ile. came only later. This is a very significant structure: it
testifies to a widespread prefe '.:nce to have basic aspirations carried out
in the first place. family aspira::ons in the second, and ..vications to
skill and knowledge in the last or,..er.

ti LUDES Or YOUNG PEOPLE

Assuming the definition of an attitude as a long lasting radiness to
undertake specific activrie,: in order to obtain the ends satisfying dominant
interests, drives and nee(ls. t. e. to carry out dominant aspirations, the
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analY -as of the yharic, collected in early Nrs w Inch (lepicted ,ittitudes of
'.0ime people suggested identification of four basic attioides: reforniative,

program oriented. 1.i:by:lions. and 4) traditional. Quantitative evaluation
which ;wart of the population of the hogr ipIi iiitliors did not meet
the Laitena of representativeness, pointcyl to the absolute preponderance of
the relormanYe ttitudes (5 7 per cent over program oriented attitudes
( Id pci ct. rebehous 114 per centl and tra.litional ones (1 3 per cent1-1.

1 yy ty pological criteria have been usy:d: I 1 rational motivation of the
demand lor changes (reformative and program oriented attitude). and
2) emotional protest vs. acceptance of the status quo and meek approval of
the existimri models (rebehous versus traditional attitudes). Since the popula-
tion of all the participants in t;e biography contest consisted of persons
who ,iceepted the social and political princ.ples of People's Poland. the
latter criterion referred in fact to the degree of conservatism or to the
orientation toward conceivable changes within the basic socialist framework
of the social and political realit. It was possible to identify four specific
attitudes within these limits of general outlook:

I. positivist attitudes, )oderately conservative, and generally corresponding
to the reformative attiti

2. revolutionary am des. oriented towards progressive programs cur-
respiniding to the program oriented attitude:

3. contesting attiiudes, radically progressive; corresponding to the rebelious
Itit ude

4. conservative attitudes corresponding to the traditional attitude.
It should Lie stressed, that in early among the young people

wrote diaries, and for this single re:ison. if none other, difTered fr m
the social average positivist and moderatei y. conservative. reformative atti-
t tides were donlinant,-and were expressed in the diaries by adherence to the
rationally designed programs of action directed toward realization of short
:erni. concrete cultural or social values that fitted easily in the generally
accepted system of goals of a local community, vocational group, culture,

aial political system. t-amily etc. 'Fhese att:iudei; were found
dominant ,iniong 5 7 per cent of the population of the diary authors.

The survey made it possible to screen attitudes with respect to selected
frumients of soci reality only. e. g. it was able to scrutinize attitudes toward
work or the enterprise giving employment. etc. Overall attitudes, or in other
woryk. life-;ong attitudes, are too complex a category to he st,bjected
to necessary standardization that must be performed in order to obtain

boni a questionnaire which priniarily contains closed questions. For
this reiron. ;III possible comparisons of the conclusions drawn from the

y. of the diaries with the findings of the survey :"Young People,
Yell-Assessment and Life (ioak-, completed at the end of 1971. must
he nude can usk and cannot have hut a fragmentary Yalue.

oestionnaire contained the following question: "Wha; objective, that
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our country is contemplatiii.. to achieve is the most important in your
opinion?". Again. the question was complemented with the instruction that
no more than three possibilities could he chosen to indicate which of
me eight rather conLmely formulated general goals should he given priority.
The respondents were offered a chance to put down additional goals if they
thought it desirable. 'rho results are shown in 'fah le 4.

table 4
National 1 Ille,lios

Cil 101,11 rotd I
NJ: Itql.C, ,dteLIi% cs (supported tWIi Mote populdtion" I opulation population

fhan ',-; pc! aut of of e,i

.\ decisi%e ot ,iand,irds
1)e elopment inodelnI/Mion

1 lorineni and moderni/alfoli II

iriltiOl
4andard, and %tide; a1t:L-0,11,11w. of

111111+CUICN,

IIICIIIC,11 Li .1: C., Liii or et,.

(irc.tler rittlilitriti 1 Litt/cn, i nidkjill2
,,ton,, on oi;

pet cent of respondent,

ii 7 4 71i 5

lo it I i 4 49.9

446 404;

111 14 5

1' 7 4
12_ )

C,t111`.,11C; 101 IeNS 111.111 [(CI ole,

r)ivelt,pf lc111 ,$1 ,Illitll' itil

( Ii Lii I ii liii ind orv,t
,Idere t..611e,t

h.ted resp(m(lent,
, ,111,%%;1

2 1 ii ."(1.I

:I 7 13 f 16 1

I I '1

9

It 2 z

, .,, lii 4 ropiddl,,n orJH. PI)Pillalion iti 011 11 11CIill on non 11,o.c
Hided the% did mu Laul1Fa,1 %kith on:ii Irean other

-oceop. N\ \ \ numinous kit did not Ale.' ti1e ;":,-. cent resuIts
In in/

oaki like to pol,. out in this place one, rathei crucial aspect of
the findings. It has turned out that the rural ,h attaches less importance

thc improvement of the standard of livinF, to du desirability of entrusting
'ens with wider respolsihilitics in making decisions concerning the state
.: o hd. ii]4l To the de%.elopment and modernization ol

:In the :-.Her hand, th.n ,..'<peci to ..ce a development and moderiazation
or agricultiire id hoac f a wider accessibility and higher quality of'
social bert.fil, to he a characteristic traii in the crientation vi
the nftal youth.

Attitudes or di.applooal had ;1 chana of being exilres-d in response
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to the lillestIon -What negative social phenomena seem to imped,- the
progress of our country hich was complemented with the instruction
saying that the respondent shoukl seicet three out of fourteen possible
dnswers in order to indicate which phenomena scented to hint particulait
noxious. Additionally, he was encouraged to identif other problems whitu
were not mentioned, see Table 5.

The .inswers to this question are more differentiated, although clusters
of similar responses testify to the existence of the sante attitude which we
detected in the analysk of Table 4. Identification of phenomena that impede
re:thi.itions of values typi.:11 for family life and professional work coincides

Hi the attitude which has been found doininant in Table 4, eventually aiming
toward reahiation of aspirations connected with the same ideals. Differences
bet w;en the choices made by the rural youth and the urban youth were
again sigmlicant.

It k characteristic that the respondems when identifying obstacles to the
proffctis or the whole country concentrMed primarily on social vices

(31).t,tde. to Ni.ittonol 11c%etopment

lei 0101t.' 111,1t1 I rel I. C111

Table

( it Rural Total
population' population population

\Ar,o,tefulne...mtl (10,0...pect of .octol

per Cent of re.pondentk

plipert . 40 7 49 0 47.0
litocdocr.to 33.3 17 o 3.; 5
Ncooti.in 30,1 3i 30.5
Ilabilit.il frinkiny! lc - 13 3 26.3
Supi.,, . o, ol ,.1,1m.iii 2o 19.9 23,4
lndideni.c ionoi.Ince and indifference 26.5 If .7 21,7

SU pported \%1th le4o, t! '11 per cent or

Poor .Aork. lo quillii of ork
ImtstopetenLe of per,..00. m (.1..tyc ot

17.2 19.5 15,2

.levodon inakine 21.4 i, 0
17.0

lirther 1o..1 2! 1 16.2
I ,It CCU mont.terInt! 1.1.S 12.0 15.2
1 ail, of coin-ave. It, k of or inon 14,1 12.1 13.0

ol mith 'it ll ,/ 12.6 13.0
lif1ene... lame, 8.9 8.5 8.7
Sic,ilme 5.7 0.3 8.3
i 0her I ,h.tacle. Ittted h tepontlent, 1.2 o .; 0.8
No mo:v.cr (..0 0.4 0.4

Ilkiludtm: .1tHi. ,o et- 100 too population ottl Population of town, heloii lo0 000 have
twen ecluslii,!. vnee. Agatmt to m e\peetdtom. the Md not eontr,o4 voth outh from other
v,oct..!orte, I he e \ CIIRICst iitit.')101 Wd, \ crk nunicroir, hut did not affect the per cc:-
re, i, in the ,Jteeor -total poouldtion-
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rather than on the hullos of programs and aetivitles directed agamst
thcse ices . l'he obstacles selected as those ss Inch handicapped the development
ol the whole countrs most imserabl\ were: sstiste and disrespect of social
properk, , bureaucracs . nepotism, habitual drinking and suppiession orcriticism.

It is hs no means fortuitous that ihe rural youth was more intrequently
than the urban \ituth of the opinion that the progress of the country

hampeted by lack of initiative, indolence, indifference, dencient competence
On the part of people \silo are responsible for vital decisions suppression of
cnticism and career-mongering. On the other hand, they strongly stressed such
notortous social vices As dninkenness, bribery, wastefulness and carelessness
ahout social property.

A Its pottiest, ma\ be ventured that those severe V Ices and malpractices
atiect:d mural ensironment in the 60.s with particular force. They must
hase chcned among illace south frequent rebehous responses or, conversely,
ma\ base occasioned more cautious, trinhtiona! and conserYatiye reactions,
contrihufine to the deselopment of orientations st Inch can be characterizA
b limited engagement in the elions undertaken in order to overcome these
phenomena or b concentration on w reforms concerning one's closest
environment and immediate surroun,Hgs without attempts or ambitions to
cope ssith the sante problems on the ,ociety scale.

ttempting to single out complete models of attrides approved ot
the respondents, three kpical characters have been outlined to be selected
by the respondents ;IS a model young man. To prevent deformations
issuing trom the fact that th ,. respondents could directly identify themselves
55ith an\ of the characters. Hwy were not asked whether the y. wanted to be
like any ot th: ...hat...cher. described. Instead. making usc of projections of
(Me's oss ii ide.1 k on the children, the question aimed to re,onstruct the
genuine iittiftjes of the responients h requiring of them.to decide: "Which
of the three biographies of diflerent ung people, about 30 years old
floss. \sould ci prefer to resemhle most closely the life of your son?"
I he question was addressed hoth to those persons who had and to those
sslio did not have children. Noss is the verbatim description of the three
characters. and the distribution of preferences: Andrew is sell-conlident
and tin\tous to secure high income. Ho can find svHl paid jobs and always
finds w. to make some inure by moonlighting. He has a nice house.
a fancy car And often goes abroad with his family. He is proud that
all that hi's got, he h got hy Inmself.

'rhan rotith 45.0 per ceht
Rural tith 40.9 per cent,-
\ sera- for the total poptuatton 42.3 per cent

John ts a h.,: J working man. He's got a hand,om income and he
entors his %sell regulated and systematic life. He can always spare some
Hine for his family and Hends. He enjoy.: going to cinema, reading
hooks a 11 d ma k mg trips.
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t "than youth
Rural ,outh
Average for the total population

3u. pci eent
40.9 per cent
39 4 per ii

PCICI Iii Im interesting joli and he Is totally absorbed os what he is
ilonit? All his time is taken up by his work, since he must be constantly
improving lits skills and his knowledge. Ihe hasn't got much time for
his private hie or entertainment. But he refuses to yl Hniie his job even
ii he is offered a better paid position, if tt gayes him no chance to
orme Ins worth. Ile Pelives he will make II major discoYery sonic day.

l'rban youth
Rural youth

17.4 per cent
IS.0 per cent

Average for the total population 13,3 per cent
Once again it is a proof of approval of oiceess through work (Andrew4. per cent), approval of the ideal of family and vocational happiness

John 39,4 per cem) and an expression of a measured scepticism about
the iilamour of hard work which leaves one no time for personal life
and guarantees no success (Peter 1S.3 per cent who may or may not make

disc)' very ). No major diflerences between urban and rural youth could he
noted. Onk the second model, of balanced hard-working John, living a regula-
ted famik life, was selected slightly more often by the rural youth, also
slightly more infrequently were they ready to -.elect the pattern set by
Andrew. who worked hard hut at the same tape made a lot of money.
Peter, absorbed hy work and learning, and putting all his hopes in
a possible disci was almost equally unpopular ani,,,ie the village and
the city \.;inih.

\ ,; qzIrNT vm INS, um N ioNs

I his comparison of surycy results with the findings of the analysis
expressed in the diaries written in eark 00's gives iisound for

the following working hypothesis.
In the second half of that decade, the traditional nh)del of a reformative

,ocia I ictlsi'.t . adhered to by members of the generation whose youth fell
in the first half of the ith century: the youngest echelon of the
tyY Polskiej (Association of Polish Youth) and the oldest
echelons of twiazek Mlodzie-iy Socjalistvc/nej (Association of Socialist

ow}, .10d N110d/ieiy Wieisk lei (Association of Rural Youth)
To the role of a social reformer and

a leader-achy 1, :ye been o...-shadow cd hy the aspirattons to acquire pro-
Rsslonal id natcrial s.tlues. a.pirations to skills and knowledge and aspirations
ii elyping personal hes s thin small informal groups. A more profound

:in,ilysis (it this process is it essary before ;t positive diagnosis of t',e.
Attitudes :lid aspiritions prevalent among young people can he made.
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and betore prognosis of their e\ olution in young :..eneration and in the
whole soeiets, can he ured

Hie emerging II Is not a petit bourgeois ideal or at least
does not .Ippe.ti to t, In the hl'hl or the sls Or the t.haries written by

()LIM' l)rkcrs and submitted tor a competition m 1973. Young workers
writin_ diaries had numbor ot fun(kmemal personalitY traits I ini
referring lo he onl which are. in it 1)11110r. th" Illo important and

o: the sy stem ol .ihie tLIL,ttIflC okoraH behavior ;Ind the
system ot aorms caluatio ;issockitcd with the contemporary

ke, paniculaily with its 'younger generation'. First. they
seem to :tiler work. it it is creative and satisfying, as a supreme value.
The% would not go for any \York that conies around. A poorly organited
wasteful effort that glyes little result. not because of objective con,,derations
but solc becaip,e of faulk made by indtvi,Lials in charge has a strongly
negailYe tln, lI upremne ;due embraLes therefore only the creative
uid Inv dcIlvlIY. Against this background the problem of professional

qualthcanons and the problem of proper tnatehmg of personal interests with
the requirements of the work to he d le becomes specially relevant.
I he suryey tittested to the strong approyal of the value expressed as:

\ In!! 1.00o1 .1(01. Vocition that gives satisfaction and an opportunity
haye work that one likes to k hi
second. more importance is attached in this group of youny people

ill comparison with rural youth or students) to personal independence,
concei ;is a pet-tonal &gnu\ . I his phenomenon may also he called
tititonomY nidividuall/ation of participation in culture. It is

reelnig that one has the right to masuniee the chances of success in his
life. with snnultaneous understanding of thc prerequisites of such a success:
hard work. respon,ihthlY. disi:ipline: etc. l;ndouhtedly, the t'eeling of having
this nght and the willingness to mayinwe the chances of success are
stronger !mimes than the feeling that success implies ful.tilment of certain
obligation, But this is only natural, and does not interfere ith reinforcement
ot the idea' ot a happy hie among young peopk.. This happy life is

understood to he determined II\ indiyitlual plans. social needs, talents and
lite goals

Hurd, the unportance attached to non-formal ties. i.e. to :ove and
ndship is clearly gaining weight. These highly personal values are

and perhap, transitorY. typically adolescent, remedies againsi
excessiYe Institutionali/,.non and form:ill/anon of social life and conditions of

ork. IHopiness and a circle of friends ire highly esteemed
v;ilues both among the authors of diaries ;.ind the re .. dents of the survey.

new type of social ties con...isting in a harmony between the social and
personal !actor. in the of einotv..r,!! p;actions with rational
endeaYours. hectimes .1n imp,--:ant value of personal life ard a component
of the-emerging socialist person:Mo..
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I 1111 could b( fiiited l) ClMIC Li1lllLi N heR1 Veil different
1,11 i Ult.', 111 11Ith] 11111L"NpOild lo ION. raek t() theorL

.o eliminate Lontradkanin, twin personal \Jews ;Ind aspird;. ;1,, to dean
peHonai nd ...foal lite lioni comamin.ition Of arbitrariness. to reduce
ten-11 in w Inch arise not from attempts to comhat obstacles of one sort

hut Iron] incongrilit \ or ;Ittittide. ;Ind contradictions within
aillech\ e orientation, caused b\ anti-social Inclinations of individtrak orti bL pernicious common L ices. On the other hand. fill that is
lioncsi. chili. trfra t..\ and vocationally d....nitied was Inglik estimated.

ore .1 desire to bring true persona I\ into the cimmlunity of
,okaalist atnindes, irrespective of minor dill ences of views and values

he! cen pc. Tie
I ittli. Inc nielless of the kk Odd. tendclIC. Ira IINCCIld

1111):',,,t!,11,,. it L'1101-111olls rC:IN tint 1 prOtetil ii.iltist being, reduced
to a mole or le, narrow spherL; of Locational group were found to he
quite popular If...chins,. PossihB. it was ;1 sLmptom of du: changes to come,

detenninatiw to test ;ill chances and tr. II possibilities, to break
open f iii ;he confinement to a 'angular envi. onment and to a single
catey.ir 01 Mc prospects. flits inquisitiveness is followed by criticism,

that i inother issa. 110 open-nunded personality is einergUlg.
an.1 n can be most dead\ obserLc I among young Worl,ers, even though

ma:. also appeat in a nebulous form ..imong the white collar youth.
\ .1 alihofa.li at the beginning of the 70's this trait was hardly perceptible
aift rig the rural mull. 1 eeili,1 to have ber..n re ./ed by them as a new

suggested. perhaps. b.f, family and social ...atacts betweer the town
;Ind the Lillage and strengthened by the grow.ng prestige of the farmer,
p irticularB in the period ol building a fully developed socialist society.

Nese live principal features. which .1 sec no need to complement with
additional description, constitute a fairly uniform in.age Ora young. generation.

stem of values and system of evaluation criteria. Three values are
found in the core or th:It sv,tem: creative work, social equality (conceived

an equalitL of chances a:;LI duf :;.!s) and personal autonomy.
(Mt lincd systerll or Values; manifested by aspirations and

f;0.11, ol the Lontemporary Polish youth does not explain the existing
,11Li.111,M I nniCh as the direction of the dynanlie process which evolves
alder ihe influence of genera: complex macrosociological and mierosocio-

.0..." .11 taLiors But these deserLe to he treated separatel. This analysis
if I,- been able to show instead, that tir.; attitudes and hie-goals of young
people in P LlCs Poland suggest what may be the crucial elements of
culture ;r ;he LILL eloped socialist soeiet) in Poland, whose creation was
deemed .1 particular historical task of the Party and the present phase of the

\ elopmtmt, according to the pronottncenients of the Seventh
Plcnar ( itI\t.tltnt f the [lute( I Polish Worker's Pan
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